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Chapter 1
Introduction
1. Displacement
“Papa, ik ben niet echt een Pingobeest hoor” (Daddy, I am not really a
Pingobeast). As humans, we have the ability to talk about times, spaces, and
realities that differ from our own. In this example, a little girl wanted to
make sure her father understood that she was only pretending to be a
creature she had invented, called a Pingobeast, so her father should not
worry that he had really become the victim of an inescapable tickle-threat.1
This displacement property, which enables us to talk about things beyond
the here and now, is one of the core features of language (Hockett, 1960).
Languages have several ways to encode displacement. One way of talking
about different realities is to use raising verbs like ‘seem’, or Dutch schijnen
and lijken. Interestingly, using these Dutch verbs, the conversation above
can be continued as follows, where the father tells the mother: “Lisanne
schijnt géén Pingobeest te zijn, maar ze lijkt wél een Pingobeest (te zijn)”
(‘Lisanne doesn’t seem to be a Pingobeast, but she does look like a
Pingobeast’). Puzzling about this sentence (which does not translate very
well into English) is that it combines two contradictory propositions (she is a
Pingobeast vs. she is not a Pingobeast) in one sentence and the result is
perfectly acceptable. What are the exact properties of these raising verbs
that allow one to state two incompatible propositions in one and the same
sentence?
Displacement not only means that we can imagine beyond our present,
actual world; it may also refer to the difference between a constituent’s
initial position and the position in which it ends up, reflecting two ways in
which it contributes to interpretation. In fact, the link between these two
types of displacement is closer than it would appear at first sight. Displacing

1 This example is taken from actual discourse between Lisanne and her father Erik. I
would like to thank Lisanne and her parents for giving me the permission to use it.
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a constituent is a tool to encode displacement of worlds. This thesis will
investigate this tool and its effects by looking at the structure, processing,
and acquisition of displacement in two superficially distinct constructions.
One of the structures includes raising verbs like ‘seem’ as in ‘the beach seems
to be crowded’. The other one includes unaccusative verbs like ‘disappear’ as
in ‘the beach disappeared’. Syntactically, these structures are related. They
share the raising of the surface subject (‘the beach’) from a lower position up
to a higher position. There is therefore a discontinuity between the position
in which the subject appears on the surface (realization) and the position of
interpretation. For instance, in the subject-to-subject raising (henceforth
called ‘raising’) example, ‘the beach’ appears as the subject of ‘seem’, but is
not interpreted as ‘the seemer’. It is rather interpreted as the subject of ‘be
crowded’. Similarly, in the unaccusative example, ‘the beach’ is interpreted
as the object of ‘disappear’ (the undergoer of the disappearing), although it
appears in subject position. For both raising and unaccusative structures
claims can be found in the literature that they are acquired late by typicallydeveloping children (raising: e.g. Hirsch and Wexler, 2007; unaccusatives:
e.g. Miyamoto, Wexler, Aikawa and Miyagawa, 1999). Proposals have been
made to relate these two observations: displacement is proposed to be the
source of the delay in acquisition (Borer and Wexler, 1987; Wexler, 2004).
The beauty of this proposal is that it links acquisition data on quite distinct
structures to one common source: displacement. But this also immediately
raises the question: can this be all? Strictly syntactically speaking, these
structures are indeed the same in that an argument A-moves from one
argument position into another argument position.2 However, the effects in
terms of discourse anchoring are very different (and so potentially are the
positions in which they end up). Unaccusative verbs don’t express a shift in
the anchoring of the event denoted, whereas in the case of raising verbs such
a shift may be involved. Moreover, different raising verbs have different
effects. Raising verbs like ‘tend to’ encode aspectual properties of events
(Becker and Estigarribia, 2011). Raising verbs like ‘seem’ encode differences
in realities (Becker and Estigarribia, 2011). One challenge for the child is to
discover the limits of both world and constituent displacement and their
relationship. Perhaps the acquisition path is influenced by the underlying
interpretational effects of the displacement. This thesis aims to identify
2 Although the subject’s initial position may be different. The argument of
unaccusative verbs is initially merged as the complement of the verb (an internal
argument). The argument of raising verbs may be initially merged as the specifier of
the verbal projection (an external argument).
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which factors other than A-movement play a role in language acquisition, i.e.
whether effects of differences in the nature of displacement can be found. By
doing so it seeks to determine whether a mono-factorial explanation for the
delay in acquisition is tenable.
The approach taken in this thesis is to combine grammatical theory and
experiment so that they can inform each other. One track is to investigate
the exact (semantic) properties of different types of displacement and find
out how this influences language processing in adults, i.e. which differences
in structure are reflected in processing. The other track is to investigate the
acquisition of the different structures. This enables us to find out whether
computations that are more complex to process are also the ones that are
acquired at a later point in development.
2. State of the art
A proposal that connects unaccusatives and raising in acquisition is that the
difficulty children have with these structures is their inability to compute Amovement. As such, in a sentence like (1), they cannot connect the displaced
argument (Tommy) to its base position (the position of interpretation
indicated with a trace (t)). Children incorrectly interpret ‘Tommy’ as the
lover in (1) instead of the one being loved.3 They thus collapse the positions of
realization and interpretation. Originally, Borer and Wexler (1987) proposed
this in the form of the A-Chain Deficit Hypothesis (ACDH). This hypothesis
accounts for the observation that (non-actional) passives are delayed in
acquisition. It predicts that unaccusatives and raising will be acquired late
as well. However, it also incorrectly predicts that simple transitive and
unergative sentences will be acquired late, since for these structures it is
generally assumed that the subject has been moved up from a position inside
the verbal domain into the functional domain (Koopman and Sportiche,
1992).
(1)

Tommyi was loved ti

Wexler (2004) refines the ACDH in terms of the Universal Phase
Requirement (UPR). This theory is based on the notion of phases as defined
in the Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995 and subsequent work). The

In fact, children perform well on so-called actional passives like ‘Tommy was kissed’.
Borer and Wexler propose that children assign an adjectival structure to these
passives that does not involve movement, but does yield the correct interpretation
(where Tommy is the one being kissed).
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proposal Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2005) makes is that computation proceeds
phase-wise. The interpretation and realization of sentences is not computed
completely in one go, but sentences are cut up into smaller chunks that are
shipped off (for interpretation and realization) separately. Crucially, once a
chunk has been shipped off, the elements inside that chunk are no longer
visible for further computation (only an edge position is still available). The
chunks that define a phase are propositional vP and CP. Phase-based
computation is argued to relieve the computational burden4 and correctly
predicts which types of wh-movement are grammatical and which are not.
However, without modification the definition of vP and CP constituting
phases does not make correct predictions regarding unaccusative, raising,
and passive structures. For instance, in unaccusatives, the argument that
has to move to subject position (spec TP) finds itself inside vP in a position
that it could not escape from. In fact, the argument should be shipped off for
interpretation together with the verb and will thus no longer be available for
further computation. The same is true for passives and raising. In order to
solve this issue, Chomsky (2000) proposes that verbs that lack an external
argument (i.e. passive, raising, and unaccusative verbs) do not project a full
phase, but they project a defective phase. Defective phases are not shipped
off for interpretation, but their elements remain available for further
computation. The argument of an unaccusative verb can therefore move
freely up to spec TP without causing the derivation to crash.
Wexler (2004) proposes that young children (until around the age of seven)
are not able to project defective phases. For children, every vP defines a
phase, irrespective of whether it is defective or not. As such, for children,
passive, unaccusative, and raising structures are ungrammatical. The
subject argument belongs to a lower phase and therefore cannot move up to
subject position. In a sense then, the child grammar is stricter than the adult
grammar: what counts as a grammatical construction for adults is
ungrammatical for children. The child has to acquire which chunks define a
phase and which do not (and mature in Wexler’s terms to make this
possible). More precisely, they have to acquire that some verbs project a full
phase, but others (the ones that lack an external argument) do not. Since the
child lacks the ability to project defective phases, she cannot interpret
structures that require a defective phase in their syntactic representation in
an adult-like fashion. This hypothesis predicts that unaccusatives, raising,

4

See Matushansky (2005) for some criticism though.
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and passives will be acquired late, but importantly, it differentiates between
these structures and structures with unproblematic A-movement.
A number of authors have argued against the particular instantiation of
phase-based theory as proposed by Chomsky (e.g. Abels, 2003; Boeckx and
Grohmann, 2007; Matushansky, 2005). These authors point out both
empirical and conceptual problems. However, in spite of the problems with
phase-theory, these researchers do not argue against cyclic derivation in
general (Boeckx and Grohmann, 2007). Similarly the core of Wexler’s
proposal, i.e. what counts as a “chunk” is different for adults than for
children, is not dependent on any particular instantiation of phase-based
computation.
The next sections will review the empirical data in the domain of raising and
unaccusatives. First, studies on the acquisition of raising will be considered.
Interest in the acquisition of raising structures is quite recent and focuses
mainly on raising in English. Next, issues in processing and acquisition
research on unaccusatives will be discussed. The challenges and gaps in the
literature form the basis of the research questions addressed in this thesis.
Raising
Becker (2005) points out that raising verbs create a major challenge for
children in development. Children are known to use argument structure as a
cue in verb learning (Gleitman, 1990). However, one difficulty is that raising
verbs do not select an NP argument; they do not provide the subject
argument with its thematic role. Moreover, raising sentences appear on the
surface to be equal to control sentences that do assign a thematic role to
their NP argument (see (2) and (3)). In (3), Tommy is the ‘wanter’, whereas
he is not the ‘seemer’ in (2). The question therefore is (as Becker points out)
how children learn to distinguish between these two superficially similar
structures.
(2)
(3)

Tommy seems to be going to the beach
Tommy wants to go to the beach

On the basis of a grammaticality judgment task, Becker (2006) concludes
that three and four-year-old children incorrectly accept control verbs to
project a raising structure. In this task, the child was required to say
whether a particular test sentence sounded ok or silly. Test sentences would
include either a raising, or a control verb. The embedded predicate would
either be semantically compatible (e.g. the hay seems to be on the ground) or
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incompatible (e.g. the hay seems to be excited). The results showed that threeyear-old children (as well as some four-year-olds) scored adult-like on raising
structures, but incorrectly accepted control sentences with a compatible
predicate (e.g. the flower wants to be pink). This would imply that raising is
acquired by age three, and that it would be acquired earlier than control.
However, one must be cautious in interpreting this result as it could be the
case that children simply ignored the raising verb and answered correctly
without understanding raising structures (Becker, 2006; Hirsch and Wexler,
2007; Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler, 2007, 2008; Orfitelli, 2012). This
immediately reveals one of the issues in testing children’s understanding of
raising verbs. Replacing the raising verb with a form of ‘to be’ will typically
not affect the test result for the interpretation in a significant way. Children
can therefore appear to perform well on these structures, without actually
projecting a raising structure (see Chapter 4 for a more extensive discussion
of this issue).
Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler (2008) followed up on Becker’s result and
showed that there is good reason to think that children did indeed ignore the
raising verb in Becker’s experiment and performed well without computing
raising. By creating a clear contrast between appearance and reality, they
showed that children incorrectly reject a description of what seems to be the
case if this differs from what is really the case. The scenarios that children
were presented with included for instance a white dog standing under a
black light. As such, the dog really is white, but seems to be purple. Children
were then presented with sentences like the dog really is white and the dog
really seems to be purple. Children incorrectly rejected the statement that the
dog really seems to be purple indicating that children in fact understood
‘seem’ as ‘to be’. 5
Another strategy that children sometimes use is to analyze ‘seem’ as ‘think’
(Hirsch and Wexler, 2007; Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler, 2007). Hirsch and
Wexler (2007) conducted a picture selection task in which children had to
select the best-matching picture out of two pictures upon being presented
with sentences as in (4) and (5). The pictures used thought-bubbles to
represent ‘seem’. That means that the matching picture for sentence (4)
would consist of a thought-bubble that contained Homer bowling a ball, with
In Becker’s experiment, participants were presented with the dog seemed purple.
Children performed better on this experiment than on the Hirsch, Orfitelli, and
Wexler version. The hypothesis is that children in this case judge the dog was purple,
which is true under a stage-level interpretation (Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler, 2008;
Orfitelli, 2012). In fact, Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler show that indeed adults judge
the dog was purple to be correct. See Orfitelli (2012) for a more extensive discussion.
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the thought-bubble related to Maggie. Interestingly, upon being presented
with a sentence as in (4), children prefer a picture in which Maggie is
bowling a ball and Homer is doing the thinking. Hirsch en Wexler (2007)
therefore conclude that children understand Maggie to be the argument of
the embedded predicate (bowling a ball) and Homer to be the ‘thinker’.
Another important result is that the same children who fail to understand
raised structures as in (4), perform well on their unraised counterparts as in
(5). This means that there is an additional problem with raising on top of the
difficulty with the raising verb itself (its conceptual complexity, or an effect
of frequency) (Hirsch, 2011).
(4)
(5)

Homer seems to Maggie to be bowling a ball
It seems to Homer that Maggie is pushing a cart
(Hirsch and Wexler, 2007: 11)

However the problem with structures such as (4) may be the intervening
experiencer argument (Maggie).6 Perhaps children are unable to raise the
argument over an experiencer. In order to rule out this possibility, Hirsch,
Orfitelli, and Wexler (2007) tested raising without experiencer in an actedout truth value judgment task. They presented children with acted-out
scenarios in which a character (e.g. Barbie) is not aware of something that is
the case (e.g. that she is wearing a hat) and Barbie starts looking for her hat.
Ken on the other hand looks at Barbie from a distance and notices that there
is something on her head which looks like a hat. A third character then
comments on the scene and might state that Barbie seems to be wearing a
hat. Now if children interpret ‘seem’ as ‘think’, they should answer that this
statement is incorrect, because Barbie does not think that she is wearing a
hat (although she seems to be wearing a hat). Children score 41.3%7 in this
condition which means that children not only fail to raise an argument over
an (overt) experiencer, but fail on raising structures even if they do not
involve an experiencer.
So far, these studies focused on raising structures that include the raising
verb ‘seem’. However, not all raising verbs behave like ‘seem’. Becker and
6 This is precisely what Hyams and Snyder (2006) predict in their Universal Freezing
Hypothesis (UFH). The Universal Freezing Hypothesis is based on the notion of
´smuggling´ (Collins, 2005) and states that children cannot move an element out of an
already moved phrase. Since this operation is required to form passives and raising
over an experiencer, children have no means to represent these structures.
7 The children can be devided into two groups: one group performs adult-like and the
other group fails at this task. Hirsch et al. (2008) account for this by arguing that the
latter group takes ‘seem’ to mean ‘think’ whereas the former group ignores ‘seem’
completely (resulting in adult-like behavior).
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Estigarribia (2011) point to meaning differences between raising verbs:
“Raising verbs generally have meanings that relate to appearance (seem,
appear), aspect (used (to), tend, going (to)), and states of affairs (happen (to),
turn out)” (p.4) (see Orfitelli (2012) for a similar observation). Apart from
meaning differences, raising verbs also differ in their syntactic behavior. The
appearance-related raising verbs are compatible with a full CP in their
complement as in (6), whereas the other raising verbs are not (7) (Mitchener
and Becker, 2010; Hirsch, 2011; Orfitelli, 2012). The question that arises is
whether we would expect the same acquisition pattern for raising with all
types of raising verbs. Given their differences, it may not be surprising to
find different developmental patterns for different raising verbs.
(6)
(7)

It seems that Tommy is going to the beach
*It tends that Tommy goes to the beach often

An especially interesting observation in this respect is the difference in
distribution as observed for two very similar raising verbs in Dutch
(Haegeman, 2005, 2006). In spite of their superficial similarity, some
significant differences can be observed between them. In fact, experimental
evidence indicates that the two raising verbs may be acquired at a different
point in time (Koring and Wexler, 2009). Subsequently, also Orfitelli (2012)
found on the basis of data from English-acquiring children that not all
raising structures are acquired at the same point in time. Structures with
some raising verbs are acquired later than those with others. Effectively,
then, not all raising as triggered by raising verbs behaves the same. Both the
syntax and the effects in terms of interpretation may differ, which could lead
to differential acquisition paths.
Unaccusatives
A characteristic that unaccusative structures (e.g. ‘the beach disappeared’)
share with raising structures is the fact that the subject argument has been
raised to this position from lower down (the object position). The verbal
projection of unaccusative verbs is defective in the sense that it does not
project an external argument. Unaccusative verbs differ from unergative
verbs (e.g. ‘jump’) that do project a full verbal projection (i.e. an external
argument). Unaccusative and unergative verbs not only differ in their
syntax, but also in the thematic role that they assign to their argument.
Unaccusative verbs assign the role of theme to their argument, whereas
unergative verbs assign the role of agent to their argument.
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Experimental evidence has been found indicating that the distinction
between unaccusative and unergative verbs is reflected in sentence
processing. Adults have been shown to distinguish on-line between
unaccusative and unergative verbs. Several cross modal priming
experiments demonstrate that the argument of unaccusative verbs is
reactivated after the verb, but the argument of unergative verbs is not (e.g.
Friedmann et al., 2008). In a cross modal priming experiment participants
are typically presented with a sentence and while they are listening to these
sentences, a probe appears on the screen for which the participant has to
decide if the probe is an existing English word or not. If the probe is related
to something that is active in the participant’s mind, the participant will be
faster in making the lexical decision than if there is nothing active in the
participant’s mind that bears a relation to the probe. In Friedmann et al.’s
experiment, the probe was a word that was related to the argument of the
intransitive verb. The results show that participants are faster in making
the lexical decision in a position after verb offset when the verb is
unaccusative than when the verb is unergative. This means that the
argument of an unaccusative verb is active after the offset of the verb,
resulting in faster lexical decisions. In addition, there is evidence that
unaccusative verbs are more complex to process than unergative verbs.
Production studies with aphasic patients indicate that participants make
more mistakes in producing unaccusative verbs than they make in producing
unergative verbs (Thompson, 2003; Lee and Thompson, 2004; Bastiaanse and
van Zonneveld, 2005).
According to UPR, unaccusative verbs should be acquired as late as raising
structures, because they both involve movement of an argument out of a
defective phase. We reviewed studies above on the acquisition of raising that
point out that (at least some) raising is acquired late. However, results on
the acquisition of unaccusative structures are equivocal (e.g. Machida et al.,
2004; Friedmann, 2007; Hyams and Snyder, 2006). The difficulty is that it is
hard to figure out which structure the child assigns to argument – verb
strings (unaccusative verbs do not differ from unergative verbs in their
form). Does the child A-move the internal argument of an unaccusative verb
to subject position when she produces an unaccusative verb? One step closer
to finding this out is to test children’s processing of unaccusative verbs. That
is, test what happens on-line when they encounter an unaccusative verb
instead of testing the outcome of processing.
An open issue in research on processing of unaccusatives is what the exact
source of the processing difference is. Processing data do not directly reflect
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knowledge; they rather reflect how the participant acts given this knowledge.
The studies discussed point out that the argument of unaccusative verbs is
reactivated after verb offset, but the argument of unergative verbs is not.
One question that arises is if this is caused by the difference in thematic
roles that unaccusative and unergative verbs assign (theme vs. agent
respectively), or by the difference in their syntax. So far, studies
investigating processing of intransitive verbs have not teased apart these
two potential sources. Secondly, the question is why there is no reactivation
effect with unergative verbs. Is there really no point of reactivation of the
argument while processing unergative verbs, or did the experimental set-up
simply fail to detect this effect? These puzzles will have to be solved first
before predictions regarding children’s processing of unaccusative verbs can
be made. This is what the research reported here set out to achieve.
Visual world paradigm
Most adult processing studies use the cross modal lexical priming paradigm
to measure processing of intransitive verbs. Although the paradigm seems to
be quite robust in detecting processing differences, it has some drawbacks.
First of all, the cross modal priming paradigm only makes it possible to
measure processing at certain pre-specified points in the sentence; the points
for which the experimenter decides to present a probe. A reactivation effect
at a point that is not measured can be easily missed. Another issue that
comes up with respect to our goal to test children’s processing of
unaccusative verbs is that the cross modal lexical priming paradigm is not
suitable for children. It requires the child to read strings of letters in order to
make a lexical decision. At the same time, this type of task is quite
demanding as it requires the participant to perform two tasks at the same
time: listen to a sentence and perform a lexical decision task. Therefore even
a cross modal priming task that does not involve reading (e.g. cross modal
picture priming), will still be a difficult task for the child to perform.
The solution (as proposed by Pim Mak) that will tackle all issues at once is to
“replicate” the priming studies by using the eye tracker. The visual world
paradigm has been shown to be particularly useful to investigate language
processing (see Huettig, Rommers, and Meyer, 2011 for an extensive review).
One of its major benefits is that it provides a very precise record of
processing of the complete sentence over time. This property allows us to
address the issue of reactivation with unergative verbs. Moreover, the visual
world paradigm is non-demanding and quite natural: participants are
watching a visual display while listening to spoken language. This makes it
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particularly suitable to test children. In fact, this paradigm has been used
successfully to test even two-year-olds (e.g., van Veen, 2012).
3. Research goals
This thesis investigates displacement from a three-way perspective. It
focuses on the precise syntactic and semantic properties of different
instantiations of displacement and experimental investigation of the effects
of the semantics and syntax on language processing and language
acquisition. The goal is to ascertain the extent to which different types of
displacement are problematic in language development. This will enhance
our understanding of the causes for and effects of displacement. The journey
will require you to imagine times, spaces, and realities outside your current
situation. Along the way, many properties of one type of world in particular
will be discovered: the visual world. The research questions guiding this
endeavor are:
o

What are the properties of the Dutch raising verbs schijnen (hearsay
evidence) and lijken (perceptual evidence)? Do they differ in their
syntax and/or semantics? How do these raising verbs relate to
(epistemic) modals?

o

Do adults distinguish on-line between the two different Dutch
raising verbs, i.e. do we see the difference in properties reflected in
processing?

o

What does the acquisition pattern of the different raising verbs look
like? How does this compare to children’s ability to use various
sources of information to judge a scenario?

o

What is the source of the processing difference between unaccusative
and unergative verbs? Is the argument of unergative verbs
reactivated during processing?

o

How can we test processing of unaccusative verbs in children using
the visual world paradigm? Do children distinguish on-line between
unaccusative and unergative structures? Do they differ in this from
adults?

4. Chapter overview
Chapter 2 investigates the Dutch raising verbs schijnen and lijken (both
counterparts of English ‘seem’) in more depth. It zooms in on their observed
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differences in distribution, i.e. the restricted distribution of schijnen
compared to lijken (cf. Haegeman, 2005, 2006). The question that is
addressed is whether the restriction in distribution of schijnen is the result of
restrictions on syntax or restrictions on semantics. To answer this, an
explicit semantics of both schijnen and lijken is presented. They are analyzed
as (evidential) modals that lexically restrict the conversational background
to include the contents of a particular source of information. The proposal is
that schijnen is restricted in distribution because of its semantics: evaluation
of schijnen is restricted to the speaker (it is subjective). As a result, schijnen
cannot occur in nonveridical contexts that force an evaluation. It behaves
like a positive polarity item (PPI). In contrast, there is no such restriction on
evaluation for lijken, i.e. lijken is not subjective. As such, lijken is much freer
in its distribution and can occur in contexts in which schijnen cannot occur.
Chapter 3 further discusses the analysis of evidentials as modals and
explores the question why some modals encode for speaker’s judgment of
some proposition p directly, but others do not. Kratzer’s (2010) distinction
between informational and realistic conversational backgrounds will be used
as a tool to distinguish between modals that do vs. do not encode speaker’s
commitment to p. In addition, it will explore how the semantics of the
evidential raising verbs affects processing. Is the subjective (hearsay)
evidential schijnen more difficult to process than the non-subjective
(perceptual) evidential lijken? The results from a self-paced reading
experiment reveal that this is indeed the case. Additionally, whereas the
subjective conversational background is initially costly to compute, there is a
processing advantage later in the sentence at the point where the proposition
can be constructed.
Chapter 4 explores the influence of the evidential semantics on acquisition.
It presents a test of children’s comprehension of lijken, schijnen, and in
addition, lijkt-me, the subjective counterpart of lijken. Lijkt-me means that
the speaker has indirect inferential evidence for the embedded proposition.
The results indicate that children acquire non-subjective lijken earlier than
subjective lijkt-me. That means that not all raising verbs are acquired at the
same point in time; some types of raising seem to be more difficult to acquire
than others. Not only is children’s comprehension of these evidentials
measured, but also children’s ability to use (and report) different sources of
information in their judgment of a scenario. The data show that children are
able to use and report different sources of information at an earlier point
than they are able to comprehend (all of) the evidential verbs. The
comparison between these two tasks emphasizes the distinction between
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children’s (conceptual) ability to use sources of information to judge a
scenario and their (in)ability to encode source of information with evidential
raising verbs.
Chapter 5 makes the switch to the other type of structure that involves
displacement studied in this thesis: unaccusative structures. It probes into
the nature of the processing difference between unaccusative and unergative
verbs as observed in adults. It shows a distinction between syntactic vs.
thematic effects by not only testing unaccusative and unergative verbs, but a
third category: theme unergatives. Theme unergatives are like unergative
verbs in that their argument is an external argument. But, they are like
unaccusative verbs in that the role that is assigned to their argument is the
role of theme. Using the visual world paradigm it is shown that intransitive
verb types pattern in processing on the basis of their underlying structure
and not on the basis of the thematic role of their argument. Moreover, it is
shown that, like unaccusative verbs, unergative verbs too reactivate their
argument. However, they do so at a different point in time.
Chapter 6 investigates children’s processing of unaccusative verbs. The
question is whether they differentiate unaccusative from unergative
structures in processing. In order to test this, a different visual world
experiment was set up. Crucially, the method used to test adult processing of
unaccusative verbs (as presented in Chapter 5) turned out to be unsuitable
for testing the processing of unaccusative verbs in children. Potential pitfalls
in testing children using the visual world paradigm were identified and the
method was adapted. Results from the (adapted) experiment indicate that
children do distinguish between unaccusative and unergative verbs.
However, children differ from adults in how they distinguish between the
structures. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the factors that
contribute to this difference.
Finally, the conclusion will bring together the results of the different
chapters. It will briefly summarize the main results, i.e. identify the factors
that determine the course of acquisition.

Chapter 28
Evidential raising verbs and their distribution

Abstract
This chapter will take a closer look at the properties of the Dutch raising
verbs schijnen and lijken (both ‘seem’). How similar are they really? Their
surface similarity and the fact that they are often translated into the same
English raising verb are quite misleading. Many differences in distribution
between the verbs can in fact be observed (Haegeman, 2006). This chapter
will show that the differences in distributional properties follow from
restrictions on scope as a result of their (evidential) semantics. The proposal
is that schijnen is subjective, but lijken is not. As a result, schijnen displays
positive polarity behavior, and as such does not occur in nonveridical
contexts (cf. Ernst, 2009). Therefore, schijnen is much more restricted in its
distribution than lijken.

8

This chapter is a slightly expanded version of an article that appeared in Lingua as
Koring (2012).
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1. Introduction
The phenomenon that certain expressions in the functional system of the
clause can only occur in a particular order gives rise to an important
linguistic question. Why is it that, given two expressions ǂ and ǃ, it is only
the case that ǂ can precede ǃ, but not the other way around? These ordering
restrictions are typically derived in either one of two different ways.
The first approach (Cinque, 1999 and subsequent work) proposes restrictions
on syntax. The hypothesis is that the functional part of the syntactic tree
consists of many different positions. All these different positions are ordered
in a fixed way, the same order applying both within and across languages.
Cinque (1999) bases this hierarchy on an extensive amount of cross-linguistic
data from adverb ordering and ordering of functional morphemes. Functional
elements are taken to occupy a specific syntactic position in the functional
structure and this results in ordering restrictions. The fact that ǂ must
precede ǃ is accounted for by stating that ǂ must occupy a syntactic position
that c-commands the syntactic position ǃ occupies given that c-command
maps onto precedence (Kayne, 1994). Cinque and Rizzi (2008) state that the
hierarchy is not simply a primitive property of universal grammar. The
functional structure is underpinned by principles yet to be discovered, one of
which could be semantics. Crucially, the functional structure does not simply
reduce to semantics in their view.
The second approach does not derive the order ǂ precedes ǃ from a fixed
clausal hierarchy, but argues that particular orders do not exist because
ordering ǂ and ǃ in such a way would lead to a semantic clash. Hence, ǃ
cannot outscope ǂ because the result violates properties of interpretation. An
element’s semantic requirements determine its order in sentences instead of
selectional restrictions on its position in the syntactic tree (Ernst, 2002,
2007, 2009; Nilsen, 2003, 2004).
This chapter is an argument in favor of the latter approach. In particular, it
will show that differences in ordering restrictions between the Dutch raising
verbs schijnen and lijken ‘seem’ can be derived from a difference in
subjectivity. Subjectivity is a widely discussed concept (see Benveniste, 1971;
Lyons 1977 among others). In the literature, the term subjectivity is used
with various different meanings, so it is important to specify the definition
used.
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To define subjectivity, the present chapter follows a proposal by von Fintel
and Gillies (2004/2011) (cf. Ernst, 2009; von Fintel and Gillies, 2008a;
Papafragou, 2006; Portner, 2009) and defines subjectivity in terms of
“relevant mind for evaluation” as in definition (I). An element is subjective if
the only mind relevant for evaluation is the speaker’s mind; an element is
non-subjective9 if evaluation is not necessarily solely the speaker’s. If
subjective, the conversational background (cf. Kratzer, 1977, 1981, 1991) is
fixed to the worlds of the speaker and this is encoded in the contextually
relevant group for evaluation (Gc). Gc defines the members of the
contextually relevant group whose knowledge is relevant for evaluation, i.e.
whose information an element quantifies over (von Fintel and Gillies,
2004/2011, 2008a). Subjectivity is achieved by defining that the only member
of the contextually relevant group is the speaker; this returns a solipsistic
reading. The extent of the relevant group can vary contextuallly, but can also
be set using linguistic means (von Fintel and Gillies, 2004/2011, 2008a).
DEFINITION (I) Subjectivity:
Speaker asserts Q in a context c
(a) the modal base on which Q is based is subjective iff Gc={speaker}
(i.e. it is only the worlds in the speaker’s belief set that are
quantified over. This is the solipsistic, special case.)
(b) otherwise, the modal base on which Q is based is non-subjective
Based on Ernst (2009), von Fintel and Gillies (2004/2011, 2008a),
Papafragou, (2006) and Portner (2009).
Crucially, under the definition of subjectivity given in (I), the opposition
between subjective and non-subjective is not in the quality of the information
(scientific research vs. gossip) (Nuyts, 2001; Portner, 2009). Furthermore, if
an element is subjective, it is only the speaker’s mind that is relevant for
evaluation, although other people might have access to the same state of
affairs. In contrast, if an element is non-subjective, it is possible that the
9 I contrast subjectivity with non-subjectivity. Using objectivity instead of nonsubjectivity carries the non-intended meaning that it is about the quality of the
evidence. Nuyts (2001) shows that the relevant distinction is between subjectivity and
intersubjectivity. The opposition is in the status of the available evidence as shared vs.
private information. Elements are subjective if the evidence and conclusions drawn
from it are only required to exist in the speaker’s mind. Elements are intersubjective
if they quantify over evidence known to more individuals and these individuals share
the conclusion following from the evidence (Nuyts, 2001; Portner, 2009). However,
crucial in the current analysis is that only the speaker is relevant for evaluation,
although others might have access to the evidence. Intersubjectivity therefore does not
exactly cover the intended meaning in this case.
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speaker is also relevant for evaluation, but, importantly, evaluation can
extend beyond the speaker.
The question now is how subjectivity affects the distributional properties of
raising verbs. The hypothesis is that a difference in subjectivity results in a
difference in whether or not an element only allows for what is called an mperformative use or allows for descriptive uses as well (cf. Faller, 2006a,
2006b). An m-performative (or simply performative in Nuyts’ (2000) terms) is
an element that expresses the speaker performing the mental act of
evaluating a state of affairs (Faller, 2006a, 2006b; Papafragou, 2006).10 The
speaker performs something in the here and now and is thus committed to it.
M-performatives (or elements that are m-performatively used) therefore do
not contribute to the at-issue content of the utterance (cf. Murray, 2010).11
They rather contribute not-at-issue content: content that is not considered to
be part of the main point, and is not up for discussion (Murray, 2010)
(because the speaker performs the evaluation). Now if an element is
evaluative in nature and is at the same time restricted to the speaker for
evaluation, it will only allow for m-performative uses. If an element
expresses an evaluation, but not necessarily the speaker’s evaluation, it
allows for descriptive uses as well. Descriptive elements are part of the atissue content, as evaluation is not solely the speaker’s.
The distinction between m-performative and descriptive uses results in a
difference in distribution. M-performatively used elements are not part of the
at-issue content and therefore incompatible in contexts that put them under
discussion. That is, they are incompatible in contexts that require the
description of possible evaluations that are not necessarily the speaker’s own
evaluations (Nuyts, 2000). These elements are therefore restricted in
distribution: they cannot scope under elements that force describing
hypothetical evaluations. In contrast, elements that allow for a descriptive
use are much freer in their distribution. These elements are part of the atissue content and can therefore be put under discussion. They are therefore
acceptable in contexts requiring the description of potential evaluations that
are not necessarily the speaker’s own.

10 M-performatives differ from the better-known performatives such as baptize in that
the mental act the speaker performs can also exist inside the speaker’s mind without
the speaker expressing it. Performatives as know from speech act theory can only
exist if expressed (Nuyts, 2000).
11 See Murray (2010) for a proposal for the formal implementation of the distinction
between at-issue and not-at-issue content.
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In short, if evaluation is restricted to the speaker only, an element does not
contribute to the at-issue content and is therefore restricted in its
distribution. The present chapter will show how this hypothesis applies to
the two Dutch raising verbs schijnen and lijken (‘seem’). The chapter is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic Dutch data and defines
the semantics of schijnen and lijken. Section 3 will show that the semantics
of the verbs as defined in section 2 results in differences in distribution
between the two verbs. Subsequently, I will show that the subjectivity, and
therefore the extent of the contextually relevant group for evaluation, can be
changed using particular linguistic means in section 4, and as such one can
change the distributional properties of the elements. Finally, section 5
discusses the relationship between subjectivity and polarity behavior and the
implications of the present analysis in the domain of evidentiality, epistemic
modality and speaker-oriented adverbs.
2. Defining the lexical semantics
Although schijnen and lijken are often translated to ‘seem’ in English
(Haegeman, 2006a; Wurmbrand, 2004), they do differ in meaning (van
Bruggen, 1980). In short, schijnen means that the speaker has only indirect
evidence for the embedded proposition in the form of hearsay evidence
(Vliegen, 2011).12 Lijken means that the speaker bases her claim on directly
available perceptual evidence (van Bruggen, 1980). The terms direct and
indirect evidence come from research on evidentiality (the linguistic encoding
of source of information) (cf. Aikhenvald, 2004; Chafe and Nichols, 1986;
Rooryck, 2001 for an overview on this topic). Evidentials are categorized on
the basis of the status of the evidence they encode (De Haan, 1999b; Rooryck,
2001), where the most basic distinction is between direct and indirect
evidence (Davis et al., 2007; Faller, 2002). Direct evidentials encode that the
speaker has directly witnessed the event: the speaker was right there at the
spot where the action took place; whereas indirect evidentials encode that
the speaker has not experienced the event herself, but has another source of
information (De Haan, 1999b, 2005). Importantly, in the discussion of
evidentials, it is necessary to make a clear distinction between the evidential
itself and the embedded proposition (p). Crucially, the speaker is committed
to the evidential, but may vary in commitment to the proposition in its scope
(Murray, 2010).

12 The verb schijnen is ambiguous meaning either ‘seem’ (based on hearsay evidence)
or ‘to shine’. See De Haan (2007) for the argument that schijnen grammaticalized into an evidential
from the lexical verb ‘to shine’.
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Lijken and schijnen thus have an evidential meaning13 (cf. De Haan, 2007
and Rooryck, 2001 for raising as a source of evidentiality). Given this
knowledge, translating these verbs as ‘seem’ does not cover their exact
meaning.14 Lijken has a meaning closer to ‘appear’ and schijnen might be
better translated as ‘is said to’. Interestingly, there is evidence to the effect
that lijken and schijnen are acquired at a different stage in acquisition where
lijken comes in around the same time as English ‘seem’ (which comes in
around the age of six or seven (Hirsch and Wexler, 2007; Hirsch, Orfitelli,
Wexler, 2007, 2008; Orfitelli, 2012)), but schijnen appears to be acquired
even later (Koring and Wexler, 2009).
To clarify the difference in meaning between the two Dutch verbs, the
following examples provide illustrative contexts in which the verbs can be
used. Lijken, encoding direct, but unclear evidence, can be used in a context
in which the speaker has visual access to a situation, but the visual evidence
isn’t very clear. So for example in (1), the speaker might see Sophia from a
very large distance. The speaker perceives that Sophia is wearing glasses,
because she has some external characteristics of wearing glasses, but isn’t
quite sure (it might also be the shadow on her face). The perceptual evidence
isn’t necessarily visual evidence; the speaker can also have access to auditory
or sensory evidence. In addition, lijken encodes that the situation the
speaker finds herself in has similarities to a situation in which the embedded
proposition (p) is true (Rooryck, 2000) (and p is thus a possibility). In
common with direct evidentials, with lijken the evidence for the embedded
proposition is directly available perceptual evidence; however, lijken differs
from direct evidentials in that the speaker is less committed to the truth of
the embedded proposition. The speaker judges the evidence such that she
cannot rule out [not p] completely (cf. Faller, 2011 on the Quechua evidential
=chu-sina). Below we will see that this is the result of lijken selecting an
informational conversational background and not a realistic one (cf. Kratzer,
2010). Also, in the context presented here, it is not acceptable to replace
lijken with schijnen (i.e. to utter sentence (2)).

De Haan (1999, 2007) also reaches this conclusion for schijnen
It could be that ‘seem’ is ambiguous between Dutch schijnen and lijken, i.e. simply
encoding some kind of evidence, being direct or indirect, reports and inferences. Given
the analysis in this chapter, this means that ‘seem’ can be used subjectively and nonsubjectively and thus m-performatively and descriptively. As it allows for descriptive
uses it is freer in its distribution than Dutch schijnen.

13
14
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Sophia lijkt
een
bril
te dragen
a
glasses to wear
Sophia SEEMS<L>
‘Sophia appears to be wearing glasses.’

Schijnen (2) is used in contexts in which the speaker has hearsay evidence
for a particular belief. For instance, another party told the speaker that
Sophia is wearing glasses. The report can be second-hand (originating from
someone who had access to direct information), or third-hand (originating
from someone whose evidence is also based on a report). The speaker does
not state anything about the status of the embedded proposition itself. The
speaker presents the proposition p (Faller, 2002; Murray, 2010); the speaker
is simply the messenger, distancing herself from the truth value of p (cf.
Mortelmans, 2000 on German sollen and Aksu-Koç, 1988 on Turkish –mIü).
Hence, although the speaker is committed to the evidential verb schijnen, the
speaker is not committed to the proposition in its scope. Finally, lijken is
unacceptable in the context described here.
(2)

Sophia schijnt
een
bril
te dragen
a
glasses to wear
Sophia SEEMS<S>
‘Sophia is said to be wearing glasses.’

The crucial difference between schijnen and lijken is not in the type of
evidence they encode, but in a difference in subjectivity. Schijnen is
subjective: the only mind relevant for evaluation is the speaker’s mind.
Crucially, it is about evaluation of schijnen, not of the embedded proposition.
It is the speaker who is in the possession of the relevant source of
information. In addition, the subjectivity is not the result of encoding for
hearsay evidence directly; it is a property of schijnen. It follows from the
observation that the listener is unable to disagree with schijnen. Hence, even
though other people might have different, or the same, hearsay information,
this is not relevant for evaluation of schijnen. Being subjective and
evaluative (encoding for source of information), schijnen can only be used mperformatively. Lijken on the other hand is not subjective. Evaluation (of
lijken) is not restricted to the speaker only. Therefore, lijken also allows for
descriptive uses.
This difference is captured in the definitions of schijnen and lijken as in (II)
and (III). Both raising verbs are given a modal analysis in the possible
worlds framework of Kratzer (1977, 1981, 1991). This corresponds to
analyses of evidentials as proposed by Izvorski (1997) and also for
St’át’imcets evidentials (Lillooet Salish) (Matthewson et al., (2007);
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Rullmann et al., 2008), and Quechua evidentials (Faller, 2011). However,
unlike Izvorski (1997) and Matthewson et al. (2007), but like Faller (2011)
the evidential contribution is truth-conditional.15 The modals lexically
restrict the modal bases (in a different way) such that they give the relevant
source of information that is available. It is important to make a distinction
between informational versus realistic conversational backgrounds (Kratzer,
2010). As Kratzer puts it, there is a “subtle difference between realistic
backgrounds representing evidence of things and informational
conversational backgrounds representing information content” (p. 13). As
such, realistic conversational backgrounds are compatible with what the
speaker knows (i.e. the speaker takes the evidence to constitute facts), but
for informational backgrounds this is not necessarily the case. Additionally,
the modals differ in the presence of an ordering source. An ordering source
orders the worlds that are contained in the modal base relative to an ideal
world (Faller, 2011; Kratzer, 1981, 1991). Finally, the difference in
subjectivity is captured in the extension of the group function that defines
who the members of the contextually relevant group for evaluation are.
Subjective schijnen is defined as in (II) where fx is a function mapping indices
i (worlds) to a particular set of worlds at i (von Fintel and Gillies, 2004/2011).
Time is suppressed from this function as it is subsumed under the context of
utterance.16 Schijnen defines which worlds the function selects, so the set of
worlds is lexically restricted. For schijnen, fx selects an informational
background and gives the worlds in which x has reported evidence at i (as
defined in definition (II)). The subjectivity is encoded in the group function:
the speaker is the only member of the contextually relevant group for
evaluation. Hence, the modal base is restricted to the worlds in which the
speaker has hearsay evidence.

See Murray (2010) and Faller (2011) for arguments that show that the evidential
contribution is not presuppositional.
16 For the purpose of this chapter I abstract away from the details of the exact
encoding of time parameters. For a discussion see von Fintel and Gillies (2008a).
15
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DEFINITION (II) Semantics of schijnen17:
x fr(i) = {p | p is the content of what is said at i} (adapted from Faller,
2011)
x

[[Schijnen (p)]]c,i = 1 iff ීx ෛ Gc: ීw’ ෛ fr (i): [[p]]c,w’= 1 and Gc=
{speaker}; thus schijnen is subjective
(i.e. the speaker has reported evidence about p and in all worlds
corresponding with this evidence p is true)

Definition (II) identifies schijnen as an evidential in that it simply asserts
that there is evidence for the proposition like other reportative evidentials.18
It does not evaluate the likeliness of the embedded proposition (De Haan,
1999b, 2005) as it selects an informational background.19 The status of (p) is
unknown to the speaker, as the speaker has no direct access to the actual pworld. It is even unacceptable to use schijnen in a situation such as (3a) in
which the speaker has direct access to the p-situation. That is, the speaker is
not committed to the scope of the evidential, but the speaker is committed to
the evidential contribution (the speaker has a report) (cf. Murray, 2010). As
it is infelicitous in situations in which the speaker knows the actual p-world,
it is infelicitous to use schijnen when the speaker is certain of either the
truth or the falsity of p (3ab),20 like the St’át’imcets reported evidential
(Matthewson et al., 2007). This is possible in a language like Quechua or
Cheyenne (Faller, 2002; Murray, 2010) and would be expected given that
schijnen selects an informational background (and is thus not necessarily
consistent with what the speaker knows). Potentially, the reason that this is
awkward is because there is no obvious reason why a speaker would give a
report of something that she knows is false. The only reason to do this would
be if the speaker has knowledge about the information state of the hearer,
i.e. knows that the hearer has access to this (false) report. But, this
knowledge is typically not shared and so the speaker would not typically
This definition does not include an ordering source and as such gives rise to the ex
falso quodlibet problem (inconsistent modal bases) (cf. Kratzer, 1977) (Mathias
Schenner, p.c.). One solution would be to hypothesize that the modal base is empty
and there is an informational ordering source (Kratzer, 2010). Alternatively, a
solution might be to assume a (potentially empty) normality ordering source. A more
detailed discussion of a solution is beyond the scope of this chapter.
18 The text in this section differs from the text in Koring (2012). It provides a more
explicit account of a consideration that was briefly touched upon in this article.
19 See Matthewson et al. (2007) for the claim that reportative evidentials in
St’át’imcets do evaluate the likeliness of p. This indicates that these evidentials select
a realistic conversational background (Faller, 2011; Kratzer, 2010).
20 Of course, as is always the case in natural language use, the speaker can purport to
be uncertain about the truth of the statement in the real world.
17
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presuppose the report to be shared by the hearer.21 What is possible for
schijnen, but ruled out for the St’át’imcets reported evidential, is stating that
you don’t believe the report (3c), as is possible for Cheyenne and Quechua
evidentials (Faller, 2002; Murray, 2010) (see an example of this in Cheyenne
from Murray (2010:58) in (3d)).
(3)

a.

b.

c.

d.

#Daria schijnt
de
wijn
te
hebben
the
wine
to
have
Daria SEEMS<S>
opgedronken, maar het
is
niet
zo
drunk,
but
it
is
not
so
‘Daria is said to have drunk all of the wine, but that’s not the
case.’
#Daria schijnt
de wijn
te hebben opgedronken,
to have
drunk,
Daria SEEMS<S> the wine
en
dat
is
ook
zo
and
that
is
also
so
‘Daria is said to have drunk all of the wine, and that is
indeed the case.’
Daria schijnt
de wijn te hebben opgedronken,
drunk,
Daria SEEMS<S> the wine to have
maar ik
geloof
daar
niets
van
but
I
believe
there nothing
of
‘Daria is said to have drunk all of the wine, but I don’t
believe that.’
É-hoo’koho-nŝse naa
oha
ná-sáa-oné’seómátsésto-he-Ø
3-rain-RPT.B.SG and CNTR 1-neg-believeB-MODA-DIR
‘It’s raining, they say, but I don’t believe it.’

The definition in (II) restricts evaluation of schijnen(p) to the belief set of the
speaker; it is the speaker’s reported evidence that is relevant. It is possible
that someone other than the speaker has the same, or even opposing,
hearsay evidence, but this is irrelevant for the truth of schijnen(p). As such it
is not possible for the hearer to disagree with schijnen(p) as shown in an
assent/dissent test (4) (cf. Faller, 2006a; Papafragou, 2006).22 In (4) speaker

If so, this raises the question why it seems to be possible in languages such as
Quechua. The reason might be that in this language the embedded proposition
contains an obligatory evidential and thus it indicates a conflict between two of the
speaker’s information sources and is thus relevant. Something similar is also possible
in Dutch as we will see in Chapter 3.
22 The assent/dissent test (among other tests) was originally proposed to differentiate
between elements that contribute to the truth value of the proposition and elements
21
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B can only negate the proposition and not the fact that the speaker has
access to a report as the hearer is not able to look inside the speaker’s mind
to identify the presence or absence of a report (unless using some sciencefiction brain-imaging technology). Even if the premises are made explicit (or
intersubjectively available in Nuyts’ terms) it is difficult to disagree with
schijnen (with the fact that the speaker has a report). Only the source of the
report, or the embedded proposition might be under discussion (Murray,
2010). In (5), Sophia still denies p and not schijnen(p) as she actually knows
schijnen(p) to be part of the belief set of the speaker (Marko).
(4)

Speaker A:

Speaker B:

(5)

Daria schijnt thuis te zijn
home to be
Daria SEEMS<S>
‘Daria is said to be at home.’
Nee, dat is niet waar
No, that is not true
(i) Daria is not at home
#(ii) It doesn’t seem to be the case that Daria is home

‘Sophia knows that Marko heard from Frans that Daria drank all of
the wine. Frans is not a reliable person, he always tells lies’
Marko: Daria schijnt
de wijn
te
hebben opgedronken
to
have
drunk
Daria SEEMS<S> the wine
‘Daria is said to have drunk all of the wine.’
Sophia: Dat is niet
zo,
Frans is
een
leugenaar
That is not
so,
Frans is
a
liar
‘That’s not true, Frans is a liar.’
(inspired by Matthewson et al., 2007)

In conclusion, the subjectivity and, as such, the m-performativity of schijnen
is captured by restricting the contextually relevant group for evaluation to
consist of only one member, namely the speaker. In contrast, lijken is not
subjective and this is captured in the definition in (III). Another difference
between lijken and schijnen is that the choice function fx in case of lijken
selects an informational background with worlds in which x has perceptual
evidence at i instead of worlds in which x has hearsay evidence at i. Finally,
lijken lexically fixes an ordering source (g) that orders worlds on the basis of
the typical characteristics of events, i.e. a stereotypical ordering source (gs)

which do not, but research has shown that they actually differentiate between mperformatively and descriptively used elements (or subjective vs. objective elements in
Papafragou’s terms) (cf. Papafragou, 2006; Faller, 2006a; Murray, 2010).
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(Kratzer, 1981, 1991). The selection of the set of maximally (best) fitting
worlds is reflected in the definition of maxgs (von Fintel and Iatridou, 2005).
This ordering source is allowed, but not required, i.e. it can be empty. If not
empty, a limited amount of (perceptual) inference is possible for lijken (see
Faller, 2011 for the relation between inferences and the ordering source). In
this it also differs from direct evidentials.
DEFINITION (III) Semantics of lijken:
x fpe(i) = {p | the event described by p is perceived at i} (adapted from
Faller, 2011)
x [[Lijken (p)]]c,i = 1 iff ීx ෛ Gc: w’ ෛ maxgs (Ŋfpe(i)): [[p]]c,w’ = 1 and Gc
(potentially) contains more than one member and is thus nonsubjective
(i.e. the speaker (a member of the group) has perceptual evidence for
p and what is perceived resembles a situation in which p is true)
Definition (III) states that in the selected worlds there are perceptual
similarities to a situation in which p is true (i.e. the perceptual evidence is
such that p is compatible with it). Lijken can be used in situations where the
speaker is certain about either the truth or the falsity of the proposition (6).
(6) states that the current situation resembles a p situation, but p is actually
false (i.e. resemblance does not state anything about the truth of p in the
actual world). The difference with schijnen is what the speaker presupposes
about the information state of the hearer. For lijken, the speaker
presupposes that the information state (what is perceived) is shared. So
there is reason to indicate that although it looks (to both speaker and hearer)
as if Daria has drunk all of the wine, this is not actually true.
(6)

Daria lijkt
de wijn
te
hebben opgedronken, maar
to
have
drunk, but
Daria SEEMS<L> the wine
het
is
niet
zo
it
is
not
so
‘Daria appears to have drunk all of the wine, but that is not the case.’

In addition, definition (III) leaves open who are the precise members of the
group for evaluation. The extension of the group can vary contextually, but
importantly, can extend beyond the speaker. That means that lijken allows
both for an m-performative use as well as a descriptive use. As it allows for a
descriptive use, it is possible to disagree with lijken (7). In (7) speaker B can
both negate the proposition (Daria is home) and lijken(p). What happens on
the second reading is that speaker B denies the group reading in which both
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A and B have perceptual evidence such that p. B is not denying that speaker
A has perceptual evidence such that p. Hence, in the definition for lijken the
“cloud of admissible contexts” comes into play (von Fintel and Gillies,
2008a:96). That is, c is selected from a superset C with different relevant
groups.23 The speaker might have a solipsistic reading in mind (mperformative use), whereas a hearer could interpret a real group-reading
(descriptive use).
(7)

Speaker A:

Speaker B:

Daria lijkt
thuis te zijn
home to be
Daria SEEMS<L>
‘Daria appears to be at home.’
Nee, dat is niet waar
No, that is not true
(i) It does not seem to be the case that Daria is home
(irrespective of the fact whether she is actually
home or not)
(ii) Daria is not at home

In conclusion, in this section we saw that schijnen and lijken differ in their
semantics: schijnen is subjective and thus only allows for m-performative
uses; lijken is non-subjective and allows for descriptive uses as well. This
difference is defined using the group function that restricts the relevant
group for evaluation to the speaker in case of schijnen(p), but can contain
more members for lijken(p). Another difference is in the type of worlds the
(informational) backgrounds consist of: schijnen selects worlds in which p is
the content of what is being said. Lijken selects worlds in which there is
perceptual evidence for p. Hence, a speaker who uses schijnen is on the safe
side: she is not held responsible for the truth of p, and she is the only
relevant person for evaluation of the source of information.
3. Positive polarity behavior
Ernst (2009) and Giannakidou (2011) point out that there is a relationship
between subjectivity and polarity behavior. Speaker-oriented adverbs that
are subjective behave as positive polarity items (PPIs) and are as such
allergic to nonveridical contexts (Ernst, 2009; Giannakidou, 2011; see also
Ernst 2007 and Nilsen 2003, 2004 for an analysis of adverbs as PPIs).
Von Fintel and Gillies (2011) point out that this definition of the group function
runs into the problem that there is no one modal base anymore over which is
quantified. They eventually adopt an adapted version that allows the inclusion of
more complex groups, but this goes beyond the scope of this chapter.
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(Non)veridicality is defined by Giannakidou (2011) as follows. An operator “F
is veridical if Fp entails or presupposes the truth of p. If inference to the
truth of p under F is not possible, F is nonveridical” (p. 1674). PPIs (e.g.
something) are contrasted with the better-known negative polarity items
(NPIs) (e.g. any) (Szabolcsi, 2004). Both items are sensitive to the same
semantic properties but respond in an opposite way to these properties
(Szabolcsi, 2004). For example, NPIs must be in the scope of negation,
whereas PPIs cannot be in the scope of negation (8a-b). Hence, PPIs, and as
such also the speaker-oriented adverbs, are only allowed in contexts where
NPIs are disallowed.
(8)

a.
b.

John should *(not) buy anything
John should (*not) buy something

The proposed relationship between subjectivity and PPI-behavior predicts
that schijnen should behave as a PPI as well, and this prediction is borne
out. This chapter takes this to be the result of its m-performative use.24,25 As
pointed out in the introduction, using an m-performative, a speaker performs
an evaluation. As such, m-performatively used elements do not contribute to
the at-issue content: they are not open to discussion. Therefore, they are not
compatible with contexts that require the description of any other evaluation
but the speaker’s current evaluation (cf. Nuyts, 2000). Now this is precisely
the effect of a nonveridical operator: it forces one to build up hypothetical
evaluations that are not the speaker’s actual point of view per se (cf. Ernst,
2009). Hence, nonveridical contexts are incompatible with performing the
evaluation of a state of affairs and thus elements that only allow for mperformative uses are not acceptable in it. The impossibility of occurring
within the scope of (some of the) nonveridical operators is repeatedly attested
in evidentials across different languages (cf. Faller, 2002, 2006b;
Matthewson et al., 2007; Murray, 2010) and also in subjective epistemic
modals (Papafragou, 2006); however these authors do not refer to these
operators as nonveridical. In the remainder of this section I will show that
indeed schijnen is ruled out in nonveridical contexts, whereas lijken is
perfectly acceptable in these same contexts.

This is not necessarily Ernst’s view.
See also Palmer (1990) and Garrett (2001) for discussion of the relationship between
subjectivity and performativity.

24
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3.1. Conditionals
Conditionals are nonveridical contexts. Lijken can freely scope under eventrelated conditionals, but schijnen cannot (9-10) (Haegeman, 2005, 2006a).
Conditionals force one to introduce a potential evaluation to the discourse
which is not inevitably the speaker’s evaluation. As such they are
incompatible with m-performative elements (Nuyts, 2000) (cf. Ernst, 2009;
Haegeman, 2006a; Papafragou, 2006). Note that lijken is descriptively used
in (9). It is not the speaker’s evaluation of the perceptual evidence, but if the
hearer’s evaluation of the perceptual evidence is such that it appears to be
the case that p, the hearer should act in a certain way.
(9)

Als de koorts
If the fever
paracetamol
paracetamol
‘If the fever
paracetamol.’

lijkt
te stijgen, dan moet je
hem
to increase, then must you
him
SEEMS<L>
geven
give
appears to be increasing, you should give him

(10)

*Als
de
koorts schijnt
te stijgen, dan moet je
hem
If
the
fever SEEMS<S> to increase, then must you him
paracetamol
geven
paracetamol
geven
‘If the fever is said to be increasing, you should give him
paracetamol.’

3.2. Negation
Lijken can occur within the scope of negation, but schijnen cannot (11ab) as
is expected on the analysis of schijnen as a PPI, i.e. only allowing for mperformative uses. Schijnen shares this property with particular deontic
modals (Iatridou and Zeijlstra, 2010) and speaker-oriented adverbs (Ernst,
2009). In the previous section it was shown that it is impossible to disagree
with schijnen, but possible to disagree with lijken. Because only the speaker
is relevant for evaluation of schijnen(p), nobody else can disagree with it, or
negate it. But why would it even be impossible for the speaker herself to
negate the existence of a report in her own mind? This again results from its
m-performative use: one cannot perform and negate an evaluation at the
same time (cf. Ernst, 2009). It would yield an irrelevant message because the
knowledge about which reports are in the speaker’s mind is not presupposed
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to be shared. As lijken allows for descriptive uses, it can scope under
negation.26
(11)

a.

(11)

b.

Sophia lijkt
niet
thuis te zijn
not
home to be
Sophia SEEMS<L>
‘Sophia doesn’t appear to be at home.’
(i) lijken > negation: It appears to be the case that Sophia is
not home (current situation has perceptual similarities to
not-p situation)
(ii) negation > lijken: It doesn’t appear to be the case that
Sophia is home
(current situation does not have similarities to p-situation,
e.g. speaker concludes from Sophia’s car missing that Sophia
doesn’t appear to be home, although in fact she might be)
Sophia schijnt
niet
thuis te zijn
not
home to be
Sophia SEEMS<S>
‘Sophia is said not to be at home.’
(i) schijnen > negation: It is the case that the speaker has
heard that Sophia is not at home
(ii) #negation > schijnen: It is not the case that the speaker
has heard that Sophia is home

3.3. Questions
As questions are nonveridical operators it is expected that lijken can occur
within the scope of a question operator, but schijnen cannot and this is
indeed the case (12-13). Questions allow the speaker to bring potential
evaluations into the discussion (Nuyts, 2000). This is incompatible with mperformative uses as potential evaluations are not necessarily the speaker’s
own (cf. Ernst, 2009).
In a context in which person A is looking at Sophia’s place with binoculars,
person B who doesn’t have binoculars and as such is unable to see Sophia’s
house asks whether for person A it is the case that lijken(p) is true.
(12)
Lijkt
Sophia thuis te zijn?
Sophia home to be
SEEMS<L>
‘Does Sophia appear to be at home?’

Lijken differs from existential modals in that it is not required to scope under
negation; it is not an NPI (cf. Iatridou and Zeijlstra, 2010).

26
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In a context in which person A knows that person B talked to a friend of
Sophia’s, person A might want to ask whether person B has heard from this
friend that Sophia is home. This is impossible using schijnen.
(13)
*Schijnt
Sophia thuis te zijn?
Sophia home to be
SEEMS<S>
‘Is Sophia said to be at home?’
3.4. Modals
Also modals are nonveridical operators and it is thus expected that schijnen
cannot scope under modals. Indeed embedding schijnen under modals leads
to an unacceptable sentence whereas lijken is perfectly acceptable scoping
under modals (14-15) (Haegeman, 2005, 2006a). Modals require one to
construe hypothetical situations which are not necessarily the speaker’s.
They force a description of the evaluation rather than performing the act of
evaluation. This shows that the possibility for lijken, but impossibility for
schijnen to scope under modals follows from their lexical semantics. The
subjectivity of schijnen entails that it only allows for m-performative uses
and as such is not compatible with modality, whereas nothing prevents lijken
from scoping under modals. This means that there is no need to postulate
different syntactic positions; the distributional differences follow from the
semantics.
(14)

(15)

*Hij
kan
soms
erg aardig schijnen, maar dan opeens
He
can
sometimes very nice
SEEM<S>, but then suddenly
wordt
hij
afstandelijk
becomes
he
distant
‘At times he may seem very nice, but then all of a sudden he becomes
distant.’
Hij
kan
soms
erg aardig lijken, maar dan opeens
He
can
sometimes very nice
SEEM<L>, but then suddenly
wordt
hij
afstandelijk
becomes
he
distant
‘At times he may seem very nice, but then all of a sudden he becomes
distant.’
(Haegeman 2006a:497 (28a-b))

3.5. Aspect
Schijnen cannot occur under perfect aspect, but lijken can (16-17)
(Haegeman, 2005, 2006a). Perfect aspect in combination with a bounded
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event in its scope (an event that has reached an end point) requires that the
described state existed before but has come to an end (Iatridou et al., 2001).27
It forces a description of a past evaluation that is not necessarily the
speaker’s own evaluation at the time of utterance. As such it is incompatible
with elements that only allow for m-performative uses.
(16)

(17)

Het postmodernisme heeft de grond onder de wetenschappelijke
The postmodernism has the ground under the scientific
traditie
lijken
te
willen wegvagen
to
want away-sweep
tradition
SEEM<L>
‘it seems as if postmodernism has tried to demolish the foundations
of the scientific tradition.’
*Het postmodernisme heeft de grond onder de wetenschappelijke
The
postmodernism has the ground under the scientific
traditie
schijnen
te
willen wegvagen
to
want away-sweep
tradition
SEEM<S>
‘it seems as if postmodernism has tried to demolish the foundations
of the scientific tradition.’
(Haegeman 2006a:497 (29a-b))

3.6. Factive Predicates
Although factive predicates are not nonveridical, they do not allow for
subjective elements in their complement either (Haegeman 2006ab;
Papafragou, 2006). Complements of factive predicates lack speakeranchoring and as such they are not compatible with a speaker-anchored (or
subjective) element in their complement (Haegeman, 2006b). Subjective
schijnen cannot occur in the scope of a factive predicate whereas lijken can
(Haegeman, 2006a). Factive predicates describe the proposition in their
complement (in this case the evaluation) and as such they are not happy
with performing the evaluation. The following examples are inspired by
Papafragou (2006).
(18)

??Het is
verrassend
dat
Superman
jaloers
It
is
surprising
that
Superman
jealous
schijnt
te
zijn
op
Lois
to
be
of
Lois
SEEMS<S>
‘It’s surprising that Superman is said to be jealous of Lois.’

Crucially, for Iatridou et al., (2001) the anteriority interpretation is not a feature of
the perfect itself. It rather comes from a bounded event in its scope.
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Het
is verrassend dat
Superman
jaloers lijkt
It
is surprising
that
Superman
jealous SEEMS<L>
te zijn op
Lois
to be
of
Lois
‘It’s surprising that Superman appears to be jealous of Lois.’

3.7. Meta-linguistic negation
Like other PPIs (Iatridou and Zeijlstra, 2010; Ernst, 2009) it is possible for
schijnen to scope under meta-linguistic negation (20). Iatridou and Zeijlstra
(2010) also discuss other negative contexts in which PPIs may occur (i.e.
clause-external negation, intervention effects and the Baker and Szabolcsi
facts), but schijnen differs in this respect from these PPIs as it is not allowed
in these contexts. This might very well be understood by taking into account
different PPI-strengths (Ernst, 2009; Iatridou and Zeijlstra, 2010; Szabolcsi,
2004; van der Wouden, 1997). Different PPI-strengths will be addressed in
the discussion section 5.
(20)

Het
SCHIJNT
niet
alleen te
gaan regenen,
not
only
to
go
rain,
It
SEEMS<S>
dat
doet
het
al
that
does
it
already
‘It is not only said that it will rain, it is raining already’

3.8. Choice of the complementizer
Finally, the different semantics of schijnen vs. lijken not only results in
differences in distributional properties, but at the same time in a different
choice of complementizer for their unraised forms28 (van Bruggen, 1980).
Using schijnen a speaker performs the mental act of evaluating a state of
affairs. The embedded proposition is simply presented and the speaker
distances herself from the actual truth value of p. This results in selection of
an indicative complement with complementizer dat ‘that’ (21).
Lijken takes the complementizers of or alsof (22). This carries the
interpretation that the situation in which the speaker finds herself has
I take the unraised and raised form to have the same semantics. Interestingly,
Grimm (2010) proposes for English ‘seem’ that the unraised and raised form differ in
meaning. The raised form requires perceptual evidence whereas the unraised form
requires hearsay evidence. This would mean that the distinction between lijken and
schijnen coincides with the distinction between raised and unraised in English.
28
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similarities to the situation in which p is true (i.e. in which Daria is coming).
This similarity is encoded in the complementizer (als)of (Rooryck, 2000). It is
not the case that lijken takes a question as its complement, which would also
be introduced by the complementizer of. Arguments supporting this view are
first of all that lijken cannot take any other type of question as its
complement. (*het lijkt wie (er) komt ‘it appears who is coming’), whereas
verbs that take a question as their complement can (Jan vraagt wie (er) komt
‘John asks who is coming’) (Joost Zwarts, p.c.). In addition, verbs like vragen
‘ask’ cannot take alsof as their complement (ik vraag (*als)of Jan komt)
(Joost Zwarts, p.c.). In this respect, lijken is similar to verbs like klinken
‘sound’ and voelen ‘feel’. These verbs also take a complement with either of or
alsof that indicates that the situation in which the speaker finds herself has
similarities (in the chosen sense) with the situation the embedded
proposition encodes. Lijken, in contrast to schijnen, selects a comparative
focus operator as its complementizer (Rooryck, 2000).
(21)

Het schijnt
dat
Daria komt
Daria comes
It SEEMS<S> that
‘It is said that Daria is coming’

(22)

Het lijkt
of
Daria komt
Daria comes
It SEEMS<L> if
‘It appears as if Daria is coming’

In conclusion, the subjectivity of schijnen and the consequent necessity of mperformative use, entails that it is not allowed in nonveridical contexts, i.e. it
manifests positive polarity behaviour (Ernst, 2009; Giannakidou, 2011). This
section has shown that it is indeed the case that schijnen cannot occur in the
scope of conditionals, negation, questions, modals or aspect. In this way
schijnen is opposite to non-subjective lijken which can be descriptively used
and is thus perfectly acceptable in these same contexts.
4. Defining the members of the relevant group
4.1. Extending the group
The present analysis claims that it is not a strong syntactic requirement that
prevents schijnen from occurring under modals and aspect, but a semantic
one. That implies that if the subjective semantics is circumvented, it should
be possible to use schijnen descriptively and thus for it to occur under
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modals, aspect and in other nonveridical contexts. The present section will
show that this is indeed the case.
First of all, schijnen can occur under the question operator if schijnen is not
part of what is being questioned.29 Schijnen therefore cannot occur in yes/noquestions, but it can be embedded under a wh-question. In the latter case,
the relevant group for evaluating schijnen(p) no longer includes the speaker,
but it includes the hearer as its single member and it can thus be used
descriptively. For example, in (23) schijnen is anchored to the hearer and
asks whether the hearer can answer the question based on reportative
evidence (cf. Faller, 2006a for Quechua evidentials and Murray, 2010 for
Cheyenne evidentials).
(23)

Interrogative flip:
A: Je schijnt flink
te
hebben gedronken
gisteren
have
drunk
yesterday
A: You SEEM<S> heavy to
A: ‘You are said to have been drinking heavily yesterday.’
B: Ik? Gedronken?
Wat
schijn
ik dan te
hebben
have
B: I?
Drunk?
What SEEM<S> I then to
gedronken?
drunk?
B: ‘Me? Drinking? What is it that I am said to have been drinking?’

In addition, non-subjective schijnen can be embedded under aspect as in (24).
In (24) schijnen is used descriptively. The speaker does not perform an
evaluation of the current state of affairs, but rather describes that there is
evidence available (to everyone). The relevant group for evaluation is at least
{speaker, hearer}. The speaker suggests that there are writings available in
which the proposition is stated. By extending the relevant group for
evaluation, schijnen loses its m-performativity and can be used descriptively.
(24)30

Hoewel de partijleiding
hem
van
dat laatste
nog
Although the party leadership him
from
that last
still
heeft
schijnen te weerhouden, trad
Willem Aantjes de volgende
resigned Willem Aantjes the next
has
SEEM<S> to restrain,
dag af
day PRT

This was pointed out by an anonymous reviewer of Koring (2012).
A reviewer of Koring (2012) remarked that (24) contains a concessive clause and is
thus speaker-anchored for Haegeman (2006b). However, I don’t see how the concessive
clause makes it speaker-anchored.
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‘Although the party leaders have seemed to restrain him thereof,
Willem Aantjes resigned the next day.’
(http://www.historischhuis.nl/Scripties/data/180902Kroeskamp.pdf,
last accessed: 12-03-2009)
Furthermore, schijnen can be embedded under modal zou ‘would’ in its nonsubjective use. In (25) the speaker asserts that there is indirect evidence
available but not to the speaker herself. Hence, the relevant group does not
contain the speaker. The speaker is not performing the evaluation but rather
is describing it.
(25)

Jacks vrouw zou
rijk
schijnen
Jack’s wife
would rich
SEEM<S>
‘Jack’s wife would be said to be rich’

te zijn
to be

The descriptive use of schijnen is not generally available. It is restricted to
particular contexts in which there is an element that explicitly shifts the
extension of the relevant group members from {speaker} to another, more
extensive group. The conversational background is thus fixed through the
use of explicit linguistic means in this case (Portner, 2009). One way in
which the extension of the group can be changed is using the rhetorical mode
of exposition in which the writer does not report his own thoughts (performs
an evaluation), but analyzes available information (describes the state of
affairs) (24). Furthermore, the element zou ‘would’ can shift the extension of
the relevant group to a group to which the speaker does not even belong.
Modal zou ‘would’ indicates that the proposition reported is unconfirmed (the
proposition being Q (= schijnen(p))) (De Haan, 2001). It makes explicit that
the relevant group does not include the speaker and as such forces a
descriptive use.
4.2. Restricting the group
Lijken can be forced into a subjective interpretation by adding an overt
experiencer ‘to-me’ to the verb as in (26).31 Lijkt-me means that the speaker
has indirect inferential evidence for the proposition. The inference the
31 Nuyts (2001) already states that to-me is one of the means to express subjectivity.
Moreover, Nuyts (2000:68) also notes for an example with lijken that “subjectivity is
present in cases in which the speaker explicitly introduces the first person element in
the utterance”. Interestingly, Nuyts (2000) gives an example of lijken plus the adverb
waarschijnlijk ‘probably’ and shows that in this case it has an inferential, but
intersubjective interpretation.
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speaker draws can either be based on perceptual evidence or on mental
reasoning. For example in (26), the first meaning requires a context in which
the speaker arrives home after a long day of hard work and is looking
forward to eating the chocolate cake that was in the fridge when she left
home. The speaker finds out that the cake is gone, but doesn’t know who took
it. However, the speaker does find pieces of chocolate cake in her roommate
(Sophia)’s room. On this basis, the speaker infers that it was Sophia who ate
the cake. The latter meaning requires a context that is the same as before up
till the point where the speaker finds out that the cake is gone and doesn’t
know who took it. What the speaker does know is that Sophia loves chocolate
cake. Therefore, the speaker infers that it was Sophia who took the cake
(inspired by Matthewson et al. (2007:205-06)).
(26)

Sophia lijkt
me
de taart te hebben
to-me the cake to have
Sophia SEEMS<LM>
‘I infer that Sophia has eaten the cake.’

opgegeten
eaten

Importantly, lijkt-me is like schijnen in the sense that it is subjective and can
thus only be used m-performatively. The speaker asserts that she inferred p
from some evidence. The subjectivity is in the fact that the speaker is the
only relevant person for evaluation. Therefore, lijkt-me like schijnen fails an
assent/dissent test, or else the hearer should be able to check the speaker’s
mind for an inference (27). Speaker B can only mean that the proposition is
false. Lijken can also be combined with other experiencers in the form of
pronouns (e.g. him, you). If combined with a non first person experiencer
pronoun, the term is not subjective.
(27)

Speaker A:

Speaker B:

Daria lijkt
mij
thuis te zijn
to-me home to be
Daria SEEMS<LM>
‘I infer that Daria is at home.’ (because she said she
would be yesterday)
Nee, dat is niet waar
No, that is not true
#(i) You didn’t infer that Daria is home (irrespective
of whether she is actually home or not)
(ii) Daria is not at home

A distinction between schijnen and lijkt-me lies in the status of the premises
on which the utterance is based. Even if the premises for schijnen are made
explicit (intersubjectively available), it is still impossible to disagree with it
as we saw in example (5). However, if the premises on which the inference is
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based are observable (intersubjectively available), it is possible for the hearer
to disagree with the premises that create the modal base (28) (as with the
evidentials in St’á’timcets (Matthewson et al., 2007)). That is, the hearer
proposes to change the ordering source. In this case Sophia does not claim
that Marko didn’t infer that, but disagrees with the premises on which
Marko bases the inference. However, the evaluation of having the inference
itself is still the speaker’s own.
(28)

Marko: Daria lijkt
me
de wijn te hebben opgedronken,
drunk,
Marko: Daria SEEMS<LM> to-me the wine to have
want
er
staan legen flessen
op
haar
kamer
because there stand empty bottles
at
her
room
Marko: ‘I infer that Daria has drunk all of the wine, because there
are empty wine bottles in her room.’
Sophia: Dat is niet zo, die
flessen staan daar voor
de
Sophia: That is not so, these bottles stand there for
the
sier
decoration
Sophia: ‘That’s not the case; these bottles are there for decoration.’

Another difference between schijnen and lijkt-me is that since the speaker
infers p, the speaker is more committed to p than when using schijnen (as is
also the case with inferential evidentials in other languages (see Murray,
2010)). This immediately follows from the distinction between informational
and realistic conversational backgrounds: lijkt-me selects a realistic
background and it should thus be compatible with the speaker’s knowledge.
P is judged by the speaker to be a good possibility. This is captured in the
definition by including a doxastic ordering source (gd) that orders worlds on
the basis of certain beliefs of the speaker (cf. Faller, 2011). This ordering
source cannot be empty. In addition, the choice function fx selects an
epistemic modal base. Finally, the subjectivity is again encoded in the group
function. Subjective lijkt-me is another instance in which an explicit
linguistic element (me) fixes the conversational background.
DEFINITION (V) Semantics of lijkt-me:
x

[[lijkt-me (p)]]c,i = 1 iff ීx ෛ Gc: ූw’ ෛ maxgd(Ŋfe(i)): [[p]]c,w’ = 1 and Gc
= {speaker}; thus lijkt-me is subjective
(i.e. the speaker has inferential evidence for p and p is thus a good
possibility)
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Being subjective and evaluative in nature, lijkt-me can only be used mperformatively and is thus predicted to be ruled out in nonveridical contexts
as they require the construal of hypothetical evaluations of situations, and
this is incompatible with performing an evaluation. The following examples
show that this is indeed the case and that lijkt-me behaves like subjective
schijnen and not like lijken.
4.1. Conditional
Unlike lijken, but like schijnen, it is impossible for lijkt-me to be in the scope
of an event-related conditional (29a). A conditional builds a hypothetical
evaluation which is incompatible with performing the evaluation. Lijkt-me
can, however, appear in the same conditional if the participants of the first
and second clause share the same mind.32
(29)

a. ??Als de koorts mij lijkt
te stijgen, dan moet
je
you
If the fever to-me SEEMS<LM> to increase, then must
hem
paracetamol
geven
him
paracetamol
give
‘If I infer that the fever is increasing, you should give him
paracetamol.’
b. Als de koorts mij lijkt
te stijgen, dan zal ik
to increase, than will I
If
the fever to-me SEEMS<LM>
hem
paracetamol
geven
him
paracetamol
give
‘If I infer that the fever is increasing, I will give him paracetamol.’

4.2. Negation
Lijkt-me should behave like schijnen with respect to negation, i.e. it should
not be able to scope under negation. Indeed, sentence (30) does not have the
reading in which lijkt-me takes scope under negation.

Hence it should be the case that if a potential future evaluation of the speaker
herself is accessible from the actual world, lijkt-me is fine. Note that in this case zal
‘will’ must be in control of the speaker as well. Another note is that there is no
inferential meaning to this use of lijkt-me. It rather means something like ‘if it looks
to the speaker as if the fever is increasing, the speaker will give paracetamol.’ It does
not mean that ‘if the speaker infers that the fever is increasing, she will give
paracetamol’. This shows that lijkt-me can be under the scope of a conditional, but if
so, lijkt-me loses its inferential interpretation.
32
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Marko lijkt
me
niet
ziek
te zijn
to-me not
ill
to be
Marko SEEMS<LM>
‘I infer that Marko is not ill’
lijkt-me > negation: I infer that Marko is not ill (from the fact that I
saw him yesterday working out in the gym, I infer that he is not ill)
#negation > lijkt-me: It is not the case that I infer that Marko is ill

4.3. Questions
Like schijnen, lijkt-me cannot occur in the scope of a question operator (31).
As it can only be used m-performatively, it is incompatible with contexts that
force one to describe hypothetical evaluations. On the other hand, it is
possible to explicitly shift the extension of the relevant group to the hearer
by using jou ‘to-you’ as an experiencer. In that case it is possible to embed
lijkt-je under the question operator (32). This asks whether the belief set of
the hearer is such that she infers that Marko is ill.
(31)

*Lijkt
Marko
Marko
SEEMS<LM>
‘Do I infer that Marko is ill?’

me
to-me

ziek
ill

te zijn?
to be?

(32)

Lijkt
Marko
je
ziek
Marko
to-you ill
SEEMS<LM>
‘Would you infer that Marko is ill?’

te zijn?
to be?

4.4. Modals
Lijkt-me cannot be embedded under modals (33a) like schijnen, although
embedding lijken in the same position is possible (33b). Given the subjective
and evaluative nature of lijkt-me it can only be used m-performatively.
Modals require the creation of hypothetical evaluations and thus force a
description of evaluations, but lijkt-me cannot be used descriptively. For
sentence (34a) judgments of native speakers are very mixed: some speakers
consider the sentence to be unacceptable and others think it is possible. The
current proposal would predict this sentence to be unacceptable as lijkt-me is
embedded under a modal here as well. The difference in acceptability might
be the result of a difference between true raising structures like John seems
to me to be fun versus more adjectival structures like that seems fun (to-me).33
I refer the reader to Matushansky (2002) for arguments that ‘seem’ comes in two
forms: ‘seem’ that takes a small clause and ‘seem’ that takes an IP or CP. These forms

33
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This is strengthened by the observation that embedding lijkt-me in the true
raised version under kan ‘can’ is unacceptable for all native speakers (34b),
whereas the same sentence without me ‘me’ is considered fine. I will come
back to speaker variability in the discussion, but will leave this specific point
open for further research.
(33)

a.

b.

(34)

a.

b.

*Naar buiten moet er
mij een eenheid lijken
To
outside must there to-me a
unity SEEM<LM>
te zijn tussen
de bedrijven van
opdrachtgever
to be
between the businesses of
client
en opdrachtnemer
and contractor
Naar buiten moet er
een
eenheid lijken te
zijn
to
be
To outside must there a unity SEEM<L>
tussen de
bedrijven van opdrachtgever en
between the businesses of
client
and
opdrachtnemer
contractor
‘From the outside, there should appear to be unity between
the businesses of clients and contractors.’
(http://books.google.nl/books?id=VQ1Y_2J9rcMC&pg=PA123
&lpg=PA123&dq=%, last accessed: 12-10-2009)
?Hij
kan
mij
soms
erg aardig
He
can
to-me sometimes
very nice
lijken,
maar dan opeens
wordt hij
but
then suddenly becomes he
SEEM<LM>,
afstandelijk
distant
‘At times he may seem to me to be very nice, but then all of a
sudden he becomes distant.’
*Hij
kan
me
een
bril
lijken
te
to
He
can
to-me a
glasses SEEM<LM>
dragen
wear
‘I can infer that he is wearing glasses.’

differ in syntax and semantics. I think that the same proposal can be made for Dutch
lijken and lijkt-me with small clauses versus infinitival clauses, although the
semantics of the forms may differ from ‘seem’.
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4.5. Aspect
Like schijnen, lijkt-me cannot occur in the scope of aspect. Perfect aspect
combined with a bounded event forces a description of a previously existing
evaluation. Allowing only for an m-performative use, lijkt-me is incompatible
with this semantics.
(35)

*Het postmodernisme heeft
mij
de
grond
The postmodernism
has
to-me the
ground
onder de
wetenschappelijke
traditie
lijken
under the
scientific
tradition
SEEM<LM>
te
willen wegvagen
to
want away-sweep
‘It seems to me as if postmodernism has tried to demolish the
foundations of the scientific tradition.’

4.6. Factive predicates
Being subjective, lijkt-me is ruled out in the complement of factive
predicates. Lijkt-me shares this with schijnen, but differs in this respect from
lijken.
(36)

*Het is verrassend
dat
Superman
mij
jaloers
It is surprising
that
Superman
to-me jealous
lijkt
te zijn op Lois
to be
of Lois
SEEMS<LM>
‘It’s surprising that Superman seems to me to be jealous of Lois.’

4.7. Choice of the complementizer
In section 3 we saw that lijken and schijnen differ in the choice of the
complementizer they take in their unraised form. Whereas lijken takes
(als)of as its complementizer, schijnen takes dat ‘that’. Lijkt-me picks out the
same complementizer as schijnen (dat) ‘that’ (37). That is, the
complementizer of lijkt-me does not encode a comparison like the
complementizer of lijken.
(37)

Het lijkt
me
dat Daria komt
that Daria comes
It SEEMS<LM> to-me
‘I infer that Daria will come.’
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In conclusion, the contextually relevant group can be restricted or extended
using linguistic means. Changing the relevant members of the group has an
immediate effect on an element’s distribution. Extending the group to
include more members than the speaker results in an element with greater
distributional freedom. However, restricting the group to include only the
speaker narrows down an element’s distributional possibilities. On the
present account an element’s distribution follows directly from its
subjectivity. Subjective elements that are evaluative in nature only allow for
m-performative uses and as such are unhappy in nonveridical contexts that
require the creation of possible evaluations. They are not open to discussion,
i.e. they are not at-issue. M-performatively used elements will thus behave
like PPIs and are more restricted in distribution than non-subjective
elements. In a cartographic analysis in which distribution follows from
syntactic requirements, it should be ambiguous as to which of two syntactic
positions the elements occupy (a low position or a high position). Especially
for lijkt-me, a cartographic analysis runs into problems as it would have to
assume that a verb with argument structure occupies the position of a
functional head.
5. Discussion
The present chapter has shown that the differences in distributional
properties of the two Dutch seem-verbs schijnen and lijken follow from a
difference in subjectivity. Ordering facts of these verbs with respect to
modals and aspect are not the result of selectional restrictions on syntax (cf.
Haegeman, 2006), but can be explained as an effect of interpretational
requirements. Crucial in this account is that schijnen is subjective (the only
mind relevant for evaluation is the speaker’s), whereas lijken is not
subjective (it can include more members in the group for evaluation). Being
subjective plus evaluative, and thus necessarily used m-performatively,
schijnen is sensitive to nonveridical contexts. Schijnen thus behaves like a
positive polarity item.
The question is what is the nature of the relationship between subjectivity
and positive polarity behavior. The proposal is that subjectivity in
combination with an evaluative character of an element forces an mperformative use. This evaluation can be of any type (available evidence for
p, likeliness of p, or the emotional effects of p). Now, if an element involves
some type of evaluation and it is subjective, i.e. evaluation is restricted to the
speaker only, then using the element results in performing the act of
evaluating a certain state of affairs. Once performed, the evaluation is not
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open for discussion; it is not part of the at-issue content. Therefore mperformatively used elements cannot be challenged or negated. Moreover,
they are incompatible with operators that introduce discussion. They are
incompatible with describing hypothetical evaluations as these are not
necessarily the speaker’s own evaluation (Nuyts, 2000). Subjectivity
therefore does not make an element sensitive to contexts that express doubt
or disagreement (cf. Ernst, 2009), but sensitive to contexts that force the
construal of possible evaluations that are not necessarily the speaker’s own
(i.e. put the element at-issue), because they are not at-issue.
The relationship as such should hold for all elements that are evaluative in
nature and are necessarily subjective (cf. Ernst, 2009; Giannakidou, 2011).
Indeed, various researchers have shown that this relation does hold. In the
domain of evidentiality, the inability to scope under nonveridical operators
(in the literature called projection tests or propositionality tests) is defined as
being core to evidentiality (Murray, 2010). These diagnostics have been
applied to evidentials of different types and the evidentials have been shown
to behave in the same way overall (Matthewson et al., 2007; Faller, 2006b;
Murray, 2010). Also, German sollen ‘must’ can have an evidential
interpretation in that it encodes the speaker’s reported evidence for a
proposition (Mortelmans, 2000). Faller (2006a) shows that sollen cannot be
embedded under conditionals, or negation and that it participates in the
interrogative flip. In addition, Dutch moeten ‘must’ can be interpreted as the
speaker having reported evidence for p (De Haan, 1999a). De Haan (1999a)
shows that evidential moeten cannot be embedded under negation.
Aikhenvald (2004) gives some examples in which evidentials do occur under
the scope of negation. This would contradict the current proposal. The
question here is what it is that is negated in these instances.
Furthermore, the analysis should extend to epistemic modals and adverbs
that are evaluative as well. If these elements are necessarily subjective, they
can only be used m-performatively and will thus be ruled out in nonveridical
contexts. Epistemic modals have been shown to be restricted in distribution
if used m-performatively (or subjectively in Papafragou’s terms), and they
are much freer on their descriptive use (Papafragou, 2006). Ernst (2009) has
already shown that this hypothesis holds for speaker-oriented adverbs.
However, there are also adverbs that are less restricted in distribution
(Ernst, 2009). Polarity items are known to come in different sensitivities
(Iatridou and Zeijlstra, 2010; Szabolcsi, 2004; van der Wouden, 1997). Ernst
(2009) argues that the distributional differences between the adverbs are the
result of a difference between weak and strong PPIs where strong PPIs are
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necessarily subjective and weak PPIs also allow for a non-subjective reading.
Thus there is a difference between adverbs that can only be used mperformatively and adverbs that allow for a descriptive use as well. On their
descriptive use, these elements (weak PPIs) will have a greater
distributional freedom. Strong PPIs restrict evaluation to the speaker only
and are never able to occur in nonveridical contexts (Ernst, 2009).
Variability in distribution with respect to nonveridical operators can be
accounted for by the flexibility of the group function. Elements may vary in
whether or not there are certain means to extend the set of members of the
group for evaluation. If the group can be extended, an element can, under
that particular reading, occur within the scope of nonveridical operators.
This does not only hold for speaker-oriented adverbs and modals, but might
be extended to other evidentials (in the form of bound morphemes) as well.
The resemblance in meaning of the Quechua inferential evidential =chá and
the English modal ‘may’ is interesting in this respect. Although they are
similar in meaning, they differ in distribution (Faller, 2011). Under the
present account, the semantics of =chá and ‘may’ are the same, except that
the contextually relevant group for evaluation is necessarily restricted to the
speaker for =chá, but is not fixed for ‘may’. As such, ‘may’ has a greater
distributional freedom than =chá.
A final issue that must be addressed is the variability in speaker’s
acceptance of sentences with schijnen and lijken. Haegeman (2006a) points
out that there is variability. I also found differences in the level of
acceptability of certain sentences. The sentences in this chapter have been
checked for acceptability with other native speakers of Dutch. It would be
interesting to study speaker variability in more depth.34 The variation might
be the result of the open parameters in the semantics of the verbs. First of
all, the verbs differ in the worlds that are selected by the choice function. Is
it possible that speakers differ on the worlds that the verbs select? Speakers
may also vary in how the group function is fixed, with some speakers
allowing the relevant group to include more minds than only the speaker’s.
In conclusion, there are various ways in which an information exchange can
evolve. One can add information by describing situations that are open to
discussion, proposals to update the common ground that may or may not be
accepted by the hearer (Murray, 2010). One can also add private beliefs that
do not allow for any further discussion: they are not a proposal to update the
34

This was suggested to me by Liliane Haegeman
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common ground, but update the common ground directly. A sentence with an
evidential contributes all these various effects at once (Murray, 2010). The
contribution of the proposition embedded under the evidential is at-issue
content. In contrast, the contribution of the (necessarily subjective)
evidential itself is not at-issue content. The distinction between performing
vs. describing evaluations (or not-at-issue vs. at-issue content) is an
important distinction as it has its effect in different domains, e.g. language
acquisition, language processing, semantics and syntax. Because the two
seemingly similar Dutch raising verbs differ precisely in this respect, they
turn out not to be that similar after all. The next chapter will investigate the
effect of their different semantics on language processing before turning to
its effect on acquisition in Chapter 4.

Chapter 3
Processing evidential raising verbs

Abstract
The previous chapter pointed out several differences between two seemingly
similar Dutch raising verbs. The present chapter will investigate whether
these differences lead to a difference in processing of these two verbs. The
hypothesis is that subjectivity will slow down processing because it is an
extra computation that needs to be carried out. This was investigated in a
self-paced reading experiment. The results indicate that, indeed, subjective
schijnen is harder to process than non-subjective lijken. Interestingly,
subjectivity leads to an immediate processing cost, but confers a processing
advantage later in the sentence. Before turning to the experiment, this
chapter will elaborate on the notions of modality and evidentiality and their
relationship.
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1. Introduction
Chapter 2 showed that the difference in distribution between schijnen and
lijken can be attributed to a difference in their (evidential) semantics. The
present chapter will investigate whether and how the differences in
semantics influences processing.
In order to clarify the theoretical background I will first devote a few words
to the relation between modality and evidentiality, as this relationship is an
important source of debate in the literature (Aikhenvald, 2004; Cornillie
2009; De Haan, 1999b, 2001; Schenner, 2010ab among others). Some
researchers claim that evidentials are epistemic modals (e.g. Garrett, 2001;
Matthewson et al., 2007; Izvorski, 1997). Others claim that modality and
evidentiality are distinct categories (e.g. De Haan, 2001; Aikhenvald, 2004).
As Schenner (2010ab) points out, much of the debate regarding modality
versus evidentiality arises because it is unclear what exactly is the question
that is at stake. One more precise reformulation of the question is whether
evidentials and modals can be analyzed using the same tools (cf. Schenner,
2010ab; Faller, 2012). An increasing number of studies analyze evidentials
using Kratzer’s possible worlds framework (Izvorski, 1997; McCready, and
Ogata, 2007; Matthewson et al., 2007; Faller, 2011; Garrett, 2001). Like
modals, evidentials encode a relation from the actual world to a set of
accessible worlds (cf. Kratzer, 2010 and earlier work).
However, although they can be analyzed using the same tools, some modals
convey speaker commitment with regard to the truth of the embedded
proposition whereas others do not. Conceptually, modality (speaker certainty
towards p) and evidentiality (source of information of the speaker) are
distinct (De Haan 1999; Aikhenvald, 2004; Schenner, 2010ab). At the same
time, certainty and source of information are related: the source one has for a
proposition p will influence the judgment of the truth of p (e.g. Willett, 1988);
however this is not a direct relationship (Schenner, 2010ab, De Haan, 1999).
For instance, a speaker who has reported evidence for a proposition might
not be very certain about the embedded proposition, but this is not
necessarily the case (cf. Mortelmans, 2000; Schenner, 2010ab). Likewise,
judging a proposition as possible or necessary does not convey any
information about the source of information (Schenner, 2010ab).
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, the differences regarding speaker’s commitment
to p follow from the contents of the conversational background. The relevant
distinction is the distinction Kratzer (2010) makes between realistic and
informational backgrounds. As Kratzer puts it, there is a ‘subtle difference
between realistic backgrounds representing evidence of things and
informational conversational backgrounds representing information content’
(p. 13). Realistic conversational backgrounds are compatible with what the
speaker knows (i.e. the evidence is taken to be factual), but for informational
backgrounds this is not necessarily the case. Whether a modal quantifies
over worlds in a realistic background or worlds in an informational
background has consequences regarding the speaker’s judgment of the truth
of the proposition. In case the conversational background is informational,
there is no direct relation to speaker commitment to p. But if the
conversational background is realistic, p is possible or necessary for the
speaker depending on the quantificational force. In contrast to typical
epistemic modals, lijken and schijnen quantify over worlds in an
informational conversational background.
Schijnen represents the content of reports, but does not entail that the
reports are taken to be true. As we saw in Chapter 2, it does not convey
speaker commitment to p and the continuation in (1) is thus acceptable. The
continuation in (3) is much less acceptable out of the blue for reasons
discussed in Chapter 2. Example (2) on the other hand is more acceptable.
The difference between (2) and (3) is that (2) explicitly gives a conflicting
source of evidence, making utterance (2) relevant, in contrast to utterance
(3).
(1)

Anneloes schijnt
thuis te zijn, maar
ik geloof
home to be, but
I believe
Anneloes seems<S>
niets van
nothing of
‘I’ve heard that Anneloes is at home, but I don’t believe it.’

er
there

In a context in which the speaker’s credit card details have been stolen,
leading to money being lost from her bank account, and she has contacted the
bank to settle this, the speaker might say afterwards:
(2)

Het geld
The money
ik heb nog
I have still

schijnt
al
overgemaakt te zijn, maar
already transferred
to be, but
SEEMS<S>
niets op mijn bankrekening gezien
nothing on my bank account seen
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‘They told me that they transferred the money, but I haven’t seen it
yet in my account.’
(3)

#Anneloes schijnt
thuis te zijn, maar
home to be, but
Anneloes seems<s>
‘Anneloes is said to be at home, but she’s not.’

dat is niet
that is not

zo
so

Like schijnen, lijken quantifies over worlds in an informational
conversational background, but in contrast to schijnen, the conversational
background consists of the contents of perceptions instead of reports (cf.
Kratzer, 2010). Like schijnen, the contents of the perceptions are not
necessarily taken to be a reliable source of information. Lijken therefore does
not convey speaker commitment to p and the continuation in (4) is
acceptable, as we saw in Chapter 2. In this respect, lijken differs from direct
evidentials as they appear in other languages (e.g. Quechua). In contrast to
lijken, direct evidentials quantify over worlds in a realistic background and
thus convey speaker commitment to the embedded proposition (Faller, 2011).
The speaker is committed to the truth of the perceptions. When a speaker of
Quechua uses the direct evidential, it cannot be the case that she is certain
of the falsity of the embedded proposition (that would yield an infelicitous
result). An example that makes the distinction particularly clear is Faller’s
(2011) example of an optical illusion. If two lines do not appear to be parallel
when they in fact are, a Quechua speaker will use =mi to indicate that the
lines are not perceived as parallel (just as a Dutch speaker can use lijken).
Once the Quechua speaker is aware of the fact that the lines are in fact
parallel, she will no longer use =mi to indicate that they are not perceived as
parallel (Faller, 2011). However, a Dutch speaker who is aware of the optical
illusion will still use lijken to indicate that they are not perceived as being
parallel. Because of the very intimate relation between perception and belief
(cf. Faller, 2011), using an informational perceptual background to convey a
message (e.g. using lijken) seems to require that the perceptual evidence is
potentially fallible (direct, but unclear evidence) (Mathias Schenner, p.c.).
(4)

Anneloes lijkt
thuis te zijn, maar
dat
home to be, but
that
Anneloes seems<L>
‘Anneloes appears to be at home, but she’s not.’

is niet zo
is not so

Lijkt-me crucially differs from both lijken and schijnen in that it quantifies
over worlds in a realistic background (see Chapter 2). It conveys speaker
commitment to p. When a speaker uses lijkt-me it cannot be the case that she
is certain of the falsity of the proposition (5) (as is also the case with the
inferential evidential in Cheyenne for instance (Murray, 2010)). Still, lijkt-me
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is different from Dutch moeten ‘must’ in that the emphasis seems to be more
on the inference for lijkt-me. The speaker can therefore indicate that her
inference might be fallible, as in (6a), but this yields an infelicitous result
with moeten (6b). Inferential evidentials, like epistemic modals, quantify over
worlds in a realistic conversational background.35 The exact differences and
similarities between epistemic modals and inferential evidential modals are
left for future research.
(5)

#Anneloes lijkt
me
thuis te zijn, maar
dat
that
Anneloes seems<LM> to-me home to be, but
‘I infer that Anneloes is at home, but she’s not.’

(6a)

Anneloes lijkt
me
thuis te zijn, maar
ik kan het
I can it
Anneloes SEEMS<LM> to-me home to be, but
verkeerd hebben
wrong
have
‘I infer that Anneloes is at home, but I may be mistaken.’
#Anneloes moet thuis zijn,
maar ik kan het
verkeerd
Anneloes must home
be,
but
I can it
wrong
hebben
have
‘Anneloes must be at home, but I can be mistaken.’

(6b)

is niet zo
is not so

In short, evidential modals, like other modals, encode a relationship between
the actual world and a set of accessible worlds (cf. Faller, 2012). Differences
in speaker commitment regarding the truth of the embedded proposition
follow from differences in the type of conversational background36 (Kratzer,
2010). If the background is realistic, the modal will convey the speaker’s
judgment regarding the truth of the embedded proposition. If the background
is informational, the modal will not directly convey this,37 so whether or not
Some researchers equate inferential evidentiality with epistemic modality (e.g.
Auwera and Plungian, 1998).
36 What can in principle count as the content of a conversational background seems in
this way unrestricted, but this is an undesirable result, because languages only
encode a limited set of the possible types of evidence (cf. Speas, 2004, 2008). Hacquard
(2006) proposes that the content of a modal base is determined by the antecedent of a
hypothesized event variable of the (epistemic) modal. It would be interesting to find
out to what extent this proposal can be applied to evidential modals. I leave this to
future research.
37 Kratzer (2010) considers the difference between realistic and informational modal
bases to follow from a difference in ordering source. Informational modal bases are
empty realistic modal bases with an informational ordering source (fn. 4, p. 12). In
contrast, for Faller (2011) non-inferential evidential modals do not make reference to
35
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the speaker can be certain of the truth or falsity of the embedded proposition
is a diagnostic for distinguishing between informational versus realistic
backgrounds.
As Faller (2012) points out, modals participate in modal subordination and
so evidential modals should do as well. Under modal subordination, if the
existence of a particular entity is hypothesized in a specific set of accessible
worlds, only in those worlds can the existence be assumed and this entity
referred to, and not in a different set of worlds (Roberts, 1989). For instance,
in (7), the continuation in (b) (that is semantically subordinate to (7a)) is
awkward, because the book only exists in a particular set of worlds that does
not necessarily include the actual world. It in (b) requires that the book
exists in the actual world. A small survey with seven Dutch speakers (fellow
linguists) showed that the Dutch evidential verbs also participate in modal
subordination. (8a) is judged as awkward by native speakers (ranging from
“ok but funny” to “unacceptable”). The new book only exists in worlds in
which the speaker has reported evidence for it, so whether or not the book
exists in the actual world is not established, but the continuation in (8a)
assumes the existence of the book in the actual world. If we explicitly keep
talking about worlds with reported evidence, the continuation is more
acceptable (8b).38 Moreover a continuation with a different modal as in (8c) is
preferred over the continuation in (8a) (with the relevant reading in (8d)) (cf.
Faller, 2012). Whether the order modal – reportative is acceptable or not
remains a point for future research.39
(7a)
(7b)

If John bought a booki, he’ll be home reading iti right now.
Iti’s a murder mystery.
(Roberts, 1989: 683)

(8a)

Jan schijnt een nieuw boeki te hebben gekocht. #Heti is een
misdaadroman.
‘John reportedly bought a new booki. Iti is a crime novel.’

(8b)

Jan schijnt een nieuw boeki te hebben gekocht. Heti schijnt een
misdaadroman te zijn.
‘John reportedly bought a new booki. Reportedly iti is a crime novel.’

an ordering source. However, this would lead to the problem of inconsistent modal
bases as addressed in Kratzer (1977) (Mathias Schenner, p.c.). See Chapter 2 for
potential solutions.
38 One speaker, however, judged this sentence to be less acceptable.
39 So far, the data do not allow for a clear conclusion.
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(8c)

Jan schijnt een nieuw boeki te hebben gekocht. Heti zou een
misdaadroman kunnen zijn.
‘John reportedly bought a new booki. Iti might be a crime novel.’

(8d)

John reportedly bought a new book. And if he did, it might be a crime
novel.’
(adapted from Roberts, 1989)

The observations regarding modal subordination for lijken are a bit more
mixed. (9a) is generally judged awkward, because the thief only exists in
worlds that contain the speaker’s perceptions, not necessarily in the actual
world. The continuations in (9b,d) are generally judged as being more
acceptable, but seem to require more context in order to count as acceptable.
(9b) is acceptable under an interpretation as in (9c); in a context in which the
curator opens a drawer and sees that it is empty. There is perceptual
evidence for stolen jewels (i.e. there are no jewels) and from this it seems
that there was a burglary. (9d) is acceptable under the interpretation in (9e)
in a context in which the security officer sees for instance a broken lock.40
This constitutes perceptual evidence for a burglary and thus jewels may have
been stolen. It is more difficult to come up with an interpretation for these
sentences than the sentences with schijnen in (8) because lijken is typically
interpreted with the subject providing the perceptual source for the evidence
(cf. Asudeh and Toivonen, 2012), i.e. there is direct evidence for the
proposition. However, if the thief does not necessarily exist, he/she cannot
provide the source of the evidence. Therefore, the interpretation is
necessarily more general: that there was a burglary (and there is perceptual
evidence for that). Apparently speakers differ as to whether they can
accommodate the scenario. Another potential source for differences among
speakers might be the extent to which they allow the ordering source to be
filled (i.e. to what extent the meaning can be more (perceptual) inferential).
(9a)

Een diefi lijkt ingebroken te hebben in het museum. #Hiji heeft alle
juwelen gestolen.
‘A thiefi appears to have broken into the museum. Hei stole all the
jewels.’

(9b)

Een diefi lijkt ingebroken te hebben in het museum. Hiji lijkt alle
juwelen gestolen te hebben.
‘A thiefi appears to have broken into the museum. Hei appears to
have stolen all the jewels.’

40

I am indebted to Liv Persson for providing these contexts.
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(9c)

Er lijkt ingebroken te zijn in het museum. Alle juwelen lijken
gestolen te zijn.
‘There seems to have been a burglary in the museum. All jewels
seem to be stolen.’

(9d)

Een diefi lijkt ingebroken te hebben in het museum. Hiji zou alle
juwelen gestolen kunnen hebben.
‘A thiefi appears to have broken into the museum. Hei might have
stolen all the jewels.’

(9e)

Er lijkt ingebroken te zijn in het museum. Het zou kunnen dat alle
juwelen gestolen zijn.
‘There seems to have been a burglary in the museum. It might be
that all jewels are stolen.’
(adapted from Faller, 2012)

As an interim conclusion, evidential modals encode a relationship between
the actual world and a set of accessible worlds. Once Kratzer’s distinction
between informational and realistic backgrounds is adopted, differences
among modals with respect to speaker commitment to the embedded
proposition follow. If quantified over worlds in an informational background,
the modal does not convey speaker commitment to p. If quantified over
worlds in a realistic background, this does convey speaker’s judgment of p.
What, then, are the effects of the evidential semantics on processing?
Schijnen and lijken differ in their semantics on four dimensions that could
potentially influence processing. They differ in the conversational
background that they quantify over (reports versus perceptions), in their
quantificational force, in a potential ordering source, and in subjectivity. The
question in this chapter is whether these differences result in a difference in
processing between the two verbs. The difference in backgrounds may create
an additional difficulty for schijnen compared to lijken. It is imaginable that
reported evidence is more complex to process than perceptual evidence. One
indication for the additional complexity of reported over perceptual evidence
is that perceptual evidence is acquired earlier than reported evidence as a
source of information (Aydin and Ceci, 2009; Aksu-Koç, Ögel-Balaban, and
Alp, 2009).
The second potential source is subjectivity. For lijken, the evaluation group is
not specified, but for schijnen it is restricted to the speaker. Schijnen
therefore requires an extra computation in comparison to lijken. This may
lead to a higher processing cost. It is well attested, in the domain of causal
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connectives for instance, that subjectivity comes with an additional
processing cost (Canestrelli, Mak, and Sanders, 2012; Traxler, Bybee, and
Pickering, 1997a).41 Traxler et al. (1997a) showed that subjective causal
relationships (10b) are processed more slowly than objective causal
relationships (10a).42 This effect occurred in the region that included the
words ‘his bicycle’, as this is the position in which the subjective (or objective)
causal relation can be established. Interestingly, the effect of subjectivity
disappeared if a subjectivity marker was introduced at the beginning of the
sentence like ‘John thinks’ (Traxler, Sanford, Aked, and Moxey, 1997b). In
addition, Canestrelli et al. (2012) found an effect of subjectivity with causal
connectives in Dutch. Importantly, in Dutch, there are two instantiations of
‘because’: one that encodes subjective causal relations (want) and another
one that encodes objective causal relations (omdat). In contrast to Traxler et
al., Canestrelli et al. show that the effect of subjectivity in Dutch occurs at
the region that directly follows the causal connective (and even at the
connective in some of the experiments), i.e. omdat is processed faster than
want. This point is earlier than the point at which the effect occurred in
Traxler et al. At this early point (at want, or one region later, which would be
someone in (10b)), the content of the relation cannot be established yet,
making this uninformative regarding the subjectivity of the relationship.
However, because want itself encodes subjectivity, the subjectivity can be
computed right away. There is an immediate effect of subjectivity from the
causal connective itself if the connective encodes subjectivity that shows up
at the connective, or in the first region after the connective (in the example
that would be the word ‘someone’) which does not inform the reader about
the relation between the sentences. Because schijnen also encodes for
subjectivity directly, it is predicted that it will also yield an immediate effect.
As a result of the subjectivity of schijnen, a slow-down in processing is
therefore expected to occur right at or in a region immediately following
schijnen compared to lijken.
(10a)
(10b)

Jerry had to walk to work, because someone stole his bicycle last
night.
Jerry didn’t have a secure lock, because someone stole his bicycle last
night.
(Traxler et al., 1997a: 497)

Another definition of subjectivity is used here, but whatever definition is used, the
common divisor is always speaker involvement.
42 Or diagnostic versus causal relationships in their terms.
41
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We thus expect an immediate slow-down effect of subjectivity on schijnen.
But, once subjectivity has been computed, the reader may proceed faster for
schijnen items than for lijken items as she is not part of the group for
evaluation of schijnen. This is indicated in examples (11) and (12) that show
that person B cannot disagree with schijnen, but can disagree with lijken.
This effect is hypothesized not to take place on or right after the word itself,
but at a later position. More precisely, at the position where the reader is
able to construct the evidence as evidence for the proposition. Evidence is an
inherently relational concept (Speas, 2012). Evidence only counts as evidence
if it is evidence for something (Speas, 2012). Fingerprints in themselves do
not constitute evidence. They will only be evidence in relation to a crime.
Therefore, the reader can only evaluate lijken (if there are perceptions
supporting that ‘Maxima is pregnant’ ) or schijnen (whether the speaker has
a report for p) if the propositional content (to which the evidence relates) can
be constructed. Because the reader is not urged to evaluate schijnen, but is
urged to evaluate lijken, lijken items are expected to be read slower at the
point where the information is available to establish the relationship
between evidence and proposition. This hypothesis follows the findings in the
domain of causal connectives. If subjectivity is marked overtly before the
point where the content of the causal relationship can be computed, there is
no effect of subjectivity anymore at the point where the content becomes
clear (Canestrelli et al., 2012; Traxler et al., 1997b). The results therefore
indicate that subjectivity is initially difficult to compute, but once computed,
there is no effect from the subjective causal relationship anymore later in the
sentence, as the reader is not urged to evaluate it. We therefore expect that,
once subjectivity is computed, readers will proceed faster through schijnen
than lijken items.
(11)

Spreker A: Maxima schijnt zwanger te zijn.
Speaker A: Maxima seems<S> pregnant to be.
Spreker B: Nee, dat is niet waar.
Speaker B: No, that’s not true.
(i) It is not the case that Maxima is pregnant.
#(ii) It is not the case that the speaker has heard p.

(12)

Spreker A: Maxima lijkt zwanger te zijn.
Speaker A: Maxima seems<L> pregnant to be.
Spreker B: Nee, dat is niet waar.
Speaker B: No, that’s not true.
(i) It is not the case that Maxima is pregnant.
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(ii) It doesn’t look like Maxima is pregnant, irrespective of whether
she is or not.
In order to investigate the predictions as set out above, a self-paced-reading
experiment was conducted that measures participants’ reading times for
different segments in a sentence. The hypothesis is that schijnen will be read
slower than lijken because of its subjectivity (cf. Canestrelli et al., 2012;
Traxler et al., 1997a), and potentially because of its conversational
background. In addition, it is predicted that once the subjectivity is
computed, the reader will be able to proceed faster in reading the embedded
proposition for schijnen than for lijken. This will result in faster reading
times at the point where the reader can construct the propositional content
for schijnen items compared to lijken items as this is the point where the
evidential modals can be evaluated.
One might hypothesize that evaluation of lijken would be faster if the reader
is explicitly given some evidence that could be taken as the perceptual
evidence on which the speaker bases her claim. That is, when reading
sentence (13), the information that the speaker sees Maxima walking around
in unusually baggy clothes might be understood as ‘there is perceptual
evidence for Maxima being pregnant’. This might speed up evaluation of
lijken for the reader, because the reader will encounter this ‘evidence’ in her
search for potential perceptual evidence (when evaluating lijken), which
results in shorter reading times. In the other contexts there is no such
explicit potential evidence. The reader will therefore be slower in evaluating
lijken in these contexts, as she is unable to retrieve any potential evidence.
This additional hypothesis was also tested in the present experiment. We
also tested whether adding hearsay evidence explicitly would speed up
reading times for schijnen (evaluation of whether the speaker has reported
evidence) as opposed to lijken. It is predicted that this does not have a
facilitatory effect because the reader does not belong to the group of
evaluation. If marked subjectively, a sentence can embed any kind of
information without having an effect on processing as it will not be evaluated
by the reader (cf. Canestrelli et al., 2012; Traxler et al., 1997b).
(13)

Maxima lijkt zwanger te zijn.
‘Maxima appears to be pregnant.’
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2. Method
Participants
Fifty-seven participants from the participant database from UiL-OTS
(Utrecht University) participated in the experiment (mostly students, 50
female). For three participants there was no data record due to technical
problems. In addition, one participant was excluded because his native
language was not Dutch. All remaining participants were native speakers of
Dutch and were paid for their participation. They had no known reading
disability and had normal or corrected to normal vision.
Materials
Forty-eight two to five sentence stories were constructed. The first (or the
first two) sentences sketched a situation with two characters, introduced by
name, at a certain location, e.g. Demi and Vera in Den Helder for Queen’s
Day (an example is given in (14), forward slashes indicate the segments, only
indicated for the critical sentence). The critical sentence that included the
evidential verb was always the final sentence of the story. It was always
presented on a new line to make sure that the critical or spill-over regions
would never appear at the end of a line. The first segment was always a
name (individual or kind name) consisting of 1-5 words (2-7 syllables). The
critical region, segment 0, was always a third person present tense form of
lijken or schijnen. The first spill-over region always consisted of 1 word of
only 1 syllable (no content words). The second spill-over region always
consisted of 1 word of 1-2 syllables, again no content words except for
adjectives/adverbs such as flink ‘fervently’. Region 3 contained the main
content of the proposition (‘pregnant’ in this case), so at this point the event
Maxima pregnant can be created.43 The final region contained 2 words (2-3
syllables). Mostly te zijn ‘to be’ or te hebben ‘to have’. For two items this
consisted of three words (te kunnen waarderen ‘to be able to appreciate’ and
te kunnen maken ‘to be able to make’). The critical sentence always followed
‘A says to B’. The crucial manipulation was the evidential verb; the
remainder of the sentence was identical across conditions in order to be able
to compare identical regions in case the effect spilled over.

For a couple of the items, the full event could not be constructed completely at this
point (e.g. Gebak / lijkt / bij / deze / bakker heel aardig / te verkopen literally ‘Pastry
/ seems / at / this / bakery very well / to sell’. But even in this case region 3 contains
such content that the reader can start constructing the event.

43
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The contexts before the critical sentences were manipulated with respect to
the evidence type. The introduction of the characters and the location was
identical across conditions and this was immediately followed by the critical
sentence in the neutral condition. For both the visual and hearsay condition,
there was an additional sentence that contained a particular type of evidence
(visual: they watch Maxima walking around in unusually baggy clothes (14b);
or hearsay: Demi has heard all ins and outs of the royal family at the
hairdresser yesterday (14c)). This sentence was merged in between the
introduction and the critical sentence and so it would directly precede the
critical sentence. The neutral condition was therefore shorter than the visual
and hearsay condition.
Condition Neutral
(14a)

Het is Koninginnedag en de koninklijke familie brengt dit jaar een
bezoek aan Den Helder. Demi en Vera zijn daar ook. Demi zegt tegen
Vera: “Maxima/SEEMS<L/S>/nu/weer/zwanger/te zijn”
(It’s Queen’s Day and this year the Royal family is visiting Den
Helder. Demi and Vera are there as well. Demi says to Vera: “Maxima
seems to be pregnant again now.”)

Condition Visual
(14b)

Het is Koninginnedag en de koninklijke familie brengt dit jaar een
bezoek aan Den Helder. Demi en Vera zijn daar ook. Ze zien Maxima
rondlopen in opvallend wijde kleding. Demi zegt tegen Vera:
“Maxima/SEEMS<L/S>/nu/weer/zwanger/te zijn.”
(It’s Queen’s Day and this year the Royal family is visiting Den
Helder. Demi and Vera are there as well. They see that Maxima is
walking around in unusually baggy clothes. Demi says to Vera:
“Maxima seems to be pregnant again now.”)

Condition Hearsay
(14c)

Het is Koninginnedag en de koninklijke familie brengt dit jaar een
bezoek aan Den Helder. Demi en Vera zijn daar ook. Demi heeft
gisteren bij de kapper alle in's en out's over de leden van het
Koninklijk Huis gehoord. Demi zegt tegen Vera:
“Maxima/SEEMS<S/L>/nu/weer/zwanger/te zijn.”
(It’s Queen’s Day and this year the Royal family is visiting Den
Helder. Demi and Vera are there as well. Demi heard the ins and outs
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of the Royal family yesterday at the hairdresser’s. Demi says to Vera:
“Maxima seems to be pregnant again now.”)
Test items were pseudo-randomly divided over six lists in a Latin square
design and every list contained eight items per condition. Fifty-one filler
items that had served as test items in unrelated experiments were included
(see Zondervan, 2010). Each list included 32 verification statements about
different parts of the stories that had been pseudo-randomly divided over the
stimuli. Participants were instructed to respond to these statements by
pressing the shift buttons.
Procedure
Participants were tested in a sound proof booth. The experiment ran on Zep
software (Veenker, 2012) and reading times were collected by measuring the
elapsed time between two presses of the space bar. The stories were
presented in the non-cumulative moving-window self-paced reading
paradigm. Segments are presented one by one as the participant pressed the
button. As each new segment was revealed, all other segments were replaced
by lines. After the last segment of an item, the story would disappear when
the button was pressed and either a verification statement or the next item
(in lines) would appear on the screen. Participants judged the truth of the
verification statements by pressing the left shift (false) or the right shift
(true).
Participants were instructed before the experiment started to read the
stories fast, but at the same time at a speed that enabled them to
comprehend them. The experiment consisted of four blocks. The first block
was a practice block consisting of two practice items that were both followed
by a verification statement. Then three experimental blocks followed.
Participants were told to take a break in between blocks in which they could
read magazines. All blocks started with two filler items. Although reading
speed varied between participants, most participants completed the
experiment in around twenty minutes.
3. Results
Three participants were excluded prior to analysis because they answered
less than 80% of the verification statements correctly (they scored 79%, 79%
and 76% correct). The sample thus consisted of 50 participants (45 female).
All observations that were two standard deviations above or below item and
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subject mean for each position and condition were excluded from the analysis
(288 cases, 2% of the observations). The log-transformed mean reading times
were analyzed for six different regions. Mean (raw) reading times per region
are reported in Table 1 and represented in Figure 1.
Table 1 Average reading times for the different regions in different conditions.
Region -1 has only one number because at that region there is no distinction yet
between schijnen and lijken items.
Word position
-1
0
1
2
3
4
e.g.
Condition:
Maxima lijkt/schijnt
nu
weer
zwanger
te zijn
Maxima seems<L/S>
now
again pregnant
to be
Reading time
Neutral
541
Lijkt
380
337
338
601
530
Schijnt
390
339
337
590
543
Hearsay
488
Lijkt
365
328
335
591
530
Schijnt
373
343
337
565
531
Visual
472
Lijkt
354
326
335
560
536
Schijnt
365
327
331
567
514

Fig. 1. Reading times for the different regions. Left graph: main effect of
condition on reading time. Middle graph: effect of context on reading time in
lijken-condition. Right graph: effect of context on reading time in schijnencondition. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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On the log-transformed reading times, Linear Mixed Effects Regression
analyses (LMER) (Baayen, 2008) were performed, with verb (schijnen versus
lijken) and evidence (neutral, hearsay, visual) as fixed factors and subjects
and items as crossed random effects using the lmer package in R (for each
region separately). P-values were obtained using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling (Baayen, 2008). The results will be discussed per region.
Region -1, NP, Maxima:
In region -1 (the pre-critical region, e.g. Maxima), items only differed in
evidence type, but not verb type (it precedes the evidential verb). Therefore,
a model was run that did not include verb as a factor, but only evidence type.
The outcome of the model showed that evidence type had a significant effect
on reading times. This region was read faster in visual (ǃ=-0.122, SE=0.014,
t=-8.77, p<.001) and hearsay contexts (ǃ=-0.088, SE=0.014, t=-6.35,
p(MCMC)<.001) compared to neutral contexts. This reflects the fact that the
more extensive contexts prepare the reader better for the sentence that
follows. These contexts narrow down the range of topics that could
potentially be discussed. In our royal example, the fact that Demi and Vera
are in Den Helder puts hardly any restrictions on the sentence that follows.
Demi might say for instance that it is sad that it is raining today. However,
the additional sentences in the hearsay and visual contexts do restrict the
range of possible continuations. It would be awkward if the additional
sentences (Demi heard the ins and outs of the Royal family or they see
Maxima is walking around in baggy clothes) were followed by Demi telling
Vera that it is sad that it is raining today. Because the reader has more
precise expectations about the continuation in both the hearsay and visual
contexts and expectations were met, reading times were speeded up in region
-1.
Region 0, evidential verb:
Region 0 is the critical region that presents the evidential verb. This is the
critical region where an effect of evidential verb is expected. Analyses
showed that in this region there was a main effect of verb and a main effect
of evidence type. The main effect of verb indicated that indeed schijnt was
read slower than lijkt (ǃ=0.023, SE=.008, t=2.88, p(MCMC)<.005). The main
effect of evidence spilled over from the previous region. Still, both visual and
hearsay items were read faster than neutral items: visual ǃ=-0.065,
SE=0.010, t=-6.63, p(MCMC)<.001; hearsay: ǃ=-0.037, SE=0.010, t=-3.81,
p(MCMC)<.001). There were no significant interaction effects.
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Region 1, spill-over 1, ‘nu’ (now):
In the first spill-over region there was also still a facilitatory effect of visual
contexts over neutral ones (ǃ=-0.029, SE=0.009, t=-3.34, p(MCMC)<.005).
Apart from this effect of visual context there was a significant interaction
effect that indicated that the effect of context (neutral versus hearsay) was
different for lijken items than for schijnen items (ǃ=0.035, SE=0.018, t=1.97,
p(MCMC)<.05). A post-hoc analysis for the separate contexts showed that
there was only an effect of evidential verb in the hearsay condition: schijnen
items were read slower than lijken items in this context (ǃ=0.038, SE=0.013,
t=2.94, p(MCMC)<.005). It therefore appears that the effect of longer reading
times for schijnen only spills over in the hearsay condition.
Region 2, spill-over 2, ‘weer’ (again):
In the second spill-over region there were no main or interaction effects of
verb or context.
Region 3, main content, ‘zwanger’ (pregnant):
Region 3 contained the main content of the embedded proposition (e.g.
pregnant) and thus the propositional content could be constructed in most
cases. As described in the introduction, this is the position where the
evidence and the proposition can be related (and the evidence thus becomes
evidence). Because the reader does not belong to the evaluation group for
schijnen, but may belong to the evaluation group for lijken, it was predicted
that schijnen items would be read faster in this region (i.e. the reader will
not evaluate whether the speaker has reported evidence for the proposition,
but will evaluate whether there is perceptual evidence for the proposition).
Analyses indeed showed that schijnen items were easier to process at this
point, resulting in a significantly longer reading time for lijken items (ǃ=0.023, SE=0.014, t=-1.70, p(MCMC), one-tailed <.05). Initially it is costly to
compute subjectivity, but once computed, the reader can proceed faster
because there is no urge for evaluation. That is, the reader can lean back
after reading schijnen; it does not provide an instruction to evaluate.
In addition, it was hypothesized that a visual context might speed up reading
times for lijken as it is easier to retrieve for the reader what the perceptual
source is (e.g. from the observation that Maxima is wearing baggy clothes).
No such facilitatory effect was predicted for schijnen items in hearsay
contexts, because the reader does not have to evaluate whether there is
evidence and as such an interaction effect was predicted. However, there was
no interaction effect. Whereas a visual context did indeed speed up reading
times for lijken, it had the same effect on schijnen items, resulting in a main
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effect of visual context (ǃ=-0.058, SE=0.017, t=-3.47, p<.005). This may be the
result of a priming effect of the visual contexts on the proposition. In this
example, ‘baggy clothes’ would prime (and thus speed up) ‘pregnant’. There
was not always a direct priming relationship, but the visual contexts were in
general more strongly related to the proposition than the hearsay or neutral
contexts. Even if visual contexts accelerated reading times for lijken, this
would be masked by the priming effect that results in shorter reading times
in both the schijnen and the lijken condition. Essentially then, the effect in
this region of visual context is the same effect as observed in the pre-critical
and critical region. Alternatively, this could be an effect of the type of
discourse relationship encoded.44 The final sentence may act as an
‘explanation’ of the preceding sentence in the visual condition. In the hearsay
(and neutral) condition, the relation is more of the type ‘elaboration’.
‘Explanations’ may potentially be processed more easily than ‘elaborations’,
because readers prefer sentences to be causally related (cf. Mak and Sanders,
2010; Mak and Sanders, 2012). In fact, if the first sentence can be understood
as a consequence that calls for an explanation, reading times of the causally
related second sentence will be shorter. That is, even the expectation that
sentences will be causally related speeds up reading times of the second
sentence (Mak and Sanders, 2012). The present experiment did not control
for the type of discourse relationship, but the visual contexts might be more
easily understood as a consequence than the hearsay contexts. For instance,
the perceived baggy clothing asks for an explanation more so than the fact
that the speaker heard something at the hairdresser’s. Note that both these
explanations are post-hoc and thus require further research. It would be
interesting to test the effect of the type of discourse relationship in a follow
up experiment.
Region 4, sentence final region, ‘te zijn’ (to be):
Finally, in the last region that contained the end of the sentence, there were
no main or interaction effects.

4. Discussion
The present chapter investigated whether or not the difference between
schijnen and lijken in their semantics results in a difference in processing.
More precisely, the question was asked whether subjective schijnen is harder
to process than lijken. The results showed that this is indeed the case.

44
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Reading times were significantly longer for schijnen than for lijken,
indicating that the additional computation required by subjective schijnen
comes at a processing cost.
It was also hypothesized that, once the subjectivity was computed, schijnen
items would be read faster than lijken items, precisely because of its
subjectivity. As the reader is not part of the evaluation group, no further
work is required. In contrast, the reader is part of the evaluation group for
lijken and thus some additional work is required. This effect was observed,
as hypothesized, at the point where the reader could construct the
propositional content (and thus evaluate the evidential). This mirrors results
on causal connectives that show that if the causal connective is marked
subjectively (or another subjectivity marker is present), the processing delay
of a subjective causal relation over an objective one does not show up
anymore at the point where the content of the relation can be established:
the subjectivity was already computed (Canestrelli et al., 2012; Traxler et al.,
1997b). This also emphasizes the property of evidence that it is inherently
relational (Speas, 2012). Only if the reader knows the proposition that the
evidence should relate to, can she evaluate whether the required evidence is
available.
In the experiment, contexts were included that were hypothesized to speed
up evaluation of lijken. The reader was explicitly given potential evidence
(visual evidence, e.g. Maxima wearing baggy clothes). Giving such a context
was predicted to speed up reading times for lijken, but adding a relevant
(hearsay) context was not predicted to have any effect on reading times for
schijnen. As predicted, hearsay contexts did not significantly speed up
reading times at the proposition (of either schijnen or lijken). However, the
findings showed that a visual context speeds up reading times at the
proposition for both lijken and schijnen, not only for lijken. This is most
likely due to the priming effect of the visual contexts on the proposition
(baggy clothes would prime pregnant), or to a processing difference between
‘explanations’ versus ‘elaborations’. This remains a point for further
research.
An unexpected result was an interaction effect of context on reading times
for schijnen versus lijken in the first spill-over position. In this region, the
longer reading times for schijnen compared to lijken items were only
observed in the hearsay contexts. One potential explanation for this effect is
that this results from linking the source of the report to schijnen. In other
words, if the source is mentioned explicitly, the reader can judge reliability of
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the source of the report (the hairdresser in the royal example). The reader
can use this as an indirect measure of trustworthiness of the proposition and
this takes some time to compute. This is in line with the idea that the source
of the report can be under discussion, but not whether or not there is a report
(Murray, 2010; Chapter 2 this thesis).
A drawback to this study is that the effect of processing cost was found on
two different words that differ in length (number of letters). Hence, one may
not exclude that other factors such as word length and word frequency also
contribute to the observed effect. A corpus study based on newspaper articles
showed that schijnen is less frequent than lijken (Vliegen, 2011). In the
future, a similar experiment should preferably be run on words that do not
differ in frequency or length. For instance, one could test processing of seem
(or Dutch moeten) in its different readings,45 force a reportative vs. a nonreportative reading and find out whether one “reading” is processed faster
than the other. However, ‘seem’ might not instruct the reader to compute
subjectivity as it also allows for non-subjective uses generally. In addition, a
potential drawback to such a study is that the preceding contexts will have to
be different to get the different readings. As the present experiment showed,
contexts have a large influence on reading times and as such the effect of the
words might in fact be an effect of context (different types of discourse
relations). Even if the slow-down on schijnen is attributed to factors related
to word recognition, this still does not account for the finding in the first
spill-over region, that schijnen items are read slower in the hearsay contexts.
The most conservative conclusion would therefore be that schijnen is
processed more slowly if the hearsay source is explicit.
Although there are some drawbacks to the current study, it provides a good
starting point for further research in this domain. It presents a (to the best of
my knowledge) first view on processing of evidentials, but much more work is
required to get a better understanding of the issues at stake. Open questions
remain as to the separate contributions of subjectivity versus type of
conversational background. In this respect it would be interesting to compare
processing of direct evidentials to an element like lijken. Both select a
perceptual conversational background (although one is informational and the
other is realistic), but they differ in subjectivity (inferred from the more
restricted distribution of direct evidentials). The findings reported in this
chapter indicate that pursuing these questions can deepen our
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understanding of subjectivity, evidentiality, modality, and the relationship
between them.
The semantic definitions of schijnen and lijken, as proposed in Chapter 2 and
further discussed in the present chapter, give us a clear picture of what a
child needs to acquire in order to understand these words. The developing
child has to distinguish between different conversational backgrounds,
informational ones vs. realistic ones, but also the specific type of information
that conversational backgrounds can consist of (cf. Kratzer, 2010). Children
may differ from adults in the range of conversational backgrounds that they
hold possible. In order to achieve an adult-like comprehension of the raising
structures, the child should not only acquire the computation of A-movement,
but in addition she should acquire the computations required to arrive at the
specific semantic contributions of the raising verbs. Acquiring these words
therefore seems challenging, and even more so for elements that are
subjective as they involve an additional computation, i.e. they are costlier to
process.46 The next chapter will take up this issue and will study children’s
comprehension of the non-subjective evidential raising verb lijken, and the
subjective evidential verbs schijnen and lijkt-me. In addition to studying
acquisition of the words, the next chapter will also investigate children’s nonlinguistic use and report of different sources of information to provide a
judgment of a scenario. This will enhance our understanding of the
challenges in acquisition the child has to overcome.

A potential additional factor that may influence the acquisition path is the property
of not being at issue. Linking the right conversational background to the right
vocabulary item may be particularly difficult for the subjective raising verbs as there
are no environmental clues that hint at their meaning, and their contents will
typically not be at issue, and will thus not be discussed.
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Abstract
Chapter 4 investigates six to nine-year-old children’s understanding of
different sources of information both with and without dedicated linguistic
markers. Experiment 1 of this study considered whether children differ from
adults in their judgment of source reliability; Experiment 2 focused on
children’s understanding of Dutch evidential raising verbs. The results
demonstrated that children can use and report all various sources of
information from the age of six, but differ from adults in the relative weight
they assign to the different sources of information. Furthermore, Experiment
2 showed that non-subjective lijken was comprehended already by six-yearolds, although even the nine-year-olds did not show an adult-like
understanding of subjective lijkt-me. The results thus indicate that not all
raising verbs are acquired at the same point in time; subjective raising seems
to be more difficult to acquire than non-subjective raising. In addition, a
comparison of the results of the two experiments shows that a conceptual
understanding of sources of information (i.e. the ability to use (and report on)
different sources of information) comes in prior to the ability to linguistically
encode sources of information by using raising structures.

A slightly modified version of this paper has been submitted in co-authorship with
Hannah De Mulder (Koring & De Mulder, submitted).
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1. Introduction
Imagine this: you have just bought a new house when you hear from a
random passer-by that ghosts have been signaled in your new house. These
reports might make you slightly uneasy, but, unless you are particularly
gullible, you would probably require more direct evidence than only a verbal
report from someone who passes by to actually believe that your newly
acquired property was infested with supernatural entities. This illustrates
that, as adults, we are generally capable of taking into account the reliability
of the type of source that we get our information from. We do not necessarily
believe every bit of information that comes our way; we make a distinction
between reliable and unreliable information in order to make sense of the
surrounding world. A valuable clue that we use in distinguishing reliable
from unreliable information comes through our understanding of the
particular source that the information came from. We are most likely to
believe what we have seen (that is, we tend to consider direct visual evidence
to be very reliable), but we also believe many things that we have not
observed directly (e.g. that Columbus sailed to America in 1492) or even
things that go against direct visual information (that the world is composed
of jiggling atoms, for instance). In making sense of the world, then, we have
to be able to keep track of different sources of information (a skill generally
referred to as ‘source-monitoring’ (Lindsay, Johnson and Kwon, 1991)) and
evaluate their reliability. This skill is thus a vital part of human
communication and thereby an important skill for children to develop.
In this chapter, the development of children’s source-monitoring skills48 will
be investigated. The question is to what extent children are able to evaluate
their sources of information. In particular, it investigates which source,
among conflicting sources of information, is of overriding importance in their
judgment of a scenario and whether children differ in this from adults. This
will be compared to children’s comprehension of the Dutch subjective and
non-subjective evidential raising verbs; the linguistic markers of source of
information. As such, this study will provide insight into the question if and
how the evidential semantics influences the acquisition pattern. By also
testing children’s non-linguistic source-monitoring skills the question can be
addressed how children’s ability to use sources of information in providing a
judgment compares to children’s ability to encode this using evidential

The term ‘source-monitoring’ is used in a broader sense than simply keeping track
of sources of information. It will also include the ability to evaluate sources of
information.

48
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raising verbs. To this end, two experiments were set up, one testing
children’s judgment of a scenario in the presence of conflicting sources of
information and the other testing children’s comprehension of the Dutch
evidential verbs. Let’s start with an overview of previous studies in the
domains of source-monitoring and the acquisition of evidentiality.
The development of source-monitoring skills
Children start out exploring the world around them with their own senses;
their own experience is thus a primary source of knowledge. Another major
source of knowledge is the information they obtain from their care-givers, i.e.
hearsay evidence. Interestingly, previous research has found a particular
developmental pattern in the ability to use various sources of information.
Children understand that seeing leads to knowing at an earlier age (around
age three to four (Pillow, 1989)) than they understand that hearsay leads to
knowing (Aydin and Ceci, 2009; Aksu-Koç, Ögel-Balaban and Alp, 2009). At a
later age, children can also appreciate that making an inference can lead to
knowing (Matsui and Fitneva, 2009; de Villiers, Garfield, Gernet-Girard,
Roeper and Speas, 2009; Ozturk and Papafragou, 2008; Aksu-Koç et al, 2009;
Papafragou, Li, Choi, and Han, 2007), although it should be noted that there
is no general agreement on when exactly children can use inferential
evidence. Some studies (cf. Ozturk & Papafragou, 2008; Aksu-Koç et al.,
2009) report use of this type of evidence from around six years old, whereas
other studies (cf. de Villiers, Garfield, Gernet-Girard, Speas and Roeper,
2009; Matsui & Fitneva, 2009) suggest that acquisition may not be evident
until as late as nine or ten years old. A possible explanation for this
difference may lie in the particular type of inference that was under
investigation (see Aksu-Koç et al., 2009 and Papafragou et al., 2007 for a
similar suggestion), with inferences on the basis of perceptual evidence (e.g.
you see that the lights in John’s house are on, so you infer that John must be
at home) coming in at an earlier age than inferences on the basis of
knowledge (e.g. you know that John is always home at 6 and it is 6 so you
infer that John must be at home). Similarly, the order of acquisition might
differ depending on which type of inference is under discussion.
A follow-up question is whether children judge source reliability in the same
way as adults do. It is likely that there is a certain development in the value
children assign to different sources of information. For one thing, in order to
build a representation of the world children ought to trust hearsay evidence,
or else they would not learn much (Matsui and Miura, 2009; Matsui
Yamamoto, and McCagg, 2006a). Indeed, pre-school children tend to take
what they hear from others as being true facts (Matsui et al., 2006a; Matsui
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and Miura, 2009; cf. Davis, Potts, and Speas, 2007; see Roeper, 2011 for the
proposal that say might be treated by children as a factive verb like the verb
know, i.e. the complement is taken to be true). However, at some point, the
child should learn that reports from others are not always truthful. From
three years onwards, children are able to choose whether or not to trust a
report by taking into account their own sources of information and their
knowledge of the source of information of the reporter (Robinson, 2009;
Robinson, Haigh and Nurmsoo, 2008; Robinson and Whitcombe, 2003;
Whitcombe and Robinson, 2000). Furthermore, children seem to lose their
trust in reports from others in case the other has previously been proven
wrong (Robinson et al., 2008; Nurmsoo and Robinson, 2009). In these studies
children therefore do not seem to believe every report. However, this
happens in cases in which the reported information could in principle be
checked by the child’s own experience. Potentially, children have more trust
in reports by others about things that cannot be checked by themselves
(Robinson et al., 2008).
The question addressed in this study is what happens if children are asked to
judge a certain course of events in the presence of conflicting sources of
information in case the outcome is not known to any participant. Which
source is decisive in their judgment? For instance, if we provide the child
with a situation in which visual information is in conflict with reported
information, which source of information will the child rely on (cf. Jeschull
and Roeper, 2009 for a similar set-up investigating understanding of look like
vs. probably)? And crucially, do they differ in this from adults or not?
Children were not only required to use various sources of information in
judging a scenario, but in addition they had to overtly report the source of
information that they relied on in their answer. The ability to report on the
source of information (a meta-cognitive ability), seems to be acquired later
(around age four-five) than the ability to use different sources of information
(Robinson, 2009; Matsui et al., 2006a; Matsui, Miura, and McCagg, 2006b;
Fitneva, 2008; O’Neill and Chong, 2001; Whitcombe and Robinson, 2000;
Robinson and Whitcombe, 2003; Papafragou et al., 2007).
In Experiment 1, children were asked to judge which character would
perform a relevant action on the basis of different sources of information.
This experiment required the child to decide which information source she
considered to be most reliable. In a follow-up question, children were also
required to report the source of information that they had used in their
judgment.
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Linguistic encoding of source of information
Source of information is encoded morphologically in about a quarter of the
languages of the world (e.g. Tariana, and Quechua; Aikhenvald, 2004). The
bound morphemes in these languages that encode source of information,
referred to as ‘evidentials’, are very frequent in these languages (Aikhenvald,
2004). They are obligatory in the sense that the evidential morphemes have
to be present in a subset of the sentences of the particular language (Matsui
and Fitneva, 2009). For example, when speakers of Turkish use the past
tense, they have to choose among a past tense particle that encodes that they
have witnessed the event directly, using the morpheme -dI, or a particle that
encodes that they have not witnessed the event, the morpheme –mIü (AksuKoç, 1988). These morphemes are obligatory in their function as past-tense
markers. A decision between -dI and – mIü is made on the basis of aspectual
and evidential properties.
Interestingly, children acquiring languages with evidentials spontaneously
produce these morphemes at a very early age (the earliest forms are already
present around the age of two, cf. Aksu-Koç, 1988; Aksu-Koç et al., 2009;
Papafragou et al., 2007). However, at the same time when children produce
evidential morphemes, they still fail at tasks assessing their comprehension
of these evidential morphemes. Various studies found that an adult-like
comprehension of evidentials comes in late in development (Papafragou et
al., 2007; de Villiers et al., 2009; Aksu-Koç, 1988; Aksu-Koç et al., 2009;
Ozturk and Papafragou, 2007, 2008; Matsui et al., 2006a; Matsui and Miura,
2009), although it is still disputed at exactly what age children develop an
adult-like understanding of evidential systems. Depending on the language
and the particular type of evidential under investigation, age of acquisition
ranges from six years old or even younger for Korean and some aspects of
Turkish (Aksu-Koç et al., 2009; Aksu-Koç, 1988; Papafragou et al., 2007) to
as late as nine or ten for Tibetan (de Villiers, et al., 2009). There seems to be
a hierarchy in the acquisition of the different evidentials that mirrors the
hierarchy in the acquisition of source-monitoring skills. The first markers to
be acquired are the direct evidential markers, followed by hearsay evidence
markers and by inferential evidence markers (Aksu-Koç et al., 2009; AksuKoç, 1988; Ozturk and Papafragou, 2007).49
One issue that complicates the picture is the difference between source of
information and the speaker’s confidence in the embedded proposition. It might be
that studies that claim to show an early comprehension of direct evidentials in fact
show children’s early understanding of the direct evidential as a certainty marker (see
for instance de Villiers et al., 2009; Robinson, 2009). Care should therefore be taken
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So far, the acquisition of evidentiality has only been studied in languages
with so-called grammaticalized evidentiality (cf. Aikhenvald, 2004),
languages in which evidentiality is encoded in obligatory bound morphemes.
In Dutch, evidentiality is encoded in non-obligatory raising verbs.50 In order
to understand the nature of the developmental trajectory of the acquisition of
evidentials, it is important to consider languages without grammaticalized
evidentiality (cf. Robinson, 2009). This will indicate how much of the
difficulties can be contributed to the particular way of encoding and how
much can be contributed to difficulties in the evidential semantics. That is,
does the hierarchy reflect a general pattern in cognitive development or is it
dependent on the particular form of encoding?
The evidential verbs that are tested are lijken (which encodes evidence that
has been directly perceived, but is unclear), schijnen (encoding hearsay
evidence) and lijkt-me (encoding inferential evidence). Lijken can be used in
contexts in which there is some kind of direct perceptual evidence for a
proposition (i.e. it depends on a perceptual conversational background), but
the evidence is unclear (van Bruggen, 1980). To give an example, sentence (1)
could be uttered in a context in which the speaker sees the queen herself, but
cannot make out exactly what it is that she is wearing (it may be a hat, but it
could also be a scarf). Lijken is like a direct evidential in that the speaker
directly perceives the event. However, it differs from direct evidentials in
that the conversational background it selects is informational instead of
realistic. The perceptions are not taken to be factual necessarily; it merely
states the status of the perceptions (see Chapters 2 and 3 for a more
extensive discussion). Lijken therefore does not convey speaker commitment
regarding the embedded proposition. Finally, lijken is not subjective, people
different from the speaker can evaluate it, it can be under discussion.
(1)

De
koningin lijkt
een
hoed
a
hat
The
queen
SEEMS<L>
‘The queen appears to be wearing a hat.’

te dragen
to wear

when interpreting studies on the acquisition of evidentiality. The hierarchy as found
might not reflect a hierarchy in encoding for different sources of information.
50 Note that this is still different from encoding source of information through verbs of
perception (‘I saw that p’; ‘I heard that p’). The Dutch verbs are evidentials under a
semantic definition (cf. Schenner, 2010ab), but would not be counted as evidentials in
a strict definition that only includes obligatory grammatical elements (cf. Aikhenvald,
2004).
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The verb schijnen can be used in contexts in which the speaker has obtained
information via a report by some other person (Vliegen, 2011) (i.e. it depends
on a reportative conversational background). The report can be either
second-hand, (originating from someone who has had access to direct
information), or third-hand (originating from someone whose evidence is also
based on a report). An example of schijnen is given in (2). This sentence could
be uttered in a context in which the speaker has not seen the queen directly,
but has heard from another source that the queen is wearing a hat. Like
lijken, also schijnen depends on an informational conversational background
and does not convey speaker commitment to p directly. In contrast to lijken,
schijnen is subjective. Evaluation is restricted to the speaker; no one else can
disagree with it.
(2)

De
koningin
schijnt
een
a
The
queen
SEEMS<S>
‘I’ve heard that the queen is wearing a hat.’

hoed
hat

te dragen
to wear

The last verb under investigation is lijkt-me (lijken combined with an overt
experiencer pronoun (me ‘to-me’)), see (3) for an example. This form is used
when the speaker draws an inference, based either on perceptual evidence or
on mental reasoning (it depends on an epistemic modal base), so although in
form it is very similar to lijken, the addition of the pronoun changes its
meaning significantly. As lijkt-me is only felicitous in contexts in which the
speaker does not see the event directly, but has another source of evidence
for the proposition expressed, it is generally used for future or past events.
Sentence (3) for instance, can be uttered in a context in which the speaker
infers that the queen will be wearing a hat from the fact that she always
wears hats. Like schijnen, but unlike lijken, lijkt-me is subjective.
(3)

De koningin lijkt
me
een hoed
The Queen SEEMSLM> to-me a hat
‘I infer that the queen will be wearing a hat.’

te zullen dragen
to will
wear

If the evidential system of Dutch is compared to the evidential system of
languages with grammaticalized evidentiality, several differences can be
observed. The most obvious difference is that Dutch has a different morphosyntactic means of encoding source of information (through verbs instead of
bound morphemes). Furthermore, these Dutch evidential verbs do not occur
as frequently as evidential morphemes do in languages with
grammaticalized evidentiality. Given these differences, considering the
development of the Dutch evidential verb system should broaden our
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understanding of children’s ability to encode evidentiality linguistically (cf.
Robinson, 2009).
From the review above we concluded that there is a hierarchy such that
indirect evidentials are acquired later than direct evidentials. If children
acquiring Dutch follow the general developmental pattern found for
languages with grammaticalized evidentiality, we expect them to be able to
understand direct evidence and the evidential term lijken prior to their
understanding of indirect evidence and the evidential terms schijnen and
lijkt-me. Note that this predicts the subjective terms to be acquired later
than the non-subjective terms which would be in line with the result that
subjective elements are more difficult to process (see Chapter 3). This is
especially interesting for Dutch, as the term that denotes direct evidence
(lijken) is superficially so similar to the term that denotes indirect inferential
evidence (lijkt-me). If the evidential semantics (i.e. subjectivity and/or
whether it denotes direct or indirect evidence) is the most important in
predicting the developmental trajectory of the evidential system, then these
two terms will be acquired at very different points in time, irrespective of
their superficial similarity.51 As such, the study considers whether the
developmental hierarchy in the comprehension of different evidential
markers as found in languages with grammaticalized evidentiality reflects a
general pattern in cognitive development or whether this is dependent on the
particular form of encoding.
Summarizing, the purpose of this study is three-fold. First of all, in
Experiment 1, children’s non-linguistic source-monitoring skills are studied:
do they differ from adults in the sources of information they rely on in
judging a scenario or not? Secondly, Experiment 2 investigates when the
three Dutch evidential verbs are acquired: are the indirect-evidence-encoding
(and subjective) raising verbs lijkt-me and schijnen acquired later than
direct-evidence-encoding (and non-subjective) lijken? Do we find the same
hierarchy in the acquisition of these verbs as found in languages with
evidential bound morphemes? Finally, by comparing results from the two
experiments, this study will distinguish between children’s ability to use and
report on different sources of information in judging a scenario and their
ability to comprehend the linguistic encoding of source of information. As
such, it will shed light on the relationship between linguistic and conceptual
There is also a proposal that raising over an experiencer is difficult for children
(Orfitelli, 2012). However, the proposal is that covert experiencers cause as much
trouble as overt experiencers. From the definition given in Orfitelli (2012) lijken would
also involve a covert experiencer like English appear.
51
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development in this domain. If the evidential verbs are difficult to acquire
because they encode complex concepts, it is expected that vocabulary
acquisition coincides with concept acquisition (cf. Smiley and Huttenlocher,
1995). However, if children’s conceptual ability develops prior to their
understanding of encoding this with raising structures, the hypothesis that
conceptual complexity is the bottleneck can be ruled out (cf. Ozturk and
Papafragou, 2007, 2008; Papafragou et al., 2001).

2. Experiment 1: Source-reliability
2.1 Participants
The participants were 120 six to nine-year-old Dutch-speaking children (52
boys) divided over four age groups (six, seven, eight and nine-year-olds).
Each of the four age groups consisted of 30 children (six-year-olds: range =
6;0-6;11, mean = 6;6; seven-year-olds: range = 7;0-7;11, mean = 7;6; eightyear-olds: range = 8;0-8;11, mean = 8;4; nine-year-olds: range = 9;0-9;11,
mean = 9;4). The children were recruited from two schools around Utrecht,
The Netherlands, and were tested individually in a quiet room in their
schools. Additionally, a control group of 13 Dutch-speaking adults was
recruited from the participant database of UiL-OTS (consisting mainly of
students).
2.2 Procedure
This experiment assessed children’s ability to report and evaluate their
sources of information (inspired by Jeschull and Roeper, 2009). Participants
were shown a picture on a laptop computer screen that was accompanied by
a story (recorded by a female Dutch native speaker). After each story a
question was asked that the participant was required to answer. The task
took about 15 minutes and after completion the children were rewarded with
a sticker52 (the adults received a monetary reward for their participation).
Participants were presented with various scenarios (consisting of a picture
and an accompanying story) for which they had to judge which of two
possible characters would perform a particular action. Participants were

One of the schools did not want the children to receive a sticker as a reward, so
these children did not receive a sticker, but were praised for their good job (as were
the other children who received stickers).
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required to base their judgment of the scenario on information conveyed to
them via the picture and the accompanying story. In order to make this
judgment, participants had to determine the value of conflicting sources of
information. In each of the three conditions (direct visual, hearsay, or
inferential), a different source of information was emphasized in the scenario
(by directing the participants’ attention to direct visual, hearsay, or
inferential information respectively), but, as the answer depends on which
information source the participant considers to be the most salient, there
were no clearly right or wrong answers to the questions in this task. To make
this more concrete, consider Figure 1 and the accompanying story in (1) as an
example. Figure 1 was only used as an item in the direct visual condition,
but for explanatory purposes it will now be combined with different stories to
make clear how conditions were distinguished. The reason that different
items were used in the different conditions was that the hearsay condition
required separate scenarios. For the hearsay condition, a conflict between
direct visual evidence and world knowledge was undesirable, so pictures
showing a match between direct visual evidence and world knowledge (e.g.
father in a policeman outfit with handcuffs) were used.

Fig. 1 item in the direct visual condition53

(1) Here you see father and his son Bart. Father is a police officer and
today he has taken Bart to the police office. Bart is even wearing a real
policeman outfit. At the police office there is a thief who has to be
handcuffed. Look, Bart is already holding the handcuffs.
Following this story, participants would be asked the question ‘Who is going
to handcuff the thief, do you think?’54 followed by an explanation question,
53 In the experiment we used different, colored pictures; this picture has been adapted
for the printed version. In addition, Minnie Mouse was also included in the actual
items as an observer.
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‘Why him?’ As both the picture and the story focus the participant’s attention
on the fact that the child is dressed as a policeman and is holding the
handcuffs (a boy-handcuffing event), this item emphasizes the use of direct
visual information in the judgment of the scenario (i.e. that the child will
handcuff the thief, not the father), although the participant may choose to
ignore the direct visual evidence and make an inference based on their world
knowledge (i.e. that children don’t normally handcuff thieves) instead. Direct
visual items thus focus attention on what can be seen in the picture, but they
do not preclude inferential information (i.e. world knowledge) being used.
The explanation question requires the participant to make a verbally explicit
report of the source of information that was used. An example of a story in
which inferential information is emphasized is the story in (2):
(2) [in addition to the story in 1)]… but then, Bart doesn’t know how
to handcuff a thief. Father, who is a police officer, does know how to
handcuff a thief.
Again, following the story, participants would be asked the question ‘Who is
going to handcuff the thief, do you think?’ and an explanation question ‘Why
him?’ The structure of the story is thus the same as in the direct visual
condition, but crucial information is added at the end of the story that
suggests that the information provided by the picture (i.e. that the boy is
ready to handcuff the thief) should be ignored and an inference should be
made instead (i.e. that even though the boy looks like he will handcuff the
thief, he does not have the requisite know-how to do so, whereas the father
does and is thus the more likely candidate). The inference that was required
was always an inference based on mental reasoning (given the extra explicit
information and/or world knowledge).
The third condition, the hearsay condition, assessed participants’ ability to
use a verbal report in their judgment of the scenario. To this end, a third
character, Minnie Mouse, played a role in the stories in this condition.
Minnie Mouse was present in every picture as an observer. At the beginning
of the experiment, participants were introduced to Minnie Mouse who told
the child that she would be listening to the stories and would be looking at
the pictures as well (which explains her presence in the pictures in the other
Note that although the handcuffing-event has not taken place yet (and thus some
amount of predictive inference is necessary to answer the test question), this scenario
does provide direct visual evidence that the boy will be the one to handcuff the thief if
one takes an articulation in events such that ‘boy with handcuffs’ means ‘boyhandcuffing’ event and not just ‘boy holding handcuffs’.
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conditions) and that sometimes she would give her report of events. If we
adapt Figure 1 to be an item in the hearsay condition, father would be
wearing the policeman outfit and would be holding the handcuffs and the boy
would be standing next to him in normal clothing (without handcuffs). An
example of the accompanying story would then be as in (3):
(3) Here you see father and his son Bart. Father is a police officer and today
he has taken Bart to the police office. At the police office there is a thief who
has to be handcuffed.
Minnie Mouse: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Father will tell Bart
how to handcuff the thief. And then Bart will handcuff the thief.
This story would be followed by the question ‘Who is going to handcuff the
thief, do you think?’ and the explanation question ‘Why him?’ Items in the
hearsay condition thus highlight the possibility of basing the answers on the
information provided by a verbal report (although the participant may decide
to ignore this information and focus on the information provided by the
picture instead).
A total of 9 test items were created with 3 items in each condition; each
participant received items in all conditions (within-subjects design).
2.3 Results
The source-reliability task does not have clearly right or wrong answers. The
participants can use the source of information that seems most reliable to
them in their response. Categorizing answers simply as right or wrong thus
does not make much sense in the context of this task. Instead, what the
answers do tell us is which source of information weighs heaviest in the
participant’s judgment of a scenario. In considering the responses to this
task, then, we have to ask which source of information is considered primary
by the participants in the different conditions. To investigate this we coded
the answers as falling into one of four categories: direct visual, hearsay,
inferential or other. Answers were considered to fall in the ‘direct visual’
category if they referred to an element in the picture (e.g. ‘I can see it in the
picture’, ‘because he’s holding the handcuffs’, or ‘because he is wearing a
policeman outfit’ in the policeman scenario described in the method section).
‘Hearsay’ answers, on the other hand, were those responses that referred to
hearsay evidence (e.g. ‘I heard from Minnie Mouse’, or ‘because Minnie
Mouse told me so’, or ‘that’s what she [Minnie Mouse] said). Those responses
that referred to an inference based on world knowledge or information in the
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story were considered inferential answers (e.g. ‘because Bart cannot do it’, or
‘because dad knows how to handcuff thieves’). Finally, responses that did
not fit in any of the previous categories (e.g. ‘I don’t know’, or ‘I’m just
guessing’) were categorized as ‘other’.
The results of this classification are presented in Table 1. This table shows
that in the hearsay condition (in which Minnie Mouse reports which
character will perform the action), adults based their answer on hearsay
evidence in 82% of the cases. In the inferential condition, adults based their
answer on inferential evidence in 82%. Finally, in the direct visual condition
adults based their answer on direct visual evidence in 64% of the cases, but
in 36% of the cases, they based their answer on an inference on the basis of
their world knowledge (e.g. that little boys do not handcuff thieves) instead of
on direct visual evidence (even though neither the story nor the picture
suggest that world knowledge should be consulted in the direct visual items).
The results of the children can also be found in Table 1. In all age groups, in
the hearsay condition, children based their judgment on hearsay evidence in
the majority of cases. Similarly, in the direct visual condition children based
their answer on direct visual information in most cases. However, in the
inferential condition, six, seven and eight-year-olds based their answer on an
inference in only around half of the cases; in the remaining cases, children
tended to base their answer on direct visual evidence. For the exact
percentages see Table 1.

Table 1. Percentages of types of answers in the different conditions for the different age
groups

Condition
Direct visual

Hearsay

Inferential

Direct visual
Hearsay
Inferential
Other

82
11
7

10
76
3
11

36
53
11

Direct visual
Hearsay
Inferential
Other

87
5
8

13
77
9
1

42
49
9

Age

Type of
answer
given %

Six-year-olds

Seven-yearolds
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Eight-year-olds

Direct visual
Hearsay
Inferential
Other

77
11
12

4
87
7
2

28
58
14

Nine-year-olds

Direct visual
Hearsay
Inferential
Other

80
9
11

12
83
2
2

22
70
8

Adults

Direct visual
Hearsay
Inferential
Other

64
36
0

7.7
82
2.6
7.7

13
82
5

Because Minnie Mouse only intervenes in the story in the hearsay condition,
this was the only condition for which the category ‘hearsay’ was available. As
such, in the hearsay condition, there were three relevant answer categories
(hearsay, direct visual, and inferential). However, for the other conditions,
there were only two relevant answer categories (direct visual and
inferential). The conditions were therefore analyzed separately using logistic
regression analyses. Because three tests were performed, the significance
level is Bonferroni corrected. The category ‘other’ was disregarded for
analyses, because this set of answers is not a homogeneous set. Adult
performance was taken as the reference category.
For the direct visual condition, a binary logistic regression that included
answer type as the dependent variable and age as the predictor showed that
the model significantly improved when age was included (ǘ2(4) = 18.29,
p<.005) compared to a base model only including the constant. For all ages
tested, the children relied significantly less on knowledge-based inferences
and significantly more on direct visual evidence as a source of information
compared to adults (six-year-olds: B=1.42 (0.47), p<.005; seven-year-olds:
B=2.17 (0.57), p<001; eight-year-olds: B=1.35 (0.48), p<.005; nine-year-olds:
B=1.62 (0.50), p<.005). Similarly, a binary logistic regression for the
inferential condition showed that in this condition age also had a significant
effect on the answer given (ǘ2(4) = 18.52, p<.005): six, seven, and eight-yearolds provided fewer inferences and more direct visual answers than the
adults did (six-year-olds: B=1.45 (0.53), p<.01; seven-year-olds: B=1.71 (0.53),
p<.005; eight-year-olds: B=1.12 (0.54), p<.05). The nine-year-olds did not
differ significantly from the adults. Finally, a multinomial regression in the
hearsay condition that included answer type (three possible answers:
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hearsay, inferential,55 direct visual) as the dependent variable and age as the
predictor did not show evidence that there was a significant effect of age on
answer type in this condition (ǘ2(8) = 10.87, n.s.).
2.4 Discussion
The results from Experiment 1 showed that children in the age groups tested
were able to explicitly report their sources of information, referring to direct
visual evidence, hearsay evidence and inferential evidence in their answers
to the open question about their source of information. However, children
differed from adults in the relative weight assigned to the different sources of
information. In situations in which participants were presented with a
conflict between direct visual evidence and world knowledge, adults more
often relied on world knowledge in their judgment of the scenario compared
to children, who relied more on direct visual evidence. When the knowledgebased inference was made explicit (in the inferential condition) the children
did make an inference in about half of the cases, but, until age eight, they
still differed from adults in relying more often on direct visual evidence.
There was a development in that children’s performance became adult-like
by the age of nine. This difference was not observed in situations in which
hearsay and direct visual evidence were in conflict (with both adults and
children basing their answers on hearsay as opposed to visual evidence in
most instances).
There are various potential explanations for the observed difference between
adults and children. One explanation might be that children are simply more
prepared than adults to engage in fantasy play and accept that an unlikely
situation might happen if visual evidence suggests this possibility (Jeschull
and Roeper, 2009). Alternatively, the child might not yet possess a
knowledge database (consisting of knowledge such as the fact that, typically,
children do not handcuff thieves) that is required to make the inference.
Another potential explanation is that, for children, making an inference is
particularly resource-consuming especially on the basis of mental reasoning
(see Aksu-Koç, 1988 for the proposal that use of a linguistic event as
evidence is cognitively more complex than use of a physical event). Note that
it was shown that (knowledge-based) inference is acquired latest as a source
Although the story did not suggest that inferential evidence should be used, the
participant might still choose to make an inference based on world knowledge. Using
this source of information, the child will end up with the same answer (character) as
she would end up with relying on direct visual evidence in the hearsay condition (but
for a different reason).
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of information (Sodian and Wimmer, 1987; Matsui and Fitneva, 2009; Ozturk
and Papafragou, 2008; Aksu-Koç et al, 2009). However, independently of the
question what the source of the difference is, the data show that children are
less likely than adults to judge a scenario based on an inference from world
knowledge.
3. Experiment 2: Comprehension of evidential verbs
3.1 Method
In Experiment 2, understanding of the Dutch evidential verbs lijken,
schijnen and lijkt-me was assessed. The children who participated were the
same children who took part in Experiment 1. In contrast to Experiment 1,
Experiment 2 had a between-subjects design, with participants randomly
assigned to one of the three conditions (lijken, schijnen, or lijkt-me). The
order of the source-reporting task (Experiment 1) and the understanding of
evidentials task (Experiment 2) was counterbalanced across participants.
The minimum amount of time between the sessions was three weeks. In
addition, 30 adult participants were tested (different from the ones who took
part in Experiment 1). The format of the linguistic task was overall very
similar to Experiment 1, except that evidential terms were used in the
follow-up questions.56 In contrast to Experiment 1, in which participants
were in principle free to choose which source of information they wanted to
base their answer on, the use of evidential verbs in the test questions in
Experiment 2 necessitated use of one particular source of information
(namely the source of information indicated by the evidential verb). The
question is no longer to give a judgment of the scenario, but to follow the
source of information encoded by the evidential in the question irrespective
of your own judgment. Use of lijken in the test question, forces the
participant to indicate which character has the external characteristics (at
this moment) of someone who will participate in the event,57 use of schijnen
necessitated the participant to indicate who is reported to be going to
participate in the event, and use of lijkt-me forced the participant to indicate
Note that when evidentials are used in questions there is a shift in point-of-view
from speaker to hearer (Faller, 2006a,b; Aikhenvald, 2004; de Villiers et al., 2009).
The evidential now asks the hearer to base her answer on the source of information
the evidential encodes. It therefore does not mean that the speaker has some type of
evidence for the question (or the proposition); instead it is about the type of evidence
the hearer is expected to have for her answer (Faller, 2006ab; Schenner, 2010ab).
57 It is an open question whether this is possible for direct evidentials. What is known
is that in Quechua, the direct evidential can be used for future events as long as the
speaker has the best possible grounds for making this prediction (Faller, 2002).
56
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which character can be inferred to be going to participate.58 This task
therefore requires the child’s explicit awareness of the meaning of the
evidential verbs. The participant should base the answer on the source of
information expected on the basis of the evidential verb used (irrespective of
the participant’s own judgment of the scenario) and, as such, can be right or
wrong.59
An example of the lijken condition would include a picture of a grandpa in a
basketball outfit holding a basketball with a boy in normal clothing standing
next to him, with the accompanying story given in (4):
(4) Here you see Luuk and his granddad. Luuk is a basketball player and
today he has taken granddad to a basketball game. Granddad is even
wearing a proper basketball outfit. Look, granddad is already holding the
basketball.
This story was followed by the test question: ‘Who lijkt (direct visual) to be
going to play in the basketball game?’ The correct answer to this question
would be ‘granddad’ as lijken forces you to consult direct evidence as your
source of information. Given the fact that granddad is the one wearing the
required outfit for competing in a basketball game and he is actually already
holding the basketball in the picture, granddad is the only one who looks like
he is going to play and thus is the correct answer to the question containing
the direct visual evidential. Of course, the participant may not consider
granddad to be a likely player in a basketball game (given world knowledge
regarding the likelihood of granddads vs. boys being players in a basketball
game), but lijken requires one to focus on the visual information irrespective
of whether or not the speaker judges this to be a probable outcome.
For the lijkt-me condition the same pictures and stories were used as in the
lijken condition. The only difference between the two conditions was that at
the end of the lijken story, the extra information in (5) was added:
Lijkt-me therefore seems to be crucially distinct from epistemic modals. Iit would be
awkward to ask the question ‘Who must be going to play in the basketball game?’.
59 The evidential in the question contains the information source the speaker expects
the hearer to base the answer on. Here the hearer has two information sources, one of
which is implied in the question, and thus the question guides the hearer to which
source of information should be used. In Tibetan, if the hearer does not have access to
the information source that is implied by an evidential in a question, the hearer
should correct this in her answer by using the correct evidential (de Villiers et al.,
2009). I do not know what would happen in a language like Tibetan if the hearer has
two information sources. Perhaps the hearer can still rely on a different information
source as long as this is indicated in the answer.
58
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(5) [in addition to the story in 4)] … but granddad doesn’t know the rules
of basketball! Luuk, who is a basketball player, does know the rules.
This story was followed by the prediction question ‘Who lijkt je (inferential) to
be going to play in the basketball game?’60 In contrast to the lijken condition,
in this case the correct answer should be ‘Luuk’, as use of the pronoun
signals the focus on a mental calculation (inferential evidence) (i.e. that the
character who knows how to play basketball is more likely to compete in a
basketball game than the one who does not). An answer on the basis of visual
evidence (i.e. granddad) would be incorrect in this case, because this answer
is not based on a likely inference. Even though lijkt-me may also be used for
inferences based on perceptual evidence, it is disallowed in case there is
direct evidence for a grandpa-playing basketball event. One might consider
the answer that grandpa will play in the basketball game an inference based
on the visual information, but this amount of inference is too little to count
as the required inferential evidence for lijkt-me.
The final condition, the schijnen condition, is somewhat different from the
other two conditions in that an additional character, Minnie Mouse, is also
present. Minnie Mouse’s role in the schijnen condition was to provide the
participant with hearsay evidence (Minnie Mouse introduced herself at the
beginning of the task for participants in the schijnen condition in the same
way as in Experiment 1). In the schijnen condition, the boy was wearing a
basketball outfit and holding the basketball, whereas granddad was wearing
normal clothing and was not holding the basketball.61 This was accompanied
by the story in (6).
(6) Here you see Luuk and his granddad. Luuk is a basketball player
and today he has taken granddad to a basketball game.

Note that the pronoun changes from first person (me) to second person (je) as the
question is addressed to the hearer. As such it is a request for the hearer to give an
answer based on inferential evidence.
61 Three of the pictures were the same for the three conditions. For these pictures, the
stories would make clear which character has the requisite know-how to perform the
relevant action. These stories would then differ for the direct visual and inferential vs.
hearsay condition (e.g. a boy in a scouting outfit and a father in normal clothing would
be combined with the story that dad is an experienced scout in the direct visual and
inferential condition, but with the story that the boy is the scout in the hearsay
condition).
60
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Minnie Mouse: Mickey Mouse once told me how this story ends.
Luuk will explain the rules of basketball to grandpa. And then
grandpa will play in the basketball game.
The story was followed by the question, ‘Who schijnt (hearsay) to be going to
play in the basketball game?’ As schijnen expects an answer based on
hearsay evidence, the correct answer here is grandpa because he is the one
who will play the game according to the report. Even though visual evidence
suggests that the boy is the one who will play (as he is the one holding the
basketball and wearing the appropriate outfit) and world knowledge also
entails that a boy is more likely to play basketball than a granddad, the
evidential verb requires one to focus on the information provided in the
report instead.
3.2 Results
As the evidential verb forces the participant to consult a particular source of
information to give an answer, responses in this experiment can be
considered right or wrong, depending on whether the participant bases her
answer on the source of information indicated by the evidential verb or not.
In order to evaluate children’s understanding of evidential terms, their
answers were compared to the answers given by the adult participants.
Figure 2 shows that the adults scored 97% on lijken, 91% on schijnen, and
95% on lijkt-me. Figure 2 also demonstrates that although children
performed at-ceiling on lijken, this was not the case for all age groups for
schijnen and lijkt-me. This finding suggests that the evidential verbs are not
all acquired at the same time; the indirect evidential verbs seem to be more
difficult to acquire than the direct evidential verbs.
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Fig. 2 Mean percentage of correct answers for the different age groups in the
different conditions in Experiment 2 (comprehension of the evidential verbs).
N=150, 10 per age group per condition.

In order to investigate whether there is a developmental pattern for the
different evidential verbs, binary logistic regression analyses were
performed. Score (correct/incorrect) was included in the model as the
dependent variable and age, condition, and age x condition were gradually
added as predictors. Lijken was chosen as the baseline for condition and
adult performance as the baseline for age. The first model with only age as
predictor is significantly better than the base model (F2(4)=90.16, p<.001)
and shows that age was a significant predictor for performance. The model
significantly improved once condition was added as a predictor (F2(2)=283.21,
p<.001). The final model including age x condition as a predictor fitted the
data best (see Table 2). This model indicated that the children did not differ
from adults on lijken (nine-year-olds: B=0, SE=1.01, n.s.; eight-year-olds:
B=0.71, SE=1.24, n.s.; seven-year-olds: B=0, SE=1.01, n.s.; six-year-olds: B=0.72, SE=0.88, n.s.). Both children and adults answer with the character that
looks like he is going to handcuff the thief (the boy). The model did indicate
significant interaction effects. The interaction effect for age by lijkt-me was
significant for six, seven, eight, and nine-year-olds (see Table 2). The
difference between score on lijken and score on lijkt-me is significantly
smaller for adults compared to children of any age. Hence, there is a
development in the acquisition of lijkt-me. The graphs suggest that children
increase in performance, but, given the significance of the interaction effect
for nine-year-olds, it can be concluded that even the nine-year-olds did not
perform completely like the adults.
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There was no evidence for such a developmental pattern for schijnen with
only a marginally significant interaction for seven-year-olds. On the basis of
these data then, the conclusion could be that children have an adult-like
comprehension of schijnen. But such a conclusion would be premature. If
score (correct/incorrect) is modeled for the children in one group, with
condition as a predictor, the results show that children perform significantly
more poorly on schijnen than on lijken (B=-2.20, SE=0.37, p<.0001). It seems,
therefore, that something else is going on here. It may in fact well be the case
that the children have answered correctly for the wrong reason (to be
discussed in the next section).
Table 2 Output of the logistic regression analyses. Score is the dependent
variable and age, condition and age x condition are included as the predictors.
Lijken is the baseline for condition and adults provide the age-baseline.
B (SE)
Model 3
Age * Condition
Schijnen by six
Schijnen by seven
Schijnen by eight
Schijnen by nine
Lijkt-me by six
Lijkt-me by seven
Lijkt-me by eight
Lijkt-me by nine

Exp b (95% CI)

-2LL
893.45

.27 (1.04)
-2.11 (1.12) .
-1.91 (1.33)
-.32 (1.16)
-2.79 (1.05)**
-3.79 (1.16)***
-3.95 (1.36)***
-2.74 (1.16)*

Improvement
model
F2(8)=27.43***

1.31 (.17 – 10.08)
.12 (.01 – 1.1)
.15 (.01 – 2.03)
.73 (.08 – 7.08)
.06 (.01 - .48)
.02 (.002 - .22)
.02 (.001 - .27)
.06 (.01 - .62)

Note: R2 (model 3)= .284 (Cox and Snell), R2= .430 (Nagelkerke). Model 3 F2(14) =
400.81, p<.001; . p<.1, *p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.005

3.3 Discussion
Findings from the second experiment showed that children have no problems
with the evidential verb lijken. In contrast, its counterpart lijkt-me is
problematic even for nine-year-olds. This indicates that the children in the
age groups considered in this study have not yet fully mastered the Dutch
evidential system. It does in fact seem that the developmental pattern found
in previous studies on other languages is seen in Dutch children as well.
That is, Dutch children do understand the nature of the term that encodes
direct (visual) evidence prior to the term that encodes indirect (inferential)
evidence. The result that children’s performance is significantly poorer on
schijnen than on lijken requires some elaboration. In particular, it will be
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argued that the absence of an interaction effect does not necessarily mean
that schijnen has been acquired. It is quite plausibly the case that schijnen
does indeed pose difficulties for the children and they therefore resort to
ignoring schijnen in order for the sentence to become interpretable for them.
If so, the task overestimates the child’s performance (getting it right does not
require an understanding of the raising verb).
It is an important question to ask what happens in children’s sentence
processing if they encounter a particular evidential verb that proves to be
difficult for them to interpret. A plausible hypothesis is that children ignore
or delete the term that creates the problem and interpret the remainder of
the sentence (as happens with English ‘seem’) (Becker, 2006; Orfitelli, 2012;
Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler, 2008). Becker (2006) found that children
perform well on sentences like the hay seems to be on the ground, but
concludes that this does not show that children comprehend seem. Children
might have ignored the raising verb. Both Becker (2006) and Hirsch,
Orfitelli, and Wexler (2008) have investigated this hypothesis in more depth
by creating scenarios in which what seems to be the case crucially differs
from what is actually the case. For example, they used scenarios in which a
white dog was standing under a purple light and thus seems purple, but
actually is white. In the Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler (2008) experiment,
children were presented with sentences like the dog really is white and the
dog really seems to be purple. If children ignore seem and interpret it as the
dog really is purple, they should answer that this statement is incorrect,
although it is in fact correct. And this is exactly what happened, suggesting
that they indeed ignore the raising verb.62,63
If this is what happens in our Experiment 2, then the child is left with a
question that is as open as the question in the source-reporting task that is
In Becker’s experiment, participants were presented with the dog seemed purple.
Children performed better on this experiment than on the Hirsch, Orfitelli, and
Wexler version. The hypothesis is that children in this case judge the dog was purple,
which is true under a stage-level interpretation (Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler, 2008;
Orfitelli, 2012). In fact, Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler show that indeed adults judge
the dog was purple to be correct. See Orfitelli (2012) for a more extensive discussion.
63 Note that this set-up could not be used in the present experiment as it only allows
testing comprehension of lijken, but not of the other evidential verbs. Another set-up
in which the deletion strategy seems to be circumvented adds an experiencer to seem
(Hirsch and Wexler, 2007; Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler, 2007). This is also impossible
for the Dutch evidential verbs, because schijnen does not allow for an experiencer, and
for lijken the meaning changes. Also, see Orfitelli (2012) for the hypothesis that
children might have applied the deletion strategy in the Hirsch, Orfitelli, and Wexler
(2007) experiment.
62
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given in Experiment 1. The child is left with a question in which there is no
longer a term that requires her to consult a particular source of information.
The child may thus again rely on the source of information that is most
reliable to her. That is, if the source requirement of the evidential verb in the
question is not recognized, the question becomes the same as the question in
Experiment 1. Of course, this does not necessarily mean that the child will
give the incorrect answer. They may still rely on the source of information
encoded by the evidential verb, because that is the source that is judged to be
most reliable by them. But, crucially, they do not use the information
encoded in the evidential verb to formulate an answer. This means that for
the children that took part in both experiments, there should be a correlation
between the scores on both tasks (for them the tasks come down to the same
thing). On this basis, the performances on schijnen in Experiment 2 and the
hearsay condition in Experiment 1 were compared. Table 3 represents
children’s percentages of correct answers on schijnen (Experiment 2) and the
percentage of answers based on hearsay evidence in the hearsay condition
(Experiment 1) for these same children per age group. Scores on schijnen
indeed correlate with the source of information that is used in the sourcereporting task (rs=.62, p<.01).64
Hence, the children do not necessarily base their answer on the source of
information that is implied by the evidential term (similarly, Tibetan
children ignore the Tibetan evidentials in questions (de Villiers et al., 2009)),
but judge the scenario as they did in the source-reliability task in the
schijnen condition. They do not recognize the source requirement that the
evidential verb encodes and therefore cannot be manipulated to go for the
particular source of information that the evidential verb requires in
Experiment 2. They still follow their own judgment of the scenario to perform
the task. The poorer score on schijnen than on lijken combined with the
correlation data is compatible with the hypothesis that schijnen does pose
difficulties and children thus circumvent it in the comprehension task. The
exact age at which schijnen comes in is something that must be determined
in future research.

This analysis is only done with schijnen, because this analysis would not contribute
anything to the results on the other two verbs. For lijkt-me it is clear from the logistic
regression analysis that the children do not perform adult-like. They might very well
be ignoring the verb. For lijken, the children score at-ceiling. Without variance in the
data performing a correlation analysis is uninformative.
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Table 3 Percentage of correct answers on schijnen and hearsay answers for
children tested on schijnen.

Age

Hearsay %

Schijnen %

Six-year-olds
Seven-year-olds
Eight-year-olds
Nine-year-olds

90
57
73
87

89
60
79
90

4. General Discussion
The first part of this thesis arose from the observation that although raising
structures with all raising verbs are syntactically the same in that they
involve raising of the subject argument, they still differ in many ways. Two
seemingly similar Dutch raising verbs for instance have a very different
distribution. It has been proposed that this follows from a difference in
subjectivity. Subjectivity not only affects distribution of these words, but also
their processing, as shown in Chapter 3. The present chapter set out to
answer the question whether the evidential semantics (and thus subjectivity)
also affects language acquisition. This question was explored by testing
lijken and schijnen, as well as the subjective inferential raising verb lijkt-me.
Apart from investigating the linguistic markers, children’s non-linguistic
source-monitoring skills were also studied in order to shed light on the
relation between conceptual and linguistic development.
Regarding the comprehension of the evidential verbs, the results of
Experiment 2 showed that, indeed, the subjective evidential verb lijkt-me
comes in later in development than the non-subjective evidential verb lijken.
Although the youngest age group tested in this study (six-year-olds) already
demonstrated an adult-like understanding of the non-subjective direct
evidential (lijken), the subjective evidential verb lijkt-me was not understood
in an adult-like way even by the oldest age group tested (nine-year-olds).
Results from comprehension of schijnen are also compatible with the
hypothesis that subjective evidential verbs come in later than non-subjective
evidential verbs. The correlation data suggest that seemingly adult-like
performance on schijnen does not directly reflect comprehension. There is no
evidence that the children can be manipulated to rely on hearsay information
by using schijnen. That is, they do not rely on the information encoded by the
evidential term, but follow their own judgment of the scenario. The data from
this study are also compatible with the hierarchy in acquisition of evidentials
as found in languages with grammaticalized evidentiality that show that
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markers for indirect evidence come in later than markers for direct evidence.
The delay in acquisition of the inferential evidential compared to direct
evidentials is in accordance with the previous findings for the Tibetan and
Turkish inferential evidentials (cf. de Villiers et al., 2009; Ozturk and
Papafragou, 2007, 2008), but in contrast to the view that an adult
comprehension of all components of evidential systems is in place around the
age of six (cf. Aksu-Koç, 1988; Papafragou et al., 2007). It seems then, that
acquiring a system of non-obligatory evidential verbs as opposed to
grammaticalized evidentiality does not make a great difference in the time
course of development in the sense that the pattern of acquisition for
children learning Dutch is very similar to that of children learning other
languages with grammaticalized evidentiality. The exact age of acquisition of
the inferential evidential markers is still unclear. The present study tested
children up till the age of nine and showed that even at this age
comprehension of the inferential evidential (crucially, an inference based on
mental reasoning) is not adult-like yet, so we cannot draw conclusions
regarding at what age an adult-like understanding is achieved. Findings for
Tibetan show an age of acquisition of around age nine or ten (de Villiers et
al., 2009). For Turkish, age of acquisition seems to be earlier, around the age
of seven (Ozturk and Papafragou, 2007, 2008). However, in this case the
required inference is an inference based on perceptual evidence which comes
in earlier than an inference based on mental reasoning (Aksu-Koç et al.,
2009). Whether the Dutch evidential verbs are acquired at the same time, or
even later than evidentials in languages with grammaticalized evidentiality,
remains a point for future research.
The results from Experiment 1 testing children’s judgment of source
reliability are in stark contrast to the results from Experiment 2 on
comprehension of the evidential verbs. Children use all of the various
different sources of information from the age of six. Still, there was a
difference in use of knowledge-based inferential evidence between children
and adults. More specifically, in situations in which there is a conflict
between two possible sources of information, adults are much more likely to
judge a scenario on inferential evidence than children are. Hence, children
differ from adults in the value they assign to inferential evidence as a source
of information. Whereas for adults inferential information is considered to be
the most reliable source in this particular task, this is not the case for
children until age eight. There is thus a developmental change in the
valuation of different sources of information. Since nothing in the sourcereporting task forces the child to make use of inferential evidence as opposed
to direct visual evidence as their source of information, these results do not
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mean that children are not capable of making an inference (although it
might be relatively more resource-consuming). It is equally correct to provide
an answer based on direct visual evidence.
The results of the two experiments presented in this chapter showed that
children understand the nature of the various different sources of
information to judge a scenario prior to their ability to understand the
corresponding evidential terms in a fully adult-like fashion. In all age
groups, children used inferential evidence as a source of information, but, at
the same time, they did not perform like adults on lijkt-me. The nine-yearolds in particular, who did not differ from adults in the type of answers given
in the inferential condition of the source-reliability task, still did not perform
like adults on lijkt-me. In addition, children used hearsay evidence as a
source of information, but results on schijnen do not convincingly show that
children have acquired this verb. In fact, children did not seem to be led by
the source of information implied by the evidential verb, but again gave a
judgment on the basis of the source of information most reliable to them.
Hence, the ability to make a judgment by taking into account different
sources of information comes in earlier than comprehension of the evidential
verbs as carrying a source requirement. The hypothesis that raising (verbs)
are acquired late because they encode concepts that children cannot handle
can therefore be rejected. Like Papafragou et al. (2007), and Ozturk and
Papafragou (2007, 2008), we observed a gap between children’s conceptual
and linguistic development in this domain.
How, precisely, the difficulty with (different types of) evidential raising
structures is reflected in the nature of the linguistic computation is an issue
for further research. If, for instance, the fine structure of the semantics of
evidentiality is directly encoded in the left periphery, in the same spirit as
the proposal about the world operator in Haegeman (2010), the delay may be
correlated with a difficulty to access the more peripheral parts of the
structure.
In addition, the present results are important regarding the issue that it
seems to be relatively difficult to precisely test the age of acquisition of
evidentials. Tests that should show the age of acquisition either
underestimate, or overestimate children’s performance. An overestimation
results from the fact that these items are not (necessarily) the main point of
the sentence, so that ignoring the element often does not result in the child
giving the wrong answer (see the discussion in section 3.3 on ‘seem’). In
addition, in general, results on the hierarchy in acquisition should be
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interpreted with caution, as it is often difficult to ascertain whether children
interpret the evidentials as certainty markers or as markers of source of
information. Performance (the child’s understanding of the marker as
carrying a specific source requirement) might therefore be overestimated (cf.
Robinson, 2009). Designs that do not allow the element to be ignored require
that the child has meta-cognitive reflection capacities, leading to
underestimation (Matsui, Miura, and McCagg, 2006). For instance, the
participant is required to infer from the evidential who the speaker of this
utterance is (cf. Ozturk and Papafragou, 2007; Papafragou et al., 2007; AksuKoç, 1988). The present design probably yielded overestimation of
performance on schijnen. The idea behind the experiment was that by giving
conflicting sources of information, the child might resort to the ‘wrong’ source
of information upon ignoring schijnen. However, since their preferred source
of information is hearsay in judging the scenario and not the visual
information as shown in the source-reliability task, this did not result in the
effect we were aiming at. But, for the reasons discussed, I do not think that it
is possible to get a much clearer picture of the age of acquisition for such
items using off-line designs. Off-line tasks can only measure the result of
processing the complete sentence and as such basically measure effects on
truth conditions of the at-issue proposition. Perhaps on-line (processing)
tasks might be more suitable for this end. On-line tasks can measure the
process itself and as such might show effects of evidential verbs that do not
affect the truth conditions of the embedded proposition.
In conclusion, children are able to make a judgment about a scenario by
taking into account different sources of information and report on the source
of information that guided them in their judgment. At the same time they do
not understand the source requirement of all evidential raising verbs. In
particular, raising with subjective evidential raising verbs is even more
difficult to acquire than raising with non-subjective evidential raising verbs
given the contrast between lijken and lijkt-me. The hypothesis that
subjective elements are acquired later than non-subjective elements also fits
the findings in the domain of causal connectives, showing that subjective
causal connectives are more difficult to process and acquired later than
objective causal connectives (van Veen, 2012; Canestrelli, Mak, and Sanders,
2012). Importantly, this chapter has shown that not only the computation of
A-movement influences language acquisition, but that also the specific
semantic contribution of the raising verbs affects the course of acquisition.

Chapter 565
Processing intransitive verbs: Causing delays

Abstract
Previous research has found that the single argument of unaccusative verbs
(such as fall) is reactivated during sentence processing, but the argument of
unergative verbs (such as jump) is not (e.g. Friedmann, Taranto, Shapiro, &
Swinney, 2008). An open question so far was whether this difference in
processing is caused by a difference in thematic roles the verbs assign, or a
difference in the underlying syntactic structure. In the present chapter we
tease apart these two potential sources. In order to achieve this, we included
a set of verbs (like sparkle) which are equal to unaccusative verbs in the
thematic role they assign to their argument, but equal to unergative verbs in
the syntactic status of their argument (henceforth theme unergative verbs).
As a method we used the Visual World Paradigm as this enables us to
measure processing of the sentences continuously. In our experiment,
participants listened to sentences including one of the three types of verbs.
While listening, they viewed a visual display in which one of four objects was
strongly related to the argument of the verb (wood–saw). The gaze record
showed that the eyes moved to the related object (saw) upon presentation of
the argument (wood). More interestingly, the eyes moved back to the related
object upon presentation of the verb (fell). We found that looks to the related
object increase only late after verb offset for unaccusative verbs, replicating
the findings of previous research. Additionally, unergative verbs yield an
early reactivation of their argument. Finally, we found that theme
unergative verbs pattern in processing with unergative verbs. We conclude
that the timing of integration differs per verb type and depends on the
syntactic status of the argument and not on the thematic role that is
assigned to the argument.

This chapter is a slightly expanded version of an article that appeared in Cognition
as Koring, Mak, and Reuland (2012).
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1. Introduction
The class of intransitive verbs (verbs that take only one argument) is not a
single unified class (Perlmutter 1978; see Pullum 1988 for a historical note).
One property on the basis of which intransitive verbs can be differentiated is
the thematic role the verbs assign to their argument. The single argument
which always appears in subject position can either be interpreted as bearing
the thematic role of agent (1) or as bearing the role of the undergoer or theme
(2) of the event (Marantz, 1984).66
(1)
(2)

The clown (agent) jumped
The clown (theme) fell

In (1) the clown is actively performing the action of jumping; he is the agent
of the action. In contrast, in sentence (2) the clown is undergoing the event of
falling; the clown is not the agent of the event. Verbs like jump for which the
argument is interpreted as the agent are called unergative verbs (see (1)),
whereas verbs like fall for which the argument is interpreted as the theme,
are called unaccusative verbs67 (see (2)).
It is not only the case that the argument of unaccusative verbs has a
different thematic role than the argument of unergative verbs. Another
difference is that the argument of unaccusative, but not unergative, verbs
has syntactic properties that are typically associated with objects, even
though the argument is realized in the canonical subject position (Burzio
1981, 1986; Perlmutter, 1978; Rosen 1981).
There are various ways to capture this insight. In derivational frameworks,
the difference between the arguments of unaccusative and unergative verbs
follows from an underlying structural difference between the arguments. For
example, a Relational Grammar approach to unaccusativity is based on the
notion of advancement. The subject-argument of unaccusative verbs is
analyzed as an object that has been ‘advanced’ to subject position. In their
terms an ‘initial 2’ (an object) is advanced to a ‘1’ (a subject) and as such is
expected to exhibit object properties (Perlmutter, 1978).68 Similarly, in
The argument can also be interpreted as the experiencer as in ‘John worried about
his health’, but this is not relevant for the current chapter.
67 These verbs are called unaccusative to indicate that their argument is the internal
argument in a structure without an external argument (or agent). The internal
argument in a structure with an external argument/agent is accusative, hence the
term unaccusative if there is no external argument (see Pullum, 1988).
68 This notation also shows up in the indices of Reinhart's 'merging instructions'
(Reinhart, 2000, 2002)
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analyses building on the framework developed in Chomsky (1981) the
argument of an unaccusative verb originates in the object position (and thus
has object-properties) and is raised to the subject position by syntactic
movement. In derivational accounts, the argument of an unaccusative verb is
therefore connected to the object position by a syntactic operation (although
the details may differ). In contrast, in strictly lexicalist approaches (e.g.
Bresnan and Zaenen, 1990) the difference is not structural, but is captured
in the mapping from argument roles to surface syntactic functions. That is,
the similarities between the subject-arguments of unaccusative verbs and
objects of transitive verbs are taken to be the result of the two types of
elements bearing the same thematic role. In addition, as we will see below,
there is a further alternative in the form of an approach accommodating
verbs with mixed properties approach (Reinhart 2000, 2002).
For current purposes it is important to conclude that, irrespective of the
particular approach, converging evidence exists for a grammatical distinction
between the arguments of unaccusative versus unergative verbs.
Furthermore, it is uncontroversial that we must distinguish between the
syntactic position of an element, and an element’s status in the verb’s
argument structure. Specifically, the subject position – in a finite clause – is
typically a position outside the verb phrase in which an element establishes
an agreement relation with the finite verb (i.e. agrees in number and
person). However, being in this position does not determine the status of the
argument in the verb’s argument structure.
An important distinction for our understanding of argument structure is that
between the external argument (realized in the subject position in a
canonical active sentence, but also as a by-phrase in the passive), and the
internal argument (the argument realized in the object position in a
canonical active sentence, but in the subject position in passives or
unaccusatives) (Bresnan and Zaenen, 1990; Levin and Rappaport Hovav,
1995; Marantz, 1984; Williams 1994). In our implementation, the
qualification ‘external’ expresses that such an argument is assigned its
thematic role in a position external to the verbal domain (the verb phrase).
The internal argument is assigned its thematic role inside the verbal domain
(Marantz, 1984). This is illustrated in (3), the structure that an unergative
verb projects, and (4), the structure that an unaccusative verb projects.
Whether the external argument is merged as a specifier of (a particular
flavor of) little v (cf. Chomsky, 1995), or by a Voice head (cf. Kratzer, 1996) is
irrelevant for the current purposes.69 But, irrespective of the exact properties
Reinhart’s theory is not incompatible with having different flavors of v on top of the
verbal projection. It is compatible with the idea that the different verb types project
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of the verbal structure, the crucial difference between unaccusative and
unergative verbs is that the argument of unaccusative verbs is an internal
argument, but the argument of unergative verbs is an external argument.
(3)

(4)

Marantz (1984) specifically argues for strictly syntactic conditions on the
assignment of thematic roles (see also Levin, 1983). The role of agent is
assigned to the external argument by the VP as a whole, whereas the role of
theme is assigned by the verb directly.70 This corresponds to the assignment
of thematic roles in transitive sentences (5). The argument of an
unaccusative verb can therefore be assigned the role of theme precisely
because the argument is an internal argument. As we will discuss in detail
below, Reinhart (2000, 2002) provides evidence that a strictly syntactic
condition cannot be maintained.

different types of vPs, or that unaccusative verbs lack a (semantically filled) voice
layer. The difference between this account and a distributed morphology (DM) account
is that the latter hypothesizes that the projection determines the interpretation. In
contrast, in Reinhart’s account the properties of the lexical item determine what the
syntactic projection looks like.
70 This is the case in accusative languages (at least). In his ergativity hypothesis
Marantz (1984) proposes that in ergative languages the assignment of thematic roles
is reversed: the role of agent is assigned to the internal argument and the role of
theme is assigned to the external argument. For an overview of analyses of ergativity
without the reversal of thematic roles see van de Visser (2007).
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The boy (agent) [kisses the girl (theme)]

The research we report in this chapter is inspired by the fact that the
distinction between unaccusative and unergative verbs is reflected in
language processing. Our goal is to contribute to an understanding of what
factors are involved in this process. A systematic comparison between the
various theoretical approaches to the nature of the mapping between
argument structure and the syntactic configuration would lead us beyond the
scope of this contribution. Given that all approaches converge in that the
process of assigning a thematic role to the argument of an unaccusative verb
is in principle qualitatively different from the process of assigning a role to
the argument of an unergative verb, we feel that the significance of our
results will be largely independent of the particular choice of framework.
Interestingly, one of our main results constitutes a challenge for both strictly
derivational and strictly lexicalist approaches. We will point out further
issues for particular theoretical approaches as they arise.
Given the nature of our interest and the nature of the unergativeunaccusative asymmetry, results should also remain constant under crosslinguistic differences in word order, such as that between English, which has
a canonical subject verb object order and Dutch, which has been argued to
exhibit a canonical subject object verb order (Koster, 1975). The internal
versus external argument distinction is unaffected by word order differences
like these. However, it has also been argued that the Dutch subject object
verb order is in fact derived from an underlying subject verb object order, as
is overtly manifested in the position of object clauses (Kayne, 1994; Zwart,
1994). If correct this makes the issue irrelevant. We will therefore generally
abstract away from these differences in our discussion.
In order to be able to state, compare and test our predictions most precisely,
we use a derivational approach with movement to describe our predictions
and results. In line with this approach, the distinction between the
arguments of unergative versus unaccusative verbs will be represented by a
movement operation where the moved internal argument (of an unaccusative
verb) ends up in the subject position, leaving a trace (t) in its original
position, as illustrated in (6a). Similarly, the fact that the structural subject
of unergative verbs is an external argument is encoded in the syntactic
representation by connecting the argument in the subject-position (in which
it enters agreement) to the external argument position adjacent to the verb
phrase (6b) (note that the canonical subject position and the verb phrase
(and thus the subject and its gap) are not always adjacent. They can be, and
are in our test items, separated by other material). That means that both the
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argument of an unaccusative verb and the argument of an unergative verb
are associated with a gap-position in this approach.
(6a)
(6b)

The clowni ….[falls ti] (where the dots stand for possibly intervening
material)
The clownj …. [tj [jumps]] (idem)

Independently of any theoretical considerations, psycholinguistic evidence
exists that the two verb types are processed differently (Bever and Sanz,
1997; Burkhardt, Pinango and Wong, 2003; Friedmann, Taranto, Shapiro
and Swinney, 2008; Poirier, Walenski and Shapiro, 2011; Shetreet and
Friedmann, 2012; Shetreet, Friedmann and Hadar, 2010). Bever and Sanz
(1997) were the first to show a processing difference between unaccusative
and unergative verbs in a probe recognition task with speakers of Spanish.
In their reading experiment, participants were asked to judge whether a
probe given right at the end of the sentence had appeared in the sentence or
not. The probe was a part of the subject; it was always an adjective modifying
the noun (e.g. small in the small book). The results showed that participants
were faster in recognizing the probe when the verb in the sentence was
unaccusative than when the verb was unergative. The researchers attribute
their findings to the difference in syntactic structure between the two verb
types. The argument of unaccusative verbs is an internal argument and as
such the argument is reactivated in object position (after the verb), but no
such reactivation takes place with unergative verbs.
Recently, the same distinction between unaccusative and unergative verbs
was found in a series of cross modal lexical priming experiments (Burkhardt
et al., 2003; Friedmann et al., 2008). In a cross modal lexical priming
experiment, participants typically listen to a spoken sentence and at
particular positions in the sentence a visual probe appears on a screen. The
probe is a sequence of letters for which the participants have to judge
whether this sequence is an existing English word or not (lexical decision).
These studies found that participants were significantly faster in making the
lexical decision when the probe was a semantic associate of the argument of
the verb and the verb was unaccusative than when the probe was a semantic
associate of the argument of the verb but the verb was unergative.
Interestingly, the advantage for unaccusative verbs did not show up right at
verb offset, which is the internal argument (gap) position, but only later,
about 750 ms after verb offset.
The position where this priming effect appeared was unexpected. Cross
modal priming experiments with relative clauses and wh-questions have
found reactivation of the wh-element immediately at the gap position
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(Balogh, Zurif, Prather, Swinney and Finel, 1998; Hickok, Canseco-Gonzalez,
Zurif and Grimshaw, 1992; Love and Swinney, 1996; Swinney, Ford,
Frauenfelder, and Bresnan, 1988, reported in Nicol and Swinney, 1989;
Zurif, Swinney, Prather, Wingfield and Brownell, 1995). Friedmann et al.
argue that the reason for the different pattern is that the gap or trace in
unaccusative sentences is not signaled overtly, in contrast to the gap in whquestions. In these latter sentences, the wh-element itself already signals
that there is an upcoming gap (and as such acts as an active filler looking for
a gap (cf. Burkhardt et al., 2003)). In sentences with an unaccusative verb on
the other hand, the listener will only realize after having identified the verb
that this verb assigns a theme-role and selects an internal argument rather
than an external argument and that there is thus a gap after the verb. In the
discussion section of this paper we offer an alternative to this account on the
basis of the data from the present experiment.
Poirier et al. (2011) found evidence for a difference in processing between
sentences with unergative versus unaccusative verbs in VP-ellipsis, again
using the cross-modal priming paradigm. In elided phrases, like the second
conjunct of (7), a priming effect was found in unaccusative sentences, but not
in unergative sentences. This priming effect was found immediately after
did, which is at the position of the hypothesized gap. Their explanation for
this early priming effect of the argument of unaccusative verbs is that in
verb phrase ellipsis structures, the thematic and syntactic structure of the
elided conjunct is predicted to mirror the structure of the first conjunct.
Participants therefore expect the same structure for the elided conjunct and
as such already predict an upcoming gap.
(7)

The dog disappeared in the crowded street fair and the child with
the blue jump suit on did too, much to the family’s dismay.
Æ Reactivation of ‘the child’ right after did measured with the probe
‘girl’.
(adapted from Poirier et al. (2011, p.6))

In addition to the priming studies, research using brain-imaging technology
has found that the pattern of activation in the brain is different while
processing unergative verbs versus unaccusative verbs (Shetreet et al., 2010;
Shetreet and Friedmann, 2010). These studies showed that, when listening
to unaccusative verbs, more regions in the brain are active than when
listening to unergative verbs. More precisely, unaccusative verbs cause an
additional activation of the left inferior frontal gyrus and the left posterior
middle temporal gyrus.
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In conclusion, all previous studies show that there is a difference in
processing between unaccusative and unergative verbs. But what is the
source of this difference? Is it the distinction between agent and theme? Or is
it the contrast between external and internal arguments (i.e. having moved
from the VP-internal position or not; given that all subjects are taken to have
undergone some movement, it cannot be an effect of movement per se). Both
a difference in thematic structure and a difference in syntactic structure
could potentially cause the late reactivation of the argument in unaccusative
compared to unergative verbs. The studies presented above claim that this
difference is caused by the difference in syntactic structure; the argument of
unaccusative verbs is reactivated after the verb because it is an internal
argument. However, these studies cannot disentangle syntactic from
thematic structure as for the verbs used in the experiments, the syntactic
and thematic structure always matches.71 This is precisely what the received
view72 predicts: thematic roles are linked to an argument’s particular status
in the argument structure. The set of unergative verbs takes an external
argument that gets assigned the agent-role and undergoes short movement
to the subject position; whereas the set of unaccusative verbs takes an
internal argument that gets assigned the theme-role and undergoes longer
movement to the subject position (across the verb). As such, different verb
types do not only differ in the syntactic status of the argument, but also in
the thematic role that is assigned to the argument. It is therefore impossible
to differentiate between the influences of thematic versus syntactic structure
in processing.
In contrast to the received view, Reinhart (2000, 2002, and subsequent work)
shows that there is a set of intransitive verbs for which there is a mismatch
between thematic and syntactic structure.73 This set of verbs takes an
external argument that gets assigned a theme-role. Thematically these verbs
should therefore be grouped with unaccusative verbs, but syntactically with
unergative verbs and are as such called ‘theme unergatives’. In Dutch this
class of verbs behaves exactly as expected on the basis of this theme
unergative structure. They have properties in common both with the class of
An exception here is Shetreet et al. (2010) that included both unergatives and
theme unergative verbs (this term will be explained below) in their class of unergative
verbs.
72 That is what the Universal Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) (Baker, 1988)
predicts. UTAH states that “identical thematic role assignments must have parallel
structural representations at D-structure” (Baker, 1988b: 383). Thus, agents,
instruments, themes, they all have a particular encoding in syntax (Baker, 1988b).
73 The fact that some verbs should be classified in one group based on one diagnostic,
but in another group based on another diagnostic is a well-known puzzle in the
literature referred to as ‘unaccusativity mismatches’ (see for example L.Levin (1985)
and Zaenen (1993)).
71
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unergative verbs and with the class of unaccusative verbs. Both theme
unergative verbs and unergative verbs select the auxiliary have (see 8(ab)),
whereas unaccusative verbs select a form of to be (8c). The selection of the
auxiliary is proposed to be linked to the underlying syntactic structure
(Hoekstra, 1984; L. Levin, 1988; Reinhart, 2002; Everaert, 1996). This
proposal is based on the observation that both unaccusative verbs and
passive verbs (John was hit) select the auxiliary zijn ‘to be’ (Hoekstra,
1984).74
(8a)
(8b)
(8c)

De clown heeft gesprongen
The clown HAS jumped
De diamant heeft geschitterd
The diamond HAS sparkled
De clown is gevallen
The clown IS fallen

Unergative
Theme unergative
Unaccusative

Neither theme unergative verbs nor unaccusative verbs allow for an
impersonal passive construction (9bc), whereas unergative verbs do (9a). An
impersonal passive construction requires an agent for interpretation (L.
Levin, 1988; see also Perlmutter, 1978 on willed activities versus activities in
which the argument is semantically a patient).75
(9a)
(9b)
(9c)

Er werd gesprongen
There was jumping
*Er werd geschitterd
There was sparkling
*Er werd gevallen
There was falling

Unergative
Theme unergative
Unaccusative

Although both unaccusative and theme unergative verbs take a theme
argument, they do differ in their thematic properties. In Reinhart’s
framework, unaccusative verbs, in contrast to theme unergative verbs, are
derived lexical entries that originate from a transitive source that assigns
two thematic roles. In addition to the theme, a cause role is associated to the
verbal concept.76 Importantly, the transitive entry contains a cause that can
be either an agent, or an instrument or natural force (a transitive entry that
Researchers have proposed that apart from syntactic factors, semantic factors also
play a role in auxiliary selection (cf. van Hout, 1996; L. Levin, 1988; Zaenen, 1993).
But see Everaert (1996) for convincing arguments why this cannot be correct.
75 For Reinhart (2000) the reason for the inability of unaccusative verbs to passivize is
the lack of an external role to apply the lexical operation (saturation of the role) to.
76 The pure unaccusatives (with no causative alternate in a particular language)
studied in this chapter are also derived entries.
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only allows for an agent-cause cannot be turned into an unaccusative entry).
That is, if one utters the sentence ‘the glass broke’, the cause for the
breaking event may vary. It can be an agent, but also a hammer, or the wind.
An operation on thematic roles is applied to the transitive source creating
the unaccusative verb. More precisely, in its unaccusative form, the cause
has been reduced and is no longer present in the semantic or syntactic
representation (Reinhart, 2000, 2002; Horvath and Siloni, 2011). Theme
unergative verbs differ from unaccusative verbs in that they are basic (as
opposed to derived) lexical entries that only assign a theme-role (and no
reduction operation has taken place). A way to differentiate derived
(unaccusative) from basic (theme unergative) entries is to add ‘by itself’ to
the predicate meaning without outside help (Reinhart, 2002). It is possible to
add ‘by itself’ to the predicate of unaccusative verbs (10a) (Levin and
Rappaport Hovav, 1995; Reinhart, 2002),77 meaning that the cause is still
present at a conceptual level (Reinhart 2000, 2002). In contrast, it is
impossible to add ‘by itself’ to a verb belonging to the class of theme
unergative verbs (10b) (see also Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995) for a
discussion on internal versus external causation)78. Adding ‘by itself’
explicitly denies the conceptualized cause (Reinhart, 2002; Schäfer, 2007).
(10a)
(10b)

Het glas (theme) viel vanzelf
The glass fell by itself
?? De diamant (theme) schitterde vanzelf
?? The diamond sparkled by itself

Unaccusative
Theme unergative

The ease of causativization for unaccusative verbs is also shown
experimentally. Deal (2007) showed that participants are much more willing
to provide a causative paraphrase of a transitivized pure unaccusative verb
than of a transitivized unergative verb. That is, in an experiment
participants were presented with (ungrammatical) sentences like the zum
will laugh/arrive the nuk and were asked to give an interpretation to these
sentences. Participants gave more causative interpretations to sentences
with an unaccusative verb than sentences with an unergative verb.
Although unergative verbs are harder to causativize than unaccusative
verbs, it is reportedly possible to deny (part of) the cause in a similar way to
denying the cause of unaccusative verbs (Schäfer, 2007). However, there is a
slight meaning difference between adding ‘by itself’ to an unaccusative
77 See Chierchia (2004) for the observation that Italian da sé ‘by itself’ can be added to
unaccusative verbs because it depends on a cause.
78 The crucial difference between Levin and Rappaport Hovav and Reinhart is that for
Levin and Rappaport Hovav external causation is a property of the described event;
whereas for Reinhart it is encoded in the basic entry of the verb.
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predicate versus adding it to an unergative predicate that results in two
different instantiations of ‘by itself’ in Dutch (11a-c).79 Adding uit zichzelf in
(11b) indicates that nobody gave the clown any reason to laugh, but the
action is still initiated by the clown (cf. Schäfer, 2007), hence the focus is on
the mental involvement of the agent (i.e. it was the clown’s intention to
laugh). Adding vanzelf (11c) indicates that no external factor caused the
clown to fall, crucially not that it was his intention to do so, hence the focus
is not on the mental involvement. Adding either of these two forms is
incompatible with theme unergative verbs (10b, 11d) as there is no causal or
mentally involved argument to be referred to. Theme unergative verbs are
only compatible with vanzelf in case they are turned into a change-of-statepredicate by including a light verb as in (11e)80. In conclusion, derived
(unaccusative) entries allow for an explicit denial of the cause that is
associated to the verbal concept.81 They differ in this from both theme
unergative and unergative verbs (for which the latter require a different
form).
(11a)82 ??De clown lachte vanzelf
The clown laughed by himself
(11b) De clown lachte uit zichzelf (niemand heeft hem daartoe aangezet)
The clown laughed from himself (nobody forced him to)
(11c)
De clown viel vanzelf (*uit zichzelf) (#niemand heeft hem daartoe
aangezet)
The clown fell by himself (from himself) (#nobody forced him to)
(11d) *De diamant schitterde uit zichzelf
The diamond sparkled by itself
(11e) De diamant begon vanzelf te schitteren
The diamond began by-itself to sparkle
‘The diamond began to sparkle spontaneously.’
Crucially, the proposal that the argument of theme unergative verbs is
external, but bears a theme-role, contrasts with theories in which the
thematic role of an argument is linked to its particular syntactic status
(Baker, 1988; Levin, 1983; Marantz, 1984). Within such frameworks (both
Also in Hebrew there are two different forms, but they are associated with animacy
according to Horvath and Siloni (2011). In Dutch it cannot be animacy that makes the
difference as (11c) shows that animate themes also take vanzelf.
80 I am indebted to Alice Ter Meulen for this example.
81 Schäfer (2007) concludes that it is also possible to add ‘by itself’ to verbs that are not
associated with a cause in their verbal concept (e.g. experiencer verbs), but, as he
points out himself, this requires a particular context, they do not allow it out of the
blue.
82 This would indicate that the clown is a machine, it went automatically.
79
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lexicalist and derivational), theme unergative verbs would be grouped with
unaccusative verbs on the basis of the presence of the theme-role. As themeroles are assigned to the internal argument of the verb, the hypothesis would
be that this theme argument is an internal argument.
In conclusion, for theme unergative verbs there is a mismatch between the
thematic and syntactic structure; the external argument bears a theme-role.
As such, theme unergative verbs are similar to unergative verbs in syntactic
structure, but similar to unaccusative verbs in thematic structure. They
therefore have properties in common with unergative verbs as well as
unaccusative verbs.
Investigating how listeners process the set of theme unergative verbs enables
us to answer the question about the source of the difference in processing
between unergative and unaccusative verbs. If reactivation of the argument
is determined by the syntactic status, than theme unergative verbs will
pattern with unergative verbs in processing. On the other hand, if
reactivation of the argument is determined by the thematic role, theme
unergative verbs will pattern with unaccusative verbs.
As discussed before, previous studies have shown that the argument of
unaccusative verbs is reactivated about 750 ms after verb offset. However,
previous studies give mixed results about the question whether or not the
argument of unergative verbs is reactivated during processing. Most studies
do not report reactivation of the argument of unergative verbs (Bever and
Sanz, 1997; Friedmann et al., 2008; Poirier et al., 2011). In addition, a
priming study comparing active and passive verbs does not report
reactivation of the argument of active verbs (Osterhout and Swinney, 1993).
The difference between passive and active verbs is similar to the difference
between unaccusative and unergative verbs. Both the argument of a passive
and the argument of an active verb appear in subject position, however, it is
only the argument of an active verb that is an external argument and bears
the agent-role. As such, the argument of active verbs is predicted to pattern
in processing with the argument of unergative verbs. Osterhout and Swinney
(1993) do not report reactivation of the argument of active verbs in any of
their probe positions. The only study that does report reactivation of the
argument of unergative verbs is Burkhardt et al. (2003). They report a
priming effect at a probe position located 100 ms after verb offset.
Friedmann et al. suggest that the argument of unergative verbs might not be
reactivated at all, given that the linear order of argument and verb is the
same in the surface and syntactic representation (i.e. both the external
argument and the subject position precede the verb). In addition, they argue
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that if it would reactivate, this should take place before the verb (since that is
the position of the gap for unergative verbs) and not at verb offset or 750 ms
later.
We hypothesize that there will also be reactivation of the argument in
unergative verbs: this reactivation is the result of integrating the argument
and verb into one semantic object for interpretation. The hypothesis is that
integration and reactivation of an argument are closely related. When a
listener encounters a verb, the verb must be integrated with its arguments.
Assignment of a thematic role to an argument (and thus integrating it to
form a semantic object) leads to reactivation of the argument. In order to get
assigned a thematic role, the argument should be retrieved and thus be
reactivated. As such, integration of an argument predicts reactivation of that
same argument. As the priming studies show, it is not the case that an
argument awaiting integration is active during processing throughout the
whole sentence (Burkhardt et al., 2003; Friedmann et al., 2008; Osterhout
and Swinney, 1993). It is only active again at the point where it can be
assigned a thematic role. This can be captured by assuming that a gapposition exists to be able to retrieve the argument at the moment that this is
required for integration purposes. Again, positing a gap/trace or not is not
the crucial point. The point is that an argument and verb need to be
integrated at some point during processing which (re)activates the argument
of the verb. In a theory that does not posit traces, one therefore also expects
integration and thus activation of the argument. We feel that the finding
that arguments are not active throughout the complete sentence is an
indication that integration is best represented as a gap-filling process. At
some point the argument should be retrieved, and a gap is there to enable
retrieval at the right point. This would be in line with the hypothesis in the
syntactic literature that the (surface) subject position is linked to a gap
position immediately associated with the verb phrase (the position of the
external argument) (Koopman and Sportiche, 1991).
Given our hypothesis, the question is not whether, but when reactivation will
take place. Although in much of the theoretical literature the gap of the
argument of an unergative verb is posited before the verb phrase, it is not
expected that the argument is reactivated before verb onset (Burkhardt et
al., 2003).83 That is, one needs the verb to be able to integrate the verb and
its argument. The verb is the trigger for the assignment of thematic roles.

In most canonical representations the gap is immediately to the left of the verb.
Note that from current minimalist perspectives a surface position of the verb more to
the left is not inconceivable. This would mean that the gap of the external argument is
actually after the position where the verb is realized. We will stay non-committed.
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Therefore, the prediction is that the argument of unergative verbs is
reactivated right at verb onset. Integration and thus reactivation can take
place immediately upon recognition of the verb. This implies that a probe site
at verb offset might be located in the wrong position which might explain the
lack of a reactivation effect with unergative verbs in probe tasks as reported
in some studies.
The uncertainty concerning if and when the argument of an unergative verb
should be reactivated stresses the importance of a method that provides a
complete overview of the activation level during processing instead of at
particular probe points. As we are interested in the time course of
reactivation of the argument given the differences between the verb types,
the question is how this can best be measured. Although the difference
between unaccusative and unergative verbs is consistently found with probe
tasks (such as probe recognition, and cross-modal lexical priming), there is a
drawback to using probe tasks in measuring reactivation. That is, in probe
tasks, there is only information about (re)activation of the argument at
particular probe sites, specified beforehand, and nothing is known about the
activation levels at other positions in the sentence (Yee and Sedivy, 2006).
Only if there is evidence for reactivation does one know that it is present, but
if no evidence for reactivation is found, this does not mean that reactivation
is absent. It could be the case that there is reactivation, but at a different
point than measured.
Another problematic issue concerning probe tasks is that it is difficult to
distinguish between reactivation and continuous activation. For example,
Poirier et al. (2011) found an advantage for related probes compared to
control probes in a probe position before did and at the elided site in their
Experiment 1 where they measured (re)activation of the elided VP as a
whole. This could mean that the reactivation is early in their materials, but
it is also possible that the initial activation simply has not decayed yet and
the effect they found is an effect of continuous activation rather than
reactivation.
To circumvent the drawbacks to using probe-tasks we designed a procedure
that gives a fine-grained time course of activation levels. The procedure
enables us to measure activation of the argument throughout the complete
sentence instead of at particular probe sites. As such, we are able to find out
when the argument of unergative verbs is reactivated as well as distinguish
reactivation from continuous activation.
The experiment used a version of the visual world paradigm (Cooper, 1974;
Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, and Sedivy, 1995). Research using
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the visual world paradigm has shown that eye movements are mediated by
language (Altmann, 2004; Altmann and Kamide, 2007, 2009; Huettig and
Altmann, 2005; Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Yee and Sedivy, 2006). Yee and
Sedivy (2006) showed that people will spontaneously fixate on a visual object
that is semantically related to a spoken word. In their Experiment 1, they
had participants identify an object depicting a spoken word (e.g. lock)
amongst three other objects in a visual display. They found that upon
presentation of the word lock, not only did looks to the object depicting lock
increase, but also looks to an object depicting a semantic competitor (key). In
a second experiment they showed that this is even the case if no visual object
depicting the related word is present, and the related word is not uttered, i.e.
only a word overlapping in the related word’s onset is uttered (logs instead of
lock). Huettig and Altmann (2005) showed the same using a more passive
task in which the participants were not even asked to identify the spoken
word. In their experiment, participants were simply asked to listen to
sentences and watch a visual display showing four objects. They found that
looks to a semantically related object (trumpet) increased in comparison to
unrelated distracter objects upon hearing a probe (piano).
We hypothesize that, even when people do not hear a word, but only
reactivate it in their mind, they will move their eyes to a visual object related
to the reactivated word. That is, when people hear a verb, they will integrate
the argument and the verb into one representation and as such reactivate
the argument. This in itself leads to eye movements to a visual object related
to the argument. The assumption that overt reference to an object is not a
prerequisite for moving the eyes to that particular object finds support in
previous experiments that show that people indeed move their eyes to objects
that are present in their mental representation although the word itself was
not presented (yet) (Altmann and Kamide, 2007). Altmann and Kamide
showed that people fixate more on an empty wine glass compared to a full
glass of beer upon hearing ‘has drunk all of the wine’ already at the onset of
‘the’. Alternatively, people fixate more on the full glass of beer compared to
the empty wine glass upon hearing ‘will drink all of the beer’ already at the
onset of ‘the’. They conclude from their findings that “eye movements do not
reflect the unfolding language; they reflect an unfolding (mental) world”
(Altmann and Kamide 2007, p. 515). Hence, the visual world paradigm
enables us to obtain information about the point of argument
integration/reactivation in all three verb types directly.
In conclusion, the purpose of this study is twofold: to determine the nature of
the processing difference between unaccusative and unergative verbs; and to
continuously measure activation of the argument in unaccusative and
unergative sentences instead of at particular probe sites. This allows us to
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find out whether we can measure reactivation of the argument of unergative
verbs and how this relates to the reactivation pattern found in unaccusative
sentences.
2. Method
2.1 Participants
Thirty-seven native speakers of Dutch from Utrecht University participated
in the experiment. Their vision was normal or corrected to normal and they
did not suffer from dyslexia. The participants were paid for their
participation.
2.2 Selection of verbs
The thematic and syntactic differences between the three types of verbs as
spelled out in the introduction have consequences for their occurrence in
particular syntactic environments. The verbs were classified on the basis of
the diagnostics as proposed by Perlmutter (1978), Hoekstra (1984), Zaenen
(1993), Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995), and Reinhart (2002). Twenty
unergative verbs were selected on the basis of six diagnostics: type of
auxiliary (have) (9a) (Hoekstra 1984; Zaenen, 1993), grammaticality in the
impersonal passive construction (12b) (Hoekstra, 1984; Perlmutter, 1978;
Zaenen, 1993), no prenominal past participle (12c) (Hoekstra 1984; Zaenen,
1993), possibility of –er nominalization (12d) (Zaenen, 1993), possible in a
resultative construction only when a reflexive is inserted (12e) (Levin and
Rappaport Hovav, 1995), and the impossibility of adding vanzelf ‘by itself’
(12f) (Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1995; Reinhart, 2002).
(12a)
(12b)
(12c)
(12d)
(12e)
(12f)

De clown heeft gesprongen
The clown HAS jumped
Er werd gesprongen
There was jumping
*De gesprongen clown
The jumped clown
De springer
The jumper
De clown sprong zich kapot
The clown jumped himself broken
??De clown sprong vanzelf
The clown jumped by himself

Twenty unaccusative verbs were selected on the basis of five diagnostics:
type of auxiliary (be) (13a) (Hoekstra, 1984; Zaenen, 1993), ungrammaticality
in impersonal passive construction (13b) (Hoekstra, 1984; Perlmutter, 1978;
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Zaenen, 1993), prenominal past participle (13c) (Hoekstra, 1984; Zaenen,
1993), impossibility of –er nominalization (13d) (Zaenen, 1993), and the
possibility of adding vanzelf ‘by itself’84 (basic entry encodes external
causation) (13e).
(13a)
(13b)
(13c)
(13d)
(13e)

De clown is gevallen
The clown IS fallen
*Er werd gevallen
There was falling
De gevallen clown
The fallen clown
??De valler
The faller
De clown viel vanzelf
The clown fell by himself

In addition, ten theme unergative verbs were selected. As discussed in the
introduction, theme unergative verbs have some properties in common with
unergative verbs and other properties with unaccusative verbs. Like
unergative verbs, they select the auxiliary (have) (14a). Like unaccusative
verbs, theme unergative verbs do not allow for the impersonal passive
construction (14b), and do not encode external causation: adding vanzelf ‘by
itself’ yields an odd result (14c).
(14a)
(14b)
(14c)

De diamant heeft geschitterd
The diamond HAS sparkled
*Er werd geschitterd
There was sparkling
??De diamant schitterde vanzelf
The diamond sparkled by itself

As all verbs are intransitive verbs, no verb type allows for the passive
construction (15a-c).

84 One exception at first glance is that adding vanzelf ‘by itself’ to ‘arrive’ yields an
awkward result. Interestingly, this is also the entry for which Reinhart (2002) notes
that no causative alternate exists for arrive in the languages she knows. However, by
adding more context, it is possible to add ‘by itself’ to arrive (see (ii)).
(i)
?De trein arriveerde vanzelf
The train arrived by itself
(ii)
In a context in which A and B are at a party and expect John to arrive, but he
did not show up yet, A might ask B: ‘should I call John’? Then, person B can
reply with: ‘Nee, Jan zal vanzelf arriveren’ (No, John will by-itself arrive).
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*De clown werd gesprongen
The clown was jumped
*De clown werd gevallen
The clown was fallen
*De diamant werd geschitterd
The diamond was sparkled

We determined the lemma frequency using the WebCelex database (Max
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics 2001) that provides web-access to the
lexical database for Dutch. The Log transformed mean frequencies of
unaccusative and unergative verbs (1.546 and 1.458 respectively) did not
differ significantly (t=.429, p=.671). The Log transformed mean frequency of
the ten theme unergative verbs was 1.2734 which was not significantly
different from the twenty unaccusatives (t=.954, p=.348) or the unergative
verbs (t=.638, p=.529).
2.3 Selection of arguments
As arguments, full NPs (the wood) were used and for each argument a
related target object (saw) was selected which would be one of four objects in
a visual display shown in Figure (1) in addition to three distracter objects.
The target was semantically related to the argument as in wood-saw.
The semantic relation was always a schematic relation between target and
argument. Schematic relations are relations between objects that are often
found in the same contexts (Perraudin and Mounoud, 2009). Among the
schematic relations were functional relations which means that one of the
objects can be used to perform an action on the other object (e.g. wood-saw),
and relations that share a spatial relationship (e.g. queen-crown). In this our
pairs differed from the pairs used in the experiments by Huettig and
Altmann (2005) and from some of the pairs in Yee and Sedivy (2006). In
those experiments, mainly categorically related pairs were tested.
Categorical relations are relations between objects that share properties of
the category they belong to (e.g. piano-trumpet). Yee and Sedivy (2006) also
included functionally related pairs (e.g. key-lock). Perraudin and Mounoud
(2009) showed that for adults priming exists both for categorically and
functionally (or in their terms instrumentally) related pairs. The reason to
choose schematically related pairs and not categorically related pairs was
with the possibility in mind that this design could be used in the future to
test children. Perraudin and Mounoud (2009) showed that young children do
show priming effects for functionally related pairs, but only marginally so for
categorically related pairs. Moreover, conceptual categorization is different
for children than for adults. We do not think it is the type of semantic
relation that determines whether or not participants look to a semantically
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related target. Looks to the target object arise because the argument opens
up semantic information related to the argument in people’s minds. This can
be semantic information related to the action or context representation as
well as the category representation. Representations that overlap in this
semantic information are more active than non-overlapping representations
and thus the eyes move to objects depicting overlapping representations
more than to objects depicting non-overlapping representations (Huettig and
Altmann, 2005). We agree with Huettig and Altmann that “eye-movements
are a sensitive measure of overlap between the conceptual information
conveyed by individual spoken words and the conceptual knowledge
associated with visual objects” (p. B31). In addition, we did not control for an
associative relation between the target and the related word. Many of our
pairs therefore share an associative relation as well that might be
responsible for an increase in looks to the related target upon hearing the
spoken word.
The semantics of the verbs puts restrictions on what type of argument can be
selected. Therefore, the selected arguments always had to be animate for
unergative verbs (as agents should be animate), mostly inanimate for theme
unergative verbs, and a mixture of animate and inanimate arguments for
unaccusative verbs. Research has shown that semantic constraints do not
play a role in reactivation: in a gap position both semantically appropriate
and semantically inappropriate antecedents are reactivated (Hickok et al.,
1992; Tanenhaus, Boland, Garnsey and Carlson, 1989). We will come back to
this issue in the discussion.

Fig. 1. Example of a visual display that is paired with a spoken sentence. Target
object is ‘saw’ (related to the spoken word ‘wood’). Pictures are taken from the online picture set created by Szekely et al. (2004).
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2.4 Pre-test
In a semantic relatedness judgment task, similar to the one used in
Perraudin and Mounoud (2009) it was determined whether the targets were
indeed strongly related to the arguments. Fifty-five native speakers of Dutch
participated in this pre-test. The participants judged the degree to which
objects presented together represented a relation in meaning. They indicated
their judgment on a scale from 0-5, where 0 is not related and 5 is strongly
related. Related and unrelated pairs were presented. The results showed
that the strength of the relation between the arguments and targets was
always higher than 4 (mean of 4.7 in all groups; unaccusative, unergative
and theme unergative verbs).
In addition to arguments that were related to the targets, arguments were
selected that were not related to the target (control argument). To make sure
that the control arguments were indeed not related to the target, the Dutch
adult native speakers were also asked to give the degree of relatedness of the
control argument and the target in the same semantic relatedness judgment
task as described above. All strengths were lower than 2, with a mean of 0.57
in the unaccusative group, a mean of 0.52 in the theme unergative verbs
group and a mean of 0.26 in the unergative group. The control argument
(clock instead of wood in our wood-saw example) was substituted for the
related argument. The rest of the spoken sentence was identical to the test
sentence, and was paired with the same visual display (Figure 1) as the
sentence with the related argument. This means that with the auditorily
presented sentence, the participant saw a visual display in which none of the
visual objects was related to the argument or any other word in the sentence.
This enables us not only to compare looks to the target versus looks to nontargets in related trials, but also looks to the target in related versus
unrelated trials. The looks to the target in unrelated trials served as the
baseline and controlled for the attractiveness of the visual object. It also
excluded the possibility that looks to the target would increase because of
phonological or semantic priming due to any other word in the spoken
sentence as looks to the target in control sentences were subtracted from
looks to the target in test sentences. An increase in looks to the target in test
sentences relative to control sentences could therefore only be caused by the
argument as this is the only word that differs in test versus control
sentences.
Furthermore, we made sure that the verbs themselves were not semantically
related either to the argument or to the target. If they were semantically
related, we would not be able to distinguish between reactivation and
activation of the argument or target due to presentation of the verb directly.
The semantic relatedness judgment task showed that the strength of the
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relation between the verbs and the arguments was always lower than 2,
mean unaccusative: 0.87, unergative: 0.58, and theme unergative verbs: 0.74.
Finally, the strength of the relation between the target and the verb was also
always lower than 2, mean unaccusative: 0.80, mean unergative: 0.48, and
mean theme unergative verbs: 0.52.
2.5 Pictures and sentences
The visual objects in the visual displays were black-and-white line drawings,
partly taken from Szekely et al. (2004). Additional pictures in the same style
were created.
The sentences that accompanied each visual display contained the argument
and a verb. Material was added in between the argument and the verb to
ensure that activation would decay from the first encounter of the argument
until the verb. Like Friedmann et al. (2008), we added a PP modifying the
noun and an adverb85 to the argument so that 5-10 words (mean 6.4 words),
comprising 7-13 syllables, appeared in between the argument and the verb.
We made sure that the words in between the argument and the verb were
not related to the argument, the target or the distracters. In addition, as
earlier research found reactivation of the argument at 750 ms after the verb,
we added about 8 words (13 syllables on average) after the verb in order to be
able to detect this reactivation and in order to be able to distinguish a
reactivation effect from an end-of-sentence effect. The sentences were
embedded structures of the type ‘Bert said that argument….verb…’. Several
Sesame Street characters were used as subjects of the main clause (see
(16ab)).86
Our continuous measure of activation was designed to enable us to find out if
and when exactly the argument of the various verb types is reactivated.
Importantly, the continuity of our measure enables us to distinguish rest
activation from reactivation. As such, in our analysis it is the slope of the
curve that is interesting rather than the intercept of the curve. Even if we
find a high percentage of looks to the target in the region around the verb,
but there is no indication that the curve has changed upon presenting the
verb, we cannot draw the conclusion that the argument is reactivated (at
most that it is still activated). In contrast, a difference in slope as a result of
presenting the verb does mean that the verb has an effect on looks to the
target.

One of the sentences (with an unaccusative verb) did not contain an adverb.
The experiment was designed with the idea that later on it might be used to test
children. Therefore, the characters used are characters of Sesame Street.

85
86
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(16a)

Koekiemonster zei dat het hout
van
de dikke meneer
Cookie Monster said that the wood
of
the fat gentleman
met het kale hoofd hard viel toen het zware onweer
met een
with the bald head hard fell when the heavy thunderstorm with a
flits was begonnen
flash had begun
‘Cookie Monster said that the wood of the fat gentleman with the
bald head fell hard when the heavy thunderstorm had begun with a
flash.’

(16b)

Koekiemonster zei dat de klok van de dikke meneer met het
Cookie Monster said that the clock of the fat gentlemanwith the
kale hoofd hard viel toen het
zware onweer
met een
bald head hard fell when the
heavy thunderstorm
with a
flits was begonnen
flash had begun
‘Cookie Monster said that the clock of the fat gentleman with the
bald head fell hard when the heavy thunderstorm had begun with a
flash.’

In the experiment, we used 20 unaccusative, 20 unergative and 10 theme
unergative verbs. We could not include the same number of theme
unergative verbs, as many of the verbs in this set bear a strong relation with
their argument. Only certain elements can glimmer or buzz for example. We
therefore limited ourselves to 10 verbs only for which we could make sure
that the relation between the argument and the verb was lower than 2.
Two lists of stimuli were created. Each list contained 10 unaccusative test
sentences, 10 unaccusative control sentences, 10 unergative test sentences,
10 unergative control sentences, 5 theme unergative test sentences and 5
theme unergative control sentences. Participants saw a particular visual
display and heard a sentence only once. In addition, we included 50 filler
sentences and displays. The filler displays all contained a visual object that
directly matched the argument in the accompanying sentence. This amounts
to a total of 100 visual displays paired with sentences. In 50 of the visual
displays there was an object that directly matched the argument, in 25
displays there was an object strongly related to the argument and in 25
displays there was no object related to any word in the accompanying
sentence.
The sentences were recorded at a normal speaking rate by a female native
speaker of Dutch, sampled at 48,000 Hz. The visual displays were presented
on a 17ļ viewing monitor at a resolution of 768 x 1024 pixels.
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2.6 Procedure
Participants were seated in a comfortable chair with their eyes about 60 cm.
from the viewing monitor. Eye movements were measured by a Tobii 1750
sampling at 50 Hz. Each session started out with a calibration procedure
with nine fixation points. Participants were instructed that they would hear
what several characters of Sesame Street had said and that they had to
listen to the sentences very carefully. Participants were not given any
explicit task; they were told that they could look at whatever they wanted.
On the screen, a centrally-located fixation dot appeared between each trial
that the participants were asked to fixate on to reduce noise in the data.
There was a 1 s preview of the display before the onset of the spoken
sentence. After the end of the spoken sentence, there was another 2 s of
silence before the fixation dot appeared. The entire experiment lasted 20
minutes.
3. Results
Figure 2 shows the change in looks to the target in the various conditions
over time. For analysis, the percentage of looks to the target in the control
condition (without a related argument) was subtracted from the percentage
of looks to the target in the test condition (with a related argument). Looks to
the target in the control condition hence served as the baseline and as such
enabled us to find out the effect of presenting a related argument combined
with a particular type of verb. Thus, if there is no effect, the relative
percentage of looks to the target would be 0%. The first and biggest increase
in looks to the target that we can observe in the graph is initiated by hearing
the related argument itself (looks to the saw increase upon hearing wood,
relative to hearing clock). Since the probe studies discussed in the
introduction took verb offset as the reference point, we aligned the eye
movement data to verb offset as well. Therefore the increase in looks to the
target upon hearing the argument look different as the average onset of the
argument is at a different position in the various conditions. Later rises are
hypothesized to be due to reactivation of the argument.
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Fig. 2. Mean percentage of looks to the target in sentences with unaccusative
versus unergative versus theme unergative verbs. Proportions are proportions of
looks to the target in sentences with a related argument minus proportions of
looks to the target in sentences with a control argument (baseline). The curves
are synchronized to the acoustic offset of the verb, so 0 sec. is verb offset.

The position of the eye was sampled every 20 ms. The change over time in
the percentage of looks to the target was analyzed using the technique of
growth curve analysis (cf. Mirman, Dixon and Magnuson, 2008). It models
the percentages of looks to the target over time. The model treats time as a
predictor for the percentage of looks to the target, instead of as a random
factor (which is the case when performing an ANOVA on a certain time
window). Thus it allows one to assess the development in looks to the target
over time and as such retains the great advantage of the visual world
paradigm: its power to provide a fine-grained time course of activation levels
(Mirman et al., 2008). The base-model includes only the time polynomial
factors as predictors and we gradually added the effect of condition on the
different terms. Orthogonal power polynomials were included to enable us to
describe non-linear curves. Since in visual world paradigm data there are
great differences between individuals, the model should capture this
variability. This is included in the model by allowing the polynomial time
terms to vary for each individual, and for each individual in a certain
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condition (individual x condition level). We modeled the fixation proportions
over time for two pre-defined time windows.
In the following sections, we will present the analyses for the two different
timeframes that were pre-defined on the basis of the existing literature. The
first time frame (600 ms before verb offset until 1000 ms after verb offset)
takes verb offset as the mid-point. The mid-point is not exactly verb offset,
but rather verb offset plus 200 ms as it takes between 150 and 200 ms to
program and initiate an eye movement (Altmann and Kamide, 2004; Dahan,
Magnuson, Tanenhaus and Hogan, 2001; Huettig and Altmann, 2005).
Previous probe tasks did not find a priming effect at verb offset and as such
we do not expect to find reactivation 200 ms after verb offset. The starting
point of this time frame is 600 ms before verb offset, as 600 ms is on average
the length of a verb. The end point of this time frame is 200 + 800 = 1000 ms
after verb offset. We will call the first time frame the verb frame.
In the verb frame we expect that the argument of unaccusative verbs
reactivates late in this time frame. This is based on the finding in the
literature that there is no priming effect at verb offset, but an effect did
occur 750 ms after verb offset. For unergative verbs we expect that if we can
detect a reactivation effect, we will find it early in this time frame.
The second time frame (200 ms until 1700 ms after verb offset) takes 950 ms
after verb offset as the mid-point. This mid-point is chosen on the basis of the
finding that the argument of unaccusative verbs is reactivated 750 ms after
verb offset. Taking into account the 150-200 ms necessary to initiate and
program an eye-movement, the mid-point is 950 ms after verb offset. The
starting point of this time frame is verb offset plus 200 ms. The end point of
this time frame is (950+750) 1700 ms after verb offset and it will be called
the post-verb frame.
We expect that the argument of unaccusative verbs does reactivate in this
late time frame. This reactivation will continue at least until 950 ms after
verb offset. Whether or not the argument will remain activated after 950 ms
is not clear. We do not expect to find reactivation of the argument of
unergative verbs in this time frame as previous studies did not find
activation of the argument either at verb offset, or 750 ms after verb offset. It
is an open question as to what pattern the theme unergative verbs will show.
They will either pattern with unaccusative verbs and as such show a late
reactivation of the argument, or with unergative verbs and as such show an
early reactivation of the argument.
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3.1 Verb frame
We modeled the difference score, i.e. the percentage of looks to the target in
the test condition minus the percentage of looks to the target in the control
condition at the individual x condition level using three terms: intercept,
slope and quadratic.87 We compared the models of the three different
conditions taking the unergative verbs as the baseline. As Figure 3 shows,
the models fit the actual data quite well. We investigated the effect of adding
a parameter to the model by using the -2 times log likelihood statistic. This
deviance statistic enables us to determine if adding the parameter leads to a
better fit of the model.

Fig. 3. Mean percentage of looks to the target in the three conditions zoomed in
on the verb frame (600 ms before verb offset until 1000 ms after verb offset).
Proportions are proportions of looks to the target in sentences with a related
argument minus proportions of looks to the target in sentences with a control
argument (baseline). The curves are synchronized to the acoustic offset of the
verb, so 0 sec. is verb offset.

Table (1) gives the model parameters (intercept, linear, quadratic) as well as
the difference in fit of the model and significance levels. There is a significant
effect of verb type both on the intercept and the quadratic term, but not on
the slope. The largest effect is the effect of verb type on the quadratic term

It was not necessary to include higher order terms given the shape of the curves
(rise fall and fall rise) in the verb frame. There is only one bend, so including the
quadratic term will suffice.

87
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which means that the difference between the verb types is primarily in the
rise and fall of the curve.
A comparison of the different conditions (Table 2) shows that the
unaccusative verbs differ significantly in the intercept (average height of the
curve) from both the unergative and the theme unergative verbs. There are
no differences between the conditions in the linear component (the rise or fall
of the line over the whole time frame).
There is a large effect of condition on the quadratic term. This is the result of
a difference between the unaccusative verbs compared to both unergative
and theme unergative verbs. This effect resulted from the fact that the
unergative and theme unergative verbs showed a rise and fall, whereas the
unaccusative verbs showed a fall and rise. Unergative verbs had a significant
negative quadratic component88 (b= -0.142, t= -2.16, p<.05). This means that
in this time frame there was a rise and fall in looks to the target reflecting an
early reactivation of the argument of unergative verbs, followed by a
decrease in activation. The unaccusative verbs, on the other hand, had a
positive quadratic component (fall and rise), although not significant by itself
(b=0.061, t= 0.93, n.s.).
Table 2 shows that the theme unergative verbs patterned with the
unergative verbs in the quadratic component. They had a negative quadratic
component as well, although not significant by itself (b=-0.103, t=-1.57,
p=.1166)89. Crucially, the theme unergative verbs did differ in this
component from the unaccusative verbs. There was therefore an early
reactivation of the argument in theme unergative verbs as there was in
unergative verbs, although the effect was less extreme than in the
unergative verbs.

A negative value for this parameter estimate indicates a rise and fall; a positive
value indicates a fall and rise.
89 The fact that the quadratic component is not significant in the theme unergative
verbs itself might be due to the fact that there are fewer theme unergative verbs in
the experiment (10 versus 20). The crucial point is that they show the same pattern as
the unergative verbs, and a pattern different from unaccusative verbs.
88
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Table 1 Comparison of the models of the curves in the three conditions
(unergative, theme unergative and unaccusative verbs). Unergative verbs are
taken as the baseline. Verb frame: 600 ms before verb offset until 1000 ms after
verb offset.

Model Fit
Model
Base
Condition
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic

-2LL
111135.0

¨D

p<

111126.1
111125.9
111055.1

8.9
0.2
70.8

.005
n.s.
.0001

Table 2 Pairwise comparisons of the models of the curves in the different
conditions (unergative, theme unergative, unaccusative).

Model

Est.

t

Parameter estimates
Unergative –
Theme unergative
p<
Est.
t
p<

Intercept
Linear
Quadratic

-0.077
-0.018
0.203

-2.21
-0.1
7.89

.05
n.s.
.0001

Unergative – Unaccusative

0.024
0.065
0.039

0.69
0.35
1.50

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Unaccusative –
Theme unergative
Est.
t
p<
0.101
0.083
-0.165

2. 90
0.44
-6.38

.005
n.s.
.0001

3.2 Post-verb frame
Also for the post-verb frame, we modeled the difference score at the
individual x condition level, this time using five terms: intercept, slope,
quadratic, cubic and quartic because the curves show three bends. We
compared the models of the three different conditions again with the
unergative verbs as the baseline. Figure 4 shows that the model fits
represent the actual observations quite well. The effect of adding a
parameter on the goodness of fit of the model was measured using the -2
times log likelihood statistic (see Table 3).
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Fig. 4. Mean percentage of looks to the target in the three conditions zoomed in
on the post-verb frame (200 ms until 1700 ms after verb offset). Proportions are
proportions of looks to the target in sentences with a related argument minus
proportions of looks to the target in sentences with a control argument (baseline).
The curves are synchronized to the acoustic offset of the verb, so 0 sec. is verb
offset.

Table 3 shows that there was an effect of condition on the intercept (average
height of the curve). In the linear component (the rise or fall of the line over
the whole time frame) there was a significant effect of condition. Table 4
shows that this is the result of a difference in the linear component between
the unaccusative verbs compared to both unergative and theme unergative
verbs. Unergative and theme unergative verbs did not differ from each other
in the linear component. These effects resulted from the fact that the
unergative and theme unergative verbs had a negative slope, whereas the
unaccusative verbs had a positive slope. However, the parameter estimates
for the different conditions showed that none of the falls nor the rise was
significant by itself (unergative verbs: b= -0.07, t= -0.19, n.s.; unaccusative
verbs: b=0.34, t=0.88, n.s.; theme unergative verbs: b=-0.08, t=-0.21, n.s.).
There was a large effect on the quadratic term. All verbs had a significant
negative quadratic component, and hence a rise and fall over the whole time
frame (unergative verbs: b=-0.34, t=-5.20, p<.0001; theme unergative verbs:
b=-0.43, t=-6.49, p<.0001; unaccusative verbs: b=-0.38, t=-5.66, p<.0001). The
theme unergative verbs differed in this component from the unergative verbs
and the unaccusative verbs, whereas the latter two did not differ
significantly in this component.
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There was no effect on the cubic term. All three conditions had a negative
estimate: a rise, followed by a fall, followed by a late rise (unergative verbs:
b=-0.45, t=-6.86, p<.0001; theme unergative verbs: b=-0.44, t=-6.61, p<.0001;
unaccusative verbs: b=-0.47, t=-7.05, p<.0001).
Finally, the largest effect of condition was on the quartic component.
Unaccusative verbs had a significant positive quartic component (b=0.18,
t=2.77, p<.01) and differed in this term from the unergative verbs (b=0.08,
t=1.31, n.s.) and theme unergative verbs (b=0.11, t=1.64, n.s.) that both had
a non-significant quartic component. The unergative and theme unergative
verbs did not differ from each other in this term (see Table (4)). This effect
can best be explained by looking at the unaccusative verbs. For the
unaccusative verbs the curve in this time frame started with a fall (reflecting
a decay of activation of the argument), followed by a rise (reflecting
reactivation of the argument), then a later fall follows, reflecting a decay of
the reactivation. Note that the peak caused by this reactivation was around
950 ms, which is exactly at the spot where reactivation is expected given the
results of previous probe experiments. Finally, the quartic component
reflected a late rise following the second fall in looks to the target for the
unaccusative verbs.
In conclusion, in the post-verb frame we found a significant quartic
component for unaccusative verbs, reflecting a late reactivation of the
argument. Unaccusative verbs differed in this component from the
unergative and theme unergative verbs that showed deactivation of the
argument in this time frame. Importantly, also in the post-verb frame theme
unergative verbs patterned with unergative verbs.
Table 3 Comparison of the models of the curves in the three conditions
(unergative, theme unergative and unaccusative verbs). Unergative verbs are
taken as the baseline. Post-verb frame: 200 ms until 1700 ms after verb offset.
Model fit
Model
Base
Condition
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Quartic

-2LL
104313.0

¨D

p<

104309.1
104299.1
104287.9
104286.6
104271.0

3.95
10.0
11.19
1.33
15.6

.05
.005
.001
n.s.
.0001
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Table 4 Pairwise comparisons of the models of the curves in the different
conditions (unergative, theme unergative, unaccusative).
Parameter estimates
Unergative – Unaccusative
Model
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Quartic

Est.
-0.0505
0.417
-0.030
-0.012
0.097

t
-1.32
2.73
-1.17
-0.48
3.72

p<
n.s
.01
.n.s.
n.s.
.0005

Unergative
–
Theme unergative

Unaccusative –
Theme unergative

Est.
0.025
-0.010
-0.085
0.017
0.021

Est.
0.075
-0.427
-0.054
0. 029
-0.075

t
0.65
-0.07
-3.27
0.66
0.83

p<
n.s.
n.s.
.05
n.s.
n.s.

t
1.97
-2.80
-2.09
1.13
-2.89

p<
n.s.
.01
.05
n.s.
.005

4. Discussion
The present study was set up with two aims: First, we wanted to investigate
whether it was possible to measure the (re)activation of an argument
continuously. By doing that, we wanted to obtain a more precise record of the
(re)activation of the argument in different types of intransitive verbs. From
previous studies it was unclear whether, and if so, when, the argument of
unergative verbs was reactivated. Our hypothesis was that the argument of
unergative verbs, like the argument of unaccusative verbs, should be
reactivated at some point during processing, but previous research that did
not find such an effect used probes located in the wrong position. The second
aim was to find out the source of the difference in processing between
unaccusative and unergative verbs. Are these verbs processed differently
because of the distinction in the thematic role of their argument, or because
of the difference in their syntactic status? In order to answer this question
we compared processing of theme unergative verbs to unergative and
unaccusative verbs. The important property of theme unergative verbs is
that there is a mismatch between their syntactic and thematic structure.
To answer our research questions we measured people’s eye movements
while they were listening to a sentence and watching a visual display
showing four objects, one of which was related to the argument of the spoken
sentence. The method enabled us to get a fine-grained picture of the
processing of the different types of verbs over time. This contrasts with probe
tasks in which processing can be measured only at particular points specified
beforehand.
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We found that people indeed look to a semantically related object (saw) upon
hearing a related argument (wood), relative to hearing a non-related
argument (clock). This (partly) replicates the finding of Yee and Sedivy
(2006) and Huettig and Altmann (2005). Looks to a related object arise not
only from an overlap in category information (e.g. piano-trumpet), but also
from an overlap in action or context information (wood-saw). As long as there
is a semantic relation, a priming effect will occur. Importantly, we found that
hearing a verb (fell) leads to eye movements back to the related object (saw),
even though there is no semantic relation between fell and saw. This is in
accordance with the hypothesis that upon hearing a verb people will
integrate the verb and its argument into one semantic object (the wood fell).
Reactivating the argument again opens all semantic information related to
the argument in people’s minds. As such, representations that overlap in this
semantic information are active, which leads to eye movements back to
objects that depict these representations (saw) rather than to objects
depicting non-related representations. The eyes not only move spontaneously
to a target picture upon presenting a related word (a direct relation), but also
via an indirect relation between the target picture and a presented verb
through reactivation of the argument of the verb. It is not only the case that
the eyes move to something that is referred to in the language directly, but
the eyes move to objects that overlap in their conceptual representation with
the available mental representation as composed by language (cf. Altmann
and Kamide, 2007).
Crucially, the different verb types showed different fixation proportions in
the region around the verb. Results showed that looks to the target in
unaccusative verbs peak in the post-verb frame. The peak in looks to the
target as a result of the reactivation is around 950 ms after verb offset. This
replicates previous probe-tasks that found evidence for a late reactivation of
the argument at 750 ms after verb offset (Friedmann et al., 2008).
In contrast to previous probe-studies, we also found evidence for reactivation
of the argument in unergative verbs. This shows that there is reactivation of
the argument in unergative verbs, but this reactivation happens much
earlier than in unaccusative verbs. Reactivation of the argument in
unergative verbs leads to an increase in looks to the target starting slightly
after verb onset.90 Hence, the fact that probes at verb offset did not yield a
priming effect may be due to the fact that these probes are located in the
90 This is actually a very early point. Earlier than one might have expected. It could be
that retrieval of the argument can be very fast because the listener can already
predict that the verb is coming up on the basis of the similarity in structure of the
sentences (i.e. the verb will follow an adverbial phrase). However, this remains a point
for further research.
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wrong position. This may seem surprising, since the curves for these
conditions peak around verb offset. However, this may not be the point
where the argument is most activated. The eye movements to the related
object are a reaction to the increased activation of the argument, and hence
the reactivation precedes the rise in the proportion of fixations on the target
by about 150-200 ms Also, the drop in the proportion of fixations on the
target most likely follows a drop in the activation of the argument (see
Figure 5).

Fig. 5 Graph plotting a potential curve of the level of activation and its
accompanying curve of eye movements

Our aim was not only to show that there is a difference between unergative
and unaccusative verbs in processing, but to pinpoint what the source of this
difference is. Is the argument of unaccusative verbs reactivated late
compared to the argument of unergative verbs because the argument is an
internal argument, or because the argument bears the theme-role?
Therefore, we compared processing of the set of theme unergative verbs to
processing of unergative and unaccusative verbs. Theme unergative verbs
enable us to distinguish between thematic and syntactic structure in
processing as they are thematically equal to unaccusative verbs, but
syntactically equal to unergative verbs. The role that the diamond bears in
sentence (17a) is the role of theme. As such, the verb does not allow for an
impersonal passive construction like unaccusative verbs (17b). On the other
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hand, the argument of the verb has syntactic properties that are normally
associated with external arguments. As such the verb selects the auxiliary
‘have’ like unergative verbs (17c).
(17a)
(17b)
(17c)

De diamant schitterde
The diamond sparkled
*Er werd geschitterd
There was sparkling
De diamant heeft geschitterd
The diamond HAS sparkled

Importantly, we found that, in processing, theme unergative verbs behave
like unergative verbs. They also showed a rise and fall in the verb frame and
as such they did not differ from the unergative verbs in the intercept, linear
or quadratic component in the verb frame, but they did differ from the
unaccusative verbs. So, although the argument of a theme unergative verb
and that of an unaccusative verb gets assigned the role of theme, they differ
in the point of reactivation of their argument. We therefore conclude that the
point of reactivation of the argument is determined by the syntactic status of
the argument and is independent of the thematic role that is assigned to the
argument. As mentioned in the introduction, animacy could be a factor
influencing the reactivation of the argument. However, the results showed
that this is not the case. Although all the arguments of the unergative verbs
are animate and most arguments of the theme unergative verbs are
inanimate, theme unergative verbs pattern with unergative verbs in
processing.
Our data suggest that integrating an external argument and an unergative
verb is crucially different from integrating an internal argument and an
unaccusative verb. Independent of the question whether or not the difference
between internal and external arguments is represented in gaps located at
different positions, the data show that internal and external arguments are
differentially integrated with their accompanying intransitive verbs. The
differences between internal and external arguments result in a difference in
timing of reactivation. That is, external arguments are integrated with an
unergative verb at the earliest position possible, whereas internal arguments
are integrated with an unaccusative verb with a delay of 750 ms. Now why
would there be such a delay in integrating internal arguments with the verb
as opposed to integrating external arguments? Before answering this
question it is important to understand what it means for an effect to be
delayed. A delay in the effect should be distinguished from an effect that
lasts longer or is larger. A delay means that integration is at a later point, so
the argument is retrieved at a later point. A delay cannot mean that more
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work has to be carried out on the argument itself, i.e. that the integration
process itself is costlier. If the latter were the case, one would not expect a
delay of the effect, but rather an effect that is larger or lasts longer. Below
we will spell out the (theoretical) differences between internal and external
arguments in the various different frameworks that could potentially be
responsible for the difference in processing. We will evaluate whether the
accounts would predict a delay of the effect or an effect that lasts longer or is
larger.
In a movement approach, the difference in processing between internal and
external arguments could follow from a difference in the degree of embedding
of the argument. The more deeply embedded internal argument plausibly
carries an extra processing cost as it requires an additional movement step
in certain current versions of syntactic theory (Chomsky 1995 and
subsequent work). But this extra work is on the argument itself and as such
it would predict a larger activation effect and not necessarily a delay in the
effect. Note also that the effect cannot reside in the presence or absence of a
gap/trace in the integration process per se, since, this is present in both
cases. A relational grammar approach to unaccusativity – assuming that it
somehow accommodates theme unergative verbs – could claim that the
operation of advancement would carry a significant processing cost. That is,
advancing the object to subject position might be costly. However, the further
ramifications of such a position are as yet unexplored. Besides, here too, the
account would predict a larger effect and not a delay in the effect.
One possible route to account for the delay of the effect is to hypothesize that
it is caused by an indeterminacy in the syntactic structure. On the basis of
our data we may conclude that the listener will predict that the upcoming
structure is one in which an external argument is present. As soon as
material comes in, the listener will start building a (predicted) template. If
the verb is unergative, expectations are met: the unergative verb fits the
predicted template. The argument of the unergative verb can be retrieved
and integration of the argument and verb can take place. However, if the
verb is unaccusative, expectations are not met. The unaccusative verb does
not fit the predicted template, as unaccusative verbs project an internal
argument and not an external argument. In order to accomplish integration,
the listener has to rebuild the structure to a structure with an internal
argument. Retrieval of the argument only happens once the correct structure
has been built up. Therefore, reactivation of the argument of unaccusative
verbs is delayed. It only happens when a structure with an internal
argument position has been built. In a relational grammar approach one
could adopt the same line of reasoning (a ‘1’ (subject) has to get assigned a
‘2’(object)), but note that the rebuilding needed is less massive (i.e. the
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syntactic structure is much less articulated). Furthermore, this type of
rebuilding requires extra work on the argument itself and as such would
predict more activation of the argument rather than a later reactivation. The
indeterminacy consideration applies a fortiori to a strictly lexicalist
approach. The first argument can (without any additional knowledge) be
taken to be an agent, or –o in the terminology of lexical functional grammar.
If the verb is unergative, this prediction is correct and integration can take
place immediately. However, if the verb is unaccusative, the listener has to
redo some of the work. The listener only realizes at the verb that the first
argument encountered is a theme or –r. The argument must therefore be
assigned a different status before integration can take place.91 Note however,
that since this involves assigning a different status to the argument, this
would also make the wrong prediction. Again this would predict more
reactivation of the argument of unaccusative verbs compared to unergative
verbs, but not a difference in timing of the effect.
An alternative route to account for the delay in integration of the argument
of an unaccusative verb (that does not involve indeterminacy) follows from
Reinhart’s mixed approach. The delay could be caused by a difference in the
lexical entries between unergative and theme unergative verbs on the one
hand and unaccusative verbs on the other hand. As noted, unaccusative
verbs conceptually represent not only a theme but also an external cause for
the event. Importantly, this external cause has been reduced (must be
prevented from being projected; only the theme argument is overtly
expressed, not the cause) (for details see Reinhart 2000, 2002). This
reduction operation could plausibly bring an additional processing cost.
Therefore, reactivation of the argument of unaccusative verbs comes with a
delay. Upon encountering an unaccusative verb, the listener has to carry out
an extra computation on the verb. Integration of the argument and its
unaccusative verb will only happen once this additional computation has
been accomplished. An operation on the basic verbal entry does not take
place in either unergative or theme unergative verbs, so no extra
computation has to be performed upon encountering the verb and no delay in
reactivation of the argument is expected.

Our finding that theme unergative verbs that also take a theme-argument show the
same pattern as unergative verbs raises the question of how this would follow in a
lexicalist approach such as Bresnan and Zaenen (1990). Somehow themes of
unaccusatives should be distinguished from themes of theme unergative verbs, but it
is not immediately clear how this distinction could be made. There is a potential
HPSG account for unaccusativity mismatches that does not posit any gaps, but it
raises the same issues (Ryu, 1996).
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Potentially, both lines present factors contributing to the effect. That is,
potentially, both the lexical operation and the reanalysis of the structure
cause the delay. Brain-imaging studies showed that two extra brain regions
are active when processing unaccusative verbs compared to unergative verbs
(Shetreet et al., 2010). One region is a region that is related to syntactic
processing (the left inferior frontal gyrus) (Shetreet et al., 2010). The other
region is a region that might be related to lexical operations (the left
posterior middle temporal gyrus) (Shetreet et al., 2010).
The delay in integration of an internal argument with an unaccusative verb
relates to another issue in the processing literature. This issue is the
difference in timing of reactivating the argument linked to a wh-gap (as
found in relative clauses and wh-questions) versus reactivating the
argument linked to an NP-gap (as found in unaccusative and passive
sentences) (Burkhardt et al., 2003; Friedmann et al., 2008; Osterhout and
Swinney, 1993). Research has shown that in wh-questions and relative
clauses, the displaced argument is reactivated right at the position of the
hypothesized gap (Balogh et al., 1998; Hickok et al., 1992; Love and Swinney,
1996; Swinney et al., 1988, reported in Nicol and Swinney, 1989; Zurif et al.,
1995). In contrast, the argument of unaccusative verbs is reactivated late
after verb offset; much later than the position of the hypothesized gap. It has
been argued that the difference in timing of a reactivation effect reflects the
theoretical distinction between NP- and wh-gaps (Osterhout and Swinney,
1993). Another proposal is that the difference is caused by the lack of an
overt signaler of an upcoming gap position in NP-gaps, in contrast to an
overt cue of an upcoming gap in relative clauses and wh-questions
(Burkhardt et al., 2003; Friedmann et al., 2008; Osterhout and Swinney,
1993). However, our data show that neither of these proposals can be on the
right track. The data demonstrate that the argument of an NP-gap can be
reactivated at an early position (as happens with the argument of unergative
verbs). The difference in timing therefore cannot simply reflect the difference
between wh- and NP-gaps. The lack of an overt cue for an upcoming gap
cannot account for the data either. The argument of unergative verbs lacks
an overt signal of an upcoming gap as well and yet reactivation is at a very
early point.
All in all, we feel that a derivational approach, coupled either with
Reinhart’s mixed approach, a structural indeterminacy effect along the lines
sketched, or both, provides the best basis for an explanation of the effects
observed. For the sake of concreteness let us demonstrate this in terms of the
indeterminacy option. Reactivation of the argument in unaccusative verbs is
delayed, because the predicted structure turns out to be incorrect. In this,
unaccusative structures differ from transitive relative clauses. In object-
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relative clauses (e.g. the kid loved the cheese which the…microwave melted…)
the listener has encountered two arguments before encountering the verb
(microwave and cheese). Therefore there is never indeterminacy about the
structure as there will be both an external and an internal argument. In
contrast, in unaccusative (and in unergative and theme unergative)
sentences the listener encounters just one argument before encountering the
verb. The listener will predict that the accompanying structure will be a
structure with an external argument which is the wrong prediction if the
verb is unaccusative.
In transitive relative clauses, reactivation of the argument is at the earliest
possible position. The listener predicts a transitive structure that takes an
external and internal argument. Then, both the external argument and the
internal argument can be assigned their thematic role upon encountering the
verb. As there is an internal argument posited in the predicted structure (in
contrast to unaccusative structures), reactivation of the internal argument is
fast: right after verb offset (at the position of the hypothesized gap).
In addition, in intransitive subject relative clauses, the gap-position is filled
overtly with a wh-element (e.g. the gymnast loved the professor…who
complained…). This overt element is an explicit call for retrieval of the
argument that is linked to this position, so reactivation is expected in this
position, irrespective of where this position is relative to the position of the
verb. Balogh et al. (1998) indeed show that the argument is reactivated at
who.
Crucially, the present account states that there is nothing intrinsically
different between wh- and NP-gaps per se that causes a difference in
processing. The different pattern in processing is the result of a difference in
(in)determinacy about the syntactic structure. Hence, if the same
indeterminacy is present in a relative clause, than we predict a similar delay
of the reactivation effect. The same prediction is made under Reinhart’s
approach (i.e. if the verb requires an additional computation). As such we
predict a different timing of reactivation for (18) compared to (19). As ‘the
man’ in both (18) and (19) is predicted to be the external argument,
reactivation is early in (18) where this prediction is borne out, but late in (19)
where this prediction turns out to be incorrect.
(18)
(19)

The mani who…. ti jumped
The mank who… fell tk

In conclusion, the current experiment has found that the visual world
paradigm provides a useful method to investigate the activation of
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representations in the human mind continuously. Using this method we
showed that unergative verbs trigger reactivation of their argument as do
unaccusative verbs, but that this occurs at a much earlier point in the
sentence with unergative verbs. Moreover, including the set of theme
unergative verbs in our experiment enabled us to tease apart an effect of
thematic structure from an effect of syntactic structure on the reactivation of
the argument. Crucially, this study demonstrates that the timing of
argument-verb integration depends on the syntactic status of the argument
and not on the thematic role. A grammatical difference between two
seemingly similar structures is reflected in processing. One way or the other,
the cause associated to the verbal concept of unaccusative verbs is causing a
delay in reactivation of the argument. The next chapter will present
reactivation effects with unaccusative vs. unergative verbs in children.

Chapter 6
Acquiring intransitive verbs: Causing trouble?

Abstract
Chapter 5 showed that adults distinguish in processing between different
types of intransitive verbs. There is a different timing of integrating the verb
and the argument depending on the underlying syntactic structure. It is
uncertain whether or not children can project an unaccusative structure. As
such, it is an interesting question to ask how five to seven-year-old children
process intransitive verbs. Do they distinguish between verb types in
processing and in what way? Or alternatively, do they cluster all intransitive
verbs in one group? The method used is not an exact copy of the method used
in Chapter 5 as that method turned out not to be suitable for testing
children. As such, issues that should be taken into account when testing
primary school aged children using the visual world paradigm will be pointed
out in the method section. The results show that children, like adults,
differentiate between unaccusative and unergative verbs in processing.
However, the pattern is different from the pattern observed for adults.
Potential sources of this difference will be discussed.
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1. Introduction
In the previous chapter it was shown that adults distinguish in on-line
processing between unaccusative and unergative verbs. The difference
resides in the timing of integrating the argument and verb into one semantic
object for interpretation. This process is delayed in unaccusative verbs,
which results in a later reactivation of the argument for these verbs as
compared to unergative verbs. The processing difference is attested in
different languages, using different methods (Burkhardt, Pinango, and
Wong, 2003; Friedmann, Taranto, Shapiro, and Swinney, 2008; Shetreet,
Friedmann, and Hadar, 2010; Shetreet and Friedmann, 2012; Poirier,
Walenski, and Shapiro, 2011). The previous chapter showed that there is a
processing difference, arising from a difference in the underlying syntactic
structure, independent of a difference in thematic roles. The question that
this chapter addresses is: do children process unaccusative and unergative
structures differently? More precisely, do children differentially reactivate
the argument of unaccusative vs. unergative verbs?
Children and unaccusativity
The answer to the above question will depend, first of all, on whether or not
children have different underlying representations for unaccusative and
unergative structures. More precisely, whether children can A-move the
internal argument to the subject position. There are reasons to believe that
children acquire unaccusativity early in development. Corpus data from
Italian show that children make few mistakes in auxiliary selection (Snyder,
Hyams and Crisma, 199592; Hyams and Snyder, 2006). Children acquiring
Italian already select a form of ‘to be’ for unaccusative verbs and a form of
‘have’ for the unergatives before the age of four. However, selecting the right
auxiliary does not entail acquisition of the unaccusative structure. The child
might relate auxiliary selection to the thematic role of the argument,93 or
The main claim in the paper is that children acquiring French and Italian select the
right auxiliary in reflexive and non-reflexive clitic constructions. However, this is
uninformative regarding the question whether or not children can project an
unaccusative structure because reflexives do not project an unaccusative structure
(Reinhart, 2000, 2002; Sportiche, 2010). The crucial data that I refer to here concern
auxiliary selection with unaccusative verbs for the children acquiring Italian.
93 This would lead to the following interesting prediction for children acquiring Dutch:
if they associate the auxiliary to the type of thematic role, this implies that the child
might select the auxiliary ‘to be’ for theme unergatives. I do not know of any study
investigating auxiliary selection in children with this type of intransitive verb in
particular.
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may initially learn some auxiliary – verb strings as unanalyzed chunks on a
verb-by-verb basis (Snyder et al., 1995).
Other evidence in favor of the child distinguishing between unaccusative and
unergative verbs comes from data on subject drop and subject placement in
Italian and Catalan. Lorusso, Caprin and Guasti (2005) and Cabré Sans and
Gavarró (2007) show that children treat the verb types differently. Before the
age of three, children produce more postverbal subjects with unaccusative
than with unergative verbs (Lorusso et al., 2005; Cabré Sans and Gavarró,
2007). In addition, null subjects occur more frequently with unergatives than
with unaccusatives (Lorusso et al., 2005). However, as Cabré Sans and
Gavarró argue, this might not prove that children have the ability to project
an unaccusative structure, i.e. to move the internal argument to the subject
position. If they are not able to connect the argument of an unaccusative verb
to the internal argument position, this does not mean that they cannot leave
the argument in postverbal position. In particular, the fact that children
leave the argument in postverbal position more often than adults do suggests
that children, but not adults, have a preference for this option (Cabré Sans
and Gavarró, 2007). Moreover, it has been proposed that moving the
postverbal argument to a preverbal position in Romance languages is an
instance of A’-movement rather than A-movement (Alexiadou and
Anagnostoupoulou 1998; Cabré Sans and Gavarró, 2007) and would as such
be uninformative with respect to the question whether or not children can Amove the argument.
More evidence for the early acquisition of unaccusatives (earlier than
passives) comes from work conducted with Japanese-acquiring children by
Sano and colleagues (Sano, Endo, Yamakoshi, 2001;94 Shimada and Sano
(2007)). Shimada and Sano (2007) conducted a truth-value judgment task in
which the child had to judge whether sentences with either unergative or
unaccusative verbs were correct descriptions of an acted-out scene or not. In
Japanese, aspect constructions with unergative verbs only have a progressive
meaning (e.g. the pig is running (their example)); whereas aspect
constructions with unaccusative verbs are ambiguous between a progressive
and a resultative meaning (e.g. the frog is buried and the frog has been
buried (their example)). In their experiment, a scene represented either the
result of an event, or the event itself. Unaccusative verbs would be correct

But see Machida, Miyagawa, and Wexler (2004) for the argument that children are
misanalyzing the unaccusatives as unergatives and therefore perform better on
unaccusatives than on passives. For passives, there is no such homophone available.
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descriptions of both scenes, but unergative verbs would only be correct
descriptions of the ongoing event. The results showed that children from age
three already correctly reject the result of an event being described by an
unergative verb. In contrast, the same children accept the result of an event
with an unaccusative verb. Given that the resultative interpretation is only
compatible with an unaccusative structure (in which the argument is an
internal argument), they argue that children have acquired the unaccusative
structure early.
Finally, Friedmann (2007) showed on the basis of several repetition
experiments and analysis of spontaneous speech that children acquiring
Hebrew can already produce unaccusative structures before age two.
Moreover, she shows that children produce sentences with unaccusative
verbs both with the argument preceding the verb and with the argument
following the verb. Children did not produce any sentences with unergative
verbs in which the argument followed the verb.
At the same time, studies exist that claim the opposite, namely that
unaccusativity is acquired late. Miyamoto, Wexler, Aikawa, and Miyagawa
(1999) show that Japanese-acquiring children between the ages of two and
three omit the nominative marker –ga more frequently with unaccusative
verbs than with unergative verbs. The authors propose that where –ga is
missing, the internal argument has not been raised outside of VP, but
remains in-situ. Furthermore, Babyonyshev, Ganger, Pesetsky, and Wexler
(2001) propose the ‘unergative misanalysis hypothesis’ that states, on the
basis of data from children acquiring Russian, that children misanalyze
unaccusatives as having an unergative structure (the argument is external)
(cf. Machida et al. 2004 for more arguments in favor of an unergative
misanalysis). In Russian, an argument may receive genitive case instead of
nominative if it occurs in a negative sentence, the so-called genitive of
negation. The genitive of negation is only possible for arguments that are
underlying internal arguments (Pesetsky, 1982), so it is possible with
unaccusatives, but not with unergatives. Babyonyshev et al. (2001) show that
children (age range: 3;0 – 6;6)95 fail to use the genitive of negation with those
unaccusative verbs that require genitive of negation, although they do show
the ability to use the genitive of negation with transitive verbs. It therefore

An “older” group (mean age: 5;4) did perform significantly better than a “younger”
group (mean age: 4;0).
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seems that the child does not recognize that the argument of the
unaccusative verb is underlyingly an internal argument.96
From the review of studies on the acquisition of unaccusativity we can
conclude that a clear answer to the question when unaccusativity is acquired
has not yet been formulated. What is particularly difficult is that the inside
of an unaccusative verb (i.e. its underlying structure) cannot be read from its
outside (unaccusative and unergative structures both appear in the form
argument-verb) (cf. van Hout, 2004; Babyonyshev et al., 2001). Given that
the original experiment showed that the difference in adult processing is the
result of a difference in their syntax and independent of the thematic role, a
processing study might enable recovering the inside of the unaccusative
sentence. If there is no indication that the child distinguishes between
unaccusative and unergative verbs, this means that they do not assign a
different structure to unaccusatives vs. unergatives. In contrast, if their
performance is fully adult-like (i.e. there is a delay in reactivation of the
argument of unaccusative verbs), this is evidence that the child has acquired
unaccusativity. However, there is an alternative possibility, namely that the
child does distinguish between unaccusative and unergative verbs, but still
shows a pattern that is distinct from adults. This might indicate the child’s
difficulty with the unaccusative structure, or might be related to differences
between adults and children in processing strategy, visual behavior, or a
combination of these factors for reasons that we will now turn to.
Children and processing unaccusatives
One hypothesis for the delay in reactivation of the argument in unaccusative
verbs, as proposed in Chapter 5, was the structural indeterminacy
hypothesis. This hypothesis basically states that there is a temporal
ambiguity during processing in that the incoming argument might be an
external or an internal argument. It is proposed that listeners opt for the
external argument option and therefore have to reanalyze the structure
before integration, and thus reactivation, takes place if the verb is
unaccusative. In effect, for a moment, the listener is led down the garden
path. Let’s spell out what such a hypothesis would imply for processing
unaccusatives in children.

But see Orfitelli (2012) for the argument that these constructions might not involve
A-movement on the basis of Potsdam and Polinsky (2011), and Friedmann (2007) for
several complications with this experiment.
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Children differ from adults in sentence processing (at least until the age of
five) (Trueswell et al., 1999). Children are like adults in that they
incrementally use information to build a representation, but they are unlike
adults in that they have difficulties revising earlier commitments, i.e. to
inhibit competing representations (Trueswell et al., 1999; Huang and
Snedeker, 2011; Orfitelli and Hyams, 2012). For example, Trueswell et al.
(1999) measured children’s (and adults’) eye movements while acting out
spoken instructions. The participant was listening to instructions like put the
frog on the napkin in the box. This sentence is temporarily ambiguous with
respect to attachment of on the napkin. Before hearing in the box, the phrase
on the napkin can be interpreted as the goal-argument of put. Only later does
it turn out to be the modifier of the frog. Five-year-old children (like adults)
showed an initial preference for interpreting on the napkin as the goalargument. They differed from adults in an inability to revise this analysis
into an analysis where on the napkin is a modifier of the NP and in the box is
the goal, resulting in an incorrect action (putting a frog on a napkin).
Additionally, children were, unlike adults, insensitive to a context
manipulation that should promote the modifier interpretation (what the
authors call ‘the referential principle’). This shows a difficulty with inhibiting
active representations. It seems that once a representation is active for the
child, it is particularly difficult to get rid of it, resulting in poor ambiguity
resolution (cf. Trueswell et al., 1999).
Given that children are poor at resolving ambiguities, they may have trouble
recovering from the predicted misanalysis of the structure with unaccusative
verbs. It seems unlikely that the child will not recover from this at all. For
the unaccusative verbs, no interpretation has been assigned to the structure
yet. The listener is not required to revise a misinterpretation (no thematic
roles have been assigned yet), only a faulty structure/template.97 Huang and
Snedeker (2011) showed that after a very briefly ambiguous instruction ‘pick
up the logs’, children picked up the incorrect referent in only 4% of the trials.
In an adapted version of the Yee and Sedivy (2006) experiment, Huang and
Snedeker (2011) presented five-year-old children with the spoken instruction
pick up the logs. A phonological competitor of logs is lock. The visual display
depicted a semantic associate of lock, a key. Huang and Snedeker showed
that children look to the key upon hearing logs more than to other
distracters, but in most cases recover from this and pick up the logs and not

For adults, this is probably not a difficult reanalysis in terms of processing cost. For
instance, in terms of a phase-based approach (cf. Mulders, 2005) this reanalysis would
take place within one phase.
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the key. In such instances children are thus able to revise or suppress an
earlier active representation eventually. Therefore I do not expect the
children to be unable to revise the predicted structure, but it might still be
more difficult for them to do so than it is for adults.98
A proposed alternative hypothesis was that reactivation of the argument of
unaccusative verbs is delayed because it takes some time to prevent the
cause from being projected. This lexical operation might be relatively more
costly for children given reduced processing resources. Additionally, the
verbal concept of all unaccusative verbs might not be associated with a cause
yet, which could potentially lead to processing differences. If this were the
case, all unaccusatives would be theme unergatives for children, in which
case they should not distinguish between them in processing (cf. an
“unergative misanalysis” not necessarily because the unaccusative structure
is not available, but because of a difference in the verbal concept).
In conclusion, differences in processing strategy between children and adults
can give rise to a differential processing pattern, depending on the source of
the delay for unaccusatives in adults. If children do assign different
underlying syntactic representations to unaccusative and unergative
sentences, they might still give rise to a different pattern than the adult
pattern. The reanalysis and the lexical operation might create more of a
difficulty for children than it does for adults resulting in more work on
unaccusative verbs for children compared to adults.
Children and the visual world paradigm
There is an additional possible reason why children may not necessarily
behave like adults in an experiment testing their on-line processing using
the Visual World Paradigm. Children may not respond to the visual world
paradigm in the same way as adults do. Children (aged eight and even later)
are known to show longer saccade latencies (the time to respond to a
stimulus) (Fukushima, Hatta, and Fukushima, 2000; Ross, Radant, Young,
and Hommer, 1994; Salman et al., 2006; Yang, Bucci, and Kapoula 2002). It
has been suggested that these longer latencies result from a difficulty in
There is also an option that children do not predict any structure upon incoming
material. However, I will not pursue the consequences of this option, because I do not
take it to be a plausible one. The fact that children experience an ambiguity in
sentences such as put the frog on the napkin in the box shows that they are building
structure before they encounter all material in the sentence. Furthermore, Nation et
al. (2003) show that children make anticipatory eye movements to an object that is not
yet referred to. That is, children do make predictions on the basis of incoming
material, but these children are older than those studied here.
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disengaging attention from a target (Ross et al., 1994; Salman et al., 2006).
The longer latencies occur especially in cases in which visuo-spatial attention
should be switched from one target to another (Ross et al., 1994). Moreover,
children have difficulties suppressing or inhibiting eye movements to a
distracter stimulus (Ross et al., 1994). Research also suggests that children
make more eye movements than adults do (Sedivy, Demuth, Chuyo, and
Freedman, 2000; Sekerina and Brooks, 2007; cf. also Nation, Marshall, and
Altmann, 2003 for the observation that less-skilled comprehenders make
more eye movements than skilled comprehenders; both groups consisted of
ten and eleven-year-olds). One proposal is that a larger number of eye
movements reflect poorer memory skills. More precisely, more fixations on
the target might function as a memory aid (Nation et al., 2003). If differences
in general visual behavior are the source of a (potential) difference between
adults and children, the differences should occur in both conditions.
However, if children show the same pattern as adults in the unergative
condition, potential differences cannot be attributed to general differences in
visual behavior.
Previous visual world experiments point out that children, like adults, show
evidence for incremental activation of phonological and semantic
representations (Huang and Snedeker, 2011; Sedivy et al., 2000; Sekerina
and Brooks, 2007; Nation et al., 2003; Trueswell, Sekerina, Hill, and Logrip,
1999). Children fixate on objects that are directly mentioned in the linguistic
input (Trueswell et al., 1999; Nation et al., 2003). Furthermore, phonological
and phono-semantic competitors that are not directly mentioned are
activated and thus looked at (Huang and Snedeker, 2011; Sekerina and
Brooks, 2007). Moreover, children looked at phono-semantic competitors for a
longer time than adults did. Again this indicates that an active target
remains active for a longer time for children than for adults. What these
studies seem to show is that children move their eyes to objects that overlap
in semantic or phonological information with a spoken word. Once active,
deactivation of the target is slower for children resulting in longer looks to
competitors (and longer saccade latencies to new targets).
So far we have assumed that children, like adults, will reactivate arguments
during processing as a result of integration. Is there any evidence that
children indeed reactivate arguments during processing? Cross-modal
priming studies on relative clause processing show that children reactivate
the displaced element at the position of the hypothesized gap (Roberts,
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Marinis, Felser, and Clahsen, 2007;99 Love, 2007). There is thus no reason to
expect any difference in this respect in the present experiment.
In conclusion, the present experiment investigates whether or not children
show a distinct reactivation pattern for unaccusative verbs compared to
unergative verbs. This study will not only contribute to the debate regarding
the acquisition of unaccusativity, but also to our understanding of processing
in children, and our understanding of children’s eye movement patterns.
Regarding the outcome of the experiment, there are three different scenarios
imaginable on the basis of the points discussed above. The first scenario is
that children do not distinguish unaccusative from unergative structures and
therefore the verb types will not yield a different reactivation pattern. The
second scenario is that children’s performance is fully adult-like,
distinguishing unaccusative and unergative structures in processing in the
same way as adults do (i.e. unaccusative verbs yielding a late reactivation
effect and unergative verbs yielding an early reactivation effect). Finally, it is
imaginable that children distinguish between unaccusative and unergative
verbs, but still yield a pattern that is different from adults as a result of
differences in processing strategy, visual behavior, or a difficulty with the
unaccusative structure. To find out, 79 five to seven-year-old children’s eye
movements were measured while listening to sentences with intransitive
verbs.
2. Method
2.1 On methodology
It seemed natural to use the same method that was used for testing adults’
processing of intransitive verbs (see Chapter 5) for testing children. The task
of the original experiment is not demanding (listening to sentences while
looking at pictures). Moreover, the visual world paradigm has been used
successfully to test two-year-olds even (van Veen, 2012). The method was
slightly adapted to child requirements. Some of the test items were not
included, because they had not been acquired yet by the age group studied,
according to the age of acquisition as reported in Krom (1990) (e.g. ontwaken
‘awaken’), or age of acquisition was not reported in Krom (1990). The
remaining set consisted of ten unaccusative, and ten unergative verbs. Sixty-

This was shown for children with a high memory span. The children with a low
memory span did not show such an effect. However, adults with a low memory span
also did not show this effect. Children are in this respect the same as adults.
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one children (six and seven-year-olds) were tested on both test and control
items for one and the same verb, but not within one session. They received
the different lists on different occasions with a minimum of four weeks in
between. The child version also included comprehension questions following
some of the test items to find out whether children were able to understand
the long sentences. In addition, each list was cut into two parts that were
presented with a short break in between.
This proved not to be the right method to test intransitive verb processing in
children. Although most of the children were able to understand the
sentences, i.e. they answered correctly on a reasonable portion of the
comprehension questions, the experiment was lengthy and boring. Moreover,
the no-task task turned out to be particularly unnatural for the children.
Although it is quite natural to watch pictures while listening to language, it
is quite unnatural to hear sentences that are not connected in any way.
Moreover, the lack of a task requirement is very awkward for primary school
children. With adults, one can explain that there really is no task other than
watching the pictures and listening to the sentences. In addition, adults
understand that their eyes are being measured throughout the experiment.
Passive tasks like this also appear to be suitable for two-year-olds, but the
primary school children expect some kind of task. It is particularly confusing
that new ‘teachers’ (the two experimenters) come to their school to test them
but then do not give them any task. This proved to be a very unnatural
situation and resulted in difficulty staying focused, as well as lots of
questions from the children.
An even larger issue resulted from a difference between adults and children
in looking behavior. A crucial factor that enables detecting reactivation is
deactivation after initial activation. In the present experiment this would
result in the eyes moving away from the target in between the argument and
the verb. Whereas the adults were indeed looking away from the target in
between the argument and verb, the children would sometimes keep looking
at the target object. As such it was not always possible to detect reactivation:
the target could still be looked at at the point where reactivation should take
place. There might be various reasons for this observation following from our
discussion in the introduction. One is that the target picture served as a
memory aid (cf. Nation et al., 2003), helping them to memorize the argument
of the verb in these long sentences. An indication that this might in fact be
the reason is that the children would sometimes reply to the comprehension
questions (of the form ‘What fell after the thunderstorm had begun?’) with the
saw (target picture) instead of the actual argument the wood. Another
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possibility is that it reflects children’s difficulty with disengaging attention
(Ross et al., 1994; Salman et al., 2006). It might also be a combination of the
two.
To overcome these issues, the experiment was adapted in several ways. The
most important change was that the sentences were no longer separate
units; instead they were embedded in a story. As such, the “task” now
became ‘watch a movie’ which proved to be a very suitable task. The story
was a story about pirates (Captain Willem and his crew) who were going on a
journey to find gold. There were many different, unexpected characters on
board the pirate ship. Eventually the pirates would hit treasure island,
which hosted an additional number of unexpected inhabitants. In this story
frame, characters could be introduced that had not been mentioned in the
story before, and thus were not yet the topic of the story (see (1) for a
fragment of the story where the last sentence is a test sentence). In order to
prevent the movie from being too long, only test sentences were included in
the story and no control sentences. I will discuss the reasons for and
consequences of this decision later in this section.
(1)

Al snel bestormden de piraten het eiland waar de schat volgens de
kaart moest zijn. Dol enthousiast gingen de piraten op zoek. De
bewoners van het eiland waren daar alleen niet zo blij mee. De
piraten schreeuwden hard en maakten een hoop rommel. Kapitein
Willem zei dat de indiaan met de gebruinde huid heel zachtjes huilde
toen de piraten stiekem op het grasveld gepoept hadden.
‘Quickly, the pirates stormed the island where the treasure would be
according to the map. Wildly enthusiastic, the pirates started
looking. The inhabitants of the island weren’t very happy with that.
The pirates were screaming loudly and made a big mess. Captain
Willem said that the Indian with the tanned skin cried softly when
the pirates had sneakily pooped on the grass.’

In addition to embedding the sentences in a story, some other changes were
made. To force eye movements away from the target in between the
argument and verb, a fixation dot (a compass) appeared in the middle of the
screen during test trials.100 It would appear after the argument was
presented and had disappeared again when the adverbial phrase started.
100 I would like to thank Arnout Koornneef for bringing up this possibility in an
ELiTU session.
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This compass served as a cue to disengage attention from the target object.
The number of related visual objects in the filler items (the remainder of the
story) was also increased to encourage participants to make eye movements
to the other objects in the visual display (i.e. participants could no longer
adopt a ‘find the one related object’ task). Finally, the sentences were
recorded at a slower speaking rate to enhance comprehension. In the
remainder of this section, the properties of the task and participants will be
discussed in greater detail.
2.2 Participants
Seventy-nine five to seven-year-old children participated in this study (22
five-year-olds, 28 six-year-olds and 29 seven-year-olds). Twenty-one children
(four five-year-olds, six six-year-olds and 11 seven-year-olds) were not
included for analyses, because there was a track loss for more than 1 sec
during the test trials in more than 50% of the trials. Track loss was either
due to technical issues (9), excessive movement (9), or not paying attention
(looking away from the screen) (3). The final sample consisted of 18 five-yearolds (seven girls, mean age: 5;6), 22 six-year-olds (eight girls, mean age: 6;6)
and 18 seven-year-olds (five girls, mean age: 7;5) (mean age of entire group:
6;6). Children were recruited from a school near Utrecht and tested in a
separate room in their school. After completion of the experiment, children
were rewarded with a sticker for participation. A group of thirty adults
(consisting of mostly students from Utrecht University) participated in the
experiment as a control. Three adults were not included for analyses because
of track loss in more than 50% of the test trials. Another participant was
excluded because she was dyslexic. The remaining adult group had normal or
corrected to normal vision and did not suffer from dyslexia. Adults were paid
for their participation.
2.3 Selection of verbs
The verbs were a subset of the verbs used in the original adult experiment
(see Chapter 5 for the classification diagnostics). The subset consisted of ten
unaccusative and ten unergative verbs that are acquired at the age of five at
the latest according to Krom (1990). For a list of the verbs see appendix 4.
Lemma frequency of the verbs was determined using the WebCelex database
(Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics 2001) that provides web-access to
the lexical database for Dutch. The Log transformed mean frequencies of
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unaccusative and unergative verbs (1.70 and 1.48 respectively) did not differ
significantly (t(18)=.667, p=.513).
2.4 Selection of arguments
As arguments, full NPs (the Indian) were used and for each argument a
related target object (teepee) was selected which would be one of four objects
in a visual display shown in Figure 1 in addition to three distracter objects.
The target was semantically related to the argument as in Indian - teepee.

Fig. 1. Example of a visual display that is paired with a spoken sentence. Target
object is ‘teepee’ (related to the spoken word ‘Indian’). Pictures are taken from the
on-line picture set created by Szekely et al. (2004).

2.5 Pre-test
Data about the strength of the semantic relation between arguments and
targets come from the original experiment (see Chapter 5). For the
combinations that had not been tested in the original experiment, an
additional 19 participants were tested on a similar semantic relatedness
judgment task. The strength of the relation between the arguments and
targets was always higher than 4 (mean of 4.68 for unergatives, mean of 4.78
for unaccusatives).
Semantic relatedness of the verb to the argument or to the target was also
determined in the original experiment. New combinations were again pretested with the 19 new participants. If the verb was semantically related to
the argument or target, we would not be able to distinguish between
reactivation and activation of the argument or target due to presentation of
the verb. The semantic relatedness judgment task(s) showed that the
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strength of the relation between the verbs and the arguments was always
lower than 2, mean unaccusative: 0.76, unergative: 0.5. Finally, the strength
of the relation between the target and the verb was also always lower than 2,
mean unaccusative: 0.56, mean unergative: 0.31.
The pre-test was run on adult participants. However, the results from the
first attempt to test children revealed a priming effect for the word pairs also
included in the original experiment (there were looks to the teepee upon
presenting Indian). Moreover, the pairs included were related schematically
and not categorically (e.g. Indian – cowboy). Research indicates that there is
a development in the child’s conceptual organization suggesting that objects
are first primarily related to their action representations, and only later
categorized on the basis of shared semantic properties to other objects
(Perraudin and Mounoud, 2009). A stronger priming effect is therefore
expected for schematically related pairs than categorically related pairs for
children, and indeed, Perraudin and Mounoud (2009) showed that children
do show a priming effect for functionally related pairs (a subset of schematic
relations), but not for categorically related pairs.
2.6 Pictures and sentences
The visual objects in the visual displays were black-and-white line drawings,
partly taken from Szekely et al. (2004). Additional pictures in the same style
were created.
The sentences that accompanied each visual display contained the argument
and a verb (see (2)). Material was added in between the argument and the
verb to ensure that activation would decay from the first encounter of the
argument until the verb. Like Friedmann et al. (2008), we added a PP
modifying the noun and an adverbial phrase to the argument so that 5-7
words appeared in between the argument and the verb. We made sure that
the words in between the argument and the verb were not related to the
argument, the target or the distracters. In addition, as earlier research found
reactivation of the argument at 750 ms after the verb, we added 6-10 words
after the verb in order to be able to detect this reactivation and in order to be
able to distinguish a reactivation effect from an end-of-sentence effect.
The sentences were embedded structures of the type ‘Captain Willem said
that argument….verb…’. Most of the sentences started with Captain Willem.
There were an additional 6 sentences that started with a different name.
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Those were pirates that had been introduced in the story (Fred, Frits, Klaas
and Stijn).
(2)

Kapitein Willem zei dat de indiaan met
de gebruinde
Captain Willem said that the Indian with
the
tanned
huid
heel zachtjes
huilde toen de piraten stiekem op het
skin
very quietly
cried when the pirates sneakily on the
grasveld
gepoept hadden
grass
pooped had
‘Captain Willem said that the Indian with the tanned skin cried
quietly when the pirates sneakily pooped on the grass.’

The experiment included ten unaccusative and ten unergative verbs. The
experiment did not include control trials in order to keep the length of the
experiment within appropriate limits for children. Another reason for not
including control trials was to avoid presenting visual displays in which none
of the visual objects was related to the spoken sentence. This is particularly
unnatural in a “movie” and also significantly increases complexity as it is
harder to comprehend the sentence without any visual support. The
downside is that there is no measure for a baseline of looks to the target and
thus no control for the attractiveness etc. of the visual objects. However,
since we want to measure reactivation and not an average amount of
activation at a particular point, it is the change in slope of the curve that is
important and not its average height. A baseline is therefore of less
importance, because as long as there is no indication of a change in the
curve, there is no indication of reactivation even if the average number of
looks to the target is large. Sixty-six filler displays were included to fill up
the story. The filler displays contained either one, two or three visual objects
that directly matched or were related to a word or phrase of the
accompanying sentence.
The sentences were recorded at a slow speaking rate by a female native
speaker of Dutch, sampled at 48,000 Hz. The visual displays were presented
on a 17ļ viewing monitor at a resolution of 768x1024 pixels.
2.7 Procedure
Children were seated in front of the computer on an adult-sized chair with a
child add-on if necessary. The eye-tracker was positioned on a child-sized
(low) table. Eye movements were measured by a Tobii 1750 sampling at 50
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Hz. Each session started out with a calibration procedure with nine fixation
points.
Participants were instructed that they would watch a little movie about
pirates. The pirates were going on a journey to hunt for some gold and they
would enter various curious events during their trip. Then, the children were
asked if they knew what a compass was for. Most children did and explained
that it helps in finding your way. If not, the purpose of a compass was
explained to the child. They were then told that a compass would also guide
the pirates on their journey and that a picture of this compass would appear
every now and then on the screen. The compass was used as a fixation dot in
between trials to reduce noise in the data. As mentioned earlier, the compass
was also presented during test trials in between the argument and the verb
(0.93-0.96 s. view) in order to force the eyes to move away from the target.
Similarly, the fixation dot was presented during some filler trials so that the
test trials would not stand out in this way. There was a 1s. preview of the
display before the onset of a spoken sentence. After each sentence, there was
another 2s. of silence before the fixation compass appeared. The entire
experiment lasted 12:58 minutes.
3. Results
3.1 Data selection
Trials were deleted if there was a track loss for more than 1 second. This led
to the deletion of 65 trials for the five-year-olds, 88 trials for the six-year-olds
and 45 trials for the seven-year-olds (198 trials in total, 17% of the data). For
the adult control group, 34 trials were deleted (6,5% of the data).
3.2 Data analysis
Figures 2 and 3 show the change in looks to the target in the two conditions
over time for adults and children. Figure 2 compares the two conditions in
the adult and the child group. Figure 3 compares children and adults with
separate graphs for the two conditions. The visual display contains four
objects, so before the related argument is presented, looks to the target
should be around 25%, which they are for both children and adults (slightly
more for children). The first and biggest increase in looks to the target that
we can observe in the graphs is initiated by hearing the related argument
itself (looks to the teepee increase upon hearing Indian). Since the probe
studies discussed in the introduction took verb offset as the reference point,
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we aligned the eye movement data to verb offset as well, so 0 sec. is verb
offset. Later rises are hypothesized to be due to reactivation of the argument.

Fig. 2 Mean percentage of looks to the target from 4000 ms before verb offset
until 3000 ms after verb offset. Adult results are represented on the left side and
child results on the right side.

Fig. 3 Mean percentage of looks to the target from 4000 ms before verb offset
until 3000 ms after verb offset: a comparison of children and adults. Data from
the unergative condition are represented on the left and data from the
unaccusative condition on the right.
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The change in the percentage of looks to the target over time was analyzed
for two different time frames. The first time frame (700 ms. before verb offset
until 1100 ms. after verb offset) takes verb offset as the mid-point and is
called the verb frame. The mid-point is not exactly verb offset, but rather
verb offset plus 200 ms as it takes between 150 and 200 ms to program and
initiate an eye movement (Altmann and Kamide, 2004; Dahan, Magnuson,
Tanenhaus, and Hogan, 2001; Huettig and Altmann, 2005). The starting
point of this time frame is 700 ms before verb offset, as 650 ms is on average
the length of a verb (they are pronounced at a slower speaking rate than in
the original experiment). The end point of this time frame is 200 + 700 =
1100 ms after verb offset. In the verb frame, an early reactivation of
unergative verbs is expected, but no reactivation of the argument of
unaccusative verbs (Friedmann et al., 2008; Chapter 5 in this thesis).
Regarding the children, an early reactivation of the argument of unergative
verbs is expected as well, but there are no clear expectations with respect to
reactivation of the argument of unaccusative verbs. There are several options
regarding the outcome pattern. The child might show the same pattern as
the adult. The child might not distinguish between unaccusatives and
unergatives in processing and thus have identical patterns for the two
conditions. Finally, the child might distinguish unaccusatives from
unergatives, but still show a pattern that is different from the adult pattern.
The second time frame, the post-verb frame (from 200 ms until 1700 ms after
verb offset) takes 950 ms after verb offset as the mid-point. The position of
the mid-point is based on the finding that the peak in looks to the target of
the argument of unaccusative verbs is 950 ms after verb offset (Chapter 5 in
this thesis). The starting point of this time frame is verb offset plus 200 ms.
The end point of this time frame is (950+750) 1700 ms after verb offset. The
argument of unaccusative verbs is predicted to reactivate in this time frame,
with a peak around 950 ms. The argument of unergative verbs on the other
hand is not predicted to reactivate. Again, for children different outcomes are
possible.
3.2.1. Adults in the Verb Frame
The change over time in the percentage of looks to the target was first
analyzed for adults separately to test whether the results of the original
experiment were replicated. The model included up to a third-order
orthogonal polynomial and condition as fixed effects (cf. Mirman, Dixon, and
Magnuson, 2008). The effect of participant on all time terms and the effect of
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each participant in a certain condition on the slope were included as random
factors.
The percentage of looks to the target over time and the model fits zoomed in
on the verb frame are represented in Figure 5. The model that included the
effect of condition on the cubic term provided the best fit of the data
(improvement: F2(1) = 9.69, p<.005). Analyses showed a significant effect of
condition on the quadratic term (which reflects a rise followed by a fall (or
vice versa) in looks to the target) (b=0.088, SE=0.021, p<.0001) indicating
less of a rise and fall for unaccusative verbs. There was a (marginally)
significant quadratic component for unergative verbs (b=-0.129, SE=0.068,
p=.059), that was larger than the rise and fall in unaccusative verbs (b=0.042, SE=0.068, n.s.). In addition, there was a significant effect of condition
on the cubic term (b=0.065, SE=0.021, p<.005) reflecting the late rise in looks
to the target for unaccusative verbs compared to the unergative verbs. These
results replicate the findings from the original experiment: there is an early
reactivation of the argument in unergative verbs and there is a rise in looks
to the target late in the verb frame for the argument of unaccusative verbs
that is different from unergative verbs. In the next section the children will
be compared to the adults.
3.2.2 Adults vs. Children in the Verb Frame
First, models of looks to the target for five-year-olds (N=19, mean age: 5;6,
range 5;0 – 6;0) were compared to models for seven-year-olds (N=39, mean
age: 6;11, range 6;1 – 7;11). Because there was no indication that the sevenyear-olds behaved more like adults than the five-year-olds in either the verb
or post-verb frame, the children were compared to adults as one group in
both time frames. The data for adults and children were then modeled with
condition, age and the interaction term condition x age as predictors on all
time terms.101 The interaction term indicates whether or not the difference
between unaccusative and unergative verbs is the same for children and
adults. Percentage of looks to the target for adults vs. children in the
different conditions are plotted in Figure 4.
One note is that children and adults weren’t tested on exactly the same experiment.
On the basis of comments from the adult control participants, some slight
adjustments to the filler displays were made. Some of the filler visual displays
differed between the adult and child experiment in that there were more related
visual objects in the filler displays in the child experiment as compared to the adult
experiment. All test items were exactly the same in visual displays and spoken
sentences. Also, the position of the sentences in the story and the number of filler
sentences were the same.

101
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The main effect model showed a significant effect of condition on the
intercept (b=0.052, SE=0.019, p<.01) reflecting a higher mean curve height in
the unaccusative condition than in the unergative condition. In addition
there was a significant main effect of condition on the quadratic term
(b=0.026, SE=0.012, p<.05), but this is qualified by a significant interaction
effect on this time term. Finally, the largest effect of condition was on the
cubic term (b=0.038, SE=0.012, p<.005). Children and adults therefore do not
differ in the cubic component of the unaccusative (or unergative) condition,
even though the late rise for adults in the unaccusative condition seems
absent in children. There was no significant main effect of age on any of the
time terms.
The model that included the interaction group x condition on the time terms
was the best-fitting model (improvement: F2(3)=13.7, p<.005). This model
showed a significant interaction between age and condition on the quadratic
term (b=-0.088, SE=0.026, p<.001). Children and adults therefore behaved
differently with respect to the difference in rise and fall between conditions.
For adults there was a significant effect of condition on the quadratic term,
reflecting a larger rise and fall for unergative (early reactivation) than for
unaccusative (no early reactivation) verbs. Post-hoc analyses on the child
data showed that there was no such effect for children. For children the rise
and fall for unergatives is as large as the rise and fall for unaccusatives (both
yield an early reactivation) (b=-0.0017, SE=0.015, n.s.). Whereas for adults
there is an early reactivation in unergative verbs, but no early reactivation
in unaccusative verbs, for children there is an early reactivation for both
unergative and unaccusative verbs resulting in an interaction effect. The
difference between adults and children is not the result of a general
difference in looking behavior. If we compare adults to children within one
condition, there are no significant differences between the children and
adults in either of the conditions. The outcome of the growth curve analyses
are represented in Table 1 and the curves with model fits in Figure 5.
In conclusion, the results in the verb frame indicate that the different
conditions give different looking patterns: for both children and adults there
are more looks to the target with unaccusative verbs, resulting in a main
effect of condition on the intercept. Moreover, the absence of significant
differences between the groups in the two conditions indicates that there is
not a general difference between adults and children in looking pattern.
However, children do differ from adults in how they distinguish between
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unaccusative and unergative verbs as shown by the interaction effect on the
quadratic term.
Table 1 Output of the model that includes the age x condition interaction for the
verb frame. Estimates are for the age x condition terms with standard errors in
brackets.
Adults vs. Children
Estimate
t-value
p<
Intercept
0.047 (0.041)
1.15
n.s.
Linear
0.012 (0.223)
0.05
n.s.
Quadratic
-0.088 (0.026)
-3.41
.001
Cubic
-0.039 (0.026)
-1.54
n.s.

Fig. 4 Mean percentage of looks to the target in the verb frame for the different
groups (adults vs. children) in the different conditions (unaccusative vs.
unergative).
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Fig. 5 Fixation proportions zoomed in on the verb frame (700 ms before verb
offset until 1100 ms after verb offset) for adults (left-hand side) and children
(right-hand side). The curves are synchronized to the acoustic offset of the verb,
so 0 s is verb offset. Graphs represent both the observations and the model fits.

3.2.3 Adults in the Post-verb frame
Also in the post-verb frame results were first modeled for the adults
separately to find out if the results from the original experiment were
replicated. Change over time in the percentage of looks to the target for
adults was modeled in the same way as in the verb frame.
The percentage of looks to the target over time and the model fits zoomed in
on the post-verb frame are represented in Figure 7. The model that included
the effect of condition on the cubic term provided the best fit of the data
(improvement: F2(1) = 16.27, p<.0001). Analyses showed a significant effect of
condition on the cubic term (b=-0.082, SE=0.020, p<.0001). This reflects that
the fall-rise-fall shape of the unaccusative verbs (b=-0.083, SE=0.040, p<.05)
is significantly different from the shape of the curve for unergative verbs (no
significant cubic component: b=-0.001, SE=0.040, n.s.). In addition, there
were marginally significant effects of condition on the intercept and the
slope. This replicates the result of the original experiment in that there is a
late reactivation effect in unaccusative verbs that is absent in unergative
verbs. Also in this experiment looks to the target in the unaccusative
condition peak around 950 ms after verb offset (although the model’s peak is
later). In the present experiment this is reflected in a significant effect of
condition on the cubic component compared to a significant effect of condition
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on the quartic component in the original experiment. In contrast to the
original experiment, in the current experiment there is no rise in looks to the
target after its peak. The next section will compare the adult data to the
child data in the post-verb frame.
3.2.4 Adults vs. Children in the Post-Verb Frame
Percentage of looks to the target over time and model fits for children and
adults in the different conditions are represented in Figures 6 and 7. In order
to detect differences between adults and children, looks to the target were
modeled in the same way as in the verb frame.
The model that included only main effects indicated a significant effect of
condition on the intercept (b=0.067, t=0.021, p<.005) (average amount of
looks to the target is higher for unaccusatives than for unergatives) and on
the quadratic term (b=-0.027, SE=0.011, p<.05) (more of a rise and fall in the
unaccusative condition compared to the unergative condition). Again, there
were no significant main effects of age on any of the time terms.
The model that included the interaction between age and condition indicated
an interaction effect on the cubic term (b=-0.101, SE=0.023, p<.001) (see
Table 2 for the full model) (improvement of the model: F2(3) = 22.82,
p<.0001). This reflects that children differ from adults in how they
distinguish between unaccusatives and unergatives. For adults there was a
significant effect of condition on the cubic term, but post-hoc analyses on the
child data showed that this effect was absent for children (b=0.019,
SE=0.013, n.s.). Again, this is not the result of a general difference in looking
behavior between children and adults. Children, like adults, distinguish
unaccusative from unergative verbs resulting in a significant effect of
condition on the quadratic term (b=-0.035, SE=0.013, p<.01). This effect
reflects that whereas the slope of unergative verbs is decreasing in the postverb frame from the beginning, the decay in looks to the target for
unaccusative verbs sets in later. In addition, children do not differ from
adults on any of the time terms in the unergative condition. Children only
differ from adults in the unaccusative condition. There is a significant
difference between adults and children in the unaccusative condition on the
cubic term (b=0.133, SE=.069, p=.052). And a marginally significant
difference on the linear term (b=-0.239, SE=0.131, p<.1).
In conclusion, the results in the post-verb frame indicate that, for adults,
there is a late reactivation of the argument of unaccusative verbs that is
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absent for the unergative verbs. Interestingly, there is no evidence for such a
late reactivation effect in the child data. The main effects of condition on the
intercept and the quadratic term, however, indicate that children still
differentiate between unergative and unaccusative verbs. However, they
distinguish between the verb types in a different way. For children, the
results reflect a larger and longer lasting activation of the argument of
unaccusative verbs compared to the argument of unergative verbs.
Table 2 Estimates are for the age x condition terms with standard errors in
brackets.

Model
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic

Adults vs. Children
Estimate
t-value
0.031 (0.045)
0.7
-0.158 (0.178)
-0.89
-0.024 (0.023)
-1.06
0.101 (0.023)
4.4

p<
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
0.0001

Fig. 6 Mean percentage of looks to the target in the post-verb frame for the
different groups (adults vs. children) in the different conditions (unaccusative vs.
unergative).
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Fig. 7 Fixation proportions zoomed in on the post-verb frame (200 ms. after verb
offset until 1700 ms. after verb offset) for adults (left-hand side) and children
(right-hand side). The curves are synchronized to the acoustic offset of the verb,
so 0 sec. is verb offset. Graphs represent both the observations and the model fits.

4. Discussion
This chapter set out to answer the question: do we observe a reactivation
effect for unergative verbs that is different from the reactivation effect for
unaccusative verbs in child language processing? To this end, a visual world
experiment was conducted in which children were listening to sentences with
an intransitive verb while watching a visual display. The method was similar
to the original experiment as presented in Chapter 5. However, using the
method from the original experiment, it was impossible to detect reactivation
of the argument, because the children did not always look away from the
target object in between the argument and verb. The experiment was
therefore adapted. A fixation compass picture was included during test trials
that should force the eyes (especially with the children) to move away from
the target. The results showed that the compass successfully fulfilled its
purpose. The eyes moved away in between the argument and the verb and as
such a reactivation effect could be detected.
One note should be made here on the pattern observed for adults. Although
the main findings from Chapter 5 were replicated in the present experiment,
a difference can be observed in the visual pattern as compared with the
original experiment. There was a higher percentage of looks to the target in
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the unaccusative condition than in the unergative condition in the verb
frame in the present experiment. In contrast, the percentage of looks to the
target in the unaccusative condition was lower than the percentage of looks
to the target in the unergative condition in the original experiment.
However, this should be interpreted with caution because there is no
significant fall-rise or rise-fall-rise pattern in either the original or the
current experiment. Still it is interesting to think about why there is a
relatively high proportion of looks to the target in this experiment compared
to the original one. One potential reason is that the high percentage of looks
to the target in the present experiment displays rest activation. That is, the
eyes are forced away from the target with the fixation compass, but that does
not entail that the target is no longer active. As such, the eyes might move
back to the (target) object that was still active. Alternatively, the high
proportion of looks to the target might indicate a “predictive” activation of
the verb’s argument much in the same way as the anticipatory eye
movements observed in for instance Altmann and Kamide (1999) and
Kamide, Altmann, and Haywood (2003).102 Given the intonation pattern, the
adverbial phrase, and similarity in structure, the listener can predict that
the verb is soon to be presented and as such that integration can begin. The
listener therefore retrieves the argument from memory.103 The processer
anticipates thematic role assignment (cf. Kamide et al., 2003). That would
also account for the observation that looks to the target start rising at a very
early point: before average verb onset.
The child results indicate that the reactivation pattern as observed for
unergative verbs is different from the reactivation pattern as observed for
unaccusative verbs. Although both the argument of unaccusative verbs and
the argument of unergative verbs were reactivated in the verb frame, a
It should be noted that in these studies, the prediction is made on the basis of
different types of information (semantic information and case-marking information).
Moreover, Kamide et al. (2003) point out that it cannot be determined whether the
prediction is also made in the absence of a visual scene.
103 Now if true, this in itself leads to the question why there was no such early rise in
looks to the target for unaccusative verbs in the original experiment. The present
experiment may be a more sensitive measure of processing. First of all, it was a more
natural task; the sentences made up a story together. This helps in paying attention
and it makes it easier to comprehend the sentences. Additionally, the speaking rate
was slower, and intonation more pronounced, which might enhance the prediction of
the upcoming verb. Also, the method used was more sensitive to picking up more
subtle reactivations, because the participants were “forced” to move their eyes away
from the target. Again, this should be interpreted with caution as the growth curve
analyses do not provide evidence that anything is happening in the verb frame with
unaccusative verbs.
102
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difference was observed in the post-verb frame. In the post-verb frame there
was a significant effect of condition on the quadratic term with more of a rise
and fall for the unaccusative condition compared to the unergative condition.
This indicates that the argument of unaccusative verbs remains reactivated
for a longer time than the argument of unergative verbs. The hypothesis that
children cluster unaccusatives and unergatives in one group can therefore be
rejected.
Another hypothesis that can be rejected on the basis of the results is the
hypothesis that children’s performance is fully adult-like. Even though the
children do distinguish unaccusative from unergative verbs, still, they show
a pattern that is distinct from adults. This cannot be the result of a general
difference between adults and children; they process unergative verbs in the
same way. However, the children distinguish between unaccusative and
unergative verbs in a different way. For adults there is a clear late
reactivation effect; for children there is a longer lasting early reactivation
effect. This pattern cannot be solely the result of the lexical operation or the
reanalysis that would take longer for children as this would yield a pattern
similar in type for children as for adults, but the observed pattern is of a
different type. The question is thus what the difference in the eye movement
record in the child data reflects. There are different sources that could give
rise to this effect. The goal of the remainder of this chapter is to identify the
factors that might give rise to the observed pattern.
It could be that the longer lasting reactivation reflects the child’s difficulty
with projecting the unaccusative structure. That is, children do recognize the
difference in semantics and thematic roles between unaccusative and
unergative verbs (cf. Machida et al., 2004), but mapping it onto an
unaccusative structure is particularly hard. The reason for the child’s
difficulty with computing the unaccusative structure may lie in the
Universal Phase Requirement (UPR). In this view, UPR would be a relative
rather than an absolute constraint. The child is ultimately able to build an
unaccusative structure, but this requires more effort because UPR gets in
the way. This in itself would not entail looks to the target during
computation. One must hypothesize then in addition that because the
computation puts such a burden on the child’s resources, the child will keep
looking at the target during computation.
Why would the child keep looking at the target during computation while the
adult does not? This might arise from a difference in looking behavior
between children and adults during computation. The child uses all available
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memory resources for the computation whereas adults have some resources
left during computation. A reason for the additional looks to the target might
be to enhance memorization of the argument. The target object might then
serve as a memory aid (cf. Nation et al., 2003).104 This hypothesis is
strengthened by the observation in the pilot experiment that children keep
looking at the target object in between the argument and the verb more than
adults do. Also in this case, the target might serve as a memory refresher.
This could also account for the longer latencies observed in children: the
child is fully engaged with the task (no resources left), but the adult is not. It
therefore takes longer for the child to detect a new target, but, once
distracted, the child is fully engaged with the distracter (no resources left for
the target). At the same time, it accounts for the absence of a longer duration
of looks to the target in the unergative condition. Once integrated (having
received a thematic role), there is no need for memorization anymore.
Another reason as to why there is no delay in reactivation but a longer
lasting one may lie in the child’s difficulty with inhibition. The introduction
pointed out that children are poor at resolving ambiguities. Inhibition of an
active representation seems particularly difficult. The longer lasting early
reactivation might therefore indicate the child’s difficulty to inhibit an
incorrect instruction to retrieve the argument from memory for integration
purposes. The child, like the adult, predicts that the argument will be an
external argument. She also notices that the verb is not unergative and an
unaccusative structure is thus required. However, she differs from the adult
in that she fails to inhibit the initial (incorrect) instruction to retrieve the
argument. The argument is therefore reactivated and will remain active
until the unaccusative structure is computed and the argument can receive a
thematic role. Of course this is quite speculative at this point, but might be
worth pursuing in the future.105
Note that the poor comprehenders in Nation et al.’s experiment made more eye
movements to the target, potentially to enhance memorization, but no longer
fixations. Whether the increased looks to the target are the result of longer fixations
or more eye movements was not determined with the type of analysis in this study.
105 An alternative hypothesis would be that the child is unable to project the
unaccusative structure. The child would assign an incorrect unergative structure to
the unaccusative sentences and the longer lasting activation would reflect the
incompatibility of the unaccusative semantics with the unergative structure. I do not
think that this hypothesis is tenable. There are no other ways to assign an
interpretation than the principles of grammar (Marantz, 2000). If the child
acknowledges the unaccusative semantics, the underlying structure is unaccusative. If
the child would assign an unergative structure to the unaccusative sentence, she
would arrive at a different (agentive) semantics than the adult arrives at and there
would be no difference in reactivation pattern between unaccusatives and
unergatives.
104

Acquiring intransitive verbs
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One note is required on the age of the children tested. Previous studies on
the acquisition of unaccusatives were with children under the age of five. In
addition, UPR was originally proposed to hold for children around the age of
five (Wexler, 2004). As such, testing five to seven-year-olds is not particularly
revealing. However, research on raising and passives shows that these
structures come in around the age of six or seven (Hirsch, Orfitelli, and
Wexler, 2007; Hirsch and Wexler, 2007; Orfitelli, 2012). Wexler (2012)
recently proposed that UPR holds until around the age of eight on the basis
of acquisition data on tough-movement. In this case, if unaccusatives should
pattern with passives and raising, there should be a transition within the
children tested.106 If UPR really holds until eight-years-old, the entire age
group tested should not be able to project an unaccusative structure. There
was no indication that the five-year-olds performed differently from the older
children, but it might still be interesting to find out how younger107 (and
older) children perform on this task.
Putting aside the theoretical implications, the main finding of this study was
that children from the age of five distinguish in processing between
unaccusative and unergative verbs. Although this study showed that
children are like adults in distinguishing on-line between verb types, the
experiment also revealed a difference between adults and children. Whereas
for adults the difference resides in a timing of the reactivation effect, for
children the difference resides in a longer lasting reactivation effect for
unaccusative verbs. Future research is required to determine the relative
weight of the various sources for the difference.

106 Orfitelli (2012) argues that the problem with raising is an intervention effect.
Children are not able to raise the subject over a (null) experiencer argument. Such an
argument is present in raising structures, but not in unaccusatives. As such, this
theory predicts unaccusatives to be acquired earlier than raising structures. However,
theoretically such an intervention effect is unexpected.
107 Testing younger children would probably require a different method, because the
current method requires the presentation of quite long sentences.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
We are near the end of this endeavor. The previous chapters provided new
findings on raising and unaccusatives from a theoretical, processing, and
acquisition perspective. The job that remains is to link the findings of these
different chapters in order to establish how they contribute to an
understanding of the overarching theme of this thesis: displacement. The
question posed in the introduction was whether we could identify factors
other than A-movement that influence the acquisition of raising and
unaccusatives. This chapter presents a proposal as to which factors play a
role.
1. Three-way approach
This thesis investigated raising verbs and unaccusatives in grammar, in
processing, and in language acquisition. It studied the way in which
hypotheses about the grammatical representations of sentences guide
processing. Furthermore, it investigated the links between proposed
grammatical representations and acquisition, and (the repercussions for)
adult processing and acquisition.
Raising
The investigation in the domain of raising verbs started out from the
observation that two seemingly similar raising verbs have a very different
behavior in various syntactic contexts. Moreover, we had evidence indicating
that raising with different types of raising verbs comes in at different points
in development (Koring and Wexler, 2009; Orfitelli, 2012). Chapter 2
addressed the question why the two Dutch raising verbs schijnen and lijken
have such a different distribution. Is it because of a difference in their
syntax, or a difference in their semantics? In that chapter it was shown that
the crucial distinction between schijnen and lijken is that schijnen is
subjective (the evaluation group is restricted to the speaker), whereas lijken
is not (the evaluation group can contain more members). The subjectivity of
schijnen is responsible for its restricted distribution. Schijnen is not
compatible with particular environments (nonveridical environments),
because the occurrence of schijnen in these contexts gives rise to a semantic
incompatibility. More precisely, schijnen and lijken are analyzed as modals
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(cf. Kratzer, 1977 and subsequent work) that come with a particular source
requirement. Schijnen encodes that the speaker has indirect reported
evidence for the proposition. Lijken encodes that there is some type of direct,
but unclear evidence for the proposition, i.e. the perceptual evidence is not
taken to be factual. In addition, schijnen sets the group of evaluation to
{speaker}, but lijken does not. An interesting direction for future research is
the source of the variation between speakers in their use of schijnen and
lijken. In which grammatical or lexical aspect do these speakers differ? In
addition, it might be interesting to see if these differences can be tied to
differences in the regional backgrounds or ages of the speakers.
Chapter 3 looked more closely at the relationship between (more typical)
modals and evidential modals. In particular, it asked why some modals
encode the speaker’s attitude towards the proposition, but others do not. It
pointed out that this depends on the type of conversational background that
is quantified over (Kratzer, 2010). If the conversational background is
realistic, the modal will encode the speaker’s judgment of a proposition p
directly, but if it is informational, the modal will not encode the speaker’s
judgment of p directly (Kratzer, 2010). The Dutch raising verbs schijnen and
lijken select an informational background and as such do not encode
anything about the speaker’s judgment of the proposition. Chapter 3 not only
addressed the relationship between evidentiality and modality, it also
investigated the link between processing and grammatical theory. The
question was whether the difference in semantics between schijnen and
lijken affects processing. More precisely, the hypothesis was that the
additional computation of setting the group function would create an
additional cost in processing for schijnen. This hypothesis was tested in a
self-paced reading experiment. The results indicated that schijnen is read
more slowly than lijken. There is therefore a neat convergence between
grammatical theory and processing: an additional computation that is part of
the semantic definition of schijnen (the restricted group function) leads to a
processing disadvantage. It is processed more slowly than lijken, which does
not involve the subjectivity computation. Interestingly, it leads to a
processing advantage later in the sentence: once subjectivity is computed,
the embedded proposition was processed faster for schijnen than for lijken.
An important note about the processing results is that reading times were
measured on two distinct words, meaning that word recognition factors
might also contribute to the observed effect. However, this does not account
for the slow-down for schijnen items when given explicit hearsay information
in the first spill over region. Furthermore, it would not account for the effect
that lijken items are read slower at the point where the contents can be
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constructed. Still, a direction for future research is to find a way to
investigate the effect of the semantic computation in the absence of word
recognition effects.
In Chapter 4 we turned to a different link, namely the link between
grammar and acquisition. Is there an effect of subjectivity on the acquisition
of the raising verbs? This question was addressed in Experiment 2 by
investigating subjective schijnen, non-subjective lijken, and its subjective
counterpart lijkt-me. Lijkt-me differs from lijken in that it encodes for
inferential evidence for the proposition. In addition, it restricts the
evaluation group to the speaker, just like schijnen does. The results showed a
clear effect of the different semantics of the raising verbs in the case of lijken
vs. lijkt-me. Whereas children’s performance was adult-like on
comprehension of lijken, adult-like performance was not reached by the age
of nine for lijkt-me. This shows that not all raising verbs are acquired at the
same point in time. Raising as triggered by subjective raising verbs is more
difficult to acquire than raising as triggered by non-subjective raising verbs.
Results on schijnen were less clear regarding the research question. There
was no indication that children differed from adults in their performance on
schijnen. However, there is good reason to believe that this does not reflect
acquisition of the raising verb, but rather reflects a task effect. An issue that
shows up in many studies on the acquisition of raising verbs and evidentials
is that it is very difficult to precisely probe the age of acquisition, because
these elements are not (necessarily) the main point of the utterance.
Children might therefore assign a different interpretation (and thus
structure) to the element tested, or simply ignore it completely, and still end
up with a seemingly adult-like performance. In fact, it seems to be the case
that children ignored the raising verb schijnen for their interpretation in this
experiment.
This hypothesis was strengthened by the results from Experiment 1 in
Chapter 4 that tested children’s use of different sources of information to
judge a scenario. In this experiment children were presented with two
conflicting sources of information and were asked to judge which character
would perform an activity in light of this information. Results from a
correlation analysis showed that children’s score on hearsay items in
Experiment 1 was correlated with their score on schijnen in Experiment 2.
This suggests that children ignored schijnen (and thus its source
requirement) in Experiment 2 and provided an answer based on their own
judgment of the scenario as in Experiment 1. Another important result from
comparing these two experiments is the discovery that children are able to
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use and report all sources of information much earlier than they are able to
project this meaning through raising structures. As such, children’s difficulty
with (some types of) raising cannot be attributed to the conceptual
complexity of the raising verbs.
An interesting result from Experiment 1 was that children differ from adults
in the relative weight they assign to different sources of information.
Children relied less on inferential evidence and more on direct visual
evidence compared to the adults who relied more on inferential evidence and
less on direct visual evidence. Future research should probe into the nature
of this difference. Is it simply a matter of the children gathering more
knowledge about the typical course of events required to make the inference,
or is there something intrinsically difficult about inferences that places them
beyond the child’s abilities (e.g. Aksu-Koç, 1988)?
An issue about Experiment 2 that deserves further attention is the fact that
the test items (e.g. who lijkt to be going to p) involve wh-raising in addition to
subject-to-subject raising. There are proposals that a wh-feature (or any
other discourse feature) would enable the child to carry out the otherwise
problematic raising of the subject (Snyder and Hyams, 2008 as reported in
Crawford, 2012). However, the wh-feature on the subject does not seem to
make the task for the child any easier as lijkt-me is problematic for children
until age nine. Something related to this is that putting the evidential in a
wh-question is not a desirable way to test evidentials. In particular,
embedding schijnen in a question does not seem to be natural given that not
all adults performed at-ceiling on this task. This is all the more reason to
search for a new method to test acquisition of the raising verbs, for which online methods will probably be more suitable.
The results from the grammatical, processing, and acquisition investigation
on raising show, first of all, that there is a straight correspondence between
grammar and processing. An additional grammatical computation creates an
additional processing cost. Furthermore, what is costly in processing (and
requires an additional computation in grammar), is delayed in acquisition.
The question that remains is what children have to acquire in order to reach
the adult state in this domain. Does this require a change in knowledge, or a
change in processing resources? Should the child acquire the computation
per se, or develop the required resources to compute it?
Finally, an area for further research is the relationship between lijken and
lijkt-me. How does the addition of an experiencer argument cause the change
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in meaning? Can dative arguments in general have such an effect on
interpretation? It is interesting to note that the differences between lijken
and lijkt-me seem to correspond to two different stages in the diachronic
development of German scheinen (Diewald and Smirnova, 2010). At an
earlier stage scheinen encoded a comparison (in our terms a perceptual
conversational background: John is pale and thus appears to be sick) and
later on developed into an element that encodes logical inference (John is not
present at a meeting; the speaker infers that he is sick). Note that in this
diachronic development, the relationship between the utterance and evidence
source gets more and more abstract, moving from direct to indirect evidence.
There is a change from a situation in which the subject provides the evidence
to a situation in which the speaker creates the evidence (cf. Asudeh and
Toivonen, 2012). A question for further research is how this is encoded,
through the argument structure, or in the left periphery.
Unaccusatives
The starting point of the studies on unaccusatives came from two puzzles
raised in previous work (e.g. Friedmann et al., 2008): (1) what is the source of
the difference in processing between unaccusatives and unergatives; is this
an effect of the thematic role or the syntax? (2) is the argument of unergative
verbs reactivated at some point during processing? Chapter 5 introduced a
new method to measure reactivation effects on-line. This method makes use
of the visual world paradigm, which has the benefit of providing an overview
of processing of the entire sentence. In the experiment, adult participants
were listening to sentences that would include an intransitive verb while
they were watching a visual display with four objects. One of the objects (e.g.
saw) was semantically related to the argument of the verb (the target, e.g.
wood). Looks to the target (indirectly) reflect activation of the argument: if
the argument is active, the eyes will move to an object that overlaps in
semantic information with the argument more than to objects that do not
overlap (cf. Huettig and Altmann, 2005; Yee and Sedivy, 2006). This is
indeed what happened. Participants looked at the saw when they heard
‘wood’. Furthermore, participants looked back to the saw in the region
around the verb. It was not the case that the argument was still active at
verb onset, because looks to the target decreased between the argument and
the verb. Instead, the argument was reactivated again in the verb region.
Crucially, this happened at different points in time for unergative and
unaccusative verbs. This provides an answer to one of the puzzles, namely
whether the argument of unergative verbs is reactivated during processing.
The argument of unergative verbs does reactivate during processing at a very
early point, starting from verb onset. This point is much earlier than the
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reactivation observed for unaccusative verbs that occurs late after verb
offset.
The puzzle regarding the source of the processing distinction between
unaccusative and unergative verbs was addressed by including a third
category of intransitive verbs: theme unergatives (e.g. sparkle). This class of
verbs shares its thematic structure with unaccusative verbs; it assigns the
role of theme to its argument. However, it shares its syntactic structure with
unergative verbs; the argument is an external argument. These verbs
therefore provide the right tool to uncover the source of the delay in
reactivation effect in unaccusative verbs. If theme unergatives pattern with
unaccusative verbs in processing, i.e. reactivate their argument with a delay,
the source of the delay would be in the thematic structure. Themes would be
reactivated later than agents. On the other hand, if theme unergatives
pattern with unergative verbs in processing, the source of the delay is in the
syntactic structure. Internal arguments would be reactivated later than
external arguments. The results showed that theme unergatives pattern
with unergative verbs; the argument is reactivated very early in processing.
The difference in processing between unaccusative and unergative verbs can
then be attributed to the difference in their underlying structure.
An outstanding issue is the cause of delay in reactivating the argument of
unaccusative verbs. It is not a direct reflection of a copy or trace that is
positioned after the verb. Reactivation effects with other gap-filler
dependencies occur much earlier (e.g. Balogh, Zurif, Prather, Swinney and
Finel, 1998). Two hypotheses were proposed to account for the delay. The
first hypothesis takes the delay to reflect a rebuilding of the structure in the
case of unaccusative verbs. The reasoning is as follows. On the basis of the
first incoming (spoken) material, the listener will make predictions regarding
the structure of the sentence. The listener predicts that the first NP
encountered will be an external argument (by default), and as such will
create a structural template with an external argument. If the verb turns out
to be unergative (whether theme unergative or agent unergative), the
predicted structure matches the actual structure, and the argument can
receive its thematic role. However, if the verb turns out to be unaccusative,
the predicted structure does not match the actual structure, and the
structural template will have to be adapted. Only after the rebuilding has
taken place can the argument receive its thematic role (and only then will
reactivation be observed).
An alternative proposal is that the delay reflects the nature of the operation
that has to be carried out: either the cause that is related to the verbal
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concept of the unaccusative has to be reduced, i.e. it cannot be projected. Or,
the computation of an unaccusative representation by itself is more complex
and thus takes more time (Ken Wexler, p.c.). So the hypotheses fall into two
categories. One type boils down to stating that there is an inherent difficulty
to the structure itself, either in terms of the lexical operation, or in terms of
its syntax. The other category boils down to a difficulty caused by the
particular processing strategy that is applied. One direction for future
research to distinguish between these two types of hypotheses is to provide
listeners with a cue before the verb to indicate that the verb will be
unaccusative. If the delay is caused by an incorrect prediction that has to be
adapted, priming listeners that the structure will be unaccusative should
take away this effect. If they can predict that the structure will be
unaccusative they should be faster in integrating the argument and the verb,
as there is no need to rebuild the structure. If the delay remains, this
hypothesis can be ruled out, and the alternative line remains.
An additional goal of our work on unaccusatives was to design a method
suitable for testing processing of intransitive verbs in children, and this was
the topic of Chapter 6. An important question in the literature is about the
age at which children acquire unaccusative structures involving movement
from the internal argument position to spec TP. Looking at the outcome of
processing is not particularly useful for gaining insight into which
grammatical structure the child assigns to strings of the form argument –
verb. However, given that the adult processing results indicated that a
difference in structure, independent of a difference in thematic roles, results
in a difference in processing, investigating children’s processing of
intransitive verbs might be helpful. The idea was that an on-line distinction
between unaccusative and unergative verbs would reflect a difference in the
grammatical structures.
In our search for the optimal method to test processing of unaccusative verbs
in children, we encountered several obstacles. First of all, the ‘no-task task’
that seems so perfect for testing adults and infants, turned out not to be
entirely perfect for testing primary school aged children. The fact that their
“task” was to watch some pictures while listening to sentences that did not
bear any connection seemed quite unnatural to them. In addition (and
potentially as a result of this), their eyes did not always move away from the
target between the argument and the verb, which sometimes made it
impossible to measure a reactivation effect. These issues were resolved in a
different version of the visual world experiment. The results showed that
children distinguish between unaccusative and unergative verbs in
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processing. The difference resides in the duration of the reactivation effect
and not in a difference in timing of the effect as observed for adults.
From the results of chapters 5 and 6, we can conclude that, again, there is a
neat convergence between grammatical theory and processing. The syntactic
difference between unaccusatives and unergatives is reflected in processing
in both adults and children. Again, a theoretically established difference in
the grammatical representations shows up in the adult’s behavior. For
adults, it is clear that the distinction reflects a syntactic difference between
the structures, although it remains to be explained why it takes around 750
ms to integrate the argument and its unaccusative verb. For children
however, it is not immediately clear what the processing data reflect. They
do distinguish between verb types, but at the same time, they differ from
adults in how this shows up in the experimental data. This might indicate
the child’s particular difficulty with projecting the unaccusative structure.
The extended reactivation effect could reflect this difficulty in the following
way. The child will keep looking at the target during computation, because
the required computation exhausts her resources (I better focus on the
target). Alternatively, the extended reactivation could be the result of their
inability to inhibit the incorrect instruction to recall the argument from
memory because the verb is coming up (oops, it’s activated!).
The research on processing of unaccusatives also introduced a valuable new
tool in research on language processing. The method as introduced in this
thesis can be applied to many other domains of research. For instance, it can
be used to measure reactivation effects in passives, raising, and control
structures. However, it also revealed some issues concerning the visual world
paradigm that may or may not have been noted previously. One issue
concerned the behavior of children in the visual world paradigm as discussed
in Chapter 6. Another question with visual world data in general is whether
the same pattern would be obtained in the absence of a visual world, or if
this is a result of providing a visual world (Huettig et al., 2011).108 However,
in spite of these methodological considerations, there is increasing evidence
as to the power of the visual world paradigm as a tool to investigate language
processing, and its full potential has yet to be explored.
108 Finally, a further problem is that no standardized method so far exists for the
analysis of eye movement data. This thesis used growth curve analyses as introduced
and further developed by Dan Mirman and colleagues. This method treats the eye
data as a continuous variable. It models the average percentage of looks to the target
at a particular point in time. However, a more accurate model of the data would treat
the eye data as a categorical variable ((1) = look on target vs. (0) = look off target) as
proposed by Quené and van den Bergh (2008).
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In summary, the results in chapters 2 to 6 provide information about
different links between grammar, processing, and acquisition. The chapters
show a correspondence between grammar and processing: theoretically
established differences translate directly onto processing differences.
2. Synopsis
One major finding that shows up in different guises in several chapters in
this thesis is the close match between grammatical computation and
processing. For each grammatical computation we have established, we find
processing repercussions. The unaccusative structure proves to be more
complex than the unergative structure and as such delays interpretation.
This close match between grammatical computation and processing was not
only observed in the domain of intransitive verbs, but also for raising
structures. This effect showed up in two very similar constructions that only
differ very subtly. Raising structures with schijnen and lijken, look the same
on a superficial inspection, but they have a different semantics (and thus
potentially project a different structure). Schijnen requires an additional
computation, i.e. computing its subjectivity, and this additional computation
comes with a measurable processing cost. Thus, also this subtle distinction
shows up in processing. Crucially, it is not only on the word itself, but also at
a later position that the processing instructions of schijnen and lijken have
different effects. These findings therefore all point in the same direction:
grammatical differences translate to processing.
Returning to the starting point of this thesis, the conclusion is that a monofactorial account of the late acquisition of raising verbs and unaccusatives is
not tenable. In order to understand the behavior of raising verbs like
schijnen and lijken we have to distinguish on the one hand the effect they
have in their capacity of raising verbs and in addition the effect in terms of
their specific contribution to semantic interpretation. Their contribution to
semantic interpretation affects processing and the course of acquisition. The
precise interpretational effects do not come for free. It is therefore not only
the computation of A-movement, but also the computations required to
establish the right semantics that influence the acquisition path. So both
properties of the raising verbs are reflected in acquisition.
Questions that may guide future research in this domain include the
question as to how the specific semantic contribution is encoded. For
instance, what could be the role of event variables a la Hacquard (2006)?
And what precisely can be the role of the left periphery given that scope
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relations follow from the semantics, as we saw in Chapter 2. If the semantic
contribution results in a more articulated structure, i.e. a more extendedleft
periphery, it could be the case that (some parts of) it are less accessible to the
child. That is, the child would not be able to project the required structure to
compute the semantic contribution. Another way to approach this is to say
that the difficulty with the specific semantic computation is the result of the
child’s limited processing resources. Maybe she cannot project the relevant
structure (either in syntax or semantics) because it exceeds her resources,
and hence interprets a partial structure. In this case, the child has to develop
the resources to postpone interpretation until all relevant material can be
integrated (see Reuland, 2005, 2009, 2010 for some discussion). This
effectively comes down to having or developing the resources to extend the
phasal domain, which brings us back to the principles underlying UPR
broadly conceived.
These all seem interesting lines of research to pursue in the future. The
important contribution of this project is that we identified as factors that are
responsible for the complexities in the processing and acquisition of raising
structures, in addition to the structural computation of A-movement:
1.
2.

Dicourse-anchoring effects of the raising verbs (what are the worlds
that are under consideration?)
The semantic computation of subjectivity

In conclusion, this thesis has shown that, in order to understand linguistic
phenomena, more than one factor should be taken into account. Language is
an interplay between different modules that all contribute to observable
effects. This leads to initially complex patterns. However, using precise
theories to guide experimental design, the complexity can be disentangled
and simplicity restored.
This would probably be a good way to conclude the thesis, if it weren’t for a
puzzle that so far remains unanswered. The introduction started out with an
example about a creature that a little girl invented herself, a Pingobeast.
This example clearly illustrated one of the most peculiar properties of
language, namely that it enables us to talk about different times, spaces, and
realities than our current own. Puzzling was that by using verbs that encode
for such information, two contradictory propositions (is a Pingobeast vs is not
a Pingobeast) could be introduced in one and the same sentence without
causing an infelicitous result, as follows: ‘Lisanne schijnt géén Pingobeest te
zijn, maar ze lijkt wél een Pingobeest (te zijn)’ (‘Lisanne doesn’t seem to be a
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Pingobeast, but she does look like a Pingobeast’). By now, we are able to
understand this puzzle with the help of the possible worlds framework. In
this thesis, I showed that the Dutch raising verbs have different
interpretational effects in terms of discourse anchoring. Crucially, the two
raising verbs select a different set of worlds in view of which the embedded
proposition is evaluated. Given their interpretational effects, the puzzling
sentence now makes sense. The Pingobeast exists in one set of worlds, but
not in the other. Raising verbs thus provide us with the means to express
(besides true facts) non-factual things, things we are not sure of, or do not
even believe.
As long as one is not specific about the precise world of evaluation, raising
verbs allow one to safely express any innuendo without being held
accountable for the truth of the statement in the real world. Growing up
ideally also enables us to see through such use.
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Appendix 1
Stimuli experiment Chapter 3
(a = neutral, b = hearsay, c = visual, all examples are with lijken; lijken should be
replaced with schijnen to get the schijnen items, indicates segment breaks (only
indicated for the test sentences). The test sentence always started on a new line)
(1a) Marieke en Kirstin zitten op een terras in Parijs. Marieke zegt tegen Kirstin:
‘Een wespentaille/lijkt/voor/het/komende voorjaar dé trend/te zijn.’
(1b) Marieke en Kirstin zitten op een terras in Parijs. Marieke heeft naar een radiouitzending over de fashion week in Londen geluisterd. Marieke zegt tegen Kirstin:
‘Een wespentaille/lijkt/voor/het/komende voorjaar dé trend/te zijn.’
(1c) Marieke en Kirstin zitten op een terras in Parijs. Ze zien veel vrouwen langslopen
met een ingesnoerde taille. Marieke zegt tegen Kirstin:
‘Een wespentaille/lijkt/voor/het/komende voorjaar dé trend/te zijn.’
(2a) Het is Koninginnedag en de koninklijke familie brengt dit jaar een bezoek aan
Den Helder. Demi en Vera zijn daar ook. Demi zegt tegen Vera:
‘Maxima/lijkt/nu/weer/zwanger/te zijn.’
(2b) Het is Koninginnedag en de koninklijke familie brengt dit jaar een bezoek aan
Den Helder. Demi en Vera zijn daar ook. Demi heeft gister bij de kapper alle in’s en
out’s over de leden van het Koninklijk Huis gehoord. Demi zegt tegen Vera:
Maxima/lijkt/nu/weer/zwanger/te zijn.’
(2c) Het is Koninginnedag en de koninklijke familie brengt dit jaar een bezoek aan
Den Helder. Demi en Vera zijn daar ook. Ze zien Maxima rondlopen in opvallend
wijde kleding. Demi zegt tegen Vera: ‘Maxima/lijkt/nu/weer/zwanger/te zijn.’
(3a) Sara en Wouter zijn bij ‘Vrienden van Amstel LIVE’. Sara zegt tegen Wouter:
‘Jan Smit/lijkt/niet/veel/last van poliepen meer/te hebben.’
(3b) Sara en Wouter zijn bij ‘Vrienden van Amstel LIVE’. Sara heeft veel verhalen
gehoord over het wel en wee van Jan Smit. Sara zegt tegen Wouter:
‘Jan Smit/lijkt/niet/veel/last van poliepen meer/te hebben.’
(3c) Sara en Wouter zijn bij ‘Vrienden van Amstel LIVE’. Ze horen Jan Smit de longen
uit zijn lijf zingen. Sara zegt tegen Wouter:
‘Jan Smit/lijkt/niet/veel/last van poliepen meer/te hebben.’
(4a) Leonie en Arnoud zijn aanwezig bij de Australian Open. Leonie zegt tegen
Arnoud: ‘Kim Clijsters/lijkt/weer/flink/last van haar blessure/te hebben.’
(4b) Leonie en Arnoud zijn aanwezig bij de Australian Open. Leonie heeft eerder een
uitgebreid verslag over Kim Clijsters gelezen. Leonie zegt tegen Arnoud
‘Kim Clijsters/lijkt/weer/flink/last van haar blessure/te hebben.’
(4c) Leonie en Arnoud zijn aanwezig bij de Australian Open. Ze volgen de wedstrijd
van Kim Clijsters en ze zien dat ze zich niet soepel beweegt. Leonie zegt tegen
Arnoud:
‘Kim Clijsters/lijkt/weer/flink/last van haar blessure/te hebben.’
(5a) De afgelopen dagen is het weer onstuimig geweest. Jaco en Henk drinken een
biertje in een café. Jaco zegt tegen Henk: ‘De storm/lijkt/nog/niet/helemaal over/te
zijn.’
(5b) Jaco en Henk drinken een biertje in een café. Jaco heeft de weersvoorspelling voor
de komende dagen gehoord. Jaco zegt tegen Henk: ‘De storm/lijkt/nog/niet/helemaal
over/te zijn.’
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(5c) Jaco en Henk drinken een biertje in een café. Ze kijken uit het raam en zien nog
steeds een ontzettend donkere lucht. Jaco zegt tegen Henk:
‘De storm/lijkt/nog/niet/helemaal over/te zijn.’
(6a) Nienke en Edwin lopen door het van Gogh museum in Amsterdam. Nienke zegt
tegen Edwin: ‘Het schilderij ‘Olijfgaard’/lijkt/door/heel/iemand anders gemaakt/te zijn.’
(6b) Nienke en Edwin lopen door het van Gogh museum in Amsterdam. Nienke heeft
een uitgebreide documentaire gevolgd over het werk van de schilder. Nienke zegt
tegen Edwin: ‘Het schilderij ‘Olijfgaard’/lijkt/door/heel/iemand anders gemaakt/te zijn.’
(6c) Nienke en Edwin lopen door het van Gogh museum in Amsterdam. Ze bestuderen
aandachtig het schilderij ‘Olijfgaard’ en zien dat het schilderij anders is dan de andere
schilderijen in kleurgebruik en stijl. Nienke zegt tegen Edwin:
‘Het schilderij ‘Olijfgaard’/lijkt/door/heel/iemand anders gemaakt/te zijn.’
(7a) Sietske en Sjoerd zijn in het Spoorwegmuseum. Sietske zegt tegen Sjoerd:
‘Stoomlocomotief Nestor/lijkt/niet/in/Nederland ontworpen/te zijn.’
(7b) Sietske en Sjoerd zijn in het Spoorwegmuseum. Sietske heeft een passie voor
treinen en er daarom veel over gelezen, over stoomlocomotief Nestor in het bijzonder.
Sietske zegt tegen Sjoerd: ‘Stoomlocomotief Nestor/lijkt/niet/in/Nederland
ontworpen/te zijn.’
(7c) Sietske en Sjoerd zijn in het Spoorwegmuseum. Ze bekijken uitgebreid de collectie
van stoomlocomotieven. Stoomlocomotief Nestor ziet er afwijkend uit ten opzichte van
de andere stoomlocomotieven. Sietske zegt tegen Sjoerd:
‘Stoomlocomotief Nestor/lijkt/niet/in/Nederland ontworpen/te zijn.’
(8a) Marijke en Tim volgen op tv een debat in de Tweede Kamer. Marijke zegt tegen
Tim: ‘Minister Schippers/lijkt/weer/met/een identiteitscrisis/te kampen.’
(8b) Marijke en Tim volgen op tv een debat in de Tweede Kamer. Marijke heeft bij
RTL Boulevard allerlei nieuwtjes gehoord over minister Schippers. Marijke zegt tegen
Tim: ‘Minister Schippers/lijkt/weer/met/een identiteitscrisis/te kampen.’
(8c) Marijke en Tim volgen op tv een debat in de Tweede Kamer. Ze zien dat minister
Schippers haar haar paars heeft geverfd en een donker gewaad draagt. Marijke zegt
tegen Tim: ‘Minister Schippers/lijkt/weer/met/een identiteitscrisis/te kampen.’
(9a) Chris en Judith zitten te eten in de McDonald’s. Chris zegt tegen Judith:
‘Een kipnugget/lijkt/echt/heel/veel vet/te bevatten.’
(9b) Chris en Judith zitten te eten in de McDonald’s. Chris heeft op gezondheid.nl veel
gelezen over de kipnuggets van McDonald’s. Chris zegt tegen Judith:
‘Een kipnugget/lijkt/echt/heel/veel vet/te bevatten.’
(9c) Chris en Judith zitten te eten in de McDonald’s. Ze zien dat de kipnuggets van de
mensen aan het tafeltje naast hen slap zijn van het vocht. Chris zegt tegen Judith:
‘Een kipnugget/lijkt/echt/heel/veel vet/te bevatten.’
(10a) Marko en Sophia zijn uit eten bij de Japanner. Marko zegt tegen Sophia:
‘Een California Roll/lijkt/nog/steeds/heel populair/te zijn.’
(10b) Marko en Sophia zijn uit eten bij de Japanner. Marko knoopt een praatje aan
met de eigenaar van het restaurant. Hij hoort van alles over de populariteit van
verschillende soorten sushi. Marko zegt tegen Sophia: ‘Een California
Roll/lijkt/nog/steeds/heel populair/te zijn.’
(10c) Marko en Sophia zijn bij de afhaal Japanner om sushi te halen. Veel mensen in
de rij voor hen bestellen California Rolls. Marko zegt tegen Sophia:
‘Een California Roll/lijkt/nog/steeds/heel populair/te zijn.’
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(11a) Ron en Martin zijn in de Arena. Ron zegt tegen Martin:
‘Ajax/lijkt/nu/compleet/het zelfvertrouwen kwijt/te zijn.’
(11b) Ron en Martin zijn in de Arena. Ron heeft een interview gelezen met Frank de
Boer over de club. Ron zegt tegen Martin:
‘Ajax/lijkt/nu/compleet/het zelfvertrouwen kwijt/te zijn.’
(11c) Ron en Martin zijn in de Arena. Ze kijken naar de wedstrijd Ajax-AZ en zien dat
Ajax veel onnodige fouten maakt. Ron zegt tegen Martin:
‘Ajax/lijkt/nu/compleet/het zelfvertrouwen kwijt/te zijn.’
(12a) Mirjam en Ruben lopen door de supermarkt. Mirjam zegt tegen Ruben:
‘De courgette/lijkt/dit/jaar/uitermate goed van smaak/te zijn.’
(12b) Mirjam en Ruben lopen door de supermarkt. Mirjam heeft van een vriendin
informatie gekregen over allerlei soorten groenten. Mirjam zegt tegen Ruben:
‘De courgette/lijkt/dit/jaar/uitermate goed van smaak/te zijn.’
(12c) Mirjam en Ruben lopen door de supermarkt. Ze zien op de groenteafdeling dat de
courgette er goed stevig uitziet en mooi van kleur is. Mirjam zegt tegen Ruben: ‘De
courgette/lijkt/dit/jaar/uitermate goed van smaak/te zijn.’
(13a) Anneloes en Marc staan in de rij bij de bakker. Anneloes zegt tegen Marc:
‘Gebak/lijkt/bij/deze/bakker heel aardig/te verkopen.’
(13b) Anneloes en Marc staan in de rij bij de bakker. Anneloes heeft van de buren al
het een en ander gehoord over deze bakker. Anneloes zegt tegen Marc:
‘Gebak/lijkt/bij/deze/bakker heel aardig/te verkopen.’
(13c) Anneloes en Marc staan in de rij bij de bakker. Ze zien het ene na het andere
gebakje over de toonbank gaan. Anneloes zegt tegen Marc:
‘Gebak/lijkt/bij/deze/bakker heel aardig/te verkopen.’
(14a) Marion en Gert lopen op koopzondag door het centrum van Utrecht. Marion zegt
tegen Gert: ‘De Hema/lijkt/nu/niet/open/te zijn.’
(14b) Marion en Gert lopen op koopzondag door het centrum van Utrecht. Marion
heeft van een vriendin gehoord welke winkels er open zijn. Marion zegt tegen Gert:
‘De Hema/lijkt/nu/niet/open/te zijn.’
(14c) Marion en Gert lopen op koopzondag door het centrum van Utrecht. Ze zien dat
het donker is in de Hema. Marion zegt tegen Gert: ‘De Hema/lijkt/nu/niet/open/te zijn.’
(15a) Nadine en Stephanie zitten samen in de bioscoop. Nadine zegt tegen Stephanie:
‘The departed/lijkt/in/het/centrum van Boston opgenomen/te zijn.’
(15b) Nadine en Stephanie zitten samen in de bioscoop. Nadine leest in de filmkrant
een stukje over ‘The Departed’. Nadine zegt tegen Stephanie:
‘The departed/lijkt/in/het/centrum van Boston opgenomen/te zijn.’
(15c) Nadine en Stephanie zitten samen in de bioscoop. Ze kijken de film ‘The
Departed’. Ze zien een grote rivier en denken een glimp van Harvard op te vangen.
Nadine zegt tegen Stephanie: ‘The departed/lijkt/in/het/centrum van Boston
opgenomen/te zijn.’
(16a) Joost en Pieter zitten op kantoor. Joost zegt tegen Pieter:
‘De baas/lijkt/niet/in/een al te best humeur/te zijn.’
(16b) Joost en Pieter zitten op kantoor. Joost heeft de baas zelf nog niet gesproken,
maar een collega al wel. Joost zegt tegen Pieter:
‘De baas/lijkt/niet/in/een al te best humeur/te zijn.’
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(16c) Joost en Pieter zitten op kantoor. Ze zien dat de baas in een gesprek met hun
collega zich enorm opwindt. Joost zegt tegen Pieter:
‘De baas/lijkt/niet/in/een al te best humeur/te zijn.’
(17a) Kjell en Eline zijn op de ijsbaan. Kjell zegt tegen Eline:
‘IJshockey/lijkt/nu/weer/helemaal in/te zijn.’
(17b) Kjell en Eline zijn op de ijsbaan. Kjell luistert naar de ijsmeester van de ijsbaan
die vertelt over de activiteiten op het ijs dit jaar. Kjell zegt tegen Eline:
‘IJshockey/lijkt/nu/weer/helemaal in/te zijn.’
(17c) Kjell en Eline zijn op de ijsbaan. Ze zien om zich heen veel mensen
rondschaatsen met sticks in hun hand. Kjell zegt tegen Eline:
‘IJshockey/lijkt/nu/weer/helemaal in/te zijn.’
(18a) Lieke en Ewoud wandelen door het park. Het is erg koud. Lieke zegt tegen
Ewoud:
‘Een eend/lijkt/van/de/kou niet veel last/te hebben.’
(18b) Lieke en Ewoud wandelen door het park. Het is erg koud. Lieke maakt zich
zorgen om de eenden. Gelukkig heeft ze in de krant een geruststellend bericht
gelezen. Lieke zegt tegen Ewoud: ‘Een eend/lijkt/van/de/kou niet veel last/te hebben.’
(18c) Lieke en Ewoud wandelen door het park. Het is erg koud. Lieke maakt zich
zorgen om de eenden. Gelukkig ziet ze de eenden nog rustig in een wak
rondzwemmen. Lieke zegt tegen Ewoud: ‘Een eend/lijkt/van/de/kou niet veel last/te
hebben.’
(19a) Isabelle en Marit lopen over de huishoudbeurs. Isabelle zegt tegen Marit:
‘Cupcakes maken/lijkt/één/van/de meest gewilde workshops/te zijn.’
(19b) Isabelle en Marit lopen over de huishoudbeurs. Isabelle heeft van haar zus al
het een en ander gehoord over verschillende workshops op de beurs. Isabelle zegt
tegen Marit: ‘Cupcakes maken/lijkt/één/van/de meest gewilde workshops/te zijn.’
(19c) Isabelle en Marit lopen over de huishoudbeurs. Ze zien een enorme rij staan voor
de stand waar je cupcakes kunt maken. Isabelle zegt tegen Marit:
‘Cupcakes maken/lijkt/één/van/de meest gewilde workshops/te zijn.’
(20a) Aletha en Sebastiaan brengen een bezoek aan de vakantiebeurs. Aletha zegt
tegen Sebastiaan: ‘Peru/lijkt/een/heel/prettige vakantiebestemming/te zijn.’
(20b) Aletha en Sebastiaan brengen een bezoek aan de vakantiebeurs. Aletha gaat
naar een stand waar ze van alles te horen krijgt over Peru. Aletha zegt tegen
Sebastiaan: ‘Peru/lijkt/een/heel/prettige vakantiebestemming/te zijn.’
(20c) Aletha en Sebastiaan brengen een bezoek aan de vakantiebeurs. Ze bekijken de
stand met informatie over Peru. Ze zien foto’s van Machu Picchu en ook fantastische
plaatjes van de overweldigende natuur. Aletha zegt tegen Sebastiaan:
‘Peru/lijkt/een/heel/prettige vakantiebestemming/te zijn.’
(21a) Mieke en Robin brengen een bezoek aan een tuinderij. Mieke zegt tegen Robin:
‘Basilicum/lijkt/best/wel/goed te kweken/te zijn.’
(21b) Mieke en Robin brengen een bezoek aan een tuinderij. Mieke heeft al eerder een
cursus tuinieren gevolgd waarin ze veel informatie heeft gekregen over de
mogelijkheden voor het kweken van planten in Nederland. Mieke zegt tegen Robin:
‘Basilicum/lijkt/best/wel/goed te kweken/te zijn.’
(21c) Mieke en Robin brengen een bezoek aan een tuinderij. Ze zien dat er
buitengewoon veel basilicumplantjes groeien. Mieke zegt tegen Robin:
‘Basilicum/lijkt/best/wel/goed te kweken/te zijn.’
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(22a) Bas en Rick zijn bij een whisky stokerij. Bas zegt tegen Rick:
‘De rondleider/lijkt/al/flink/wat whisky op/te hebben.’
(22b) Bas en Rick zijn bij een whisky stokerij. Bas spreekt met de mensen die zojuist
een rondleiding hebben gevolgd. Er wordt geroddeld over de rondleider. Bas zegt
tegen Rick: ‘De rondleider/lijkt/al/flink/wat whisky op/te hebben.’
(22c) Bas en Rick zijn bij een whisky stokerij. Ze willen een rondleiding volgen, maar
de rondleider praat met een dubbele tong. Bas zegt tegen Rick:
‘De rondleider/lijkt/al/flink/wat whisky op/te hebben.’
(23a) Lotte en Leonoor brengen een bezoek aan de Nationale Carrièrebeurs. Lotte zegt
tegen Leonoor: ‘Het bedrijfsleven/lijkt/heel/weinig/behoefte aan afgestudeerden/te
hebben.’
(23b) Lotte en Leonoor brengen een bezoek aan de Nationale Carrièrebeurs. Ze zitten
in het laatste jaar van hun master en zijn op zoek naar een baan. Van verschillende
kanten heeft Lotte echter een verontrustend bericht gehoord. Lotte zegt tegen
Leonoor:
‘Het bedrijfsleven/lijkt/heel/weinig/behoefte aan afgestudeerden/te hebben.’
(23c) Lotte en Leonoor brengen een bezoek aan de Nationale Carrièrebeurs. Ze zijn op
zoek naar een baan. Ondanks de vele sollicitatiebrieven die zij en hun studiegenoten
al hebben verstuurd, heeft nog niemand een baan gevonden. Lotte zegt tegen Leonoor:
‘Het bedrijfsleven/lijkt/heel/weinig/behoefte aan afgestudeerden/te hebben.’
(24a) Teun en Siem zijn in het Dolfinarium in Harderwijk. Teun zegt tegen Siem:
‘Een dolfijn/lijkt/van/alle/shows heel onrustig/te worden.’
(24b) Teun en Siem zijn in het Dolfinarium in Harderwijk. Teun volgt een
documentaire over dolfijnen. Er worden interessante dingen verteld. Teun zegt tegen
Siem:
‘Een dolfijn/lijkt/van/alle/shows heel onrustig/te worden.’
(24c) Teun en Siem zijn in het Dolfinarium in Harderwijk. Na een dolfijnenshow zien
ze dat de dolfijnen wild rondzwemmen. Ook luisteren ze totaal niet meer naar de
trainster. Teun zegt tegen Siem: ‘Een dolfijn/lijkt/van/alle/shows heel onrustig/te
worden.’
(25a) Ivana en Bart zijn op een groot congres. Ivana zegt tegen Bart:
‘De spreker/lijkt/heel/veel/moeite met presenteren/te hebben.’
(25b) Ivana en Bart zijn op een groot congres. Ivana hoort het publiek wat afroddelen
over de eerste spreker. Ivana zegt tegen Bart:
‘De spreker/lijkt/heel/veel/moeite met presenteren/te hebben.’
(25c) Ivana en Bart zijn op een groot congres. Ze zien dat de eerste spreker steeds
met zijn handen friemelt en slecht uit zijn woorden komt. Ivana zegt tegen Bart:
‘De spreker/lijkt/heel/veel/moeite met presenteren/te hebben.’
(26a) Carmen en Maureen staan in de kroeg. Carmen zegt tegen Maureen:
‘De baas van deze tent/lijkt/een/heel/succesvol ondernemer/te zijn.’
(26b) Carmen en Maureen staan in de kroeg. Carmen heeft veel verhalen gehoord over
de baas van deze tent. Carmen zegt tegen Maureen:
‘De baas van deze tent/lijkt/een/heel/succesvol ondernemer/te zijn.’
(26c) Carmen en Maureen staan in de kroeg. Ze zien de baas van de tent binnenlopen.
Hij heeft dure kleding aan en laat zich omgeven door luxe. Carmen zegt tegen
Maureen:
‘De baas van deze tent/lijkt/een/heel/succesvol ondernemer/te zijn.’
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(27a) Claire en Caspar zijn bij een klassiek celloconcert. Claire zegt tegen Caspar:
‘Muziek/lijkt/een/zeer/sterk rustgevende werking/te hebben.’
(27b) Claire en Caspar zijn bij een klassiek celloconcert. Claire heeft een grote
interesse in muziektherapie. Ze heeft er veel over gelezen. Claire zegt tegen Caspar:
‘Muziek/lijkt/een/zeer/sterk rustgevende werking/te hebben.’
(27c) Claire en Caspar zijn bij een klassiek celloconcert. De zaal is onrustig, maar
zodra het concert aanvangt, ontspant iedereen zich. Claire zegt tegen Caspar:
‘Muziek/lijkt/een/zeer/sterk rustgevende werking/te hebben.’
(28a) Tember en Eva zijn bij een dance event. Tember zegt tegen Eva:
‘DJ Tiësto/lijkt/een/hele/lading pillen geslikt/te hebben.’
(28b) Tember en Eva zijn bij een dance event. Tember heeft een stuk gelezen over DJ
Tiësto. Hij heeft in zijn wilde jaren een hoop foute dingen gedaan. Tember zegt tegen
Eva: ‘DJ Tiësto/lijkt/een/hele/lading pillen geslikt/te hebben.’
(28c) Tember en Eva zijn bij een dance event. Ze zien dat DJ Tiësto enorm druk is en
een vreemde blik in zijn ogen heeft. Tember zegt tegen Eva:
‘DJ Tiësto/lijkt/een/hele/lading pillen geslikt/te hebben.’
(29a) Sterre en Mirte lopen over de 9-maandenbeurs. Sterre zegt tegen Mirte:
‘Een baby/lijkt/al/heel/vroeg grapjes/te kunnen maken.’
(29b) Sterre en Mirte lopen over de 9-maandenbeurs. Sterre is zwanger en heeft al
veel boeken gelezen over baby’s. Sterre zegt tegen Mirte:
‘Een baby/lijkt/al/heel/vroeg grapjes/te kunnen maken.’
(29c) Sterre en Mirte lopen over de 9-maandenbeurs. Ze zien een filmpje over de
sociale vaardigheden van baby’s. Daarin zien ze dat de baby’s elkaars drinkbekers
verwisselen en andere fratsen uithalen. Sterre zegt tegen Mirte:
‘Een baby/lijkt/al/heel/vroeg grapjes/te kunnen maken.’
(30a) Flip en Frans volgen het verkiezingsdebat. Flip zegt tegen Frans:
‘De partijleider/lijkt/door/de/situatie heel erg gefrustreerd/te zijn.’
(30b) Flip en Frans volgen het verkiezingsdebat. Flip heeft verschillende geruchten
gehoord over de partijleider van de PvdA. Flip zegt tegen Frans:
‘De partijleider/lijkt/door/de/situatie heel erg gefrustreerd/te zijn.’
(30c) Flip en Frans volgen het verkiezingsdebat. Ze zien een media optreden van de
partijleider van de PvdA. Ze zien dat hij zijn gezicht moeilijk in de plooi kan houden.
Flip zegt tegen Frans: ‘De partijleider/lijkt/door/de/situatie heel erg gefrustreerd/te
zijn.’
(31a) Karen en Jacques zijn bij een pianoconcert van Wibi Soerjadi. Karen zegt tegen
Jacques: ‘Wibi/lijkt/nog/steeds/onder de grote druk/te lijden.’
(31b) Karen en Jacques zijn bij een pianoconcert van Wibi Soerjadi. Karen luistert
naar de verhalen van zijn trouwste fans over hem. Karen zegt tegen Jacques:
‘Wibi/lijkt/nog/steeds/onder de grote druk/te lijden.’
(31b) Karen en Jacques zijn bij een pianoconcert van Wibi Soerjadi. Ze zien dat Wibi’s
handen trillen tijdens het spelen. Karen zegt tegen Jacques:
‘Wibi/lijkt/nog/steeds/onder de grote druk/te lijden.’
(32a) Tessa en Anouk zijn in het muziektheater bij een balletuitvoering. Tessa zegt
tegen Anouk: ‘De hoofddanseres/lijkt/heel/veel/last van haar teenblessure/te hebben.’
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(32b) Tessa en Anouk zijn in het muziektheater bij een balletuitvoering. Tessa heeft
van haar vriendinnen roddels gehoord over de hoofddanseres. Tessa zegt tegen Anouk:
‘De hoofddanseres/lijkt/heel/veel/last van haar teenblessure/te hebben.’
(32c) Tessa en Anouk zijn in het muziektheater bij een balletuitvoering. Ze zien dat de
hoofddanseres een van pijn vertrokken gezicht heeft. Tessa zegt tegen Anouk:
‘De hoofddanseres/lijkt/heel/veel/last van haar teenblessure/te hebben.’
(33a) Mariska en Joep zijn een dagje uit naar Sea Life. Mariska zegt tegen Joep:
‘De dwergpinguïn/lijkt/uit/zijn/verblijf ontsnapt/te zijn.’
(33b) Mariska en Joep zijn een dagje uit naar Sea Life. Mariska heeft een opmerkelijk
bericht gelezen over de dwergpinguïn. Mariska zegt tegen Joep:
‘De dwergpinguïn/lijkt/uit/zijn/verblijf ontsnapt/te zijn.’
(33c) Mariska en Joep zijn een dagje uit naar Sea Life. Ze zien dat het verblijf van de
dwergpinguïn leeg is en dat er een gat in het hek zit. Mariska zegt tegen Joep:
‘De dwergpinguïn/lijkt/uit/zijn/verblijf ontsnapt/te zijn.’
(34a) Jack en Irene zijn op de automarkt in Utrecht. Jack zegt tegen Irene:
‘De verkoop van oldtimers/lijkt/niet/onder/de crisis /te lijden.’
(34b) Jack en Irene zijn op de automarkt in Utrecht. Jack heeft in de krant gelezen
dat het door de crisis niet goed gaat met de autoverkoop. Hoewel, dit geldt niet voor
oldtimers. Jack zegt tegen Irene: ‘De verkoop van oldtimers/lijkt/niet/onder/de crisis
/te lijden.’
(34c) Jack en Irene zijn op de automarkt in Utrecht. Ze zien dat het door de crisis
minder druk is dan andere jaren. Alleen voor de oldtimers is er veel belangstelling.
Jack zegt tegen Irene: ‘De verkoop van oldtimers/lijkt/niet/onder/de crisis /te lijden.’
(35a) Elise en Petra zijn bij een concert van Jill Sharpe. Elise zegt tegen Petra:
‘Jill Sharpe/lijkt/weer/onder/invloed van alcohol/te zijn.’
(35b) Elise en Petra zijn bij een concert van Jill Sharpe. Elise heeft wilde verhalen
gehoord over de zangeres. Elise zegt tegen Petra:
‘Jill Sharpe/lijkt/weer/onder/invloed van alcohol/te zijn.’
(35c) Elise en Petra zijn bij een concert van Jill Sharpe. Ze zien dat de zangeres zich
log beweegt en sloom praat. Elise zegt tegen Petra:
‘Jill Sharpe/lijkt/weer/onder/invloed van alcohol/te zijn.’
(36a) Lucas en Milan volgen een college ‘inleiding in de psychologie’ bij professor
Wilgenburg. Lucas zegt tegen Milan:
‘Professor Wilgenburg/lijkt/heel/dicht/tegen een burn-out aan/te zitten.’
(36b) Lucas en Milan volgen de cursus ‘inleiding in de psychologie’ van professor
Wilgenburg. Lucas heeft een hardnekkig gerucht gehoord over de professor. Lucas
zegt tegen Milan: ‘Professor Wilgenburg/lijkt/heel/dicht/tegen een burn-out aan/te
zitten.’
(36c) Lucas en Milan volgen een college ‘inleiding in de psychologie’ bij professor
Wilgenburg. Ze merken dat de professor geïrriteerd reageert en van alles vergeet.
Lucas zegt tegen Milan: ‘Professor Wilgenburg/lijkt/heel/dicht/tegen een burn-out
aan/te zitten.’
(37a) Janna en Grietje volgen een workshop ‘sieraden maken’. Janna zegt tegen
Grietje: ‘De cursusleidster/lijkt/een/zeer/slechte nacht achter de rug/te hebben.’
(37b) Janna en Grietje volgen een workshop ‘sieraden maken’. Janna hoort in de
pauze van de medecursisten een verklaring voor het slechte humeur van de
cursusleidster. Janna zegt tegen Grietje:
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‘De cursusleidster/lijkt/een/zeer/slechte nacht achter de rug/te hebben.’
(37c) Janna en Grietje volgen een workshop ‘sieraden maken’. Ze merken dat de
cursusleidster kortaf is en flinke wallen onder haar ogen heeft. Janna zegt tegen
Grietje:
‘De cursusleidster/lijkt/een/zeer/slechte nacht achter de rug/te hebben.’
(38a) Emma en Fleur volgen het WK zwemmen. Emma zegt tegen Fleur:
‘Marleen Veldhuis/lijkt/na/haar/zwangerschap beter in haar vel/te zitten.’
(38b) Emma en Fleur volgen het WK zwemmen. Emma heeft de commentatoren van
Studio Sport horen speculeren over het combineren van moederschap en topsport van
Marleen Veldhuis. Emma zegt tegen Fleur:
‘Marleen Veldhuis/lijkt/na/haar/zwangerschap beter in haar vel/te zitten.’
(38c) Emma en Fleur volgen het WK zwemmen. Ze zien Marleen Veldhuis een
wedstrijd zwemmen. Ze is ijzersterk en heeft geen last van spanning voor de
wedstrijd. Emma zegt tegen Fleur: ‘Marleen Veldhuis/lijkt/na/haar/zwangerschap
beter in haar vel/te zitten.’
(39a) Thijn en Jelmer zijn bij het internationale vuurwerkfestival in Scheveningen. De
burgemeester verzorgt de opening. Thijn zegt tegen Jelmer:
‘De burgemeester/lijkt/heel/erg/bang voor vuurwerk/te zijn.’
(39b) Thijn en Jelmer zijn bij het internationale vuurwerkfestival in Scheveningen.
Thijn heeft in de plaatselijke krant een artikel gelezen over de burgemeester en zijn
beleving van het jaarlijkse festival. Thijn zegt tegen Jelmer:
‘De burgemeester/lijkt/heel/erg/bang voor vuurwerk/te zijn.’
(39c) Thijn en Jelmer zijn bij het internationale vuurwerkfestival in Scheveningen. Ze
zien de burgemeester steeds angstig rondkijken. Thijn zegt tegen Jelmer:
‘De burgemeester/lijkt/heel/erg/bang voor vuurwerk/te zijn.’
(40a) Jolien en Anna volgen de uitreiking van de Grammy awards. Jolien zegt tegen
Anna: ‘Adele/lijkt/niet/van/al die aandacht/te houden.’
(40b) Jolien en Anna volgen de uitreiking van de Grammy awards. Jolien heeft in de
krant een artikel over Adele gelezen, de grote winnares. Jolien zegt tegen Anna:
‘Adele/lijkt/niet/van/al die aandacht/te houden.’
(40c) Jolien en Anna volgen de uitreiking van de Grammy awards. Ze zien een
nerveuze Adele. Iedere keer dat ze een award in ontvangst neemt, stottert ze en
kleurt haar gezicht rood. Jolien zegt tegen Anna: ‘Adele/lijkt/niet/van/al die
aandacht/te houden.’
(41a) Robert en Martijn zitten in de klas bij meneer Janssen. Robert zegt tegen
Martijn: ‘Meneer Janssen/lijkt/echt/geen/grapjes/te kunnen waarderen.’
(41b) Robert en Martijn zitten in de klas bij meneer Janssen. Robert heeft van een
paar ouderejaars al veel dingen over meneer Janssen gehoord. Robert zegt tegen
Martijn: ‘Meneer Janssen/lijkt/echt/geen/grapjes/te kunnen waarderen.’
(41c) Robert en Martijn zitten in de klas bij meneer Janssen. Ze halen veel geintjes
uit, maar ze zien dat meneer Janssen er niet blij mee is. Robert zegt tegen Martijn:
‘Meneer Janssen/lijkt/echt/geen/grapjes/te kunnen waarderen.’
(42a) Florian en Aster zijn aanwezig bij de algemene ledenvergadering van de
hockeyclub. Florian zegt tegen Aster: ‘De voorzitter/lijkt/een/grote/hekel aan
vergaderen/te hebben.’
(42b) Florian en Aster zijn aanwezig bij de algemene ledenvergadering van de
hockeyclub. Florian heeft van verschillende mensen roddels gehoord over de
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voorzitter. Florian zegt tegen Aster: ‘De voorzitter/lijkt/een/grote/hekel aan
vergaderen/te hebben.’
(42c) Florian en Aster zijn aanwezig bij de algemene ledenvergadering van de
hockeyclub. Ze zien dat de voorzitter erg chagrijnig kijkt. Florian zegt tegen Aster:
‘De voorzitter/lijkt/een/grote/hekel aan vergaderen/te hebben.’
(43a) Charlotte en Max fietsen langs de Oude Gracht. Charlotte zegt tegen Max:
‘De gracht/lijkt/steeds/erger/vervuild/te raken.’
(43b) Charlotte en Max fietsen langs de Oude Gracht. Charlotte heeft in het
milieublaadje van de gemeente informatie gelezen over de status van de gracht.
Charlotte zegt tegen Max: ‘De gracht/lijkt/steeds/erger/vervuild/te raken.’
(43c) Charlotte en Max fietsen langs de Oude Gracht. Ze zien dat het water er
troebeler uitziet dan vorige week. Charlotte zegt tegen Max:
‘De gracht/lijkt/steeds/erger/vervuild/te raken.’
(44a) Noor en Merel zijn aan het backpacken door Australië. Noor zegt tegen Merel:
‘Syndey/lijkt/een/heel/fijne stad om te winkelen/te zijn.’
(44b) Noor en Merel zijn aan het backpacken door Australië. Noor heeft op internet al
veel informatie over de Australische steden gelezen. Noor zegt tegen Merel:
‘Syndey/lijkt/een/heel/fijne stad om te winkelen/te zijn.’
(44c) Noor en Merel zijn aan het backpacken door Australië. Ze lopen rond in Sydney
en zien dat het er stikt van de kleine boetiekjes. Noor zegt tegen Merel:
‘Syndey/lijkt/een/heel/fijne stad om te winkelen/te zijn.’
(45a) Gerwin en Dalan zijn samen in de sportschool. Gerwin zegt tegen Dalan:
‘Krachttraining/lijkt/pas/op/de lange termijn effect/te hebben.’
(45b) Gerwin en Dalan zijn samen in de sportschool. Gerwin heeft een uitgebreid
gesprek gehad met zijn personal trainer. Gerwin zegt tegen Dalan:
‘Krachttraining/lijkt/pas/op/de lange termijn effect/te hebben.’
(45c) Gerwin en Dalan zijn samen in de sportschool. Ze werken hard, maar zien nog
geen veranderingen aan hun lijf. Gerwin zegt tegen Dalan:
‘Krachttraining/lijkt/pas/op/de lange termijn effect/te hebben.’
(46a) Hugo en Maike wandelen door een lieflijk Frans dorpje. Hugo zegt tegen Maike:
‘Het vuilnis/lijkt/hier/niet/vaak opgehaald/te worden.’
(46b) Hugo en Maike wandelen door een lieflijk Frans dorpje. Voor de vakantie heeft
Hugo zich goed ingelezen over dit dorpje. Hugo zegt tegen Maike:
‘Het vuilnis/lijkt/hier/niet/vaak opgehaald/te worden.’
(46c) Hugo en Maike wandelen door een lieflijk Frans dorpje. Het stinkt in het dorpje
en er slingert afval op straat. Hugo zegt tegen Maike:
‘Het vuilnis/lijkt/hier/niet/vaak opgehaald/te worden.’
(47a) Fien en Jasper volgen de ontwikkelingen in de Amerikaanse politiek. Fien zegt
tegen Jasper: ‘Sarah Palin/lijkt/maar/weinig/waarde aan onderzoek/te hechten.’
(47b) Fien en Jasper volgen de ontwikkelingen in de Amerikaanse politiek. Fien heeft
onlangs een film gezien over Sarah Palin. Fien zegt tegen Jasper:
‘Sarah Palin/lijkt/maar/weinig/waarde aan onderzoek/te hechten.’
(47c) Fien en Jasper volgen de ontwikkelingen in de Amerikaanse politiek. Ze
constateren dat Sarah Palin nadrukkelijk haar best doet om uitgaven aan
wetenschappelijk onderzoek te korten. Fien zegt tegen Jasper:
‘Sarah Palin/lijkt/maar/weinig/waarde aan onderzoek/te hechten.’
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(48a) Laurens en Amber bezoeken een expositie van Guido Olivar. Laurens zegt tegen
Amber: ‘Guido/lijkt/aan/een/zeer heftige depressie/te lijden.’
(48b) Laurens en Amber bezoeken een expositie van Guido Olivar. Laurens heeft een
artikel gelezen over de kunstenaar. Laurens zegt tegen Amber:
‘Guido/lijkt/aan/een/zeer heftige depressie/te lijden.’
(48c) Laurens en Amber bezoeken een expositie van Guido Olivar. Ze zien dat hij in
zijn werk veel donkere kleuren gebruikt en onheilspellende figuren schildert. Laurens
zegt tegen Amber: ‘Guido/lijkt/aan/een/zeer heftige depressie/te lijden.’

Appendix 2
Test stories Experiments 1 and 2 Chapter 4
Experiment 1
Items direct visual:

(1) Hier zie je Pim samen met zijn vader. Pim zit op de tovenaarsschool en vandaag
hebben ze open dag. Pim heeft zijn vader meegnomen naar de tovenaarsschool. Vader
heeft zelfs een echt tovenaarspak aan. Er is ook een wedstrijd toverdrank maken.
Kijk, vader staat al bij de toverketel
Q: Wie gaat de toverdrank maken, denk je?
‘Here you see Pim and his father. Pim is in wizard school and today they have an open
day. Pim has taken his father to the wizard school. Father is even wearing a real
wizard suit. There is a potion-making competition. Look, father is already standing
next to the cauldron.’
Q: Who is going to make the potion, do you think?
(2) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Bart. Vader is politieagent en vandaag heeft hij
Bart meegenomen naar het politiebureau. Bart heeft zelfs een echt politiepak
aangetrokken. Op het politiebureau is ook een dief die handboeien om moet. Kijk,
Bart heeft de handboeien al vast.
Q: Wie gaat de handboeien bij de dief omdoen, denk je?
‘Here you see father and his son Bart. Father is a police officer and today he has taken
Bart to the police station. Bart is even wearing a real policeman’s uniform. At the police
office there is a thief who has to be handcuffed. Look, Bart is already holding the
handcuffs.’
Q: Who is going to handcuff the thief, do you think?
(3) Hier zie je Marieke samen met haar oma. Marieke zit op turnen en vandaag heeft
ze haar oma meegenomen naar de turnschool. Oma heeft zelfs een echt gympakje aan.
De turnmeisjes doen oefeningen op de lange mat. Kijk, oma staat al op de lange mat.
Q: Wie gaat er meeturnen met de meisjes denk je?
‘Here you see Marieke and her grandma. Marieke does gymnastics and today she has
taken her grandma to the gymnastics school. Grandma is even wearing a real
gymnastics outfit. The gymnasts are practicing on the long mat. Look, grandma is
already standing on the long mat.’
Q: Who is going to join in with the gymnastics, do you think?

Items inferential:

(4) Hier zie je Stijn en zijn opa. Stijn zit op judo en vandaag heeft hij opa meegenomen
naar een judowedstrijd. Opa heeft zelfs een echt judopak aangetrokken. Kijk, opa
staat al op de judomat.
Maar ja, opa kent de judoworpen helemaal niet. Stijn zit op judo en kent de
judoworpen heel goed.
Q: Wie gaat er aan de judowedstrijd meedoen denk je?
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‘Here you see Stijn and his grandpa. Stijn does judo and today he has taken grandpa
to a judo competition. Grandpa is even wearing a real judogi. Look, grandpa is already
standing on the tatami. But then, grandpa doesn’t know the judo moves. Stijn, who
does judo, does knows the judo moves.’
Q: Who is going to play in the judo match, do you think?
(5) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje David. Vader is astronaut en vandaag heeft hij
David meegnomen naar het ruimtecentrum. David heeft zelfs een echt
astronautenpak aan. Er staat ook een raket om in te vliegen in het ruimtecentrum.
Kijk, David staat al bij de raket. Maar ja, David weet helemaal niet hoe je in de raket
moet vliegen. Vader is astronaut en weet heel goed hoe je in de raket moet vliegen.
Q: Wie gaat er in de raket vliegen denk je?
‘Here you see father and his son David. Father is an astronaut and today he has taken
David to the space center. David is even wearing a real spacesuit. In the space center,
there is a rocket in which you can fly. Look, David is already standing next to the
rocket. But then, David doesn’t know how to fly in the rocket. Father, who is an
astronaut, does know how to fly in the rocket.’
Q: Who is going to fly in the rocket, do you think?
(6) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Rick. Vader is goochelaar en vandaag heeft hij
Rick meegenomen naar een optreden. Rick heeft zelfs een echt goochelaarspak
aangetrokken. Er is ook een goochelshow met konijnen uit de hoge hoed. Kijk, Rick
heeft de hoge hoed al in zijn hand.
Maar ja, Rick weet helemaal niet hoe je een konijn uit een hoed moet toveren. Papa is
goochelaar en weet heel goed hoe je een konijn uit een hoed moet toveren.
Q: Wie gaat er een konijn uit de hoed toveren denk je?
‘Here you see father and his son Rick. Father is a magician and today he has taken
Rick to a performance. Rick is even wearing a real magician’s outfit. There is a magic
show that involves pulling rabbits out of a top hat. Look, Rick is already holding the
top hat. But then, Rick doesn’t know how to pull a rabbit out of a hat. Dad, who is a
magician, does know how to pull a rabbit out of a hat.’
Q: Who is going to pull a rabbit out of the hat, do you think?

Items hearsay:

(7) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Martin. Vader is clown en vandaag heeft hij
Martin meegnomen naar het circus. Er is zelfs een jongleeroptreden in het circus.
Minnie Mouse: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Vader gaat
aan Martin uitleggen hoe je moet jongleren. En dan gaat Martin jongleren tijdens het
optreden.
‘Here you see father and his son Martin. Father is a clown and today he has taken
Martin to the circus. There is a juggling act in the circus.’
Minnie Mouse: ‘Mickey once told me how this story ends. Father will explain to Martin
how to juggle and then Martin will do the juggling act.’
(8) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Wesley. Vader is kok en vandaag mag Wesley mee
met zijn vader naar het restaurant. Er ligt groente in de keuken groente die gesneden
moet worden.
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Minnie Mouse: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Vader
vertelt aan Wesley hoe je met het mes de groente moet snijden. En dan gaat Wesley
de groente snijden.
‘Here you see father and his son Wesley. Father is a cook and today Wesley can join him
at the restaurant. There are vegetables in the kitchen that need to be cut up.’
Minnie Mouse: ‘Mickey once told me how this story ends. Father tells Wesley how to cut
up the vegetables with the knife. And then Wesley cuts up the vegetables.’
(9) Hier zie je Mandy samen met haar oma. Mandy zit op zwemmen en vandaag heeft
ze haar oma meegenomen naar een zwemwedstrijd.
Minnie Mouse: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Mandy legt
de regels van de zwemwedstrijd aan oma uit. En dan gaat oma meedoen aan de
zwemwedstrijd.
‘Here you see Mandy and her grandma. Mandy is a swimmer and today she has taken
grandma to a swimming race.’
Minnie Mouse: ‘Mickey once told me how this story ends. Mandy will explain the rules
of the swimming race to grandma. And then grandma will swim in the swimming
race.’

Experiment 2
Items lijken:

(1) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Sam. Vader werkt bij de brandweer. Vandaag is
het open dag bij de brandweer en vader heeft Sam daar mee naartoe genomen. Sam
heeft zelfs een echt brandweermannenpak aan. De brandweer heeft ook een brand
gemaakt. Kijk, Sam heeft de brandweers?lang al vast.
T: Wie lijkt de brand te gaan blussen?
‘Here you see father and his son Sam. Father is a firefighter. Today is an open day at
the fire station and Sam joined father there. Sam is even wearing a real fireman’s
uniform. The fire fighters even made a real fire. Look, Sam is already holding the fire
hose.’
T: Who lijkt to be going to put out the fire?
(2) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Ruben. Vader is een ervaren scoutingleider.
Vandaag mag Ruben mee naar de scouting. Hij heeft zelfs een echt scoutingpak aan.
Bij de scouting gaan ze knopen leggen in een touw. Kijk, Ruben heeft het touw al in
zijn hand.
T: Wie lijkt de knoop te gaan leggen?
Here you see father and his son Ruben. Father is an experienced scout leader. Today
Ruben can join his father scouting. He is even wearing a real scout’s uniform. At the
scouts, they are in tying knots in a rope. Look, Ruben is already holding the rope.
T: Who lijkt to be going to tie the knot?
(3) Hier zie je moeder en haar dochter Julia. Moeder werkt als zuster in een
ziekenhuis. Vandaag mag Julia mee met haar moeder naar het ziekenhuis. Ze heeft
zelfs een echt zusterpakje aan. Er ligt een zieke in het ziekenhuisbed. Kijk, Julia heeft
de spuit, om de zieke een prikje te geven, al vast.
T: Wie lijkt de prik te gaan geven?
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Here you see mother and her daughter Julia. Mother is a nurse in the hospital. Today
Julia has gone with her mother to the hospital. She is even dressed in a nurse’s
uniform. There is a patient in the hospital bed. Look, Julia is already holding the
syringe.
T: Who lijkt to be going to give the injection?
(4) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Thijs. Vader is soldaat en vandaag mag Thijs mee
naar de kazerne. Thijs heeft zelfs een echt soldatenpak aan. Er hangt op de kazerne
ook een schietschijf. Kijk, Thijs heeft het geweer al vast.
T: Wie lijkt te gaan schieten?
Here you see father and his son Thijs. Father is a soldier and today Thijs can join him
at the barracks. Thijs is even wearing a real soldier’s uniform. There is a target at the
barracks. Look, Thijs is already holding the gun.
T: Who lijkt to be going to shoot?
(5) Hier zie je Sophie samen met haar moeder. Sophie zit op ballet en vandaag heeft ze
haar moeder meegenomen naar de balletschool. Moeder heeft zelfs een echt
balletpakje aan. Er is ook een uitvoering van de balletmeisjes. Kijk, moeder staat al in
de houding.
T: Wie lijkt mee te gaan dansen?
Here you see Sophie and her mother. Sophie is a ballet dancer and today she has taken
her mother to the ballet school. Mother is even wearing a real ballet costume. is the
ballerinas are also giving a performance. Look, mother is already in the right position.
T: Who lijkt to be going to dance?
(6) Hier zie je Lotte samen met haar moeder. Lotte zit op de heksenschool en vandaag
hebben ze open dag. Lotte heeft haar moeder meegenomen naar de heksenschool.
Moeder heeft zelfs een echt heksenpak aan. Er zijn ook vliegshows op bezemstelen.
Kijk, moeder zit al op de bezemsteel.
T: Wie lijkt op de bezemsteel te gaan vliegen?
Here you see Lotte and her mother. Lotte is in witch school and today there is an open
day. Lotte has taken her mom to the witch school. Mother is even wearing a real witch’s
costume. There are shows that involve flying on broomsticks. Look, mother is already
on the broomstick.
T: Who lijkt to be going to fly on the broomstick?
(7) Hier zie je Lucas samen met zijn vader. Lucas zit op motorcross en vandaag heeft
hij zijn vader meegenomen naar het circuit. Vader heeft zelfs een echt motorpak
aangetrokken. Er is ook een motorcrossshow. Kijk, vader zit al op de motor.
T: Wie lijkt mee te gaan rijden op de motor in de show?
Here you see Lucas and his father. Lucas is a motorcross racer and today he has taken
his father to the circuit. Father is even wearing real motorcross gear. There is also a
motorcross show. Look, father is already on the motorbike.
T: Who lijkt to be going to ride the motorbike in the show?
(8) Hier zie je Luuk en zijn opa. Luuk zit op basketbal en vandaag heeft hij zijn opa
meegenomen naar een basketbalwedstrijd. Opa heeft zelfs een echt basketbaltenue
aangetrokken. Kijk, opa heeft de bal al in zijn hand.
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T: Wie lijkt de basketbalwedstrijd te gaan spelen?
Here you see Luuk and his granddad. Luuk is a basketball player and today he has
taken granddad to a basketball game. Granddad is even wearing a proper basketball
outfit. Look, granddad is already holding the basketball.
T: Who lijkt to be going to play in the basketball game?

Items lijkt-me:
All in addition to the stories in the lijken condition:
(1) Maar ja, Sam weet helemaal niet hoe je de slang aan moet doen. Papa is
brandweerman en weet heel goed hoe je de slang aan moet doen.
T: Wie lijkt je de brand te gaan blussen?
But then, Sam doesn’t know how to turn on the fire hose. Dad, who is a fire fighter,
does know how to turn on the fire hose.
T: Who lijkt je to be going to put out the fire?
(2) Maar ja, Ruben heeft nooit geleerd hoe je een knoop moet leggen. Vader is een
ervaren scout en heeft wel geleerd hoe je een knoop moet leggen.
T: Wie lijkt je de knoop te gaan leggen?
But then, Ruben doesn’t know how to tie a knot. Father, who is an experienced scout,
does know how to tie a knot.
T: Who lijkt je to be going to knot the rope?
(3) Maar ja, Julia weet helemaal niet waar ze moet prikken. Mama is zuster en weet
precies waar ze de zieke de prik moet geven.
T: Wie lijkt je de prik te gaan geven?
But then, Julia doesn’t know where to inject the patient. Mom, who is a nurse, does
know where to inject the patient.
T: Who lijkt je to be going to inject the patient?
(4) Maar ja, Thijs weet helemaal niet hoe je moet mikken met het geweer. Papa is
soldaat en weet heel goed hoe je moet mikken.
T: Wie lijkt je te gaan schieten?
But then, Thijs doesn’t know how to aim with the gun. Dad, who is a soldier and
knows exactly how to aim.
T: Who lijkt je to be going to shoot?
(5) Maar ja, moeder kent de danspasjes helemaal niet. Sophie zit op ballet en kent de
danspasjes heel goed.
T: Wie lijkt je mee te gaan dansen?
But then, mother doesn’t know the dance steps. Sophie, who is a ballet dancer, does
know the steps.
T: Who lijkt je to be going to dance?
(6) Maar ja, moeder weet niet hoe ze de bezemsteel de lucht in moet krijgen. Lotte zit
op de heksenschool en weet heel goed hoe ze de bezemsteel de lucht in moet krijgen.
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T: Wie lijkt je op de bezemsteel te gaan vliegen?
But then, mother doesn’t know how to get the broomstick up in the air. Lotte, who is in
witch school, does know how to get the broomstick up in the air.
T: Who lijkt je to be going to fly on the broomstick?
(7) Maar ja, vader weet helemaal niet hoe hij moet rijden in de show. Lucas zit op
motor cross en weet precies hoe hij moet rijden in de show.
T: Wie lijkt je mee te gaan rijden op de motor in de show?
But then, father doesn’t know how to ride in the show. Lucas, who does motorcross,
does know how to ride in the show.
T: Who lijkt je to be going to ride the motorbike in the show?
(8) Maar ja, opa kent de regels van basketbal helemaal niet. Luuk zit op basketbal en
kent de regels heel goed.
T: Wie lijkt je de basketbalwedstrijd te gaan spelen?
But then, granddad doesn’t know the rules of basketball. Luuk, who is a basketball
player, does know the rules.
T: Who lijkt je to be going to play in the basketball game?

Items schijnen:
(1) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Sam. Vader werkt bij de brandweer. Vandaag is
het open dag bij de brandweer en vader heeft Sam daar mee naartoe genomen. Ze
hebben er zelfs een echte brand gemaakt.
Minnie: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Vader gaat aan
Sam vertellen hoe de brandweerslang werkt, en dan gaat Sam de brand blussen.
T: Wie schijnt de brand te gaan blussen?
Here you see father and his son Sam. Father is a fire fighter. Today is an open day at
the fire station and Sam has joined father there. They even made a real fire.
Minnie: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Father will explain how the fire hose
works and then Sam will put out the fire.
T: Who schijnt to be going to put out the fire?
(2) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Ruben. Ruben zit op scouting en vandaag heeft hij
zijn vader meegenomen. Bij de scouting gaan ze knopen leggen in een touw.
Minnie: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Ruben gaat aan
zijn vader vertellen hoe je een knoop moet leggen in het touw, en dan gaat vader een
knoop leggen in het touw.
T: Wie schijnt de knoop te gaan leggen?
Here you see father and his son Ruben. Ruben is a scout and today he has taken his
father along. At scouts they are tying knots in a rope.
Minnie: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Ruben explains how to tie a knot and
then father ties a knot in the rope.
T: Who schijnt to be going to tie a knot?
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(3) Hier zie je moeder en haar dochter Julia. Moeder werkt als zuster in een
ziekenhuis. Vandaag mag Julia mee met haar moeder naar het ziekenhuis. Er ligt
zelfs een zieke in het ziekenhuisbed die een prikje moet krijgen.
Minnie: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Moeder gaat aan
Julia vertellen waar ze het prikje moet geven en dan gaat Julia de zieke een prik
geven.
T: Wie schijnt de prik te gaan geven?
Here you see mother and her daughter Julia. Mother is a nurse in the hospital. Today
Julia has gone with her mother to the hospital. There even is a patient in the hospital
bed who needs an injection.
Minnie: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Mother explains to Julia where to
inject the patient and then Julia injects the patient.
T: Who schijnt to be going to give the injection?
(4) Hier zie je vader en zijn zoontje Thijs. Vader is soldaat en vandaag mag Thijs mee
naar de kazerne. Er hangt op de kazerne zelfs een schietschijf.
Minnie: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Vader vertelt aan
Thijs hoe je met het geweer moet schieten en dan gaat Thijs schieten.
T: Wie schijnt te gaan schieten?
Here you see father and his son Thijs. Father is a soldier and today Thijs can join him
at the barracks. There is even a real target at the barracks.
Minnie: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Father explains how to shoot with the
gun and then Thijs shoots.
T: Who schijnt to be going to shoot?
(5) Hier zie je Sophie samen met haar moeder. Sophie zit op ballet en vandaag heeft ze
haar moeder meegenomen naar de balletschool. Er is zelfs een uitvoering van de
balletmeisjes.
Minnie: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Moeder heeft
vroeger ook op ballet gezeten en kan de danspasjes nog steeds. Dus moeder gaat met
de meisjes mee dansen.
T: Wie schijnt mee te gaan dansen?
Here you see Sophie together with her mother. Sophie is a ballet dancer and today she
has taken her mom to the ballet school. The ballerinas are even putting on a
performance.
Minnie: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Mother used to be a ballet dancer and
still knows the dance steps. So, mother will dance with the girls.
T: Who schijnt to be going to dance?
(6) Hier zie je Lotte samen met haar moeder. De moeder van Lotte is heks. En ze kan
heel goed vliegen op een bezemsteel. Vandaag heeft ze Lotte meegenomen naar een
echt vliegshow op bezemstelen.
Minnie: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Moeder vertelt
aan Lotte hoe ze moet vliegen op de bezem en dan gaat Lotte meevliegen op de
bezemsteel in de show.
T: Wie schijnt op de bezemsteel mee te gaan vliegen?
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Here you see Lotte and her mother. Lotte’s mother is a witch. And she is really good at
flying on a broomstick. Today she has taken Lotte to a real show that involves flying on
broomsticks.
Minnie: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Mother explains to Lotte how to fly on
the broomstick and then Lotte flies on the broomstick in the show.
T: Who schijnt to be going to fly on the broomstick?
(7) Hier zie je Lucas samen met zijn vader. Vader kan motor rijden en vandaag heeft
hij Lucas meegenomen naar het circuit. Er is zelfs een motorcrossshow.
Minnie: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Vader vertelt aan
Lucas hoe hij op de motor moet rijden. En dan gaat Lucas op de motor rijden in de
show.
T: Wie schijnt op de motor te gaan rijden in de show?
Here you see Lucas and his father. Father can ride a motorcycle and today he has
taken Lucas to the track. There is even a real motorcross show.
Minnie: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Father explains to Lucas how to ride
a motorcycle. And then Lucas rides on the motorcycle in the show.
T: Who schijnt to be going to ride the motorcycle in the show?
(8) Hier zie je Luuk en zijn opa. Luuk zit op basketbal en vandaag heeft hij zijn opa
meegenomen naar een basketbalwedstrijd.
Minnie: Mickey heeft me weleens verteld hoe dit verhaaltje afloopt. Luuk vertelt de
regels van de basketbalwedstrijd aan opa. En dan gaat opa meedoen aan de
basktebalwedstrijd.
T: Wie schijnt de basketbalwedstrijd te gaan spelen?
Here you see Luuk and his grandpa. Luuk is a basketball player and today he has
taken grandpa to a basketball game.
Minnie: Mickey once told me how this story ends. Luuk will explain the rules of the
basketball game to grandpa. And then grandpa will play in the basketball game.
T: Who schijnt to be going to play in the basketball game?

Appendix 3
Test sentences experiment Chapter 5
Koekiemonster zei dat het hout van de dikke meneer met het kale
Cookie Monster said that the wood of the fat gentleman with the bald
hoofd hard viel toen het zware onweer
met een flits was begonnen
head hard fell when the heavy thunderstorm with a flash was begun
‘Cookie Monster said that the wood belonging to the fat gentleman with the
bald head fell hard when the heavy thunderstorm began with a flash.’
Tommie zei dat de spaarpot van de lieve oude vrouw plotseling
Tommy said that the piggy bank of the sweet old woman suddenly
verdween toen de kinderen kwamen spelen op maandagochtend
disappeared when the children came
play on Monday morning
‘Tommy said that the sweet old woman’s piggy bank suddenly disappeared
when the children came to play on Monday morning.’
Koekiemonster zei dat het feestje op de bovenste verdieping
Cookie Monster said that the party on the top
floor
vanzelf ontstond toen de jongen terug kwam van zijn wereldreis
spontaneously arose
when the boy
back came of his world trip
‘Cookie Monster said that the party on the top floor started spontaneously
when the boy returned from his trip around the world.’
Kermit zei dat de clown met het slechte humeur nooit meer
verscheen
Kermit said that the clown with the bad
mood never anymore appeared
als de fysiotherapeut niet aanwezig was.
if the physiotherapist not present was.
‘Kermit said that the clown in a bad mood would no longer come if the
physiotherapist wasn’t present.’
Ieniemienie zei dat de papegaai met de felgekleurde stippen
Ieniemienie said that the parrot
with the brightly colored spots
ineens
groeide toen het meisje even weg was voor de boodschappen.
suddenly grew
when the girl
just away was for the groceries
‘Ieniemienie said that the parrot with brightly colored spots suddenly grew
when the girl popped out to do the groceries.’
Pino
zei dat de boer met de stinkende, vieze sigaar ontzettend
Big Bird said that the farmer with the smelly,
dirty cigar terribly
schrok
toen het meisje met rode haren plotseling de kamer binnenliep.
was shocked when the girl with red hairs suddenly the room into walked
‘Big Bird said that the farmer with the smelly, dirty cigar was terribly
shocked when the girl with the red hair suddenly walked into the room.’
Grover zei dat de tekening van het vervallen kasteel en de spoken aardig
Grover said that the drawing of the decrepit castle and the ghosts nicely
lukte
toen de verdrietige jongen hulp kreeg van de meester.
worked out when the sad
boy
help got from the teacher
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‘Grover said that the drawing of the decrepit castle and the ghosts was
coming along nicely when the sad boy got help from the teacher.’
Koekiemonster zei dat de regen in de lange straten van Amsterdam
Cookie Monster said that the rain in the long streets of Amsterdam
altijd toenam als de volle maan 's nachts aan de hemel kwam.
always increased if the full moon at night on the sky
came
‘Cookie Monster said that the rain in the long streets of Amsterdam always
increased when the full moon appeared in the sky at night.’
Bert zei dat de limonade in de ouderwetse badkuip heel snel steeg
Bert said that the lemonade in the old-fashioned bathtub very quickly rose
toen de strenge vader even niet op de kinderen lette.
when the strict father just not at the children watched
‘Bert said that the lemonade in the old-fashioned bathtub rose quickly when
the strict father wasn’t watching the children for a brief moment.’
Ernie zei dat de sleutel van zeer oud en zwak materiaal toch
Ernie said that the key of very old and weak material nevertheless
barstte nadat de luidruchtige fanfare
was langs gelopen.
cracked after the noisy
brass band was past walked
‘Ernie said that the key made of very old and weak material did crack
anyway after the noisy brass band walked past.’
Ernie zei dat het schilderij van de tijgers en de leeuwen helaas
Ernie said that the painting of the tigers and the lions unfortunately
toch
mislukte
nadat de jongen en het meisje knallend
nevertheless was unsuccessful after the boy and the girl
smashing
ruzie kregen.
row got.
‘Ernie said that unfortunately the painting of the tigers and the lions was
nevertheless unsuccessful after the boy and the girl got into a big row.’
Tommie zei dat de houthakker met het ontzettend smerige t-shirt pas
Tommy said that the lumberjack with the terribly
dirty
t-shirt only
ontwaakte nadat de hardloopwedstrijd was afgelopen.
awoke
after the running race
was finished
‘Tommy said that the lumberjack with the terribly dirty t-shirt only woke up
after the race had finished.’
Ieniemienie zei dat de muzikant met de hippe roze puntlaarsjes
Ieniemienie said that the musician with the trendy pink pointy boots
gehaast arriveerde toen het langdradige toneelstuk over de jungle bezig
hurriedly arrived when the long-winded play
about the jungle ongoing
was.
was.
‘Ieniemienie said that the musician with the trendy pink pointy boots arrived
hurriedly when the long-winded play about the jungle was playing.’
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Bert zei dat de schroef met de zilvergrijze kleur heel snel zonk nadat
Bert said that the screw with the silver grey color very quickly sank after
het vrolijk spelende kind was weggegaan.
the happily playing child was left
‘Bert said that the silver-grey colored screw sank very quickly after the
happily playing child had left.’
Grover zei dat de kabouter met het rode jasje en de paarse broek
Grover said that the gnome with the red jacket and the purple trousers
opeens verdwaalde in de enorme winkel met de oude boekenkasten.
suddenly got-lost
in the enormous shop with the old book shelves
‘Grover said that the gnome with the red jacket and the purple trousers
suddenly got lost in the enormous shop with the old book shelves.’
Grover zei dat de computer naast de grote spiegel van grootmoeder weer
Grover said that the computer next to the big mirror of grandma again
instortte toen ineens de met zorg vastgemaakte onderdelen loskwamen.
collapsed when suddenly the with care tied
parts
loose came
Grover said that the computer next to Grandma’s big mirror collapsed again
when the parts that had been carefully put together suddenly came apart.’
Ernie zei dat de mus
met heel bijzondere gaven langzaam uitstierf na
Ernie said that the sparrow with very special
gifts slowly died out after
een zeer lange periode van heftige droogte.
a very long period of heavy drought
‘Ernie said that the specially gifted sparrow was slowly dying out after a very
long period of extreme drought.’
Pino
zei dat het ei in het ruige struikgewas gisteren opzwol
Big Bird said that the egg in the shrubbery
yesterday swelled up
nadat de brandende zon was opgekomen.
after the burning
sun was came up
‘Big Bird said that the egg in the shrubbery swelled up yesterday after the
burning sun had come up.’
Oscar zei dat de aap
met het leuke, gehaakte mutsje zomaar omviel
Oscar said that the monkey with the funny, crocheted cap
just
fell over
toen ineens de grond heel heftig begon te trillen.
when suddenly the ground very heavily began to shake
‘Oscar said that the monkey with the funny crocheted cap just fell over when
the ground suddenly started to shake heavily.’
Elmo zei dat het papier in de vochtige donkere kelder verwelkte nadat
Elmo said that the paper in the humid
dark
cellar wilted
after
de bewoners verhuisd waren naar het buitenland.
the occupants moved were to the foreign country
‘Elmo said that the paper in the humid, dark cellar had wilted after the
occupants had moved to a foreign country.’
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Ernie zei dat de eekhoorn met de nieuwsgierige blik in het gras lag toen
Ernie said that the squirrel with the curious
look in the grass lay when
het ineens heel hard begon te hagelen.
it suddenly very hard began to hail
‘Ernie said that the squirrel with the curious look was lying in the grass
when it suddenly started to hail heavily.’
Bert zei dat de bril
met een heleboel kleine glanzende hartjes
Bert said that the glasses with a whole lot small shiny
little hearts
veilig hing aan de dikke muur van het paleis van de jonge prinses.
safely hang on the thick wall of the palace of the young princess
‘Bert said that the glasses with many small shiny little hearts were hanging
safely on the thick wall of the young princess’s palace.’
Elmo zei dat de kaars met prachtige kleuren plots
over tafel gleed
Elmo said that the candle with beautiful colors suddenly over table glided
toen moeder flink
bezig was geweest met nieuwe olie.
when mother robustly busy was been
with new
oil
‘Elmo said that the candle with the beautiful colors suddenly glided over the
table when mother had been fervently cleaning with new oil.’
Koekiemonster zei dat de boodschappen van de kinderen van de
Cookie Monster said that the groceries
of the children of the
kleuterschool nog lang stonken nadat de meester alle ramen van de
kindergarten still long stank
after the teacher all windows of the
school open had gedaan.
school open had done.
‘Cookie Monster said that the kindergarten children’s groceries still stank for
a long time after the teacher had opened all the school windows.’
Tommie zei dat de haren van de juffrouw met de lange benen weer
Tommy said that the hairs of the lady
with the long legs again
prachtig schitterden toen de ouders heel even om de hoek kwamen
beautifully sparkled
when the parents very briefly round the corner came
kijken
watch
‘Tommy said that the hair of the lady with the long legs sparkled beautifully
again when the parents came to look very briefly round the corner.’
Ieniemienie zei dat de plant in de rose kinderkamer weer helemaal glom
Ieniemienie said that the plant in the pink playroom
again totally shined
nadat het eindelijk gestopt was met regenen.
after it finally stopped was with rain
‘Ieniemienie said that the plant in the pink playroom was very shiny again
after it had finally stopped raining.’
Pino
zei dat Zwarte Piet met het gele kuifje echt een beetje
Big Bird said that Black Pete with the yellow forelock really a bit
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bloedde nadat het balkon van het gebouw naar beneden was gestort.
bled
after the balcony of the building down
was crashed
‘Big Bird said that Black Pete with the yellow forelock was really bleeding a
bit after the balcony of the building had crashed down.’
Elmo zei dat de vaas op de kledingkast in de hal altijd lekte als de
Elmo said that the vase on the wardrobe in the hall always leaked if the
vrouw met blonde krullen flink
had schoongemaakt.
woman with blond curls fervently had cleaned
‘Elmo said that the vase on the wardrobe in the hall always leaked if the
woman with the blond curls had been cleaning fervently.’
Kermit zei dat de vinger van de stoere presentator meestal
jeukte
Kermit said that the finger of the tough presenter most of the time itched
als de moeilijke quiz weer slecht was afgelopen.
if the difficult quiz again badly was ended
‘Kermit said that the finger of the tough presenter usually itched if the
difficult quiz had ended badly again.’
Oscar zei dat de kapper
met het heel strakke zwarte jasje altijd
Oscar said that the hairdresser with the very tight
black jacket always
bofte
als de rijke oude dame weer was langsgekomen.
was lucky if the rich old lady again was by-came
‘Oscar said that the hairdresser with the very tight black jacket was always
lucky if the rich old lady came by again.’
Ernie zei dat de piloot met de grote bruine hoed heel zachtjes praatte
Ernie said that the pilot with the big brown hat very softly
talked
toen het kleine baby'tje lief
lag te slapen.
when the little baby
sweet lay to sleep
‘Ernie said that the pilot with the big brown hat had spoken very softly when
the little baby was sleeping peacefully.’
Koekiemonster zei dat de bakker met de brede neus en kleine ogen
Cookie Monster said that the baker with the broad nose and small eyes
ondeugend lachte toen de mooie balletdanseres voorbij wandelde.
naughtily laughed when the pretty ballet dancer past walked
‘Cookie Monster said that the baker with the broad nose and the small eyes
laughed naughtily when the pretty ballet dancer walked past.’
Bert zei dat de brandweerman met heel korte stekelige haartjes nog
Bert said that the fire man
with very short spiky
little hairs once
eens glimlachte toen al het bezoek de deur uit was.
again smiled
when all the visit
the door out were
‘Bert said that the fireman with the very short spiky hair smiled once again
when all the visitors had left.’
Tommie zei dat de vis in de grote gele ton ineens sprong toen een
Tommy said that the fish in the big yellow barrel suddenly jumped when
hels
lawaai plotseling losbarstte.
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an infernal noise suddenly burst out
‘Tommy said that the fish in the big yellow barrel suddenly jumped when an
infernal noise suddenly burst out.’
Ieniemienie zei dat de timmerman in de groene trui
met paarse
Ieniemienie said that the carpenter in the green sweater with purple
stippen hard schreeuwde nadat de sterke acrobaat een hoge sprong
dots
loudly screamed
after the strong acrobat a high jump
maakte
made
‘Ieniemienie said that the carpenter in the green sweater with the purple
dots screamed loudly after the strong acrobat performed a high jump.’
Pino
zei dat de indiaan met de gebruinde huid heel zachtjes huilde toen
Big Bird said that the Indian with the tanned skin very softly
cried
de poedel stiekem op het grasveld gepoept had.
when the poodle sneakily on the grass field pooped had
‘Big Bird said that the Indian with the tanned skin cried very softly when the
poodle sneakily pooped on the grass.’
Grover zei dat de tandarts met een grote snor
en lange baard
Grover said that the dentist with a big moustache and long beard
keihard rende toen de herdershonden hard begonnen te blaffen.
rock-hard ran when the sheepdogs
hard began
to bark
‘Grover said that the dentist with the big moustache and the long beard ran
very fast when the sheepdogs began to bark loudly.’
Elmo zei dat de slager met de pluizige wollen sjaal wild danste
Elmo said that the butcher with the fluffy woolen scarf wildly danced
nadat de knappe dame toch naar huis was gegaan.
after the handsome lady yet home
had gone
‘Elmo said that the butcher with the fluffy woolen scarf danced wildly after
the handsome lady had gone home anyway.’
Kermit zei dat de politieagent met een vieze, natte snotneus door
de
Kermit said that the police officer with a dirty, wet runny nose through
wei
wandelde toen de stevige sneeuwbui kwam opzetten.
the grasslands walked
when the heavy snow shower came arise
‘Kermit said that the police officer with the dirty, wet runny nose was
walking through the grasslands when the heavy snow shower started.’
Oscar zei dat de koningin met een lekkere, rode lolly
hardop vloekte
Oscar said that the Queen with a tasty, red lollipop out loud cursed
toen de pepernoten in de fluitketel terecht
kwamen.
when the gingersnaps in the teakettle in the right place came
‘Oscar said that the queen with the tasty red lollipop cursed out loud when
the gingersnaps fell into the teakettle.’
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Ernie zei dat het konijn van de vriendelijke marktkoopman vaak
Ernie said that the rabbit of the friendly
market vendor often
gromde als de groene vuilnisbak
weer eens te vol zat.
growled if the green garbage can once again too full was
‘Ernie said that the friendly market vendor’s rabbit often growled when the
green garbage can was too full again.’
Koekiemonster zei dat de Kerstman met het hippe ondergoed door
Cookie Monster said that the Santa Claus with the trendy underwear
de velden fietste nadat de fantastische bruiloft was afgelopen.
through the fields cycled after the fantastic
wedding was finished
‘Cookie Monster said that the Santa Claus with the trendy underwear cycled
through the fields after the fantastic wedding had come to an end.’
Bert zei dat de dokter met de veel te grote, oranje sportschoenen
Bert said that the doctor with the way too big, orange, sports shoes
flink hijgde toen het einde van de marathon eindelijk in zicht was.
heavily panted when the end of the marathon finally in sight was
‘Bert said that the doctor with the oversized orange sports shoes was panting
heavily when the end of the marathon was finally in sight.’
Tommie zei dat de visser
met heel mooi
geknipte haren lang
Tommy said that the fisherman with very beautifully cut
hairs long
zeurde toen de nieuwe toverdrank helemaal niet bleek
te werken.
nagged when the new
magic potion completely not turned out to work
‘Tommy said that the fisherman with the very beautifully cut hair nagged for
a long time when it turned out that the new magic potion didn’t work at all.’
Ieniemienie zei dat de chauffeur met een stevige, snijdende buikpijn
Ieniemienie said that the driver
with a heavy, cutting, stomachache
blij
juichte toen de sterke keeper
de penalty tegenhield.
happily cheered when the strong goalkeeper the penalty stopped
‘Ieniemienie said that the driver with the terrible, piercing stomachache
cheered happily when the strong goalkeeper stopped the penalty.’
Pino
zei dat de fotograaf
in het drukke pannenkoekenhuis boos
Big Bird said that the photographer in the busy pancake house
angrily
krijste toen de kat ervandoor ging met een schaal met hapjes.
shrieked when the cat off
went with a bowl with snacks
‘Big Bird said that the photographer in the busy pancake house shrieked
angrily when the cat took off with a bowl of snacks.’
Grover zei dat de melkboer uit het piepkleine mooie dorpje
Grover said that the milkman from the tiny
beautiful village
ongegeneerd gaapte toen de lange trein de grote stad binnenreed.
unashamedly yawned when the long train the big city pulled in
‘Grover said that the milkman from the beautiful tiny village yawned
unashamedly when the long train pulled into the big city.’
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Elmo zei dat de groenteman uit het ouderwetse dorpje ongerust
Elmo said that the greengrocer from the old-fashioned village worriedly
mopperde toen de auto met volle vaart door
het rode licht reed.
grumbled when the car with full speed through the red light drove
‘Elmo said that the greengrocer from the old-fashioned village grumbled
worriedly when the car speeded through the red light.’
Kermit zei dat de kok met schele
ogen en een lange jas blij
Kermit said that the cook with squinting eyes and a long coat cheerfully
huppelde toen het sprookje over de dolfijnen toch
nog goed
hopped when the fairytale about the dolphins nevertheless still well
afliep
ended
‘Kermit said that the cook with the squint and the long coat hopped
cheerfully when the fairytale about the dolphins nevertheless ended happily.’
Oscar zei dat de schoonmaakster met knalgele
nagellak en roze
Oscar said that the cleaning lady with bright yellow nail polish and pink
lippenstift hard toeterde toen de idioot keihard over de rotonde
lipstick loudly hooted when the idiot rock-hard over the roundabout
heen reed.
prt drove.
‘Oscar said that the cleaning lady with the bright yellow nail polish and the
pink lipstick hooted loudly when the idiot drove over the roundabout at
breakneck speed.’

Appendix 4
Test sentences Chapter 6
Kapitein Willem zei dat de clown met de veel te grote broek hard viel
Captain Willem said that the clown with the way too big trousers hard fell
toen het enorme schip plotseling in beweging kwam
when the enormous ship suddenly in movement came
‘Captain Willem said that the clown with the trousers that were too big fell
hard when the giant ship started moving suddenly.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de eekhoorn met de nieuwsgierige blik plotseling
Captain Willem said that the squirrel with the curious
look suddenly
verdween toen het oude deksel vreselijk kraakte
disappeared when the old lid
heavily creaked
‘Captain Willem said that the squirrel with the curious look suddenly
disappeared when the old lid heavily creaked.’
Fred zei dat de papegaai met felgekleurde
strepen ineens groeide toen
Fred said that the parrot
with brightly colored stripes suddenly grew when
de drukke piraten haastig langs liepen
the busy
pirates hurriedly past walked
‘Fred said that the parrot with brightly colored stripes suddenly grew when the
busy pirates walked past hurriedly.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de boer met de stinkende sigaar ontzettend
Captain Willem said that the farmer with the smelly
cigar terribly
schrok
toen de vreselijk harde toeter klonk
was shocked when the terribly loud horn sounded
‘Captain Willem said that the farmer with the smelly cigar was terribly shocked
when the terribly loud horn sounded.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de kleurplaat van het eiland met de schat
aardig
Captain Willem said that the drawing of the island with the treasure nicely
lukte
toen de verdrietige piraat hulp kreeg van zijn vriend
worked out when the sad
pirate help got from his friend
‘Captain Willem said that the drawing of the island with the treasure was coming
along nicely when the sad pirate got help from his friend.’
Klaas zei dat de sleutel met een rare
vorm zomaar barstte toen het
Klaas said that the key
with an awkward shape just
cracked when the
zware onweer
met een flits was begonnen
heavy thunderstorm with a flash was begun
‘Klaas said that the key with an awkward shape just cracked when the heavy
thunderstorm began with a flash.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat het schilderij van de koningin helaas
Captain Willem said that the painting of the Queen unfortunately
toch mislukte
toen de bewoners knallende ruzie kregen
nevertheless was unsuccessful when the occupants smashing row got
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‘Captain Willem said that unfortunately the painting of the Queen was
nevertheless unsuccessful when the occupants got into a big row.’
Stijn zei dat de schroef uit de grote doos heel snel
zonk nadat de
Stijn said that the screw from the big box very quickly sank after the
bewaarpiraat alle spullen had gegeven
storage pirate all things had given
‘Stijn said that the screw out of the big box very quickly sank after the storage
pirate had given everything.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de kabouter met het paarse jasje opeens
Captain Willem said that the gnome with the purple jacket suddenly
verdwaalde in de duinen langs het drukke strand
got lost
in the dunes along the busy beach
‘Captain Willem said that the gnome with the purple jacket suddenly got lost in
the dunes on the crowded beach.’
Frits zei dat de mus
met het mooie
petje zomaar omviel toen de
Frits said that the sparrow with the beautiful cap just
fell over when the
grond heel heftig begon te trillen
ground very heavily began to shake
‘Frits said that the sparrow with the beautiful cap just fell over when the ground
started to shake heavily.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de piloot met de grote bruine hoed heel zachtjes
Captain Willem said that the pilot with the big brown hat very softly
praatte toen de piraten steeds
een stukje dichterbij kwamen
talked when the pirates more and more a bit
closer
came
‘Captain Willem said that the pilot with the big brown hat had spoken very softly
when the pirates came more and more closer.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de timmerman met een brede neus ondeugend
Captain Willem said that the carpenter with a broad nose naughtily
lachte toen de mooie vrouwen op de kade vrolijk zwaaiden
laughed when the pretty ladies
on the wharf happily waved
‘Captain Willem said that the carpenter with a broad nose laughed naughtily
when the pretty ladies on the wharf waved happily.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de indiaan met de gebruinde huid heel zachtjes
Captain Willem said that the Indian with the tanned
skin very softly
huilde toen de piraten stiekem op het grasveld gepoept hadden
cried when the pirates sneakily on the grass field pooped had
‘Captain Willem said that the Indian with the tanned skin cried very softly when
the pirates sneakily pooped on the grass.’
Frits zei dat de aap
van de moedige piraat wild danste toen het schip
Frits said that the monkey of the brave pirate wildly danced when the ship
bij het geheimzinnige eiland was aangekomen
at the mysterious
island was arrived
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‘Frits said that the monkey of the brave pirate danced wildly when the ship
arrived at the mysterious island.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de politieagent met een vieze snotneus over het
Captain Willem said that the police officer with a
dirty runny nose over the
dek wandelde toen de piraten één voor één aan boord kwamen
deck walked when the pirates one by one aboard
came
‘Captain Willem said that the police officer with a dirty, runny nose walked over
the deck when the pirates came aboard one by one.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de koningin met een streng gezicht hardop vloekte
Captain Willem said that the Queen with a
strict face
out loud cursed
toen de bewoners
zeiden wat er
aan de hand was
when the inhabitants said
what there on the hand was
‘Captain Willem said that the Queen with a strict face cursed out loud hen the
inhabitants said what was going on.’
Frits zei dat de kerstman
met de hippe onderbroek hard fietste toen
Frits said that the Santa Claus with the trendy underwear rapidly cycled when
de piraten wild over het eiland renden
the pirates wildly over the island ran
‘Frits said that the Santa Claus with the trendy underwear cycled rapidly when
the pirates were wildly running over the island.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de visser
uit het kleine dorpje lang zeurde toen
Captain Willem said that the fisherman from the little village long nagged
when
de piraten echt niet wilde meehelpen
the pirates really not wanted give a hand
‘Captain Willem said that the fisherman from the little village nagged for a long
time when the pirates really did not want to give a hand.’
De kapitein zei dat de dokter met grote schele
ogen blij
huppelde
The captain said that the doctor with big squinting eyes cheerfully hopped
toen het schip dan eindelijk was vertrokken
when the ship then finally was departed
‘The captain said that the doctor with the squint hopped cheerfully when the ship
had finally departed.’
Kapitein Willem zei dat de kapper
met het strakke zwarte jasje hard
Captain Willem said that the hairdresser with the tight
black jacket loudly
toeterde toen het schip bijna uit het zicht was verdwenen
hooted when the ship almost from the sight was disappeared
‘Captain Willem said that the hairdresser with the tight, black jacket hooted
loudly when the ship had almost disappeared out of sight.’

Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Ogenschijnlijke gelijkenissen:
Subjecten en verplaatsing in grammatica, verwerking, en
verwerving

Een opvallende eigenschap van taal is dat woorden in een zin vaak een
dubbele rol vervullen. Dat zie je bijvoorbeeld in zinnen met
koppelwerkwoorden zoals schijnen en lijken. In de zin Maxima schijnt
zwanger te zijn is Maxima het grammaticale onderwerp van schijnen, maar
het krijgt op een andere plek een semantische rol. Maxima is namelijk niet
de ‘schijner’; het gaat erover dat ze zwanger is. Het woord Maxima wordt dus
op een andere plek geïnterpreteerd dan waarop het aan de oppervlakte
verschijnt. We zeggen dan ook wel dat Maxima is verplaatst vanuit de positie
waarin het de semantische rol ontvangt naar de onderwerppositie van
schijnen. In dit proefschrift probeer ik vast te stellen of dit soort
verplaatsingen moeilijk zijn voor het menselijke brein om te verwerken en of
het problemen oplevert in de taalverwerving bij jonge kinderen. Niet alleen
de verplaatsing zelf kan moeilijkheden opleveren, maar ook de manier
waarop het uiteindelijk geïnterpreteerd moet worden kan lastig zijn.
Eenzelfde discontinuïteit tussen de positie van interpretatie en de
oppervlaktepositie zie je bij onaccusatieve werkwoorden zoals vallen. In de
zin Tommy viel staat Tommy op de onderwerppositie. Alleen, Tommy is niet
de ‘valler’, maar speelt de rol van ‘gevallene’; een rol die normaal gesproken
aan het lijdend voorwerp wordt toegekend. Dat wil zeggen, de val overkomt
Tommy. Onaccusatieve werkwoorden verschillen hierin van onergatieve
werkwoorden zoals dansen waarbij het onderwerp wel actief de dans
uitvoert. De verplaatsing bij onaccusatieve werkwoorden zou ook moeilijk
kunnen zijn in de verwerking en de verwerving, maar deze verplaatsing
verschilt cruciaal van de verplaatsing bij koppelwerkwoorden in het effect
dat het heeft op de interpretatie. Daar zal ik in de volgende paragrafen op
terugkomen.
1. Verschillende werkelijkheden
Een heel interessante observatie is dat de twee ogenschijnlijk gelijke
koppelwerkwoorden schijnen en lijken zich ieder geheel anders gedragen in
bepaalde omgevingen (Haegeman, 2005, 2006). Zo kan lijken ingebed worden
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onder een modaal werkwoord zoals kunnen in zin (1). Echter, als we
datzelfde doen met schijnen dan is het resultaat ongrammaticaal (zie zin (2)
waarbij * betekent dat de zin onacceptabel is).
(1)
(2)

Tommy kan een aardige jongen lijken te zijn
*Tommy kan een aardige jongen schijnen te zijn

De vraag die in hoofdstuk 2 wordt gesteld is wat de oorzaak is van dit
verschil tussen schijnen en lijken. De hypothese die ik voorstel is dat dit
verschil volgt uit een verschil tussen schijnen en lijken in hun semantiek.
Schijnen betekent dat de spreker van iemand anders heeft gehoord dat iets
het geval is. Laat me dat illustreren aan de hand van een voorbeeld. Als ik
zeg: ‘Tommy schijnt een chocoladetaart te hebben gegeten’ dan betekent dat
dat ik van iemand anders heb gehoord dat dat het geval is. Lijken in de zin
Tommy lijkt een chocoladetaart te hebben gegeten betekent dat het eruit ziet
alsof Tommy de taart gegeten heeft. Ik zie bijvoorbeeld zijn met chocola
besmeurde gezicht en chocoladetaartkruimels om hem heen. Wij kunnen dus
als sprekers praten over werelden die wellicht niet stroken met de realiteit:
nog een opvallende eigenschap van taal. Als we schijnen gebruiken praten
we over een werkelijkheid waarin de dingen die we gehoord hebben waar
zijn, terwijl Tommy in werkelijkheid misschien helemaal geen chocoladetaart
op heeft. Dit maakt schijnen een geliefd woord in roddelbladen: je kunt
hiermee iets suggereren zonder er verantwoordelijkheid voor te nemen. Als
we lijken gebruiken dan praten we over een werkelijkheid op basis van onze
(onduidelijke) waarnemingen, terwijl ook in dit geval de realiteit anders kan
blijken te zijn.
Het cruciale verschil tussen schijnen en lijken dat verantwoordelijk is voor
o.a. het verschil tussen (1) en (2) zit ‘m in de rol die de luisteraar speelt. Voor
de evaluatie van schijnen speelt de luisteraar geen rol; schijnen is subjectief.
De luisteraar kan de ‘waarheid’ van schijnen nooit ontkennen. Dat wil
zeggen, iemand die reageert op de opmerking ‘Tommy schijnt chocoladetaart
te hebben gegeten’ met ‘nee, dat is niet waar’, kan alleen bedoelen dat Tommy
geen chocoladetaart heeft gegeten, maar niet dat de spreker dat niet gehoord
heeft. Voor de evaluatie van lijken daarentegen kan de luisteraar wel een rol
spelen. Iemand die reageert op ‘Tommy lijkt een chocoladetaart te hebben
gegeten’ met ‘nee, dat is niet waar’ kan niet alleen bedoelen dat Tommy geen
chocoladetaart op heeft, maar ook dat het er niet uitziet alsof dat het geval
is. De luisteraar kan dus in dit geval wel de ‘waarheid’ van lijken ontkennen;
lijken is niet subjectief. Door de subjectiviteit is schijnen beperkter in de
omgevingen waarin het voor kan komen dan lijken. Om precies te zijn,
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schijnen kan niet in omgevingen voorkomen die een evaluatie afdwingen. En
dit is precies wat een woord zoals kunnen in (1) en (2) doet. Kunnen geeft de
instructie om te kijken of er zowel werelden zijn waarin een propositie waar
is, als werelden waarin de propositie niet waar is (iets kan het geval zijn,
maar hoeft dus niet het geval te zijn). Aangezien schijnen geen evaluatie
toestaat, kan het niet in de scope van kunnen voorkomen. Kortom, hoofdstuk
2 beargumenteert dat schijnen en lijken dusdanig verschillen in hun
semantiek dat ze niet in dezelfde omgevingen kunnen voorkomen.
Inmiddels weten we van de koppelwerkwoorden schijnen en lijken dat ze:
(a) verplaatsing teweeg brengen (dubbele rol van het onderwerp)
(b) verschillende werkelijkheden selecteren (een werkelijkheid op basis
van informatie van ‘horen zeggen’ vs. een werkelijkheid van (vage)
waarnemingen)
(c) verschillen in subjectiviteit: schijnen is subjectief, maar lijken niet
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt getoetst wat voor effect dit heeft op de verwerking van
deze koppelwerkwoorden. De vraag is of het verschil in semantiek tussen
schijnen en lijken resulteert in een verschil in verwerking tussen de twee. De
hypothese is dat schijnen meer verwerkingscapaciteit zal vereisen dan lijken,
omdat het een extra berekening vergt, namelijk de berekening van
subjectiviteit. Deze hypothese is getoetst in een self-paced reading
experiment. Dit is een leesexperiment waarbij de tekst in kleine stukjes
wordt aangeboden terwijl de onderzoeker de leestijden meet van de
verschillende stukjes. De resultaten laten zien dat schijnen langzamer
gelezen wordt dan lijken. Het verwerken van schijnen vereist meer
breincapaciteit dan het verwerken van lijken. Maar, hoewel schijnen in
eerste instantie tot langere leestijden leidt, resulteert het juist in kortere
leestijden op een later punt in de zin.
Nu we weten dat de extra berekening van subjectiviteit extra
verwerkingscapaciteit van het brein vergt, kunnen we de vraag stellen wat
dit voor effect heeft op de taalverwerving. Hoe verwerven kinderen dit soort
woorden? Is er een verschil tussen het subjectieve schijnen en het nietsubjectieve lijken? Om dit soort woorden te verwerven moet het kind
allereerst in staat zijn om zich verschillende werkelijkheden voor te stellen.
Valt de verwerving van het woord samen met het verwerven van de
benodigde verbeeldingskracht? Of wordt het woord nog later verworven dan
het concept? In de experimenten in hoofdstuk 4 toetsen we het vermogen van
kinderen om verschillende bronnen van informatie te gebruiken en te
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rapporteren. Daarnaast toetsen we het begrip van de woorden als schijnen en
lijken, en het subjectieve lijkt-me. Lijkt-me verschilt van lijken in dat het
uitdrukt dat het bewijs dat de spreker heeft gebaseerd is op een
gevolgtrekking die de spreker maakt. Daarnaast kan lijkt-me, net als
schijnen, niet geëvalueerd worden door iemand anders dan de spreker.
De resultaten laten een duidelijk effect van subjectiviteit zien als we lijken
met lijkt-me vergelijken. Hoewel kinderen hetzelfde scoren als volwassenen
in de lijken-conditie, scoren zelfs 9-jarige kinderen significant anders dan
volwassenen in de lijkt-me-conditie. Dit laat zien dat niet alle
koppelwerkwoorden verworven worden op hetzelfde moment in de
ontwikkeling. De resultaten ten aanzien van schijnen waren minder
duidelijk. Er is een goede reden om te denken dat dit te wijten is aan een
taakeffect. Iets dat vaak in studies naar de verwerving van
koppelwerkwoorden naar voren komt is dat het heel moeilijk is om de
precieze leeftijd van verwerving te achterhalen, omdat dit soort woorden niet
noodzakelijkerwijs het belangrijkste punt van de zin weergeven. Kinderen
zouden daarom hetzelfde kunnen scoren in een experiment als volwassenen,
zonder dat ze het woord op dezelfde manier begrijpen als volwassenen. In dit
experiment lijkt het inderdaad het geval te zijn geweest dat de kinderen
schijnen hebben genegeerd om de taak te kunnen volbrengen.
Verder laten de resultaten zien dat kinderen vanaf zes jaar prima in staat
zijn om verschillende bronnen van informatie te gebruiken en te rapporteren.
Dit is op een veel eerder moment dan dat ze de woorden schijnen en lijkt-me
interpreteren zoals volwassenen dat doen. Dit betekent dat de moeilijkheid
die kinderen met de koppelwerkwoorden hebben niet toegeschreven kan
worden aan de conceptuele complexiteit van de koppelwerkwoorden. Dat wil
zeggen, ze hebben het vermogen om zich verschillende werkelijkheden voor
te stellen, namelijk werkelijkheden op basis van verschillende bronnen van
informatie, terwijl ze deze betekenis niet kunnen representeren met
koppelwerkwoorden. De moeilijkheid met deze woorden moet ‘m dus in iets
anders zitten dan dat de woorden iets heel ingewikkelds betekenen.
Samenvattend laten de hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4 zien dat twee op elkaar
lijkende koppelwerkwoorden zich heel anders gedragen ten opzichte van
elkaar. Dit is het gevolg van een verschil in de semantiek van de
werkwoorden. De semantiek van schijnen vereist, in vergelijking tot lijken,
een extra berekening voor het brein die meetbaar is. Daarnaast zien we dat
hetgeen kostbaar is om te verwerken, vertraagd is in de verwerving.
Bovendien, de koppelwerkwoorden hebben niet alleen de eigenschap dat het
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onderwerp een dubbele rol draagt, maar hebben een heel specifiek effect op
de interpretatie. Ze stellen beperkingen aan de werkelijkheid waar we over
spreken.
2. Semantische rollen en grammaticale structuur
Eerder zagen we al dat er een verschil is tussen onaccusatieve en onergatieve
werkwoorden. Onaccusatieve werkwoorden, zoals vallen, hebben een
argument bij zich dat zich gedraagt als een lijdend voorwerp, terwijl het op
de positie van het onderwerp staat. In dit opzicht komen onaccusatieve
werkwoorden overeen met koppelwerkwoorden. Bij onergatieve werkwoorden
zien we deze discontinuïteit niet. Eerder onderzoek heeft laten zien dat er
niet alleen een grammaticaal onderscheid is tussen de twee typen
werkwoorden, maar dat dit verschil zich ook vertaalt naar de verwerking
(e.g. Friedmann et al., 2008). Een vraag die vooralsnog niet beantwoord is, is
of het verschil in verwerking veroorzaakt wordt door een verschil in de
semantische rollen (‘gevallene’ vs. ‘danser’), of door een verschil in
grammaticale functie (onderwerp tegenover lijdend voorwerp). In hoofdstuk
5 introduceren we een nieuwe methode waarmee het verwerken van
onaccusatieve en onergatieve werkwoorden kan worden gemeten.
De methode maakt gebruik van het zogenaamde Visual World Paradigm
waarbij deelnemers naar zinnen luisteren terwijl ze naar plaatjes kijken op
een scherm. Een eye-tracker registreert de oogbewegingen van de
deelnemers tijdens het experiment. Een voordeel van deze methode is dat het
een gedetailleerd overzicht geeft van de verwerking gedurende de hele zin.
De resultaten van het oogbewegingonderzoek laten zien dat de verwerking
van onaccusatieven langer duurt dan de verwerking van onergatieven.
Interpretatie van een zin met een onaccusatief werkwoord kost meer moeite
voor het brein dan de interpretatie van een zin met een onergatief
werkwoord. Dat er een verschil is in de verwerking was al aangetoond in
eerder onderzoek. De bijdrage van ons experiment is dat dit tot uiting komt
in een verschil in het precieze moment van interpretatie.
Daarnaast trekt dit experiment de twee verschillende oorzaken uit elkaar,
namelijk het effect van de semantische rol tegenover het effect van de
grammaticale rol. Deze puzzel hebben we onderzocht door nog een extra
klasse van werkwoorden bij het onderzoek te betrekken, namelijk
werkwoorden zoals schitteren. Deze categorie werkwoorden gedraagt zich
aan de ene kant als onaccusatieve werkwoorden; het argument ondergaat het
schitteren en voert dit niet actief uit. Net zoals onaccusatieve werkwoorden
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zijn werkwoorden als schitteren niet mogelijk in een zogenaamde
onpersoonlijk passief constructie, terwijl onergatieve werkwoorden dit wel
kunnen (zie (3)). Aan de andere kant gedraagt schitteren zich als een
onergatief werkwoord wat betreft de grammaticale rol van het argument; het
argument is een onderwerp, geen lijdend voorwerp. Net zoals onergatieve
werkwoorden selecteert schitteren het hulpwerkwoord hebben, terwijl
onaccusatieve werkwoorden het hulpwerkwoord zijn selecteren (zie (4)). Door
deze mix van eigenschappen zijn deze werkwoorden uitermate geschikt om
de bron van de vertraging van interpretatie bij onaccusatieve werkwoorden
in kaart te brengen. Als de werkwoorden als schitteren hetzelfde patroon in
verwerking laten zien als onaccusatieve werkwoorden, dan is de bron van de
vertraging de semantische rol van het argument. Aan de andere kant, als
deze werkwoorden hetzelfde patroon laten zien als onergatieve werkwoorden,
dan is de bron van de vertraging juist de grammaticale rol van het argument.
De resultaten wijzen uit dat werkwoorden als schitteren hetzelfde
verwerkingspatroon laten zien als onergatieve werkwoorden. Het verschil in
verwerking tussen onaccusatieve en onergatieve werkwoorden kan dus
toegeschreven worden aan een verschil in de grammaticale rol van het
argument. Sterker nog, ook hier zien we dat een extra berekening in de
structuur (dubbele rol van het argument), extra verwerkingscapaciteit van
het brein vergt.
(3)

a. *Er werd geschitterd
b. *Er werd gevallen
c. Er werd gedanst

(4)

a. De diamant heeft geschitterd
b. Tommy is gevallen
c. Tommy heeft gedanst

De vraag die hier logischerwijs op volgt is of de moeilijkheid in verwerking
ook resulteert in een vertraging in de verwerving, net zoals we bij de
koppelwerkwoorden hebben gezien. Dat zou betekenen dat kinderen
onaccusatieve werkwoorden pas later verwerken en interpreteren zoals een
volwassene dat doet dan onergatieve werkwoorden. Een hypothese in de
literatuur is dat kinderen tot een jaar of zeven geen onderscheid maken in de
grammaticale structuur van onaccusatieve en onergatieve werkwoorden. Dit
zou betekenen dat de kinderen ook geen verschil maken tussen deze
werkwoorden in de verwerking. In een aangepaste versie van het Visual
World experiment hebben we dit onderzocht. De kinderen luisterden naar
een verhaaltje over piraten terwijl ze naar plaatjes op een beeldscherm
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keken. De resultaten laten zien dat kinderen een onderscheid maken tussen
onaccusatieve en onergatieve werkwoorden in de verwerking. Het kan dus
niet zo zijn dat kinderen dezelfde structuur toekennen aan onaccusatieve
werkwoorden als aan onergatieve werkwoorden. De verplaatsing die nodig is
voor de interpretatie van onaccusatieve werkwoorden hebben kinderen al
verworven, al kost het ze meer moeite om een onaccusatief werkwoord dan
een onergatief werkwoord te interpreteren.
De belangrijke bijdrage van het onderzoek zoals gepresenteerd in de
hoofdstukken 5 en 6 is, ten eerste, dat we een zeer bruikbare nieuwe
methode hebben ontwikkeld om de verwerking te meten van structuren
waarin een argument een dubbele rol vervult. Daarnaast hebben we de
effecten van de semantische rol en de grammaticale structuur op de
verwerking uit elkaar getrokken. Als laatste hebben we laten zien dat
kinderen vanaf vijf jaar zich bewust zijn van het onderscheid tussen
onaccusatieve en onergatieve werkwoorden, ondanks dat de zinnen er aan de
oppervlakte hetzelfde uitzien. Dat wil zeggen, de kinderen zijn zich bewust
van de dubbele rol die het onderwerp van onaccusatieve werkwoorden
vervult. Deze verplaatsing is dus al verworven voordat kinderen de
koppelwerkwoorden op een volwassen manier interpreteren.
3. Synopsis
Een sleutelbevinding die we in verschillende vormen terugzien in dit
proefschrift is de nauwe relatie tussen grammaticale berekening en
verwerking. Iedere grammaticale berekening die we hebben vastgesteld heeft
gevolgen voor de verwerking. De onaccusatieve structuur, waarin het
onderwerp een dubbele rol vervult, vertraagt de interpretatie. Daarnaast
zagen we dat de koppelwerkwoorden schijnen en lijken verschillen in hun
semantiek en als gevolg daarvan verschillen in de verwerking. Schijnen
vereist een extra berekening, d.w.z. het berekenen van de subjectiviteit en
deze extra berekening vereist extra verwerkingscapaciteit.
Bovendien heeft dit proefschrift laten zien dat het, om het gedrag van
koppelwerkwoorden te begrijpen, noodzakelijk is om een onderscheid te
maken tussen enerzijds het effect dat ze hebben als zijnde een
koppelwerkwoord (dubbele rol van het onderwerp) en anderzijds het effect
dat ze hebben in termen van interpretatie (het voorstellen van verschillende
werkelijkheden). Hun bijdrage aan de semantische interpretatie heeft een
effect op de verwerking en op het verloop van de verwerving. Een
taalverwervend kind dat in staat is om de dubbele rol van het onderwerp te
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doorzien, heeft nog niet noodzakelijkerwijs het gereedschap in huis om tot de
juiste interpretatie van de koppelwerkwoorden te komen. Het verbeelden van
de juiste werkelijkheid en, in sommige gevallen, het berekenen van
subjectiviteit zijn cruciaal om deze woorden als een volwassene te kunnen
begrijpen. Al deze eigenschappen van de koppelwerkwoorden worden
weerspiegeld in de verwerving.
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